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of automatic turntables
ir the Fisher name.

Automatic repeat.
This is a nice feature, and one

that's unique. By unlocking the center
spindle the record will cycle and recycle
until you stop it. You can do this with
single records, or any record in a stack.

The world's finest automatic
turntable, the Fisher 502.
S1 59.95
The Fisher 502 is the top of the

Fisher automatic turntable line, and is,
in our opinion, the finest turntable
money can buy. Not only does it have
the features we've already mentioned,
but it has a lot of exclusives as well. One
of the most important is the adjustment
for the vertical tracking angle. As you
probably know, the cutter stylus, with
which the grooves in the original mas-
ters are cut, is not perpendicular to the
plane of the record. It's at an exact fif-
teen -degree angle to the perpendicular.
So your stylus should also be at the
same fifteen -degree angle. The 502 has

an adjustment that lets you keep it that
way, whether you set it for one record
or for any one in a stack. Or you can
leave it at an optimum setting for the
stack as a whole. Not many automatic
turntables have this feature.

The extra -heavy platter.
The Fisher 502 has a platter that

weighs 7.1 pounds. The extra -heavy

platter, together with a heavy-duty 4 -
pole motor, keeps the 502 running at a
constant speed. Wow and flutter are less
than 0.1 % (that's really low).

The Fisher 402. The finest
automatic turntable under
$130.00.
The Fisher 402, if the truth be

known, is a bargain. It has most of the
features of the 502, and it costs less. Of
course, if you insist on owning the best,
there's only one turntable for you. But if
you'll be satisfied with very good in-
deed, then consider the 402. The main
difference between the machines are
the platter weight and the stylus adjust-
ment. The 402's platter weighs 4
pounds. That's massive enough to keep
wow and flutter well below professional
standards, but not as massive as the
502's platter. And, in the 402, the stylus
angle has been preset to a statistically
determined optimum. So you lose the
versatility of being able to adjust it your-
self. Other than those two points, the
402 performs, looks and sounds like the

502, the world's finest automatic turn-
table. Not bad for $129.95.

The Fisher 302. The finest
automatic turntable under
$100.00.
There are many more similarities

between the 302 and its higher -priced
brothers than there are differences.

Wow, flutter and rumble are mar-
ginally higher in the Fisher 302, but
they're still completely inaudible.

The tonearm is of the girder -beam
type instead of the tubular type (as in
the 402 and 502). But the 302's tonearm
is low in mass, and perfectly capable of
tracking with a force of one gram.

And the other Fisher automatic
turntable exclusives we mentioned
earlier for the 502 and 402 are all pres-
ent in the 302.

As a matter of fact, with these fea-
tures, at $99.95, the Fisher 302 would
be pretty tough competition for the 402
and 502.

If the 302 weren't ours.

Accessories.
There are a number of accessories

for the Fisher automatic turntable which
are optional (at extra cost).

You can have a standard base
(the B-4 for the 302 and 402, the B-5
for the 502). You can have a separate

dust cover (the PC -4).
Or you can purchase the

deluxe base which comes complete
with dust cover (B-404 for the 302

and 402, B-504 for the 502).
And there are 45 rpm spindles

to fit all the models.

The Fisher
We invented high fidelity. xr



Introducing the first line
good enough to be;

 Until now, when you bought
Fisher components, you had to settle for
someone else's automatic turntable.

Not that that was bad. There were
several good models to choose from.

But now there's something better.
A line of automatic turntables

Fisher is proud to call its own. With a
combination of features you won't find
on any other automatic in their respec-
tive price ranges.

You can take faultless
performance for granted.
Since the new automatic turn-

tables are Fisher's, they perform like
Fishers. So it goes practically without
saying that wow, flutter and rumble equal
recording studio and broadcasting
standards, and are inaudible. The tone -
arms on all three turntables will accept
a full range of the finest cartridges avail-
able, and will track flawlessly with a
stylus pressure as low as one gram or
less. All three turntables have variable

anti -skating compensation. They all
have a cue control that gently sets the
stylus down on the precise groove you
select. In all three, the operating func-
tions (start, stop, reject) are controlled
w;th a single, easy -to -use lever. And the
turntables all have three speeds: 331/3,
45 and 78 rpm. But there's more.

Only 250! $2 value! Send for your copy of The Fisher Handbook,
a fact -filled 80 -page guide to high fidelity. This full -color
reference book also includes complete information
on all Fisher stereo components, plus a special insert
on the new Fisher automatic turntables.
Enclose 25¢ for handling and postage!

New! 1971 edition!

Fisher Radio, Dept. SR -5. P.O. Box 1367
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

Name

Address

City State Zip
'Please glue or tape coin on picture of handbook above.
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0205719

The new Fisher automatic
turntables are the world's
most convenient.
If you've ever owned a piece of

Fisher equipment, no matter which one,
you know that it's a pleasure to operate.
There are always those little Fisher ex-
clusives that make the difference be-
tween an adequate piece of machinery
and a great one.

The turntables are no exception.
For example, all three, even the

inexpensive 302, have a pitch control

that lets you vary the speed of your rec-
ords plus or minus three per cent. Which
means you can tune your records to
your piano (the reverse would be ex-
tremely difficult, right?).

We spoke earlier about the cue
control. But we didn't mention that it's
viscous damped. Which means that
when the arm descends on a record, it
descends with record -conserving gen-
tleness.

And there's a safety feature in the
new Fisher automatic turntables which is
absolutely error -proof. It's a sensing de-
vice that not Only senses the size of a
record (or stack of records), but pre-
vents the stylus from descending if
there's no record on the platter. (It
sounds like a small point, but it may
some day save the life of your stylus.)

Prices slightly higher In the Far West. Overseas and Canadian residents please vpite to Fisher Radio International, Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
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At the risk of seeming immodest,
we've had a smashing success in the
United States.

There are more Garrards being
used in component stereo systems here
than all other makes combined.

Even we find this a curious fact.
But the die was cast thirty -odd

years ago.

Not parity, but superiority
H. V. Slade, then Managing Di-

rector of Garrard Limited, decreed,
"We will sell a Garrard in the U.S. only

when it is more ad-
vanced than any ma-
chine made there."

A commitment
to, not parity, but ab-
solute superiority.

Spurred by it,
Garrard of England
has been responsi-

ble for every major innovation in auto-
matic turntables.

In the thirties, Garrard pioneered
the principle of two -point record sup-
port. Still the safest known method of
record handling. Oddly, still a Garrard
exclusive.

In the forties, we introduced the
aluminum tone arm. Today, widely used
by makers of fine equipment.

By 1961, increasingly sensitive
cartridges had led us to adapt a feature
originally developed for professional
turntables: the dynamically balanced
tone arm, with a movable counter-

H.V. Slade (1889-1961)

Why an
automatic turntable

from Swindon, England
has made it big
in the States.
weight to neutralize the arm and an ad-
justment to add precisely the correct
stylus tracking force.

In 1964, we added an anti -skat-
ing control, and patented the sliding
weight design that makes it perma-
nently accurate.

Then, in 1967, Garrard engineers
perfected the Synchro-Lab motor, a
revolutionary two -stage synchronous
motor.

The induction portion supplies
the power to reach playing speed in-
stantly. The synchronous section then
"locks in" to the 60 -cycle frequency of
the current to give unvarying speed de-
spite variations in voltage.

"We're bloody flattered"
This year one of our competitors

has introduced a copy of our Synchro-
Lab motor on its most expensive model.

To quote Alan Say, our Head of
Engineering, "We're bloody flattered.

"After all, being imitated is a

rather good measure of how significant
an innovation really is."

The new Garrard SL95B features
still another development we expect
will become an industry standard.

Garrard's viscous damped tone
arm descent-originally offered to pro-
vide gentler, safer cueing-now oper-
ates in automatic cycle as well.

It seems only logical. Yet, for the

present at least, it is another Garrard
exclusive.

Other 1970 Garrard refinements
include a counterweight adjustment
screw for balancing the tone arm to
within a hundredth of a gram. A win-
dow scale on the tone arm for the stylus
force gauge. And a larger, more precise
version of our anti -skating control.

Un-innovating
At the same time, we've elimi-

nated a feature we once pioneered. A
bit of un-innovating, you might say.

Garrard's disappearing record
platform is disappearing for good.

We've replaced it with a non -
disappearing record platform. A larger,
stronger support with an easy -to -grasp
clip that fits surely over the stack.

A small thing, perhaps.
But another indication that H.V.'s

commitment remains with us.

$44.50 to $129.50

Garrard standards do not vary
with price. Only the degree of refine-
ment possible for the money.

There are six Garrard component
models from the SL95B automatic
turntable (above) for $129.50 to the
40B at $44.50.

Your dealer can help you arrive
at the optimum choice for your system.

Garrard
CIRCLE NO. 103 ON READER SERVICE CARD British Industries Co.
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EDITORIALLY
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CLAY -FOOT FETISHISTS
CORDING to Friedrich Nietzsche, valuing truth higher than appearances is simplyA moral prejudice. If that looks to you like merely another of the philosopher's heresies,

look again: appearances, it is "true," can be deceiving, but that fact makes it necessary to
consider them part of the whole "truth." I have been chasing this idea around in my head
of late in an unusual connection: I have only recently noticed the disappearance from
American life of the quality of glamour. Glamour is defined in the dictionary (evidently
by the kind of mind that would be outraged by Nietzsche) as "a spell or charm...through
which a person appears delusively glorified." This definition is obviously an inadequate
one for those who respect the real magic of glamour and its sometimes awful powers, but,
delusive or not, it has all but vanished from the performing arts (in these I include politics)
where it was once considered an absolute essential.

Perhaps among the earliest signals we had that all was not well with glamour were the
bulletins on President Eisenhower's B.M.'s that graced the news every night following his
first heart attack (or was it the ileitis?). That was the beginning; in the years since we have
been subjected to such an orgy of "telling it like it is" that we now have a complete inven-
tory, from ingrown toenails to dandruff, on any and every performer who has dared to
raise his or her voice in public. That they should all turn out to be kin to Judy O'Grady is
a fact rather more depressing than it is surprising-they are, after all, human too. But some-
where along the way we lost a useful and quite likely uniquely productive means of ex-
pressing certain praiseworthy human ideals and aspirations.

This loss is the result, I think, of the collision of two powerful ideas and the (I hope)
temporary victory of one of them. Glamour (let's not call it charisma) is quite simply the
natural result of human difference and human inequality: we are not, neither in our
talents nor in our capabilities, created equal. A wrong-headed interpretation of the idea of
democracy, however, says that indeed we are, and many aspects of our popular culture are
devoted to proving it. The evidence turns up in many ways and in surprising places. Most
conspicuous, perhaps because it everywhere strikes the eye, is the poverty -cult haber-
dashery that has lately given urban America the look of one vast rummage sale. The style
has caught up the rich and the poor, the young and the sycophantic old, the performer and
his audience in a steamroller conformity that goes by the name of "equality" even when it
is outrageously expensive. Miss America contests (which are really mythic tribal ceremonies
in heavy disguise) come under fire ostensibly because they are "sexist exploitations" of
women and vulgar to boot, but really because they celebrate the "undemocratic" fact that
some women are more beautiful than others. A rage for "impressionists" has recently over-
whelmed the television channels and even a record groove or two. Be not deceived: far
from being affectionate obeisances to their subjects, these imitations are redolent of that
venomous egalitarian kindergarten we all once fought our way through, where newness
and difference were cut down to "equal" size by the pitiless mockery and contemptuous
parody that are among the first nasty tricks children discover. (I don't know how you react
to these imitators, but I always feel I've received an unsolicited invitation to a stoning.)
Audiences, further, have become almost incredibly cruel to those performers they off-
handedly decide are on an "ego trip" (what else, indeed, is it?). And finally, performers
themselves have developed an almost pathological guilt over their innocent difference
from and superiority to their audiences-see Phil Ochs' Don't Play the Chords of Fame or
James Taylor's plaint that he cries every time you slip a dime in his jukebox; getting rich
has become one of the penalties of success. Nonsense. We have merely (!) been infiltrated
by the enemies of excellence, clay -foot fetishists whose "truth" has managed to tell us not
like it is, but like it is not. Artists-even bad ones-are different from the rest of us; it is
useless to pretend otherwise. And though it may mean denying them our daughters and
burial in consecrated ground as of old, let us at least give them back the glamour they are
entitled to.
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Roberts Model
GH-500D

By "glass head" we mean our revo-
lutionary glass and crystal ferrite head
incorporated in the ROBERTS GH-500D
Stereo Tape Deck. In conventional
heads, tape dust and wear greatly reduce
sound quality. But our glass and crystal
ferrite head is "dust free" and "wear
free" and guaranteed for over 150,000
hours of service life! In case :his head
should break down before 150,000 hours
of use, it will be replaced free of charge.
This head also produces a "focused field"
which makes possible the recording and
playback of high frequency signals with-
out distortion.

The highly professional ROBERTS GH-
500D also features 3 motors. 3 heads.
magnetic brake, automatic volume con-
trol, automatic continuous reverse, and
sensing tape reverse. Frequency re-
sponse: 30 to 28,000Hz (±3dB) at 7-1/2
ips.

Glass and Crystal Ferrite Head
The head core is made of pure crystal fer-
rite, and the inner circumference of the
head shield is mounted and set in glass.

Automatic Continuous Reverse
(Reverse-O-Matic)
This device automatically reverses the
tape as per setting. Continuous reverse is
possible between any two given points on
a tape.

Auto -natic Volume Control
(Compute- 0-Matic)
This device provides automatically ad-
jjsted sound levels for perfect high fidelity
recording.

For complete information, write.

The Pro Line

ROB E RTS
Division of Rheern Manufacturing company
Los Angeles. California 90016
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Everything You Need for Exciting
4 Channel Stereo Now...

4 CHANNEL STEREO...
4111111*
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LAFAYETTE R K-48
and LA -44

The Second
Hi-Fi Revolution
Some years ago stereo brought a new
dimension to the music listening experi-
ence. Today, we see the beginning of
another revolutionary era in high fidelity
- four channel sound. The difference
between ordinary 2 -channel stereo and
4 -channel stereo is even more dramatic
than the difference between 2 -channel
stereo and mono. Four channels of sound
offer greater musical separation, distinct
clarity, and an increased sense of "pres-
ence" as the music envelops you with its
richness. No longer will you have to sit
and listen from a particular spot in your
room as you did with conventional stereo.
The surrounding sound of 4 -channel
stereo involves you from most points in
your room. Increasingly, music will be
recorded utilizing the unique benefits of
four -channel playback. Lafayette's addi-
tion of special circuitry in the LA -44
four -channel amplifier will bring out the
best in your present stereo program
sources, giving them new life rather than
rendering them obsolete. Let your ears be
the judge.

STEREO REVIEW
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Lafayette, in one giant step, has taken 4 -channel
stereo sound out of the dream stage and made it a
reality now . . . at a price you can afford!

The combination of our new LA -44 4 -channel
stereo Amplifier and new RK-48 4 -channel 8 -track
stereo cartridge Tape Deck will provide you with
the complete electronics for 4 -channel stereo. With
the pre-recorded 4 -channel ,-track stereo car-
tridges available right now, you need only add four
speakers and thrill to an exciting new dimension in
sound-a sound that surrounds and involves you in
a totally new musical experience.

Our new four channel amplifier also has what..we
call "PSC" (Program Source Compatibility). An
exclusive "Composer" circuit provides "derived"
4 -channel sound from any standard 2 -channel
stereo program source (records, tape, FM) by a
special system of "ambience recovery". This is not
a gimmick, but rather another method of deriving
4 -channel material already -present in most 2 -chan-
nel program -sources. "PSC" means you need not
relegate your precious stereo'records and tapes to
the_ junk heap. Compatibility means the RK-48
Tape Deck will play back standard 2 -channel
8 -track stereo -tape cartridges as well.

The LA -44 also permits you to set up two separate

LAFAYETTE Roc 43

independently controlled stereo systems (For
example, an FM tuner system in one room and a
phono or tape system in another). The LA -44 has
complete control flexibility with most functions
pushbutton controlled. Power output is 170 watts
± 1 db. Six pairs of inputs and jacks for two pairs of
headphones are provided. We believe that these
Lafayette instruments are truly extraordinary. The
Price? Only $219.95 for the LA -44 and $79.95
for the RK-48.

Listen to a demonstration of the newest innovation
in the. world of high fidelity at your nearest
Lafayette dealer. At the same time you can choose
from the full line of Lafayette quality speaker
systems.

r

L

Lafayette Radio Electronics
Dept. 11051 Box 10
Syosset, New York 11791

 Please send me FREE Catalog 714 for 4 -channel
Information.

11051

Name

Address

City

State Zip
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SHARPE
announces
another first

STEREOPHONES
the ultimate in listening
pleasure . . . now
guaranteed for life
Superior craftsmanship and highest
standards of quality control. These
ingredients, built intoevery SHARPE
model 770 Stereophone are now
backed by a lifetime guarantee .. . for
a lifetime of listening pleasure.
SCINTREX will repair or replace
any SHARPE model 770 Stereo -
phone which develops a malfunction
due to defective workmanship or
materials, or from normal wear and -
usage ... during the life of the
original owner.
SHARPE MODEL 770
STEREOPHONES
... designed for those who appre-
ciate the finest in sound.
 outperform the most advanced
speaker systems in undistorted repro-
duction of the entire sound spectrum.
 drivers are calibrated and matched
for identical audio characteristics . .

assure uniform reproduction in both
channels.
 actual frequency response tracing
accompanies each unit.
 individually fused channels with
independent volume control.
 attractive styling in contemporary
walnut grain and 24K gold ... an
outstanding addition to the most
sophisticated sound system.
Hear for yourself the dramatic dif-
ference SHARPE brings to listening
enjoyment. Visit your authorized
SHARPE dealer for a demonstration
and all the facts on this unique lifetime
guarantee. Use the reader service card
for the name of your nearest dealer and
a free full -color brochure.
Say SHARPE for the sound of
satisfaction

SHARPE
AUDIO DIVISION
SCINTREX INC.
392 Creekside Drive. Amherst Industrial Park
Tonawanda, N Y 14150
Export Agents
ELPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES INC.
New Hyde Park. N.Y.11044
ALSO AVAILABLE IN CANADA

CIRCLE NO.49 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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LETTERS TO
Cartrivision

We were delighted to see the article in your
March issue on the video -cartridge concepts of
the future ("Can You See a Video Cartridge
Player in Your Future?" by Roger Field), but
we were quite dismayed to note that our Car-
trivision system, slated to be available commer-
cially by the end of this year, was mentioned
only in passing.

Cartrivision is a color video-tape cartridge
system being developed by Cartridge Televi-
sion, Inc., a subsidiary of Avco Corporation. It
is the only system described to date which fea-
tures an integral television receiver -recorder
and player in a single unit, and which will be
supported by a complete library of prerecord-
ed magnetic -tape programing from the day the
first set is offered for sale. It is also expected to
be the first system available for consumers, and
will have longer recording and playing times
(up to 114 minutes) than any of those de-
scribed in your article.

DONALD F. JOHNSTON
Vice President, Marketing
Cartridge Television, Inc.

The Editor replies: "We regret that limitations
of space prevented Mr. Field's treating each in-
dividual system in greater detail. The article
instead attempted to explain the general oper-
a ring principles-magnetic tape, film, etc.-
that have been and are being developed for the
emerging products. Letters have also been re-
ceived from Admiral and the National Union
Electric Corporation (Emerson), announcing
their intention to market television receivers
with video tape facilities based on the Avco
Cartrivision system in the near future. The real
question, however, as Mr. Field pointed out,
remains unanswered: When?"

The Dream Machine I have just finished reading the fanciful but
not unrealistic article by Craig Stark ("Mr.
Stark's Dream Machine," March). Having had
experiences apparently similar to Mr. Stark's in
working with various kinds of tape recorders
from the greatest to the least during my brief
years in the recording industry, I must agree
wholeheartedly on the features that he would
like to see in the "ultimate" tape recorder.

Mr. Stark seems to be approaching the sub-
ject from the home audiophile's point of view.
The machine that he has described, however, is
actually the ultimate professional tape recorder
(if it is permissible to make such a distinction),

THE EDITOR
and one that I or any recording engineer at any
recording studio would be proud to have
mounted in my equipment racks.

KEN HANSEN, Manager
Northwest Sound & Production Services

Seattle, Wash.

The Tape Recorder/Mike Equation
 Several errors were introduced into my arti-
cle. 'Solving the Tape Recorder -Microphone
Equation" (March) during the editing process.
In Fig. 1(b), the polar response of a bidirec-
tional microphone is shown to be 10 dB down
at 40 degrees off axis. A true bidirectional mi-
crophone would be down only 4 dB at 45 de-
grees, and response would not be -10 dB until
the sound source was approximately 70 de-
grees off axis. Also, the narrowing of the angle
of acceptance with rising frequency shown in
the polar plot for a cardioid microphone (Fig.
1c) does not occur to the degree shown in the
illustration. A good but not necessarily expen-
sive cardioid microphone will maintain a uni-
form angle of acceptance over a 100- to
10,000 -Hz frequency range. The impression
given in the text that uniform polar response
over a wide frequency range is characteristic
only of costly cardioid microphones is false.

The terms "unidirectional" and "cardioid"
were erroneously equated. "Unidirectional"
decribes all microphones having one principal
direction of sensitivity, of which the various
cardioid types are simply examples. The discus-
sion of super- and hyper-cardioid types further-
more exaggerated the directional discrimina-
tion of these microphones over that of the car-
dioids. And finally, on page 76, where cable
capacitance is treated, a typographical error
substituted the word "input" for the correct
word, "output."

ROBERT B. SCHULEIN
Senior Development Engineer

Shure Brothers, Incorported
Evanston, Ill.

The pressures of scheduling did not permit us
to submit the edited manuscript to Mr. Schu-
lein in time for final approval. We sincerely
regret the intrusion of whatever technical er-
rors and ambiguities appeared in print, but in
our view the worth of the article to the reader
seeking a microphone is unimpaired.

"Classical" Crisis (Continued)
 After reading your magnificent February is -

(Continued on page 10)
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The
either-or

stereo from JVC
Model 4344 is the latest pacesetter from JVC.
With more features, more versatility than any
other compact in its field. You can enjoy either
its superb FM stereo/AM receiver. Or your fa-
vorite albums on its 4 -speed changer. Or 4 -track
cassettes on its built-in player. Or you can re-
cord your own stereo cassettes direct from the
radio, or use its microphones (included) to re-
cord from any outside source. And you get all
these great components in a beautiful wooden
cabinet that can sit on a book -shelf.

But don't let its size fool you - JVC's 4344 is
a real heavyweight. With 45 watts music power,
2 -way speaker switching and matching air sus-
pension speakers, illuminated function indica-
tors, handsome blackout dial, separate bass and
treble controls, FM -AFC switch. Even two VU
meters to simplify recording, and more.

See the Model 4344 at your nearest JVC deal-
er today. Or write us direct for his address and
color brochure.

JVCCatching On Fast

JVC America, Inc.. 5035. 56th Road, Maspeth, New York, N.Y. 11378
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THE FIRST
CROWN

PREAMPLIHE

AS
What would happen to a preamplifie

design, if the design engineer could free
himself from stereotyped ideas and start
fresh with only a list of customers' re-
quests? Well, at CROWN that has lust hap-
pened, and the result is the IC150, an
exciting "new concept"' control center with
simplified circuitry, controls that are easy
to understand and use, several exclusive
features, unsurpassed quality, and - to top
it all off - a lower price tag.

Crown Engineers discovered that pr
amp switches don't need to pop . . . that
there is something better than the stereo
mode switch . . that the phono preamp
can be dramatically improved . . . and,
that by using IC's, a versatile high -qual-
ity, advanced -performance preamplifier
can be priced to beat inflation.

Of course, the true uniqueness of such
an innovative design cannot be appreciated
by reading about it. The only answer is
to experience the IC150 yourself. Let us
tell you where Crown's "new concept" is
being introduced in your area. Write today
for a list of locations.

Wort° s quietest phono ureamp
Infinitely variaole stereo panorama control
Silert switching and automatic muting

at turn -on and turn-ort
Integrated circJit modules
Industry's lowest distortion levels
Full range tone and loudness controls
Guaranteed phase response
3 -year partsamod labor warranty
Will drive any amplifier
$269. walnut enclosure 5.33

Ask your dealer aiso about Crown's new com-
pawn D150 power amplifier, which delivers 200
watts IHF output at 8 ohms or 350 watts at 4 ohms.
No amp in this power range - however expensive -
has - better frequency response or lower hum.
noise or 'distortion. l' offers performance equal
to the famous DC300. but at medium power and
price It's worth listening into!

Exported as
AMCRON

BOX 1000, ELKHART. INDIANA 46514. U S A
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sue, I went out and bought a few more copies
to distribute to some interested friends and to
my local record dealer. I certainly hope every
record producer and every musician has the
opportunity to read this material, for an im-
mense cultural problem lurks beneath the ap-
parent decline in classical record sales. Being a
student composer, I have been deeply troubled
by the uncertainty of music's social value. You
and I know how wonderful and important mu-
sic is, but how do we convince the skeptics that
it is worth the effort?

I would like to thank you for the superb re-
views by Bernard Jacobson in the same issue.
The review of Georg Solti's recordings of the
Mabler Fifth and Sixth was typical: Mr. Jacob-
son has always been the most illuminating
Mahler reviewer before the public.

ALAN KLEIN
Pittsburgh, Pa.

 I was particularly interested in the com-
ments by the twelve record -company execu-
tives ("And Now, a Few Words from Your
Local Record Companies"). It would appear
that, in spite of their positions, they don't exert
much influence on the marketing people in
their organizations. As a subscriber to STEREO
REVIEW and other publications, my name natu-
rally appears on a number of mailing lists, in-
cluding those used by a record club operated
by one of the big companies in the industry. I
also noted an advertisement for another such
company -operated club in a general interest
magazine, and an advertising insert for still an-
other club which appeared with my Sunday
newspaper a couple of weeks ago. The reply
card which was a part of each of these promo.
tions included the standard request to "indi-
cate the music you like best (check ONE
only)," followed by a series of boxes titled
"popular," "classical," "country & western,"
"rock/soul/folk," "Broadway/Hollywood/
TV." One of the offers listed sixty-five titles
and offered "any four for 99g.- There were
four titles of the sixty-five that could be consid-
ered classical. No choice at all. Another offer
was a little better. Of 143 titles, eight were
classical records.

It doesn't look like much promotional effort
is being expended to increase the percentage
of those who have an interest in classical music.

THOMAS C. BIRDSALL
Fontana, Wis.

 In his article "The Andy Hardy Syndrome,"
Richard Freed gently impugned Franklin Dela-
no Roosevelt's musical taste by -citing his love
for the great American lied Home on the
Range. Tut, tut! Doesn't he know that our es-
teemed President sensed that it was a variation
on a theme from the third movement (Rondo
ally Polacca) of Beethoven's Triple Concerto,
Op. 56?

ROBERT GOODMAN
Riverdale, N. Y.

 I for one would be agreeable to a price re-
structuring in the classical field, though I am
not sure that price per twelve -inch disc should
govern a purchase. Why should a solo piano
cost as much as a Mahler Symphony No. 8?
But regardless of price, I do not intend to ac-
cept shoddy, shabby merchandise. Here in the
boondocks I must order by mail; I shall exer-
cise my return privileges.

Most of us want to buy with care, to show
off our collections and play our records with
pride. And while we have been buying -more
and more sophisticated equipment, all we hear

is the faulty tape splices, the tape hiss, the
bumps and dents in the pressings, the static
caused by wildly eccentric records, the "pollut-
ed" pressings. But there is another answer:
more and more sophisticated record buying.
Why should the record manufacturer not be as
responsible for his "pollution" as the company
which discharges mercury into the river?

JAMES W. BECK
Tuscaloosa, Ala.

 Serious music -lovers everywhere should be
deeply indebted to you for an outstanding in-
depth survey of a critical problem in America.
However, there are a few areas which were not
covered. The first is piracy. Record companies
are denied profits because of the countless du-
plications of a single disc; seventy-five per cent
of my own extensive music collection is on
tape, the sources of which are records bor-
rowed from friends or duplicated from excel-
lent stereo broadcasts. I wouldn't have it any
other way, since I can't afford my own musical
tastes.

Secondly, you never discussed what may be
a vitally important aspect of the cost problem,
which I call "the performance factor." You
documented carefully the costs of producing a
symphonic recording under studio conditions,
but is it worth it? Studio recordings are expen-
sive, note -perfect, and for the most part unin-
spiring. Wouldn't it be better if we were genu-
inely moved by a performance in our living
rooms, even though reviewers could justifiably
find technical imperfections? Half of the ex-
citement of being at "live" performances is the
challenge set the musicians to successfully ne-
gotiate a difficult work or passage.

GLENN A. SMITH
Highland Park, NJ.

 A curious phenomenon of music today is
that the conservative or moderate classical
composer has less opportunity to be recorded
than does the experimental "gimmicky" com-
poser who is selling mere novelty. In former
ages, the middle-of-the-road creator of music
was understood and appreciated by the general
public, thereby enjoying an "audience mar-
ket." We have turned our backsum the good
composers of more conventional techniques in
favor of the avant-garde, which has limited ap-
peal. More attention is paid to the past and
future than the present! That in itself accounts
for much of the estrangement between artists
and audiences today.

DONN LAURENCE MILLS
Norman, Okla.

 In "The Fading Signal" (February), Matt
Edwards alludes to the demise of KFML (AM
and FM) here in Denver. In my opinion, it de-
served to fail. Its programing was more classi-
cal -jukebox than a serious effort. Most of the
selections were quite short, and the frequent
commercials in between were in bad taste:
longer selections were often interrupted for
the commercials.

I presume that the station referred to as hav-
ing added a -I,' substantial amount of classical
music to its schedule" is Denver's KVOD-FM.
KVOD has a number of institutional sponsors,

.such as the Public Service Company of Colo-
rado and the United Banks of Colorado. It
probably attracted them by proving its audi-
ence through establishment of its Friends of
Music club. Membership is free; a membership
card entitles you to discounts at some of the
sponsors' establishments. discounts for some

(Conti:Med on page 12)
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Never before
has there been a
receiver like the 387.
Power and purpose are implicit
in its every distinctive line .. .
from its bold new high -visibility dial face to
the sweep of its comprehensive control panel.
And just wait until you experience the 387's effortless
performance! A new kind of receiver power is yours to command -
instantaneous, undistorted, unmatched for flexibility and responsiveness.

Inside, the 387 justifies its advanced exterior. Here are tomorrow's electronics ...
Integrated Circuits, Field Effect Transistors, solderless connections, and electronic safeguard
systems to keep the 387's 270 Watts of power totally usable under all conditions.

Decades of manufacturing experience and engineering skill have gone into the 387. But to really
appreciate how its designers have totally rejected the ordinary, you must see it and hear it.

SCOTT 387 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER

FM STEREO PERFECTUNE

FM AM

PHONO EXTRA

Computer -activated "Perfectune"
light: Perfectune computer de-
cides when you're tuned for the
best reception and lowest distor-
tion, then snaps on the Perfectune
light.

New Modutron Circiit Board Ex-
change Policy: Takes over after your
warranty expires; insures quick, inex-
pensive replacement of any plug-in
priiited circuit board for as long as
you own your Scott unit.

387 SPECIFICATIONS
AMPLIFIER SECTION: Total power (±1 dB) 270 Watts @
4 Ohms; IHF music power, 220 Watts @ 4 Ohms; 140 Watts
@ 8 Ohms; Continuous output, with one channel driven,
100/100 Watts @ 4 Ohms; 63/63 Watts @ 8 Ohms; Continu-
ous output, with both channels driven, 85/85 Watts @ 4
Ohms; 55/55 Watts @ 8 Ohms; Harmonic distortion, 0.5% at
rated output; IHF power bandwidth, 10 Hz - 38 kHz; Hum
and noise, phone, -70 dB. TUNER SECTION: (FM); Usable
sensitivity (IHF), 1.9 uV; Stereo separation, 40 dB; Capture
ratio, 2.5 dB; Signal/Noise ratio, 65 dB; Cross modulation
rejection, 80 dB; Selectivity, 42 dB. TUNER SECTION:
(AM); Sensitivity (IHF), 4 uV OP, 600 kHz; Selectivity (IHF),
32 dB.
New low price: $399.95
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.
MAY 1971 CIRCLE NO. 100 ON

Ultra -reliable Integrated Cir-
cuits: Seven IC's are included in
the 387 . . . totalling 91 transis-
tors, 28 diodes, and 109 resistors.

READER

New solderless connection tech-
niques: Tension -wrapped termi-
nal connections plus plug-in cir-
cuit modules result in the kind of
reliability associated with aero-
space applications.

co SCOTT
For detailed specifications, write:
H. H. Scott, Inc., Dept. 03004
111 Powdermill Road, Maynard, Mass. 01754
Export: Scott International, Maynard, Mass. 01754
© 1970, H. H. Scott, Inc.
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B ach:
MASS IN
B MINOR
Elly Ameling,
Yvonne Minton,
Helen Watts,
Werner Krenn,
Tom Krause-
The Chorus of
The Singakademie,
Vienna-The
Stuttgart Chamber
Orchestra-Karl
Munchinger
OSA-1287

Now on London
Wagner:
THE FLYING
DUTCHMAN
George London,
Leonie Rysanek,
Giorgio Tozzi-
Orchestra of The
Royal Opera
House, Covent
Garden-
Antal Dorati
OSA-1399

Ravel: DAPHNIS ET CHLOE-2nd Suite
LA VALSE; MOTHER GOOSE SUITE
The Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra-
Zubin Mehta
CS.6698

DIETRICH FISCHER-DIESKAU-
HAYDN AND MOZART ARIAS
The Vienna Haydn Orchestra-
Reinhard Peters
0S-26182

LEONIE RYSANEK SINGS RICHARD
STRAUSS
Excerpts from Die Frau ohne Schatten and
Ariadne auf Naxos-with other soloists-The
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra-Karl Bohm
and Erich Leinsdorf
0S-26205

Kodely: PSALMUS HUNOARICUS;
PEACOCK VARIATIONS;
THE PEACOCK
Lajos Kozma-The Brighton Festival Chorus
-The Wandsworth School Boys' Choir-The
London Symphony Orchestra-Istvan Kertesz
OS -26186

Dvefik: STRING QUINTET IN 0
MAJOR (0p.77)
Spahr: QUINTET IN C MINOR FOR
PIANO AND WINDS (Op. 621
Members of The Vienna Octet
CS -6673

Wagner: DAS RHEINOOLD Highlights
Kirsten Flagstad, George London, Set
Svanholm-The Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra-Georg Solti
OS -26194

TEN FAMOUS
TENORS-
TEN FAMOUS
ARIAS
Sung by
Del Monaco,
di Stefano,
Bergonzi,
Bjoerling
Pavarotti,
Domingo,
McCracken,
Prevedi,
King,
Corelli OS -26207

TEN FAMOUS
SOPRANOS -
TEN FAMOUS
ARIAS
Sung by
Tebaldi,
Sutherland,
Price,
Nilsson,
Crespin,
Lorengar,
Milanov,
Souliotis,
Horne,
Jones OS -26208

cultural events, and (previously) a free news-
letter-it has been expanded into a program
guide at $6.00 per year. Financially, KVOD
seems fairly secure; the principal reasons for
the demise of KFML were the superior pro-
graming and good -taste commercials of
KVOD.

Another station here, KPOF-AM, has an ex-
cellent program director who seems to be try-
ing to play the most obscure classical selections
he can find. Since classical programing on
KPOF is supported by listener donations, this
policy must be finding public acceptance, con-
trary to what you hear about the nature of pub-
lic taste. I think there's a lesson in all this-a
good classical -music station can succeed, but
half measures will not.

NORM METCALF
Boulder, Col.

Music Editor James Goodfriend's column this
month is devoted to the activities of some oth-
er of this country's "friends of music.-

I would like to comment on the suggestions
contained in "Can the Patient Be Saved?" in
the February issue. I spent some fifteen years
in the record retail business, beginning as a
record clerk and ending as buyer and manager
of a large chain of retail stores. 1 offered a
weekly course for my record clerks, conducted
by myself, with recorded examples to illustrate
my lectures. I like to think that I achieved
some measure of success with them. But it was
only a tiny step in the right direction and needs
to be done on a much larger scale, one which
would include salesmen and executives of all
the record companies. I well remember asking
a record salesman when the promised second
LP of Helge Roswaenge was to appear, only to
be told that it wouldn't because
sell!"

And how about the ad on page 96 of your
February issue? Toscanini and the BBC and
five favorite overtures. Which overtures?
What composers? The record companies must
forget about selling records. Instead, they must
sell what is contained in the grooves of those
records.

WILFRED HEALY
Los Angeles, Cal.

 I endeavor to follow the recording industry
very closely, having subscriptions not only to
STEREO REVIEW, but also to one other Ameri-
can and two English publications. Although a
British citizen, 1 have lived in the United States
for over twelve years. I am absolutely amazed
at the complete change that has come over the
record industry in this country since my arriv-
al. When I first came, I found it the hardest job
to choose the recordings I wanted as there
were so many on the market to pick from.
Now I have been endeavoring to find record-
ings of certain works currently listed in the
Schwann catalog. All the dealers I go to seem
to come up with one of the following answers
or attitudes:

Their sales are now strictly popular-why
should they stock the classics?

No one wants to take the time to help you
locate a classical recording.

Every salesman in the store seems ignorant
of how to order a record not currently in stock,
and there never seems to be a manager or su-
pervisor on the premises when you need one.

The Schwann catalogs are unknown.
The record companies are not very consist-

ent in the issuing of their recordings. Not ev-
eryone is in the position of being able to buy

(Continued on page 14)
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Awaiting musician
talks about the new
VM professionals.
Ron Steele's newest album is Chicago, for Ovation.
He's a first call guitarist for artists like Ella Fitzgerald,
Barbra Streisand, Nancy Wilson, Liza Minnelli,
Dionne Warwick, and one of the best known behind -
the -scenes musicians in films and TV.

"The sound is roomy. Good."
That's the real reason for power as big as ours.

It gives sound spaciousness at normal levels.
"Man, no distortion. None!"

Less than 0.5% actually. That's because of the
two new 5 -pole phase linear toroidal filters in our IF
stages. They achieve selectivity and distortion values
far beyond crystal filters. It's permanent performance,
too, because they're permanently aligned.
"You don't over -control. I like that."

Actually we have about all the controls imagin-
able. What professionals admire is the ability to get a
"master tape" sound. It's possible because certain of
our controls are cancellable-Loudness, Balance, and
Treble/High filter.
"It's dead quiet. Beautiful."

Our tuner -amplifier is full of complicated elec-

tronic reasons for that. ICs in the IF and multiplex cir-
cuits, all silicon transistor and printed board circuitry,
new 4 -section front end with dual gate MOSFETs.
We've about eliminated noise, wiped out cross modu-
lation, and our overload characteristics are beautiful.
"How come it doesn't cost more?"

That's our secret. But you compare our specs,
listen to our performance, look at our price, and you'll
probably go away asking yourself the same thing.

Incidentally, the turntable and speakers in our
new Professional Series are equally remarkable. If you
would like all the facts and figures write: Professional
Series, Dept. 74. P.O. Box 1247, Benton Harbor,
Michigan 49022.

If the professionals can please recording studio
engineers, sound technicians, and musicians, people
who make a living making and reproducing great sound,
we're confident they can make you very happy, too.

Made in Benton Harbor, Michigan by

VM CORPORATION

The VM Professional 1521: Semiconductor complement: 49
transistors, 30 diodes, 3 ICs, 2 MOSFETs.
FM circuit: four ganged front end with 2 dual gate MOSFETs for
lower cross modulation, greater sensitivity and overload; two 5 -pole
phase linear toroidal filters and 2 ICs for selectivity, sensitivity and
limiting that surpasses all previous standards in this price range.

Amplifier: Power outpu-: 40 watts RMS/channel power
st less than 0.5% distorfion; bandwidth 9-30 KHz. IM distortion:
Less than 0.5%. :Frequency response: 1 db 20 Hz -20 KHz.
Tuner: Sensitivity: 1.9 uv for 30 db quieting. Signal to noise ratio:
-75 db. Capture ratio: 1.8 db. Selectivity: -75 db. SM 100% MOD
distortion: less than 0.5%. Stereo separation: 40 db at 1 Hz. Image
rejection: -90 db. IF rejection: -100 db. Spurious response rejec-
tion: -/00 db.
Cabinet: Comes complete with cabinet of oiled walnut veneer hard-
wood at no extra cost. (Model 1520, same as above except 25 watts
RMS/channel power.)
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New Album by

THE
WORLD'S

GREATEST
JAZZBAN D

of
Yank

Lawson
and
Bob

Haggart
with Billy Butterfield

Vic Dickenson
Bud Freeman

Gus Johnson, Jr.
Lou McGarity
Ralph Sutton

and Bob Wilber

What's New

On Atlantic Records & Tapes
(Tapes Distributed by Ampex)
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all the new recordings at one time. When you
try a few months later, you find the recording
has been deleted.

I have also found that the manufacturers do
not always offer exactly what they promise. I
have bought opera recordings without the
promised libretto; records without the prom-
ised "bonus" record; specially prepared al-
bums, with additional inserted pages, only to
find the pages are missing. In all cases the rec-
ords were in the original factory -sealed wrap-
pers and had not been opened. Despite writing
to the manufacturers I have never received any
satisfaction. It would appear that once the rec-
ord leaves their factory, they wash their hands
of any responsibility. Can you blame the public
for not buying?

BRIAN SHACKLETON
Sacramento, Cal.

Has Mr. Shackleton ever seen one of the snap-
py little "factory sealers" located in the back
rooms of many record retailers?

 My thanks to STEREO REVIEW for its timely
articles on the classical recording crisis. Putting
all these factors together in one essay should
be of invaluable service to the recording com-
panies and should provide a good base from
which more detailed research can follow. I
found the comments by the recording company
executives particularly comforting, since it ap-
peared that some new approaches would be in-
stituted. This feeling of comfort suddenly dis-
appeared, however, when I picked up the Feb-
ruary 13 issue of Billboard magazine. It ap-
pears that both Columbia and RCA are releas-
ing recordings of the 1812 Overture, per-
formed by Eugene Ormandy and the Philadel-
phia Orchestra. This is particularly distressing,
since one of the most important points for im-
provement mentioned in the STEREO REVIEW
articles was to reduce needless repetition of
repertoire. Here is a case where they are not
only repeating repertoire but with the same
artists as well! I cannot see how these compa-
nies can expect to make profits when they all
release the same works.

JOHN F. BERRY
New Rochelle, N.Y.

For more on the new "Battle of 1812," see this
month's "Basic Repertoire" column.

Right On, Rexl
I would like to thank STEREO REVIEW for

the honest and outstanding record critiques by
Rex Reed, a man whose work is frequently dis-
turbing but always stimulating. As entertaining
and informative as his work usually is, howev-
er, it is the well -deserved criticism of Liza Min-
nelli's latest release (March) which prompts
my writing. I am eighteen, and sickened by the
"undemanding, brain -washed, rock -polluted
young record buyers" with whom I am sur-
rounded. Far too many performers have
jumped into unfamiliar areas, rock particularly,
in a ridiculous attempt to attract this financially
significant portion of the record -buying public.
Mr. Reed is to be commended for placing the
blame where it belongs, on those blind money -
wasters who abandon talent, taste, and quality
for the latest recorded trash from the rock su-
perstar of the hour.

JOSEPH WEISS, JR.
Valley Falls, N.Y.

Heintje
 Mr. Kresh's snide remarks about Heintje
( March) require some comment. Admittedly,

the subject matter of this boy's songs is a little
much. But any singer who has earned twenty-
seven gold discs in three years without touch-
ing the English-speaking market doesn't need
to sing for weddings and bar mitzvahs.

JOHN W. BRUNNER
Allentown, Pa.

Obviously; but are gold discs, however many
of them there are, any guarantee of artistry?

"JC-Superstar"
It is obvious that Carl Belz stood off from

the music and words as he listened to "Jesus
Christ-Superstar" (February). He seems to
hear only the rock music and only the poetry,
and not to feel the ultimate impact that the
complete work has on the listener. In a day
when fewer people have faith in Christ, there
are still many who care about who Jesus is.
This work by these two Englishmen is a mani-
festation of the questions many of us have con-
cerning the Man of Nazareth, whether we be
Christian or not. This work is truly art, because
it speaks to those of us who find the theologi-
cal questions posed relevant to themselves, and
it is truly poetry because it speaks through a
fantastic medium, namely rock music. Mr. Belz
could not go beyond his own likes and dislikes
concerning rock music to see that "Jesus
Christ-Superstar" is not just another opera,
but a demanding work involving today's music
and today's questions.

J. L. HANSEN
Columbus, Ohio

Mr. Belz replies: "Religious art in any medium
appears to be a dying genre. Many people, es-
pecially those connected with the church, seem
to feel the loss deeply. They long for the days
of Bach or Rembrandt. Or they seek to put the
old wine into new skins, thereby making tradi-
tional values more relevant to a changed
world. Both approaches strike me as being self-
conscious and unnatural, and a little sad in
their desperateness and defensiveness, because
they end up swallowing trivial stuff like Jesus
Christ-Superstar' and talking themselves into
finding meaning there. That is a phenomenon
worth looking into, and one that would proba-
bly prove more productive than a debate about
the aesthetic merits of this particular rock op-
era. I'm nor suggesting that there couldn't be
great religious art in the contemporary
world-with art anything seems to be possible.
It's simply that Jesus Christ-Superstar' did
not change my conviction that there doesn't
happen to be any great religious art being cre-
ated at the moment."

Slick Research
I hank you for the Grace Slick sampler you

()tiered to readers of Rex Reed's interview
with Miss Slick (November 1970). I consider
this disc the best value in my collection of rock
records. I liked the article almost as much, and
showed it to my friends at school. I also had
fun showing the same friends the reactionary
letters that followed (Messrs. Burns, Newman,
Jowett, Steeves, and King in the January and
February issues). I am presently working on a
paper which will attempt to analyze right-wing,
reactionary, and anti -youth letters. STEREO RE-
VIEW was a great help in providing data.

JOHN L. HENNING
Shaker Heights, Ohio

Our thanks to Mr. Henning, and we hope that
we can be of as much help to researchers on
the other side of the house.

STEREO REVIEW



The new KLH Thirty -Two is the best speaker
you can buy for the money.

Bravado has never been our bag. But after carefully
comparing the new model Thirty -Two with our competi-
tor's best-selling loudspeaker, we're going to break our
rule.

Our product is superior.
You see, the Thirty -Two sounds like a very close rela-

tive of our now famous Model Six.
With good reason.
It's designed like a Six. It's built like a Six. And it

shares many of the Six's finest listening qualities. Bass
response that curls your toes. A mid -range that seduces
you with its smoothness. And an overall sound quality
that finally puts an end to listening fatigue.

But the Thirty -Two not only sounds like an expensive
speaker, it looks like one, too. It is unquestionably the

tsuggested retail price. Slightly higher in the west.

MAY 1971

best looking loudspeaker in its price range.
The price?
Almost as amazing as the sound. Just $47.50 ($95

the pair1.1-
Make sure you hear-and see-the new KLH Thirty -

Two soon. And compare it with the best-known speaker in
its price range. We are sure you will agree that there's
never been any'hing like it for the money.

Anybody's money.
For more information on the Model Thirty -Two, write

to KLH Research and Development Corporation, 30 Cross
St., Cambridge, Mass. 02139. Or visit your KLH dealer.
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NEW PRODUCTS THE LATEST IN
HIGH-FIDELITY
EQUIPMENT

Shure Stylus Force Gauge

11°
-1111,

 SHURE has brought out a balance -type
stylus -force gauge that is accurate within
Vio of a gram throughout the range of 1/2
to 1 V2 grams. The gauge, which is de-
signed to measure force with the tone
arm in actual playing position, has a notch
at one end of its base to accept the turnta-
ble spindle. The stylus is placed in a posi-
tioning groove on the balance arm that
extends from the opposite end of the
gauge, and a sliding counterweight is

moved along a scale calibrated in 1/20-

gram intervals until balance is achieved.
(An angled mirror at the counterweight
end of the balance arm permits accurate
visual alignment of the arm and a station-
ary reference bar.) A second stylus -posi-
tioning groove nearer the balance -arm
pivot is for measurement of forces from
11/2 to 3 grams. Price of the gauge (Model
SFG-2): $4.95.

Circle 144 on reader service card

Heathkit AA -29 Stereo Amplifier
and AJ-29 Tuner

MOM  -Ns

 HEATHKrr's AR -29 receiver is now
available as two separate component kits:
the AA -29 integrated stereo amplifier
and the AJ-29 AM/stereo FM tuner.
Power output for the AA -29 amplifier is
35 watts continuous per channel into 8 -
ohm loads, with harmonic and intermod-
ulation distortion both below 0.25 per
cent at rated output. Frequency response
is flat from 7 to 60,000 Hz, and the sig-
nal-to-noise ratio is 65 dB at the phono
input. The amplifier has slider -type con-
trols for volume, balance, bass, and tre-
ble, and has pushbuttons for input selec-
tion (the usual PHONO, TAPE, and TUN-
ER are offered, plus two high-level auxil-
iary inputs), tape monitor, mode, loud-
ness compensation, speaker selection
(two pairs accommodated), and tone -con-
trol bypass for flat response. There is a
front -panel headphone jack, and individu-

al input -level controls for each channel of
each input.

The AJ-29 tuner employs IC's, FET's,
and fixed -tuned inductance -capacitance
LI filters instead of i.f. transformers. The
tuning dial is situated behind a tinted
glass plate that becomes opaque when the
tuner is turned off. Front -panel facilities
include signal -strength and channel -cen-
ter tuning meters, and pushbuttons for
AM and FM, mono, high -frequency
blend, and interstation-noise muting. FM
sensitivity is 1.8 microvolts, selectivity ex-
ceeds 70 dB, and image rejection is 90
dB. The FM section's capture ratio is 1.5
dB. Both kits measure approximately 17
x 5 x 14Y2 inches. Prices: AA -29 amplifi-
er, $149.95; AJ-29 tuner, $169.95. A pe-
can cabinet that fits both is available for
$19.95 extra.

Circle 145 on reader service card

Sony/Superscope Model 160
Cassette Deck

 SoNY/SuPERscoPE's new line of
stereo cassette decks comprises three
models, the foremost of which (the Mod-
el 160) is shown. The TC-160 employs a
tape -drive system with two capstans, one
at either side of the heads. Wow and flut-
ter are 0.1 per cent. Frequency response
is 20 to 16,000 Hz, and the signal-to-
noise ratio is 49 dB, both with standard
oxide cassettes. Fast -wind time for a C-60
cassette is 80 seconds. A front -panel bias
switch has a position for standard -formula
tapes and a SPECIAL position for in-
creased bias to match the characteristics
of cassettes that use tape with low -noise
and chromium -dioxide formulas. For re-
cording purposes, two illuminated, cali-
brated level meters are used in associa-

tion with a pair of slide -type recording-

level controls. A limiting circuit can be
switched in to keep signal peaks below
the point where severe distortion would
occur. Both line and microphone signals
are accepted. The TC-160 has the usual
transport controls and record interlock,
plus a PAUSE control and a headphone
jack that will drive 8 -ohm phones (there
is a two -position switch for the adjust-
ment of headphone playback levels). The
entire deck measures 15% x 107/8 x 5
inches, including the walnut base sup-
plied. Price: $199. The other two new
cassette decks in the Sony/Superscope
line are the Models TC-127 and TC-122,
priced at $149.95 and $122, respectively.

Circle 146 on reader service card

Microstatic II High -Frequency
Speaker Adapter

\114111ftimmoild

 MIcRo/AcousTics has brought out
an add-on tweeter adapter intended to
augment the high -frequency output and
dispersion of high -quality speaker systems
of medium to low electro-acoustic effi-
ciency. Two 11/4 -inch and two 1V4 -inch
cone tweeters make up the Microstatic ar-
ray; each is mounted at an angle of 45
degrees to its neighbors in the four for-

ward -facing sides of the tiny -9 y8 x 5%4 x
3% inches-pentagonal cabinet. The Mic-
rostatic is installed on top of a conven-
tional full -range speaker system, and the
only wiring required is connection to the
main speaker system's terminals. (The
Microstatic's minimum impedance of ap-
proximately 16 ohms should not reduce

(Continued on page 22)
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FREE
INFORMATION

SERVICE
Here's an easy and convenient way for you

ato get additional information about prod-
ucts advertised or mentioned editorially in
this issue. Just follow the directions below
...and the literature will be sent to you
promptly and free of charge.

Tear out one of the perforated postage -free
cards. Please print or type your name and
address where indicated.

Circle the number on the card that corre-
sponds to the key number at the bottom of
the advertisement or editorial mention that
interests you. (Key numbers for advertised
products also appear in the Advertisers'
Index.)

Simply mail the card. No postage is re-
quired.

This address is for our "Free Information
C Service" only. All other inquiries are to be

directed to, Stereo Review, One Park Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10016.
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Introducing Memorex
Recording Tape.
The tape that can
shatter lass.
New Memorex Tape can shatter glass
because it records and plays back
with exacting precision. Memorex Tape
records every ncte, every pitch, every
harmonic, every nuance of music, then
plays teem back the same way
they sounded live.

Quite a claim.
Quite a tape.

We found a singer who could
maintain the pitch necessary to
shatter glass and projected his
voice with enough volume
to vibrate a glass to its
shatter point. At the same
time, we recorded that pitch
on Memorex Tape.

Then we played our
tape back.

Bam! Shattered glass.
Memorex has increased tape

sensitivity, increased high -frequency
response, and improved signal-to-noise ratio so much,
that now you can record your favorite music
and play it back the same way it sounded live.

You'll hear.

MEMOREX Recording Tape
Reproduction so true it can shatter glass.

Incidentally, our cassette tape also shatters glass.

-

© 1970, MEMOREX CORPORATION
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(lark Kent.

The JBL 4310 is especially designed for
mastering, control room installations, mix -
down facilities, portable playback systems.
It's full of good things like:

Wide range response. Full 90° dispersion
for vertical or horizontal placement. Power
handling capability, 50 watts program material.

Front panel controls for separate adjustment
of presence and brilliance.

12 -inch long -excursion low frequency
loudspeaker, massive mid -frequency direct
radiator, separate ultra -high frequency
transducer.

Only available through Professional Audio
Contractors.

t National Periodical Publications

Beneath this mild mannered charcoal
gray exterior, is the finest compact
studio monitor money can buy.

It should be. The JBL 4310 was
developed with the enthusiastic
assistance of leading recording
engineers. (And they're the only ones
who can buy it.)

Now, guess what else the
professionals have been doing with the
4310's for the last two years. You're
right. They've been taking them home,
using them as bookshelf speakers.

That's why we decided to get even.
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Aisir
Supershelf.

It's the new JBL Century L100. It
would be the finest professional
compact studio monitor money could
buy except it's not sold to studios.
(If that sounds like the JBL 4310,
there's a reason. They're twins.)

JBL started with a definition of sound.
It's the sound the artist creates, the
sound the microphone hears, the sound
the recording engineer captures.

Then they added oiled walnut and a
new dimensional grille that's more
acoustically transparent than cloth but
has a texture, a shape and

colors like Ultra Blue or Russet Brown
or Burnt Orange.

Oh, yes. The JBL Century L100 is the
only speaker you can buy with individual
controls under the grille so that you can
match the sound to the room-just the
right presence, just the right brilliance.

And then they
checked the rule book.

There's absolutely
no law against
professional sound
looking beautiful.

James B. Lansing Sound,Inc., 3249 Casitas Avenue, Los Angeles 90039. A subsidiary of Jervis Corporation
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NEW PRODUCTS THE LATEST IN
HIGH-FIDELITY
EQUIPMENT

significantly the load seen by the amplifi-
er.) The Microstatic supplements the out-
put of a system's existing mid -range and
high -frequency drivers. Frequency re-
sponse of the Microstatic covers 3,500 to
22,000 Hz over a horizontal angle of 180
degrees. A rear -panel switch sets the low-
er end of the unit's operating range to
frequencies above 3,500 or 7,000 Hz, de -

pending upon the requirements of the as-
sociated speaker. A continuously variable
control adjusts output level. The Micro -
static will handle a maximum of 60 watts
continuous when used with an associated
full -range system. Its cabinet is walnut
with a beige grille cloth. List price: $77.
Two are required for stereo.

Circle 147 on reader service card

Stanton Electrostatic Headphones  STANTON has brought out a line of
stereo headphones, led by the Mark III
Isophase headset, which employs electro-
static transducers. The polarizing voltage
necessary for the transducers' operation is
provided by a separate power -supply unit
into which the phones are plugged, and
which is in turn connected to the speaker
terminals of an amplifier or receiver and
to a 120 -volt a.c. outlet. The speakers
themselves are wired to a junction box
with spring -loaded terminals. This ar-
rangement permits speaker or headphone
operation to be selected through a rotary
switch located on the front panel of the
polarizing unit.

Also on the polarizing unit are two
pushbuttons for resetting protective cir-
cuit breakers for each stereo channel.
These act to interrupt operation when
levels that might overload the phones or
eventually impair the listener's hearing

(110 dB and above) are handled for any
extended period. The ear cups of the
phones have foam -filled cushions and uni-
versal joints that attach them to the head-
band. The headband is padded and ad-
justable via a knob at the top which ex-
tends or retracts the arms of the band
through a rack-and-pinion device. Fre-
quency response is 30 to 15,000 Hz ±3
dB (20 to 20,000 Hz ±6 dB). Amplifiers
capable of at least 10 watts continuous
output are specified. The headphones
weigh 15 ounces and come with an 11 -

foot flexible cable. Dimensions of the po-
larizing unit are 5y8 x 23/4 x 7% inches.
Price of headset and polarizer: $159.95.
A second headset alone costs $75, with a
"Y" adapter for connecting two phones
to the polarizer priced at $9.95. Ten -foot
extension cables are also available at
$15.95.

Circle 148 on reader service card

Smaller Advent Loudspeaker  ADVENT is introducing a new speaker
system, dubbed the Smaller Advent
Loudspeaker. The system employs a 3/4 -
inch dome tweeter with a wide roll sur-
round and a woofer with a nominal 8 -inch
diameter. In the 20 x 11% x 9% -inch en-
closure the woofer has the same reso-
nance and frequency response as that of
the larger Advent speaker system, but is
slightly less efficient and has somewhat

lower power -handling capability at very
low frequencies. Nominal impedance is 4
ohms; the crossover between woofer and
tweeter takes place at 1,500 Hz. Mini-
mum recommended amplifier power for
a system incorporating Smaller Advent
Loudspeakers is 15 watts continuous per
channel. The enclosure is clad in walnut -
grain vinyl. Suggested price: under $80.

Circle 149 on reader service card

SAE Mark IIIA Power Amplifier  SAE has expanded its line of audio
electronics with three new stereo power
amplifiers: the Mark IIIA (shown), Mark
IIB, and Mark IVB. All three are direct -
coupled designs, with separate power
supplies and input -level controls for each
channel. With both channels driven into
8 -ohm loads, the Mark IIIA has a continu-
ous output of 120 watts per channel from
20 to 20,000 Hz. Under the same condi-
tions, the power outputs of the Mark IIB
and Mark IVB are 90 and 60 watts per
channel, respectively. Maximum distor-

tion at full output over the range of 20 to
20,000 Hz for the three amplifiers is 0.1
per cent harmonic and intermodulation.
Hum and noise are at least 100 dB below
rated power output. A signal input of 1
volt will drive the amplifiers to full out-
put. The units have dimensions of 17 x
13% x 5% inches. Decorative front panels
permit the amplifiers to be installed in lo-
cations where they will be visible. Prices:
Mark IIIA, $550; Mark IIB, $450; and
Mark IVB, $350.

Circle 150 on reader service card
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The basic difference between them and us is
distortion. We have none.

Your French horn, for example, comes through a
Marantz system in great shape. Not battered, bent or
twisted by the distortion of ordinary (them) circuitry.

Sound, any sound from any source; tape, disc
or off the air, is virtually unchanged by Marantz. So that
when you listen it's as if there is nothing between you

and the source of sound. The result is an exciting imme-
diacy. A startling sense of reality. Pure stereo.

Marantz makes the most expensive stereo
equipment on earth. Our Model 19 FM receiver costs
$1000. But we also have a $219 Marantz, and others in
between.

Visit your Marantz dealer. Marantz stereo at any
price is camn well worth it. mrsruhlowitipignwwW2Ke

We sound better.

,.. Beigunl in Canada becbonorne .Kiochenec Only° Send Ice bee cotabg
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Choose any
seat in the
concert hall
without moving
from your
armchair!

A turn of the AKG K180 Head-
phone adjusting knobs gives you
infinite selection, immediately. We
call it Subjectively Controllable
Sound and it's new, even for AKG.

SCS lets you precisely vary
acoustically effective auditory vol-
ume. No matter what seat in the
concert hall you prefer, you choose
it with ease, every time. We defy
you to distinguish between AKG
K180 fidelity and that of an actual
performance. AXG.15

Front
Row Center...
With drivers in close
proximity to the ear you
enjoy the brilliant sound
and perfect tone clarity
of up -front listening.

Mid -Orchestra...
With drivers mid -way
you experience the
perfect blending of pure
sound enriched by the
concert hall's
acoustics.

Back
Of The Hall...
With drivers fully
retracted you hear
diffuse yet resonant
sound traveling to you
over a filled concert hall.

Write for complete information:

MICROPHONES HEADPHONES
DISTRIBUTED BY
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CORPORATION
loo EAST .nd STREET. NEW YORK. NEW YORK 10017

ADS CANADA  DIVISION Of DOUBLE DIAMOND ELECTRONICS  ONTARIO
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Technical Editor

Tuner/Phono Switching Problem
QWhen I switch from tuner to phono
 on my receiver there is a moment

before the tuner signal cuts out when the
sound coming from the right speaker be-
comes dull, heavy, and somewhat louder.
Is this a sign of incipient trouble?

MAURICE CONNARD
Cedar Rapids, Mich.

ANo, it probably means that the cir-
 cults that supply the equalization

for the phonograph section in the right
channel are being switched in a fraction
of a second before the tuner signal is
completely switched out. When you bal-
ance the small annoyance of the momen-
tary distortion against the (probably)
large cost of repair, it would seem wisest
to ignore the problem as best you can.

Dolby Report
QYou recently wrote that Ampex
 will be recording all their cas-

settes using the Dolby noise -reduction
system. My dealer tells me that a large
majority of the new Ampex releases he's
getting are not Dolbyized. Who's right?

IRWIN CARMIN
NYC, New York

AAmpex either changed their corpo-
 rate mind or someone in their

publicity department goofed. Not all Am-
pex releases will be Dolbyized, just those,
in Ampex's words, that will benefit from
the noise reduction provided by the Dol-
by equalization. On just that point, for
reasons known only to themselves, Am-
pex chose to release as their first Dolby-
ized cassettes two operas (Norma and
Tosca), neither of which had been mas-
tered using the Dolby professional sys-
tem. The hiss in the original master tapes
was bad enough that the noise -abatement
potential of the Dolbyized duplicating
process was never heard. Dolbyization
prevents the addition of noise during du-
plication, but can't eliminate noise al-
ready on the master tape.

It should be evident that Dolbyization
is not a noise cure-all. It won't cover up
lack of care in processing or inadequate

duplicating equipment. For example, I
checked some of Sony/Superscope's non -
Dolby cassette releases and their peak sig-
nal level was perhaps 6 dB louder than
those of the current Ampex releases. In
practice this means that, given a reason-
ably quiet master tape, the Superscope re-
leases approached (and sometimes bet-
tered) the playback noise level of the
Dolbyized cassettes. The low signal level
on the Ampex (and other manufacturers')
cassettes is certainly not the fault of the
Dolby equalization, but has to do with
the care and, mostly, with the equipment
used in duplicating. As of the moment, it
looks as though the home user with a
Dolbyized cassette deck (or a Dolby
adapter hooked up to his deck) can turn
out far quieter cassettes than most of the
commercial duplicators.

Transistor -Amplifier Protection
Circuits

QJulian Hirsch stated not too long
 ago that today's transistor amplifi-

ers are now blowout proof and that it is
practically impossible for a user to delib-
erately or accidentally damage an amplifi-
er. How is this achieved?

ALFRED SIEGEL
Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

AAn unprotected transistor is easily
 damaged because, unlike a vacu-

um tube, the transistor has no built-in
current limitation. In an amplifying vacu-
um tube the internal element structure
and the electron emission from the cath-
ode put a limit on current that can be
drawn through the tube. The output cur-
rent of a transistor, on the other hand,
will increase without limit until its inter-
nal connections burn out.

Transistor burnout can take place in
milliseconds-far faster than a fuse can
blow out. For this reason, many early at-
tempts to protect transistor output stages
with fuses were expensive failures-the
transistor blew out first and protected the
fuse.

One "brute -force" approach is to use
very heavy-duty power transistors, capa-

(Continued on page 26)
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"My perfect martini?
Skip the vermouth.
Just put the perfect martini gin on the rocks,
Seagram's Extra Dry:'

't441. -^ 11110

Seagram Distillers Company,NewYorIc C4.90 Proof. Distilled Dr!,Gin. Distilled from American Grain.
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Break out the
Gabey's Gin, boys,

and keep your
martinis dry!

DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN, 90 PROOF. 1002 GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS.
W. & A. GILBEY, LTD., DISTR. BY NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO., N.Y. C.

ble of withstanding the full short-circuit
current of the power supply. This is doing
things the hard-and expensive-way,
though the approach is valid if intelligent-
ly applied. On the other hand, one manu-
facturer who adopted this approach, and
who referred to his heavy-duty transistors
as "battleships," found that he neverthe-
less lost a sizable proportion of his fleet
once his product reached the customers'
homes. A related type of solution is to use
a highly regulated power supply whose
maximum current is held to less than the
safe upper limit of the transistors. This
approach has performance benefits, in ad-
dition to providing protection.

A variety of ingenious electronic cir-
cuits, ranging from the simple to the
highly complex, have also been devised
to keep the output transistors from self-
destruction, or from the effects of speak-
er -line short-circuits or excessive signal
drive. In general, these circuits sense the
emitter currents of the output transistors,
and instantaneously initiate some sort of
protective reaction when the allowable
limit is exceeded. This process can be per-
formed in far less time than it takes to
blow out a transistor, to say nothing of a
fuse. One clever scheme compares the in-
put -signal waveform with the output -cur-
rent waveform. Normally, they are iden-
tical except for magnitude. If, however, a
short or severe overload occurs, the am-
plifier becomes nonlinear and the signal
waveforms differ. The difference is used
to "clamp" the input and limit the drive
until the overload is removed.

Often, you'll find fuses used in the
speaker -output circuit even when elec-
tronic protection is employed. These are
safeguards against the effects of pro-
longed "mild" overloads such as might
occur with partially shorted speaker wires
or an excessive number of speakers con-
nected to the output of the amplifier. This
type of overload might not trip the elec-
tronic protection circuit, but could in
time cause excessive heating of the tran-
sistors. Thermal circuit breakers and heat -
sensitive diodes are also used for many of
the same reasons. There is an additional
reason for speaker -line fusing. If a sponta-
neous or provoked breakdown occurred
within the output stage, limiting the drive
would not help protect the speakers
themselves from a large jolt of current. A
fuse, however, could provide the final
protection. Because of all these safe-
guards, it is truly difficult to blow out
most modern transistor amplifiers-a
sharp contrast to some of the early de-
signs that could not survive a single cre-
scendo, or sometimes even the trauma of
being switched on!

Because the number of questions we
receive each month is greater than
we can reply to individually, only
those questions selected for this col-
umn can be answered. Sorry!
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Just clean, pure sound.
Because when you spend more than $160 for an

AM/FM stereo receiver, you're mostly paying for
more power, not better sound.

Sure, you get a few more knobs and switches.
Sensitivity is a little bit better. Channel separation is
slightly greater. And distortion is undetectably less.

But at just $160, the Nikko STA-301 is already as
good as or better than most speaker systems, no
matter what they cost. Frequency response is
20-50,000 Hz ± 1 dB (IHF) and harmonic distortion
is 0.8% at rated output. Try to find a speaker system

that good at any price.
And if you really need more power for a bigger

room or just bigger sound, there's always our STA-501
with 50W or our STA-701B with 70W. Both with a bit
more sensitivity, slightly more separation and only
slightly more expensive than the 301.

But still no bells and whistles.
The nitty-gritty on the STA-301 AM /FM Stereo Receiver-FM Sensitivity:

2.5 1.4V (IHF). FM stereo separation: 32 dB. Power output: 30W (IHF).
Frequency response: 20-50,000 Hz (JHF). Hum and noise: -60 dB (mag. phono),
-65 dB (Aux). Harmonic distortion: 0.8% (rated output). IM distortion: 1%
(rated output). Nikko Electr c Corperation of America: 5001 Lankershim Blvd.,
North Hollywood, California 91601.

NIKKO

no oells,
no
whistles

MAY 1971

Distributed in Canada by Superior International Electronics Ltd.
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Empire's newest
grenadier

is the only
h-YOpoWeled

ornm-clifectional
wide angle lens
down facing

Woofer
,y3eaker sfitem

priced under $110
Wait till you hear the difference

a true stereophonic design can offer.
The kind of sound no box can deliver.
and at a spectacularly low price.

In Empire's stereo cylinder, the
woofer faces down, for bass so "live" it
gives you goosebumps, while our
exclusive acoustic lens spreads the
highest of highs through a full 160 arc.

There is no ugly grill cloth; the
walnut finish goes all the way around;
the marble top is meant to be used: and
the sound is superb no matter where
you put it.

If you're talking at least $100 for
a speaker system, think about this great
Grenadier value. Nothing else in the
world comes close.

Model 6000 Grenadier Specifications
Height -24 inches , diameter - 18 inches
3 way System up to 75 watts per channel
Price $109.95; with imported marble top
$119.95 .

For information and further details write
Empire Scientific Corp.. 1055 Stewart Ave.,
Garden City, N.Y. 11530

EMPIRE
CIRCLE NO. 230N READER SERVICE CARD
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STANDING WAVES
THE acoustics of the listening room affect the sound from your stereo

equipment in many ways. Some of the effects are beneficial and some are
harmful. Among the harmful ones, the hardest to eliminate is the standing
wave, because it is produced by something the listener has little control
over-the structural dimensions of the room itself. Each sound frequency has
a certain specific wavelength: the physical length a single compression -rarefac-
tion cycle of the frequency takes up in the air. (Dividing the speed of sound-
about 1,130 feet per second-by the frequency gives this wavelength.) When
a sound wavelength bears a certain mathematical relationship to one of the
room's dimensions, a resonance (standing wave) occurs that reinforces the
frequency corresponding to that wavelength. The principle is essentially the
same as for an organ pipe, which sounds a basic tone of a wavelength (and
therefore frequency) determined by the pipe's size.

How does a standing wave work? Well, let's pick a frequency -56.5 Hz, for
example-and feed it to a speaker facing into a 10 -foot -wide room (56.5 Hz
was chosen because its wavelength is 20 feet, just double the width of the
room). The speaker cone performs its usual in -and -out movements to produce
the alternating high- and low-pressure components of the sound waves. As
these travel out and across the room, some are bounced directly back toward
the speaker again. Having traveled precisely a full wavelength (10 feet to get
there, 10 feet back), these waves will arrive just in time to synchronize with
the speaker cone's next in -and -out cycle, and cause a significant reinforcement
of the 56.5 -Hz tone. You've experienced the effect if you've ever heard-
from a well -designed speaker in a particular room-a plucked string bass
boom unnaturally on certain notes, or a descending organ -pedal figure "reach
bottom" before it musically should. The term "standing wave" is descriptive
in that it suggests, instead of random interactions of sound waves, constant
reinforcement for a particular frequency in certain areas of a room.

Certainly not all rooms are plagued by standing waves. But any dimension
of a room can produce a standing wave under the right conditions. Although
the precise frequency reinforced may not exist on the usual organ keyboard
(56.5 Hz doesn't), adjacent frequencies, and certain multiples of those fre-
quencies, will often be affected. Can anything be done? Three things: (1)
Move your listening position. Standing waves are typically a local effect in a
room. Walk around while the offending note is being played and see if a more
satisfactory listening location can't be found. (2) Move the speaker. The
speaker in our example could not excite the 56.5 -Hz resonance if it were
halfway between the two walls. Even a minor speaker repositioning, deter-
mined through experiment, can help. (3) Change the dimensions of the room.
A very large and solid room divider or a big piece of furniture may partially
alter the acoustical shape of a room. Bat this is a chancy approach, and expen-
sive. If nothing else works, the final solution may be to move your audio
equipment-or at least your speakers-to a different listening room.

STEREO REVIEW



This new receiver cleans
yoursignal, without cleaning out

your bank account
It's a dirty world out there. And even though an

FM station transmits a clean signal, by the time it reaches
your house, it may be mixed up with 20 or so other signals,
and some interference sources, many of them strong enough
to swamp the signal you want to hear. The new Sony 6045 FM
stereo/FM-AM receiver spares no detail to deliver a clean
signal to your speakers.

Its FM front end uses passive r.f. circuitry, so that
those strong, but undesired signals can't overload the input,
to swamp your station or to pop up at several random places
on the dial. (The passive input stage can't generate any hiss,
either). By the time the signal does reach an active stage,
most of the undesired signals have been shorn away-and
since that stage is an FET, it's virtually immune to over-
loading anyway.

Six solid-state i.f. filters clean the signal even
further. They combine uniform response over the entire FM
channel with almost complete at-
tenuation everywhere else. You can
pluck the station from a host of
stronger ones or adjacent frequen-
cies. And solid-state i.f.'s never need
realignment. Together, these ideally -
matched FM circuits provide:

2.6 uV (IHF) sensitivity, 70 dB signal-to-noise ratio, 80 dB of
selectivity, 100 dB of spurious signal rejection, and a capture
ratio of 1.5 dB - all at a total harmonic distortion of only
0.4%. AM performance is equally outstanding.

Cleanliness doesn't stop at the 6045's tuner stage.
Its amplifier uses the same dual -power -supply, direct -coupled
approach as our more expensive amplifiers and receivers, so
there's no coupling capacitor to stand between you and the
music. The 6045 gives you the best sound your speaker is
capable of, because you get the full damping factor at all
frequencies, and perfect transfer of all 75 watts dynamic
power output at only 0.5% distortion. Noise at full output is a
miniscule 0.13 millionths of a watt, virtually inaudible. Still,
no matter how clean the receiver's circuits, some stations
still put out a dirty signal, some records are worn or scratched
and some tapes have hiss. The 6045 has an answer for that
one, too: a high filter that cleans such signals up.

Price is not a dirty word either, S229.50
which, in this day of rising prices, is just

clean miraculous. Sony Corporation
of America, 47-47 Van Dam St.,
Long Island City, New York 11101.

SONY. 6045
'II -IF standard constant supply method

CIRCLE NO. 520N READER SERVICE CARD at 8 ohms Suggested retail price.



Finally! Fl vifually perfect Ane wave!

The sine wave above was generated by Shure's design computer-it looks
like the sine wave that was generated by the Shure V-15 Type II Improved
Super Track Cartridge in the Hirsch -Houck testing laboratories . . . "the
first cartridge we have tested to have done so," according to their published
report. This perfect sine wave was generated during the playing of the
heavy bass bands on the Cook Series 60 test record at 3/4 gram, and the
30 cm/sec 1,000 Hz band of the Fairchild 101 test record at 1 gram. They
were Impressed, and we were pleased. And we'll be pleased to send
you the full Hirsch -Houck Report on the TA
"trackability champion." Shure Brothers raru
Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, III. 60204. --

S 1-4 V 11=1 E
CIRCLE NO. 51 ON READER SERVICE CARD STEREO REVIEW
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 AMPLIFIER FILTERS: Most amplifiers and re-
ceivers have filter circuits that can be switched in to
reduce unwanted noise in the program material.
High -cut ("scratch") filters are more common than
low-cut ("rumble") filters, although in the higher
price ranges it is not unusual to find both types. A
filter operates by reducing the relative level of all
frequencies above or below a given frequency. If,
say, there is severe tape hiss or record -surface noise
concentrated in the frequency range above 8,000
Hz, then switching in a high -cut filter that sharply
reduces the amplifier's response above that frequen-
cy would serve to make the tape or disc somewhat
more "listenable."

Obviously, any filter that changes the frequency
response of an amplifier has to affect the content-
music or whatever-of the program material to some
degree. In the past, there have been many ingenious
attempts to design dynamic filters whose action was
not fixed, but rather was controlled by the amplitude
(relative levels) and frequency content of the pro-
gram material. The goal was to retain as much as
possible of the original frequen-
cy response of the program
while removing hiss and other
unwanted sounds. Unfortunate-
ly, these circuits frequently had
audible and undesirable side
effects and ultimately disap-
peared from the consumer side
of the high-fidelity scene.

The total audible effect of a

as a "slope -off" frequency. It is an engineering con-
vention to refer to the point on a filter slope that is 3
dB down as the cut-off, or, for that matter, "cross-
over" point. The most gradual slope (6 dB per oc-
tave) is the easiest and cheapest to realize in practice,
and is used in the vast majority of filter circuits in
audio equipment. It is also the least satisfactory, in
that it has the greatest effect on the program content.
Frequency response is affected for an octave or more
below the cut-off frequency (or above it, in the case
of a low -frequency filter). Consequently, one rarely
finds a simple 6 -dB -per -octave filter that gives really
satisfactory results. Given the above situation, it is
fortunate indeed that most program sources are not
noisy enough to require the use of a filter.

The solid curve on the graph shows the response
of a 6 -dB -per -octave high -cut filter with a cut-off fre-
quency of 3,000 Hz, at which point it is 3 dB down.
High -cut filters generally have cut-off frequencies
between 2,000 and 6,000 Hz, with the best overall
results usually being obtained with frequencies in
the upper part of that range. Low-cut filters generally

have cut-off frequencies be-
tween 50 and 150 Hz. Near the
lower end of the range, they
have little effect on either pro-
gram or rumble, whereas when
the cut-off is above 100 Hz you
can expect to sacrifice the lower
bass along with the rumble. Al-
though few modern record

players-even many of the relatively low -price auto-
matic turntables-require the use of a rumble filter,
some records have considerable low -frequency noise
recorded into them, and we have heard some dis-
tressingly high rumble in FM broadcasts. The low -
frequency portion of the solid curve shows the re-
sponse of a typical 6 -dB -per -octave rumble filter cut-
ting off at 80 Hz.

A few filters are designed with a slope of 12 dB
per octave, which not only minimizes the loss of pro-
gram material, but does a much better job of elimi-
nating hiss or rumble. The improved effectiveness of

31

TESTED TH IS MONTH

Dynaco A-50 Speaker System
Sony STR-6055 and STR-6065

AM/Stereo FM Receivers

Rabco ST -4 Semi -Automatic Turntable

filter is not only a
function of its cut-off frequency, but also is deter-
mined by the slope of its response after the cut-off
frequency, and both factors must be considered for
the best compromise between noise reduction and
loss of program material. ("Slope" refers to the rate
at which the amplifier output decreases with chang-
ing frequency. This rate is usually attained about an
octave or so beyond the cut-off frequency.) The
slope is expressed in decibels (dB) per octave. As is
evident from the graph on the next page, the "cut-
off" frequency is perhaps more properly referred to
MAY 1971
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a steeper filter slope can be seen from the dashed -
line curve on the graph. At the high -frequency end,
even though the cut-off frequency is 5,000 Hz (al-
most an octave above that of the simpler filter dis-
cussed previously), the attenuation of the 12 -dB -per-

octave filter exceeds that of the 6 -dB -per -octave filter
at all frequencies in the range above 8,000 Hz,
where most hiss energy is found. At the same time, it
provides 2.5 dB less loss of output in much of the
musically important frequency range between 3,000
and 6,000 Hz.

A similar situation exists at low frequencies, where
we have shown a 12 -dB -per -octave filter cutting off
at 50 Hz. The lower audible octaves, from about 35
to 150 Hz, have up to 2.5 dB more level than with
the 6 -dB -per -octave filter, yet at 30 Hz and below,
where most rumble is concentrated, the steeper filter
is far more effective. If you find a filter useful in
your own listening situation, look for a 12 -dB -per -
octave filter (or one with an even steeper slope) in
your next amplifier or receiver.

Frequently the action of a 6 -dB -per -octave filter
can be duplicated, and sometimes improved upon, by

20
kHz

using the amplifier's tone controls instead. These cir-
cuits usually have the same slopes as the filters, and if
they are of the popular Baxandall type, they offer the
possibility of shifting the cut-off frequency to suit
your needs. One of the multi -band tone equalizers
would provide even more filtering flexibility.

Finally, for the purist, there are a few amplifiers of
British manufacture (such as Quad) with high -cut fil-
ters that provide a choice of several cut-off frequen-
cies and very steep (and sometimes variable) slopes
adjustable up to 25 dB per octave. These are the
only universally effective filters I have found; they
are often able to remove hiss with negligible effect
on the program material. When the program band-
width is limited to, say, 5,000 Hz or so, these filters
can also remove much of the distortion found in
well-worn 78 -rpm and other old records. Their steep
slopes permit them to attenuate the higher harmonic
distortions, yet leave the program essentially unmod-
ified. These amplifiers are not inexpensive, and may
lack some of the operating flexibility and high power
of domestic amplifiers, but they could be ideal for
anyone with a library of old recordings.

EQUIPMENT TEST REPORTS
3y Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

DYNACO A-50 SPEAKER SYSTEM

 DYNACO'S A-50 is a two-way, three -speaker system that
in some respects resembles an enlarged version of their
popular A-25 bookshelf system. The fully sealed A-50 cab-
inet is more than twice the size of the A -25's, and contains
two 10 -inch woofers to the A -25's one. At 1,000 Hz, there
is a crossover to a single 1 %2 -inch, soft -dome tweeter. The
woofers' response is designed to roll off naturally above
1,000 Hz, and a simple series capacitor excludes low fre-

quencies from the tweeter. A five -position switch in the
rear of the cabinet adjusts the tweeter output level.

The interior of the cabinet is divided into two compart-
ments, joined by an acoustically damped slot. In the 50 to
150 -Hz region, the rear radiation of the two woofers is
confined to one compartment. Below the system resonance
frequency of about 50 Hz, the second compartment be-
comes acoustically coupled to the first, and the woofer en-
closure volume is effectively doubled. The useful frequen-
cy range of the woofers extends considerably below that of
the A-25 (which is comparable in size to the upper com-
partment of the A-50).

The dome tweeter, though similar in size to that of the
A-25, is claimed to have improved mid -range dispersion.
Except at very low frequencies, the Dynaco A-50 and A-25
have nearly identical impedance, efficiency, and sonic char-
acteristics. This point is emphasized by Dynaco in recom-
mending the speakers for their "Dynaquad" (multi -chan-
nel) reproducing system.

The A -50's shape is somewhat unusual. It is 28 inches
high by 21Y2 inches wide, but only 10 inches deep. Al-
though intended primarily for floor mounting, it is
equipped with fittings in each corner of the rear panel,
permitting it to be suspended (weight is 40 pounds) from

(Continued on page 34)
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Oscilloscope pattern of the frequency response of the TEAC A-24 (Reprinted by permission from 1970 Tape Stereo Magazine)

The cassette revolution threw the
industry a wild equalization curve.
We fielded it.
With a bias -equalization circuit that lets your TEAC
A-24 stereo cassette deck record and playback the
most advanced low -noise, high -output tapes with
crystal clarity. But then, being on the leading edge
of tape technology is a way of life at TEAC.
Sure, we could have joined the club and traded on the
-lovelty, rushing out anything that could play a
cassette. Instead, we started right on the drawing board
to bring you the finest deck we could devise. Five
years later, here it is-the consummate cassette deck.
With these fine features: input selector for easy access
to live programming, tuners, line sources or existing
stereo systems. Auto -stop that disengages the drive
mechanism at the end of tape to preserve the life of
precious tapes and precision components. Wow -
and flutter -free hysteresis -synchronous outer -rotor
motor. Foolproof piano -key controls.
Advanced solid-state, low -noise circuitry,
life like frequency response and
signal-to-noise specs.

T E AG
TEAC Corporation of America, 2000 Colorado Avenue,

Santa Monica, California 90404

All this too rich for your blood? You can have the same
fine deck without the embellishments of input
selection and auto -stop at a price attractively below
that of the A-24. It's all there in the standard -tape A-23.

Comes the next revolution, you'll be well armed with
either one of these outstanding TEACs.

TEAC Corporation. 2-8-8 Tsunohazu. Shiniuky-ku. Tokyo. Japan  TEAC EUROPE N V . Kabelweg 45-47. Amsterdam-W.2, Holland
In Canada. White Electronic Development Corp.. Ltd.. Ontario

TEAC A-24 AUTO -STOP
STEREO CASSETTE TAPE DECK

1

TEAC A-23
STEREO CASSETTE TAPE DECK

MAY 1971 CIRCLE NO. 57 Ohl READER SERVICE CARD 33



The outstandingly fine tone -burst
performance of the Dynaco A-50
is exhibited in these oscilloscope

photos taken at (left to
right) 80, 1,400, and 7,000 Hz.

. I

suitable wall fasteners. The Dynaco A-50, finished in oiled
walnut, is priced at $179.95.
 Laboratory Measurements and Listening Tests. In
our measurements, the Dynaco A-50 had a smooth fre-
quency response overall, with a slight emphasis between
70 and 130 Hz, and a somewhat depressed response be-
tween 1,500 and 6,000 Hz. In both cases, the deviation
from a "flat" response was only 3 to 5 dB. At maximum
tweeter level, the output between 7,000 and 10,000 Hz
was boosted about 5 dB, with negligible effect below
2,500 Hz. The high -frequency output dropped quite rapid-
ly above 12,000 to 13,000 Hz.

The low -frequency harmonic distortion, at a 1 -watt drive
level, was under 2 per cent down to 60 Hz, increasing to 5
per cent at 45 Hz and 10 per cent at 37 Hz. Increasing the
drive to 10 watts shifted the "break point" of the distor-
tion curve only slightly, with 5 per cent distortion at 53 Hz
and 10 per cent at 43 Hz. The useful lower limit of the
speaker's response appeared to be between 40 and 45 Hz.

High -frequency dispersion, while not remarkable, was
quite satisfactory. The tone -burst response, like that of the
A-25, was outstandingly fine at all frequencies-about as
good as we have ever observed in this test of transient
response. The build-up and decay times of a burst at any
frequency were less than 1 cycle, which would be hard to
improve upon. Dyna's claims of uniform electrical imped-
ance were also confirmed. Between 20 and 5,500 Hz, the
system impedance remained between 7.5 and 15 ohms,
even at the system resonance of 55 Hz. It dropped slightly
at higher frequencies, to a minimum of 5 ohms in the
10,000 to 15,000 -Hz region.

The simulated "live -vs. -recorded" listening test results
were completely consistent with our frequency -response
measurements. On most program material the highs were
very good at the "normal" tweeter -level setting. Only ex-
treme high -frequency program material, such as the sound
of wire brushes, revealed the reduced output above
12,000 Hz. The slight mid -range depression could also be
heard in this test, although it was not evident in ordinary
listening. We took several steps to improve the overall
balance, including a higher setting of the tweeter -level
switch and the use of amplifier tone controls. We used a

Dynaco SCA-80 amplifier, whose shelved tone -control
characteristics are especially well suited to modifying/the
response of this speaker. None of these approaches
brought the A-50 to precise imitation of the "live" source,
but all made some improvement. In any case, we would
rate the Dynaco A-50 as "very good" in the live -vs. -re-
corded test.

Since our test data on the A-50 showed the expected
similarity to that of the A-25, except in the region below
300 Hz, we made a critical comparison of the sound of the
two systems. As Dyna says, they have almost identical im-
pedance curves. Their efficiencies, as far as we could tell,
are equal, and they sound like identical twins-except for
the bass end. The A-50 has a definitely stronger output in
the lowest octaves. It is not in any sense "heavy" sounding,
but it is easily distinguished from its junior relative. The
two made an excellent stereo pair. Subjectively, the disper-
sion of the A-50 seemed to be a bit better than that of the
A-25.

It is interesting to note that the Dynaco A-50, whose
response at the lowest and highest frequencies is surpassed
by several competitively priced speakers, and whose over-
all frequency -response flatness is good but not outstand-
ingly so, nevertheless managed to be one of the most satis-
fying speakers we have heard. This seems to indicate, as
we have pointed out on occasion, that these parameters,
while important, do not adequately define the perform-
ance of a speaker system.
 Summary. As we write this, we have been listening to a
pair of Dynaco A-50 systems for several hours. They are
surely among the most relaxing, unstrained, and natural -

sounding speakers we have had the pleasure of using. The
A-50 has all the sonic virtues of the A-25, plus a few more.
As Dyna points out, the A-50 is more than twice as expen-
sive as the A-25. It does not give you "twice the sound"
(whatever that might be)-things just don't work that way
in high fidelity. However, the A-50 definitely represents a
worthwhile improvement over an already excellent speak-
er system, with no sacrifice except in increased cost. If your
budget permits, include the Dynaco A-50 in your listening
schedule when shopping for a speaker system.

For more information, circle 156 on reader service card

SONY STR-6055 and STR-6065 AM/STEREO FM RECEIVERS

 SoNY's new receivers, the STR-6055 (left) and the
STR-6065 (right), are basically similar in design, differing
slightly in tuner sensitivity and considerably in audio pow-
er output. They are identical in size (17%6 x 5'M6 x 139/Is
inches) and nearly so in appearance. Their weights some-
what reflect their power ratings: the STR-6055 weighs 26
34

pounds 7 ounces, and the STR 6065 weighs 29 pounds 12
ounces. A side -by -side comparison of the two units reveals
a few additional differences. The STR-6055 has concentric
volume controls with a slip -clutch arrangement between
them for channel balancing, while the STR-6065 has a sin -

(Continued on page 36)
STEREO REVIEW



The

turntable(33/3&45rpm)

THE CRITICS' CHOICE
HIGH FIDELITY

"the lowest speed error . . . encountered in [fixed speed] turntables . . . no hint of
rumble .. . silent and accurate operation."

tel Review (Julian Hirsch)

"The three-year guarantee {like that for other AR products] . . . attests to the basic
reliability of this turntable, whose performance is unsurpassed and is, at best,
equalled by only two or three much higher -priced record players."

Toute
l'Electronique Dartevelle)

"It seems to me that once again they [AR] have executed a master stroke in putting
on the market a turntable that we do not hesitate to describe - the word is not too
strong - revolutionary."

THE GRAMOPHONE (Percy Wilson)

"I have, in fact, only one criticism of the AR turntable and arm: it is greatly
underpriced."

The AR turntable has a suggested retail price of $87 including base, dust cover, and accessories.

Acoustic Research, Inc.
24 Thorndike Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02141, Dept. SR -5

Please send a free copy of your illustrated catalog, as well as
specifications of the AR turntable, to

Name

Address

MAY 1971 CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD 35
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Note that though the vertical graduations on the graphs for the 6055
ations by a factor of ten, distortion for the two units is basically

gle volume knob for both channels and a concentric (but
independent) balance adjustment. The loudness compensa-
tion of the STR-6055 is switched on or off by a pushbutton
next to the volume controls; on the STR-6065 this function
is assigned to a lever switch adjacent to the similar high -cut
filter and FM -noise muting switches. Both units have slide-

rule dials with linear scales and a single zero -center FM
tuning meter that reads relative signal strength when tun-
ing AM stations. The STR-6065 has a longer dial window,
but the scale lengths are identical. Stereo FM reception is
indicated by a red light on the STR-6055 and by the illu-
minated word STEREO on the STR-6065.

In all other respects the two receivers have identical
front panels..Lever switches control power, FM muting,
high -cut filter, and tape -monitor functions. The input se-
lector is Sony's dual type, which we have always found
exceptionally convenient to use. A lever selects AUX 1 or
PHONO (PHONO 1 on the STR-6065) in its top and bot-
tom positions. In its center position it connects a program
source selected by an adjacent knob. The choices include
FM AUTO, FM MONO, AM, and AUX 2, which is connected
through a stereo phone jack adjacent to the control on the
front panel. The STR-6065 also has a second phono-input
position (PHONO 2) on this control.

The conventional bass and treble tone controls are con-
centric types for independent adjustment of the two chan-
nels. The MODE selector has STEREO (normal and re-
versed), L + R, and either L or R played through both
speakers. The speaker switch activates either or both of
two pairs of speaker systems, or shuts them off for head-
phone listening via the adjacent front -panel jack. In the
rear are the various inputs and outputs, plus an AM ferrite -
rod antenna. There are FM -antenna connections for 75 -

ohm unbalanced and 300 -ohm balanced lines. The tape-

deck inputs and outputs are duplicated by a DIN five -pin
connector for simplified connection -to a suitably equipped
tape machine. The STR-6055 has conventional screw -type

 barrier terminals for speaker connection, while the STR-
6065 has the more convenient spring -loaded types.

Sony rates the STR-6055 at 2.6 microvolts IHF sensitivi-
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receiver (above left, bottom left) differ from the 6065 graph gradu-
the same at their respective rated outputs over the audio band.

ty and 30 watts per channel output, both channels driven
into 8 ohms, with less than 0.2 per cent distortion from 20
to 20,000 Hz. The STR-6065 FM sensitivity is rated at 2.2
microvolts, and its power output is specified at 50 watts
per channel under the same test conditions. The price of
the Sony STR-6055 is $299.50, and the STR-6065 costs
$399.50. Optional walnut cabinets for the units are availa-
ble at $26.50.
 Laboratory Measurements. Although no schematics
were supplied, examination of the instruction manuals and
of the receivers suggested that their circuits are essentially
identical, except for audio -output stages and probably the
FM -tuner "front ends." Both units use FET FM tuners,
and their i.f. amplifier stages have six ceramic filters. We
measured the IHF sensitivity of the STR-6055 at 3 micro-
volts, and the STR-6065 at 1.9 microvolts. Limiting, as
evidenced by minimum distortion and full audio output,
was complete at 5 microvolts in the STR-6055 and 3.5
microvolts in the STR-6065. This indicates that both re-
ceivers are completely suitable for noise -free reception of
weak signals, in spite of the spread in their measured IHF
sensitivity figures. Both had minimum FM distortion-be-
tween 0.43 and 0.51 per cent-which is approximately the
residual distortion of our signal generator.

FM frequency response, measured at the tape outputs,
was down 2.5 dB at 30 Hz and 4 to 5 dB at 15,000 Hz on
both receivers, but was very flat across the major portion
of the audio range. These receivers have 16 -kHz low-pass
filters in their multiplex circuits; these effectively remove
any 19- or 38 -kHz signals from the audio outputs, but also
apparently have a slight effect on high -frequency response.
Stereo channel separation at mid -Frequencies was 35 dB
for the STR-6055 and 40 dB for the STR-6065. Both had
15 to 18 dB separation at 30 Hz.and 12 to 15 dB at 15,000
Hz. Inasmuch as their FM i.f. and multiplex sections ap-
pear to be identical, these minor differences are probably
normal production variations. In any event, their stereo
FM performance can be classified as very good in all re-
spects.

(Continued on page 38)
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A five minute experiment
by which you can prove ...

THE SPEAKERS
more than any other component in your stereo system,

DETERMINE THE QUALITY OF THE SOUND.

EXPERIMENT
Ask your dealer to let you compare
the following two stereo systems
in an A -B listening test:

1. Any moderately priced turntable
and amplifier connected to
BOSE 901 speakers.

2. The most expensive turntable
and amplifier connected to any
other speakers.

CONCLUSION
The conclusion is yours to draw.
We think that you'll have time left over
to enjoy just listening to the 901.

THEN YOU WILL KNOW
why people just starting in stereo as well as
those who have owned the most expensive
speakers are selecting the BOSE 901
DIRECT/REFLECTING® Speaker System -
THE MOST HIGHLY REVIEWED SPEAKER
REGARDLESS OF SIZE OR PRICE.

For literature and reprints of the rave
reviews circle the number at the bottom of
this page on your reader service card.

For those interested in the twelve years of
research that led to the design of the 901,
copies of the Audio Engineering Society
paper 'ON THE DESIGN, MEASUREMENT
AND EVALUATION OF LOUDSPEAKERS',
by Dr. A. G. Bose, are available from
BOSE Corporation for fifty cents.

You can hear the difference now.

.17415ME-
Natick, Massachusetts 01760

BOSE 901 DIRECT/REFLECTING®
Speaker System $476 the stereo
pair including Active Equalizer.
Slightly higher south and west.
Pedesta bases and walnut
facings optional extra.

Covered by patent rights
issued and pending.
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Both receivers have nondefeatable AFC, which makes
tuning noncritical but, because of a special design, does
not make it difficult to receive a weak signal close to a
strong one. We found that the high -cut audio filter also
had a blending action on FM stereo signals, reducing sepa-
ration drastically at high frequencies. Neither of these facts
is mentioned in the instruction manual or specifications.
The quieting action of both receivers was excellent, with
the 1,000 -microvolt signal-to-noise ratios being 70 dB for
the STR-6055 and 72.5 dB for the STR-6065. Their cap-
ture ratios measured 2.2 and 2.3 dB, respectively. Image
rejection was 70.5 dB for the STR-6055 and 77.5 dB
for the STR-6065, and AM rejection was 51 to 52 dB for both.

The audio amplifiers of these receivers were of out-
standing quality, differing only in maximum power output.
The STR-6055 clipped at 42 watts into 8 ohms at 1,000
Hz (with 0.55 per cent distortion at that point), at 56 watts
into 4 ohms, and at 26 watts into 16 ohms. (All power
figures are per channel, with both channels driven simulta-
neously.) The STR-6055 harmonic and IM distortions
were under 0.1 per cent from 0.1 watt to about 40 watts,
and at most usable power levels they were under 0.02 per
cent. From 20 to 20,000 Hz, at rated power or less, the
distortion was under 0.1 per cent and typically less than
0.02 per cent.

The STR-6065 had slightly more IM distortion at lower
power levels-about 0.1 to 0.13 per cent from 0.1 watt to
20 watts. Distortion dropped somewhat at higher powers
and returned to 0.1 per cent at 75 watts. The 1,000 Hz
harmonic distortion was under 0.1 per cent from 0.1 to 75
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Heat -sink size aside, the only differences between the rear -panel
facilities of the 6055 (top) and 6065 receivers are the addition-
al phono input and two extra a.c. outlets provided on the 6065.
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watts, and was typically about 0.03 per cent. The STR-
6065 had less than 0.06 per cent distortion from 20 to
20,000 Hz at any power output up to the rated maximum;
distortion was typically below 0.03 per cent. The power
'output per channel at clipping was 75 watts into 8 ohms,
82.5 watts into 4)ohms, and 51.5 watts into 16 ohms. It is
worth noting that, unlike a number of receivers, both of
these units maintain full power down to 20 Hz. Clearly,
the performance of both units is very close to the "state of
the art" in consumer audio equipment and is quite remark-
able for receivers costing under $400.

Both receivers had tone controls with sliding inflection -
point characteristics in the bass region and hinged charac-
teristics in the treble. The control range was rather large,
with a maximum of +20, -16 dB at 40 Hz and +17.5,
-15 dB at 20,000 Hz. The RIAA phono equalization was
exact from 200 to 15,000 Hz, and down 2.5 dB at 30 Hz.
This minor low -frequency loss is identical to that measured
on the FM -tuner frequency response, and could be a char-
acteristic of the tape -output circuits, from which both mea-
surements were made.

The dynamic range of the phono inputs on both receiv-
ers was excellent. The STR-6055 required only 0.7 milli-
volt for 10 watts output, but did not overload until 83
millivolts was applied. For the STR-6065, the correspond-
ing figures were 0.52 and 108 millivolts. As of this writ-
ing, this is the best dynamic range we have measured in a
phono preamplifier. Both receivers had very low, quite
inaudible audio noise levels on all inputs: -75 to -78 dB
for the STR-6055 and -72 to -74 dB for the STR-6065,
referred to 10 watts output.

The high -cut filter response rolled off the highs at a 6 -
dB -per -octave rate above 5,000 Hz. As mentioned previ-
ously, this was accompanied by reduced high -frequency
separation in FM stereo reception. The FM interstation-
noise muting worked very positively, with a slight click at
each station but no noise bursts. The linear FM -dial cali-
bration was fairly accurate on the STR-6065 (within 100
kHz at all points we could check), but on the STR-6055
there were several points on the dial where the error was
as much as 200 kHz. This is almost enough to negate the
advantage of a linear tuning scale, but the inaccuracies may
have been caused by a slight misalignment of the test unit.

The AM quality of both receivers was similar, and can
best be described as undistinguished but adequate. The
AM frequency response was down 6 dB at 35 and 2,500
Hz, which is not unusual for AM tuners, but certainly not
suitable for any serious music listening.
 Comment. The logic of the controls on both receivers
has been worked out with unusual care, in accordance with
good "human engineering" practice. For normal stereo

{Continued on page 40)
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"I started off heaping praise on the
Citation Eleven. That praise is
unqualified. Granted, there are not
too many separate preamplifiers
left on the market. But of these, the
Citation Eleven must be the best

. . an ability to handle normal
listening levels in a "coasting"
state of operation, imparting to the
music a sense of utter ease,
clarity, transparency and openness
- which in sum makes you feel
as if you are listening through the
amplifier back to the program
source. Subtle nuances of

- and more important - it will not
be bettered in the near future. At
$295, it represents the culmination
of a purist's dream."

(Stereo & Hi-Fi Times)

definition, of attack, of inner
musical fabric are more clearly
presented - and suddenly you
want to stay up all night redis-
covering all the old records that
you thought you had heard
enough of."

(High Fidelity Magazine)

preamplifier

amplifier

Row the Citation'Thitteen
a revolutionary omnidirectional speaker system
When Harman-Kardon decided to
develop a speaker system worthy
of the Citation name, it was clear
that the approach had to be totally
uncompromising. It had to meet
the Citation philosophy to the effect
that faithfulness of reproduction
is not merely a compilation of
impressivespecifications, although
the Citation Thirteen specs are
impressive indeed! Final judgment
must be made by the listener -
by the ability to thoroughly enjoy
many hours of listening without
strain or fatigue.

Such realism in sound reproduction
had been the elusive goal of
musical artists, audiophiles,
designers and engineers from the
earliest days of the industry.

Over the years, some fine speakers
have been produced. But
often, such speakers have added
characteristics to the music -
characteristics not intended by the

composer or the performer and
certainly not desired by the
exacting music lover.

Now here is a profound statement
of the utmost significance to
lovers of music:

The Harman-Kardon Citation
Thirteen Speaker is neither
brilliant, sweet, deep -throated. It
reproduces sound as you would
hear it at a live performance in the
concert hall - spacious, trans-
parent and with total dimension.

A simple statement and
a claim made by many,
with varying degrees of accuracy.
Yet, it's one we make proudly
in full confidence that when you
listen to the Citation Thirteen
Speakers just once - you will be
in enthusiastic agreement.

See and hear Citation Thirteen at
your Harman-Kardon dealer. And,
where possible, in combination

with Citation Eleven and Twelve.
We're eager to forward complete
details. Write to Harman-Kardon,
Inc., 55 Ames Court, Plainview,
N.Y. 11803.

Citation Thirteen
$295.00

harman kardon
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FM operation, all knob indexes point straight up, and all
lever switches are horizontal, sparing nonaudiophiles the
task of coping with an imposing array of adjustments. The
one exception to this rule is the loudness compensation of
the STR-6065, which is on when the switch is in its hori-
zontal "up" position. We don't ordinarily think of that as a
"normal" position, but certainly this is a minor criticism of
a remarkably well -thought-out control panel. Most receiv-
ers and amplifiers are surprisingly deficient in respect to
ease of use, and Sony is to be congratulated for having
given the matter some serious thought.

However, we did not care for the concentric arrange-
ment of the balance and volume controls on the STR-
6065. It is very easy to move the balance setting accidental-
ly, and the position of the balance -control indicator tab
cannot be seen when the receiver is viewed from slightly

above the knob level. Also, the tuning meter of the STR-
6055, in contrast to the one on the 6065, was well lit and
therefore clearly visible.

Overall, the performance of these receivers was most
impressive. It would be difficult to find any combination of
separate components that could perform better-not, at
least, for less than several times the price of these receiv-
ers. The great similarity between the STR-6055 and STR-
6065 extends to their silky -smooth controls, their fine tun-
ing "feel," and to all aspects of their sound quality, which
was absolutely flawless. With most speaker systems, we
doubt that anyone could tell which receiver he was hear-
ing, but certainly the greater power capability of the STR-
6065 would be audibly advantageous with low -efficiency
speakers played loudly.

For more information, circle 157 on reader service card

RABCO ST -4 SEMI -AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE

 IN the ST -4 record player, Rabco has combined a novel
radial -tracking servo -driven tone arm with a two -speed
turntable. Since the pickup in a radial -tracking arm is al-
ways tangent to the record groove, tracking -angle error is
essentially nonexistent over the entire record surface, and
distortion arising from this source is eliminated. Perhaps
even more significant is the complete absence of "skating
force" (an inherent problem with conventional pivoted
tone arms), which eliminates the need for any form of anti -
skating compensation.

The 5 -pound, cast, nonferrous platter, 111/2 inches in di-
ameter, is belt -driven by a small synchronous motor.
Speeds of 331/2 and 45 rpm are selected by a lever (in the
rear of the unit) which shifts the belt to either of the two
positions on the motor's dual -diameter drive pulley. In
use, the tone arm is manually positioned over the desired
band of the disc, and the pickup is slowly lowered to the
record-or raised from it-by pushing a button that acti-
vates a separate cueing motor.

The Rabco ST -4, complete on a walnut base, sells for
$159. An optional smoky plastic cover is available for $15.
The removable two -section cover is unconventional. Each
section is hinged at its side of the turntable base, so that it
opens up from the middle and swings away to the right or
left. The ST -4 requires less than 111/2 inches of vertical
clearance with the covers open. The base dimensions are
15 inches wide by 181/8 inches deep with the covers closed
or removed. A total width of 21% inches is required with
the covers open.
 Laboratory Measurements and Use Tests. The me-
chanical servo -drive system of the ST -4 tone arm is so sim-
ple that one's reaction is likely to be "Why didn't someone
think of that before?" The 7 -inch arm rests on a 5/8 -inch -di-
ameter horizontal shaft. The main point of contact be-
tween them is through a small rubber wheel on the arm,
which rides on the top of the shaft. Two smaller nylon
wheels keep the arm in position on the shaft in the correct
40

relationship to the record radius, but play no part in its
basic operation. The shaft rotates slowly (about 10 rpm
when the turntable is operating at 33/3 rpm). When the
arm is tangent to the record groove, the rotational axis of
the rubber wheel is parallel to the axis of the rotating shaft,
and it turns freely with no effect on the arm position. As
the pickup moves inward along the record groove, the
wheel axis shifts slightly so that it is no longer parallel to
the shaft axis. This causes the arm to be driven inward
until parallelism is restored, which occurs when the arm is
again tangent to the groove. The arm motion is continuous
(unlike the minute "dithering" motion of the electrical
servo on the Rabco SL -8 arm), and the servo action is
effective in both directions. When the pickup reaches the
eccentric groove at the end of a record, its large excursion
causes a small mirror at the rear of the arm to reflect a
beam of light into a photo -cell, which actuates the arm -lift
motor.

In our tests, the arm of the Rabco ST -4 worked exactly
as intended. Both output channels of the phono cartridge
had identical waveforms when playing very high -velocity
test records (the true criterion for correct adjustment of
the anti -skating compensation of a pivoted arm), which
also confirmed the absence of significant lateral arm fric-
tion. Even tilting the turntable some 15 degrees from the
horizontal had no effect on the arm's tangency or overall
operation. The platter, arm, and motorboard are suspend-
ed from spring mounts that very effectively isolate the
playing system from external shock and vibration.

The ST -4 arm was able to play records with off -center
spindle holes without difficulty. Even a 1/8 -inch eccentricity
didn't bother it, since the arm is free to pivot about the
approximate point of contact between the wheel and the
rotating shaft (it is theoretically a line contact only when
exact tangency exists). The effective mass of the ST -4 arm
(at the stylus) is very low, as evidenced by the fact that it
could play a severely warped "test" record with no tenden-
cy to jump out of the groove. The Rabco SL -8 is the only
other arm we have used that could play our warp -test
disc-all pivoted arms we have tried had too much mass,
causing the pickup to lose contact with the groove after
passing over the ridge of the warp.

The tracking force is set by an adjustable counterweight.
We used a Stanton 681EE cartridge operating at 1 gram.
Operation at lower forces became a little touchy, since the
arm exhibited a toggling action that reduced the down-
ward force rapidly when the pickup was raised from the
record surface. At about IA gram, we found that the force
actually reversed when the arm was lifted to its stand-by
position, so that it did not always drop to the record sur-
face. At 1 gram there was no difficulty. The center of the

(Continued on page 42)
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Look What's Behind KENWOOD3s
NEWEST Mast Advanced Stereo Amplifier- KA-7002

The new KA-7002 incorporates such sophisticated circuitry as direct coupling with
complementary -symmetry driver stage for minimum distortion and cleaner, purer sound.

It also features provision fOr 4 -channel stereo, Phono 1 impedance selector switch,
cutouts fo- three sets of stereo speakers, terminals for two tape decks, and inputs for
two phonos, two auxiliaries, plus tuner. And that's not all. If you really want to know

what's behind the KA-7002, check these important specs!
Power Output: (IHF) 196 watts @ 4 ohms, 170 watts @ 8 ohms; 100 watts RMS Continuous Power,

50 watts per channel with both channels operating simultaneously with 8 ohms load at any frequency
from 20-20k Hz Harmonic Distortion: less than C.5%, rated output from 20-20k Hz  IM Distortion:
less than 0.3%, rated output or any level less  Frequency Response: 20-50k Hz 1 dB  Se isitivity:

Phonos 1-2,"Mic, 2.5 mV; Aux 1-2/Tape Play A -B, 200 mV  Main Amp Input: 1V  Signal -to -Noise
Ratio (below rated output): Phono 1-2 (2.5 mV), 65 dB; Mic, 67 dB; Aux/Tuner/Tape Play, 77 dB 

Damping Factor: 45 @ 8 ohms  Bass Control: r_ 10 dB @ 100 Hz w;2 dB Step &A/Itch (Tone Control
Switch @ 300 Hz)  Treble Control: ± 10 dB @ 10k Hz w/2 dB Step Switch (Tone Control Switch @

2k Hz) Low & High Filter: 18 dB per octave  Dimensions: 16-5/]6"W, 5.5/32"H, 11-1/32"D 
Weigh:: 22 lbs.  Price: $299.95 

For complete specifications write:
1111.

the aorta approach to quality

KENWOOD
15711 So. Broadway, Gardena, Calif. 90247
72-02 Fifty-first Ave., Woodside, N.Y. 11377
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Close-up photo shows
the platter -drive

pulley, speed -change
mechanism, and arm -
shaft drive pulley-

all normally
concealed by a metal

housing. The light
bulb triggers the

photocell system for
automatic arm lift.

rotating arm shaft (effectively the vertical -pivot axis of the
arm) is almost exactly in the plane of the stylus and record,
minimizing warp wow. A sweep from 200 Hz down to 10
Hz revealed no arm resonances in that range.

The turntable and its drive system are conventional, ex-
cept that the start lever gives the heavy platter a "push" to
assist the low -torque motor in getting it up to synchronous
speed rapidly. A second belt, driven from a pulley around
the turntable shaft, powers the rotating tone -arm servo-
mechanism shaft.

The ST -4 we tested was an early prototype. Its turntable
ran at the correct speeds, which were unaffected by ex-
treme line -voltage changes-even down to 50 volts! Belt
slippage on the motor's drive pulley limited the available
driving torque for the heavy turntable platter. A full -width
record -cleaning brush probably could not be used with the
ST -4 (the drag of a Dust Bug slowed the turntable speed
by 0.6 per cent). However, the drag of any cartridge track-
ing at less than several grams should not affect operating
speed. The rubber mat was of an anti -static composition,
effectively neutralizing any dust -attracting static charge on
the record.

Rumble was not audible, and in an unweighted measure-

ment (by the NAB standard method) proved to be -30 dB
(vertical and lateral combined) and -32 dB (lateral only).
The principal rumble frequency was 10 Hz, arising from
the 600 -rpm motor. Weighting for relative audibility
would produce a much better-looking-and more realis-
tic-rumble figure. Certainly the ST -4 would have less au-
dible rumble than most record players with the more con-
ventional 1,800 -rpm motors, which introduce a basic rum-
ble frequency of 30 Hz. As evidence of this, a rumble
measurement made according to the CBS RRLL weighting
system yielded a figure of -55 dB for the ST -4. Wow and
flutter were well within the acceptable range: 0.1 and
0.035 per cent, respectively, at 33Y3 rpm, and 0.08 and
0.025 per cent at 45 rpm.
 Comments. From a use standpoint, we found it difficult
to cue the ST -4's pickup visually with sufficient accuracy,
and correcting the set -down point, once the stylus was in
the groove, was a trifle tricky. A finger lift-even a rudi-
mentary one-would help considerably.

The Rabco ST -4 should lay to rest, once and for all, any
concern on the part of its owner about tracking error and
skating force, since it is inherently free of both problems.
Its arm, like the much more expensive Rabco SL -8, will
track severely warped or eccentric records that overtax
most conventional pivoted arms. Although we would not
recommend it for operation below a 1 -gram tracking force
(for the reasons given earlier), we find this no problem,
since a 1 -gram tracking force is about as low as we would
care to go with any cartridge.

The turntable part of the ST -4 is comparable, although
not superior, to many competitively priced single -play or
automatic turntables. However, since it has been integrat-
ed with the Rabco arm, it is now possible to have the ad-
vantages of a linear tone arm at moderate cost.

For more information, circle 158 on reader service card

Tchaikovsky's Symphony No.4.
For people who already have it.

Schwann already lists fifteen
Tchaikovsky Fourths.If you have one,terrific.
It'll make it a lot easier for you to appreciate
Daniel Barenboim's new version.

We think Barenboim's Tchaikovsky
Fourth is the most exciting anyone's ever
recorded. And while this may seem a little
simplistic of us, when you hear it, you'll
understand our enthusiasm.

But before you listen to Tchaikovsky,
listen to Alan Rich. In New York magazine,
he called the concert at Philharmonic Hall "a
smashing performance, no holds barred."

Daniel Barenboim's superb performance
of Tchaikovsky's Symphony No. 4 in F

Minor will be the sixteenth to appear in
Schwann. However, Schwann lists
alphabetically, so Barenboim's version will
be up at the top. Where it should be.

M 30572

PIRST
TOC:I 1111.11DANIEL RARENBOIMNEW IORK PHILHARMONICTCHAIROVSR

YSYMPHONY
NO. 4

On Columbia Records®
Mr. Barenboim appears through the courtesy of EMI and Angel Records.

ARUS REG PRINTED IN U S A
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THE MORE CRITICAL YOU ARE
THE BETTER KLIPSCH LIKES IT

PAUL KLIPSCH likes people who fight back.
Who recognize that the KLIPSCHORN is not per-
fect. He acknowledges that it still does not
close the gap between original sound and re-
produced sound. Probably no speaker ever
will. But the more critical your listening, the
more you'll recognize how narrow the
KLIPSCHORN has made the gap. Narrower by
far than any other speaker.

LISTEN FOR DISTORTION. It takes a critical
listener to detect any at all from a KLIPSCHORN.
The high efficiency of the horns, low excursion
of the drivers, and overall advanced Klipsch
design have virtually eliminated distortion.

CHECK THE FREQUENCY RESPONSE. Almost
any speaker will reproduce some sort of sound
at every audible frequency. But notice how the
KLIPSCHORN keeps that response more nearly
uniform through the entire range. Try it either
in a listening room or an echo free environ-
ment.

DISCOVER WHAT TRUE STEREO IS ALL
ABOUT. Let your hearing reconstruct the orig-
inal recording group, placing each instrument
and voice in its original position. Not just
smearing sound between speakers. That's be-
cause Klipsch has probably done more research
on stereo reproduction from two or three
speakers than anyone else except, perhaps,
Bell Telephone laboratories.

GET TO KNOW A KLIPSCH DEALER. It may be
a slight task locating one in your area. But it
will be worth the effort. You'll find he has solid
factual information to offer. He'll have good
demonstration facilities. His price will be fair.
It will be firm. We feel he is as entitled to his
profit as you are to a certain level of per-
formance.

ACQUIRE YOUR OWN REFERENCE LIBRARY.
Get more critical. Send $5.00 for a set of Klipsch
technical papers, including Paul W. Klipsch's
two latest on modulation distortion.With the set
we'll also send reprints of Symposium on Audio
Perspective from Bell Telephone Laboratories
and Principles of Stereophonic Sound by Wil-
liam B. Snow.

You see, everything we do is documented by
technical papers and supported by objective
performance data.

KLIPSCHORN®
Price about $884 in oiled walnut. Other finishes from
about $571 to $1,020.

CORNWALL®
Prices from about $342 to $469.

MODEL H 700®
Prices from about $209 to $258.

KLIPSCH & ASSOCIATES
Box 280 S5
Hope, Arkansas 71801

Please send me complete information on Klipsch
speakers and Klipsch Wide Stage Stereo. Also include
the name of my nearest Klipsch Authorized Audio
Expert.
 Enclosed is $5.00 for Klipsch Technical Library.

Name

Address
City State Zip

Occupation Age
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9 tips on how
to start and stay

with a pipe.

Flame Grain
Author Shape

 There's no mystery to picking a pipe. Style
and shape don't affect the smoke. But, since
it does take some experience to judge a briar,
stick with a well -recognized brand.

1111111.1 Kaywoodie
Pipe Knife

Relief Grain
Pot Shape

 Fill the bowl only
1/3 full the first few times.

Smoke to the bottom. Then, smoke 1/2 full
and so on.
 Smoke your new pipe only once a day for
the first week. Get to know it gradually.
 Pack your pipe firmly. Neither too tight,
nor too loose.
 Light your pipe twice. After the first light,
tamp down Vs". Light up a second time.
Cover the bowl and draw in. This spreads
the embers for an even light.

Kaywoodie
Butane Lighter

White Briar
Full Bent

 To keep your pipe
lit, tamp down the tobacco ash frequently.
 Run a pipe cleaner through your pipe after
every smoke. Occasionally dip the pipe
cleaner in pipe refresher.
 It's easier to stay with a pipe if it's a
Kaywoodie. The briar is hand -selected, aged
and cured as only Kaywoodie knows how.
This very special imported briar is hand -
shaped and hand -worked. A permanent,
built-in filter is then added to condense
moisture, trap tars and irritants so you get
a smoother, dryer smoke.
 Send 25¢ for color catalog of Kaywoodie
smoking accessories, pipes, sets from $6.95
to $350. Write. Kaywoodie Pipes, Inc., New
York, N.Y. 10022. Dept. IS8

KAYWOODIE7
The hand -made pipe

Send this ad to a friend.
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GONG
0\ RECORD
By JAMES GOODERIEND

Music Editor
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VOLUNTEERS
IT would be interesting to know just
1 when it was that the average, middle-
class American discovered that the society
to which he belonged was not structured
in a rational way, that it would not pre-
serve the cultural and economic amenities
that both he and the society as a whole
agreed were "right" even if he did his
own job and created no ruckus. The
younger generation saw the clash be-
tween the system and their desires very
early. But those of us who were ^ little
older, who had matured sufficiently to be
reconciled to the loss of something we all
agreed should not be lost, found our-
selves, almost unknowingly, losing more
and more and more. We saw parks torn
up for highways, one- and two-family
homes destroyed for high-rise future
slums, the intellectual broadcasts canceled
for popular ones, handsomely produced
books discontinued for more imperma-
nent paperbacks, and the custom produc-
er give way to the mass producer even in
fields where mass production could not
possibly produce the needed (or desired)
quality. And we tended to let them go,
one after the other, being disturbed while
they were going, and afterwards almost
forgetting that they had ever been.

When something we valued was threat-
ened we tended to sit back and wait for
the "responsible" people, those who en-
joyed some position of public power or
influence, to do something about it. And
sometimes they did, but more and more
often they would not or could not. Per-
haps the responsible people were no
longer so responsible, or perhaps their
power and influence were no longer what
they once had been. It would be interest-
ing to know, then, also, just when the av-
erage middle-class American decided that
he himself was going to try to do some-
thing about such matters, for he certainly
has so decided. "Volunteers of America,"
sang the Jefferson Airplane. But perhaps
not all the "volunteers" are under thirty
or find their lives encompassed by the
rock world. Perhaps the Airplane is sing-

ing for all of us. It would be a nice twist.
In the field of classical music it is partic-

ularly interesting to note where the line
("thus far and no farther") has been
drawn. The sponsorship of live music has
almost always been the province, in this
country, of the wealthy and the socially
prominent. It is no wonder then that
grass -roots movements to save sympho-
nies and opera houses are rare. But radio
is something else again, and it is the dis-
continuance (or the threat of discontinu-
ance) of good -music stations that has
brought to the battle those once quiescent
defenders of musical culture who no
longer believe that anyone else will fight
for them.

As reported in the February issue of
STEREO REVIEW, a "Citizens' Commit-
tee" in Atlanta, Georgia, formed to pre-
serve the threatened classical programing
of WGKA-AM and FM, brought its case
all the way to the U.S. Court of Ap-
peals-and got from that court at least an
indication that its members' interests
were not going to be trampled upon. I
thought that this was an isolated instance,
but I have been proved wrong.

There is, at present, in Seattle, Wash-
ington, an organization called the Classi-
cal Music Supporters, Inc. It was formed
when Seattle had already lost a couple of
its good -music stations-with the "re-
sponsible" people saying nothing, of
course-and concerned parties saw the
possibility of its losing all classical broad-
casting. Classical Music Supporters, Inc.,
was begun and organized by a young
lady, Mrs. George Sutherland, who was
not in any way involved with broadcast-
ing, who was not a professional musician
(or a professional organizer), and who
stood to gain nothing from it herself ex-
cept the continued opportunity to listen
to classical music on the radio. She speaks
of herself as a "housewife"; her organiza-
tion has thirteen thousand members.

Now that's a hell of a lot of people,
particularly when we remember that
many classical records never sell beyond

(Continued on page 46)



It's the only receiver with the Varitronie"
. FM tuner-with 4 FET's and balanced
Varicap tuning for lower distortion and for
higher sensitivity. By using 4 FET's instead
of ordinary bi-polar transistors, cross
modulation problems are virtually elim-
inated. And by using 4 double Varicaps
nstead of a conventional mechanical tuning
capacitor, a better balanced circuit per-
formance is achieved with perfect linear
tracking. The 725A's FM tuner also uses a
combination of Butterworth and crystal
filters for better selectivity and stereo sep-
aration.And, it features an advanced muting
circuit with full muting at 2.5 µV for quiet
tuning without loss of stations. Specifically.
here's how the new Altec 725A receiver
performs. Harmonic distortion is a low
0.3%, IHF sensitivity is 1.8 µV and capture
ratio is 1.3 dB.
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Altec's new 725A AM/FM stereo receiver
gives you 60/60 watts of RMS continuous
power. The 60 watts of power per channel
you hear with the new Altec 725A receiver
is not IHF music power at 4 ohms for just
an instant. It's not music power (plus or
minus 1 dB) either. And it's not peak power,
or EIA power or any other rating. Instead,
its 60 watts of RMS continuous power per
channel witn both channels driven simulta-
neously at 8 ohms from 30 to 20,000 Hz-
rated in the same manner used exclusively
by the professional audio field and by quality
testing labs. With this much power you
hear clean, accurate sounds at all frequen-
cies from even the lowest efficiency speak-
ers. And you always have enough power in
reserve to hear that extra -low bass.

Built a little better.

ALTS[
r, LING At,f INC

And it includes many extra features to
make it the most versatile receiver on the
market. The new Altec 725A receiver
includes a long list of standard features like
2 sepa'ate tuning meters, spring -loaded
speaker terminals, and 100 percent mod-
ular construction. In addition, it includes
these "extras" for more versatility and
convenience.
 Pushbutton controls for stereo reverse,
mono L & R, low and high filter.
 Indicator lights on all functions -AM, FM,
phono 1 & phono 2, tape, auxiliary, tape
monitor and FM stereo.
Tape recorder input & output on front panel.
 A heavy-duty fluted aluminum heat sink.
 Accessory jacks for the Altec Acousta-
Voicette Stereo Equalizer.

Altec's new 725A AM/FM stereo receiver
sells for $699.00. It's built a little better than
anythi lig else you can buy. Hear it at your
Altec dealers. Or, write for a new, complete
25 -page catalog. Altec Lansing, 1515 S.
Manchester Ave., Anaheim, CA 92803.
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Altec's new 725A receiver.

It's built a little better.
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It's the little things
that make Superex

the better stereophone

Little things. Like better bass response, clean, clear highs, a total
performance better than many costly speaker systems! And more little
things. Like a woofer/tweeter in each cup. Soft, replaceable, "Con -
Form" urethane cushions. Seven models to choose from including the
top -rated ST -PRO -By at $59.95. Others from $19.95. See your dealer.

Superex Electronics Corp., 151 Ludlow St., Yonkers, N.Y. 10705
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BIASE
IV THIE INTIERIEST 13IETTIER SOUND

The new premium cassette tapes make any cassette recorder sound better.
And the new Concord F -106E stereo cassette deck makes new tapes sound better.

It's the first cassette deck to make true high fidelity recordings.
A Concord exclusive. Endmatic, provides complete automatic shutoff at the

end of a cassette. The transport stops. The drive mechanism disengages-no
chance of damage to the pinch roller

The secret is a little switch and a unique circuit that adjusts the record
bias from the normal value used for standard tapes to the higher levels

that let premium cassettes just open up and sing.
At your Concord dealer. $119.79 (includes quality dynamic microphone,

remote control, super dynamic cassette). Concord Electronics Corporation,
1935 Armacost Avenue. Los Angeles, California 90025/a subsidiary of

Ehrenreich Photo -Optical Industries. Inc AO

CONCORD F -106E WITH ENDMATIC Tm
CIRCLE NO. 150N READER SERVICE CARD

four figures. And those people represent
only one relatively small geographical
area. And they are all also sufficiently het
up about something to be willing to pay
dues, make telephone calls, write letters,
and generally behave like a pressure
group that knows what it wants and has a
pretty good idea of how to get it. (The
Classical Music Supporters' bulletin sug-
gests to its readers that they buy records
at stores that sponsor classical music
broadcasts, that they patronize and write
to other sponsoring companies to express
their appreciation, that they continue to
let radio stations know their feelings on
programing, etc.) What a switch!

Seattle continues to receive the benefits
of good -music broadcasting. It will be
both interesting and significant to see
how long they can make it stick, given the
trend, particularly in FM broadcasting,
away from classical music. Noting the se-
riousness of their dedication, and their
probable willingness to exercise a little
economic muscle as a group (thirteen
.thousand buyers of soup, soap, electricity,
and so on), I give them a good chance.
And I certainly vote for a "Cultural Lady
of the Year" Award to Mrs. Sutherland.

IN Los Angeles, radio station KFAC has
organized its own Listeners' Guild. This
is indeed starting matters from the other
side of the fence, but KFAC is serious in
its intent. So serious, as a matter of fact,
that the station's program guide makes a
practice of listing classical music broad-
casts on other stations, unaffiliated with
itself, as well. And KFAC has also recent-
ly sponsored two panel discussions (this
writer is happy to have served on one) on
the problems of classical music today, at
the Ahmanson Theatre in the Los Ange-
les Music Center. The events were sold
out both times. So Los Angeles, too, has
the makings of an organized pressure
group to lobby for classical music.

I also have information that a commit-
tee has been organized in Syracuse, New
York, to maintain classical music broad-
casting on WONO there. Truly, the time
has come for this idea.

And just what is the idea? It is econom-
ic and political, of course, because these
are the pressures to which the people or
organizations in power respond. The will-
ingness of a measurably large group of
people to support those who will in turn
support their interests has always been a
basic tool in a democratic, capitalistic so-
ciety. Classical music has survived in the
United States largely without it up to
now, but it is unlikely that it will survive
without it much longer. The idea is also
social, for it marks the turning over of a
cultural power from the monied classes
who once ruled the area to those whose
"nobility," as Beethoven said of himself,
resides in the heart and the head. I rejoice
in such a transference of power and I
hope to see it exercised to the greatest
degree for the greatest benefit of music.

STEREO REVIEW
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10070 MUSIC PO

Cartridge.

What good is a cartridge that
tracks at 3/4 of a gram but delivers
less than 3/4 of the music?

Great. For tracking-but not for listening. To provide great
sound, a cartridge should be able to deliver 100% music
power, especially at higher frequencies. Like Pickering XV-15
cartridges do. Because our XV-15's give you 100% music
power, you enjoy complete instrumental definition in those
critical ranges as well as throughout the entire audio spectrum.

And Pickering XV-15 cartridges give you two other extra
features. The exclusive DustaMatic brush that cleans record
grooves. Plus a Dynamic Coupling Factor (DCF) rating system
that helps you select the right XV-15 model for your record
player.

Improve your high fidelity music system with a Pickering
XV-15 cartridge-priced from $29.95 to $65.00. Write for free
catalog and DCF rating chart to Pickering & Co., 101 Sunnyside

PICKERING
Blvd., Plainview, New York 11803.

"The 100% Music Power Cartridge fcr those who can the difference."hear
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An infinite
choice
of speeds.
The variable control Lenco manual
turntables offer an infinite selection of
speed-a continuous sweep from 30
to 86 rpm. At the standard 16-2/3,
33-1/3, 45 or 78.26 rpm, there are
click stops that can be precisely set
or adjusted at any time.

With this, you can slow down a
complex rush of notes, the better to
appreciate the inner voices when you
listen next at normal speeds. You can
tune a recorded orchestra to match the
instrument you play, and join in. Your
tuning is not restricted to a paltry
fraction of a note, either. You can
exercise your urge to conduct, choosing
whatever tempo suits you. And you can
use it to extend your knowledge of the
dance or language, or to accompany
your slide or movie shows.

And at every one of these speeds,
Swiss precision takes over. For
example, the Lenco L -75's sleekly
polished transcription tonearm shares
many design concepts (such as gravity -
controlled anti -skating, hydraulic
cueing, and precision, knife-edge
bearings) with arms costing more alone
than the entire L-75 arm and turntable
unit. And the dynamically balanced
8.8 lb. turntable reduces rumble, wow
and flutter to inaudibility.

The L-75 complete with handsome
walnut base at $99.50 offers profes-
sional quality and versatility but at.
far less than studio -equipment prices.
The B55 (lighter platter and an arm of
almost equal specification) is only
$85.00 with base. Both are available
now at your Benjamin/Lenco dealer.
Benjamin Electronic Sound Corporation,
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735, a division
of Instrument Systems Corporation.

Lenco turntables
from Benjamin
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Leonard Bernstein rehearsing the BMC orchestra

YOUNG CLASSICAL MUSICIANS
TODAY -AND TOMORROW

At the Berkshire Music Center, students are optimistic
about their carrers in the Seventies

By ROBERT S. CLARK
DU RING the past winter of the classical

recording industry's discontent, I
have thought often of the two days I
spent last August at the Berkshire Music
Center, the teaching arm of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra's summer establish-
ment at Tanglewood, Massachusetts.
They were days of listening to some re-
markable music -making, sitting in on
classes and rehearsals, and, most impor-
tant, encountering the attitudes and opin-
ions of the students who will tomorrow
be our concert soloists, composers, or-
chestral players, and music teachers.

The Berkshire Music Center was
founded in 1940 by Serge Koussevitzky,
then musical director of the BSO, to give
young musicians the opportunity to study
and perform with members of the orches-
tra and other prominent musicians. For its
eight -week term this past summer, the
Center had 158 young (nineteen to twen-
ty-nine) instrumentalists, singers, com-
posers, and conductors enrolled in its Fel-
lowship Program, the only thing of its
kind in the world operated and wholly
paid for by a symphony orchestra. The
fellows this past summer worked with
such outstanding musicians as flutist Do -
riot Anthony Dwyer, trumpeter Arman-
do Ghitalla, oboist Ralph Gomberg, and
concertmaster Joseph Silverstein, all of
the BSO; violinists Paul Zukofsky, Aaron
Rosand, and Matthew Raimondi; pianists
Lillian Kallir, Claude Frank, and Byron
Janis; composer Charles Wuorinen and
soprano Phyllis Curtin.

In 1970, too, Gunther Schuller as-
sumed artistic co -direction of Tangle -
wood with Seiji Ozawa, and made the
Center his primary responsibility. Al-
though, in his remarks at the opening cer-
emony, he disclaimed any intention of
drastic change, his influence was felt at
once. The program for conductors, with
Leon Barzin in charge, was expanded and
the number of student instrumentalists in-
creased, enabling the Center to form a
chamber orchestra in addition to the full
orchestra and smaller chamber groups of
previous years. By means of rotation,

each Center student had some exposure
to the three different kinds of ensemble
and repertoire. Schuller himself worked a
great deal with both the chamber orches-
tra and the full orchestra-one of the
summer's outstanding events was the
American premiere, under Schuller's di-
rection, of Luigi Nono's cantata for solo-
ists, chorus, and orchestra, II Canto sospe-
so, during the annual Festival of Contem-
porary Music presented by the Center
and the Fromm Music Foundation. An-
other of Schuller's innovations was the
"open rehearsal": the Center Orchestra,
led variously by Schuller, Ozawa, Leon-
ard Bernstein, Michael Tilson Thomas,
and the conducting fellows, performed
(for audiences) repertoire that had not re-
ceived rehearsal sufficient for a finished
performance. Thus the participants were
able to work on-and the audiences to
hear-a range of repertoire broader than
would have been possible had a polished
rendering been the goal. Schuller also
continued the "Contemporary Trends"
series, which he, as head of the Center's
contemporary music activity, had intro-
duted to the Tanglewood programs in
1968. Last summer, on six evenings, the
Center students and audiences heard the
Who, Jethro Tull, Joe Cocker, John Se-
bastian, the Preservation Hall Jazz Band,
Odetta, and many others.

I had gone to the Center principally to
find out what the students were thinking
as they completed their summer of study.
How, I wondered, did these young musi-
cians feel about careers in a field whose
future was clouded with uncertainty,
whose financial condition approached the
disastrous in many parts of the country,
and whose prestige was low, perhaps par-
ticularly among people their own age? It
was refreshing to find that these ques-
tions, which have worried pundits
through many columns of newsprint,
were not very much on the students'
minds. What was very much on their
minds was music-studying it, perform-
ing it, composing it.

(Continued on page 50)
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THE
NO -CHARGE
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It's guaranteed not to make a
bulge in your wallet or a dent in your
pocketbook.

The Revox No -Charge Card is
completely different from any cad
you've ever had. In fact, most of the
time you leave it at home in a safe
place, like next to your life insurance
policy.

But let's suppose that five, ten or
even 50 years from now, the unlikely
happens, something goes wrong

'Record and playback heads, capstan and
pressure roller are guaranteed for one year.

Revox Corporation
212 Mineola Avenue, Roslyn Heights,N.Y.11577
1721 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 90028
In Canada:
Tri-Tel Associates, Ltd., Toronto, Canada
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with your faithful Revox A77. After
all, it's just possible that one of the
842 parts covered by our I,fetime
warranty- could go bad. Not to
worry. We'll supply a replacement at
no charge to you, upon presentation
of your No -Charge Card and the
defective part.

Come to think of it, there's only
one drawback to the No -Charge Card.

The way Revox is built, you
441t, may never get to use it.
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WHAT ALLTHE REST
ONLY PROMISE.
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THE CRITICS HAVE PUT THE
COMPETITION
IN THEIR PLACE

Leading consumer testing publications are the
most difficult critics to please. But they continually top -
rate Sherwood receivers over all others.

Our S-8900 stereo AM/FM receiver shown
bgre leading ack is no exception.

For $399.95, it
gives more top -rated
quality than any
comparable or lower

riced model.
For all the speci-

cations, write today.
herwood Electronic

oratories,
ept. A, 4300 N.

California Ave.,
Chicago, 111. 60618.

SHERWOOD
SOUNDS EXPENSIVE
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Just this once,
it's nice to have a machine take over.

We designed our RD8S 8 -track
record deck to automatically eject the
tape for two very important reasons.

First, since the tape ejects at the
end of one program (or all four), it's
always at the beginning of a program.
Never again will you insert a tape
only to hear the middle of the music.

And second, you avoid possible
internal damage to your tape
cartridges.

Our RD8S lets you record from
two sources simultaneously. You can
play along with records and get a

perfectly balanced recording every
time. Looks? The RD8S has a
black -out dial face and genuine
walnut veneer cabinetry.

See a BSR McDonald dealer and
get hold of an RD8S. You'll turn
out your own perfect -sounding
8 -track cartridges for a fraction
of the price of
pre-recorded tapes.

Send for free
full color catalogs.
BSR (USA) Ltd.,
Blauvelt, N.Y.10913 McDONALD

B R

Most of these young performers were
optimistic about the future of classical
music in America, although one cellist ad-
mitted that, for those like himself who
"are not Pinky Zukerman-he had it
made when he was fifteen," a job in the
string section of an American orchestra
could no longer be counted upon. The
young people of today, most of the stu-
dents felt, are a potential audience for
classical music, and current fashions in
popular music were providing a kind of
"lead-in" to classical music by borrowing
from it. One student pointed out that Rite
of Spring would not have sounded out of
place between the rock bands that had ap-
peared at a recent "Contemporary
Trends" concert. "A lot of rock fans tell
me they think Mahler is groovy," said
one girl, a charming pianist whom I had.
heard playing (and pedaling barefoot)
through a lusty rendition of the finale of
Brahms' Piano Trio in C. "And they'll
warm up to Brahms when they get
around to hearing it."

IASKED a young composer about the
problem of finding an audience for his
works. He replied that, in our time, when
popular music is disseminated largely
through recordings, they were the ideal
way to reach a classical audience as well.
The coming decade, he felt, would see
more and more composing with record-
ing in mind-concert performance, with
its obvious limitations, would decline in
importance. As for style, the 1970's
would be an era of eclecticism. "I think
we've seen the last of the technique -cen-
tered cliques," said a University of Michi-
gan student, "the feeling that if you
wrote, say, aleatory music you were on
the side of the good guys." And another
composer added, "I don't feel it is part of
my job to move music in any particular
direction." "I'm not content," the first
went on, "to appeal just to the university
modern -music circles, as composers did in
the Fifties and Sixties. We're looking for
wider exposure-in centuries past, you
know, the leading composers were heard
by large numbers of people. Recordings
can reach a broad public. The techniques
I want to use are available in this medi-
um, too-mixing of electronic, instru-
mental, and vocal sounds, for example.
Rock musicians have moved out a bit in
this direction, but they are limited by
commercial considerations. I want to say
something unique with my music. I think
young people are ready to listen to me-
but I may be naive about that." And what
of the repertoire of the concert halls and
recordings today? Will young audiences
want to hear Bach and Beethoven as well
as the music that will be "now" in the
Seventies? "Our concert halls and opera
houses are in bad shape, in matters of
both finance and morale. Changes will
have to come to bring more people in.
But the classics won't die. They are too
great to die."

Si) CIRCLE NO. 8 ON READER SERVICE CARD STEREO REVIEW



Much has been said about the HeathkiCAR-29.

All good:

High Fidelity,
September 1970 -
"For its rated output of 35 watts
(sine -wave power) per channel,
the set produced less than 0.1
per cent distortion across the nor-
mal 20-20,000 Hz audio band."
"Frequency response, virtually a
ruler -straight line from 10 Hz to
100,000 Hz, was the best we
nave ever measured in a receiver

C:10 CZ NO 11111111111610 QM =II=rairroilwo lr.ilrolirmmaraillais 41111MM

"On every count, the completed AR -29 either met or exceeded its
published performance specifications - and did so with only the
normal adjustments spelled out for the kit builder. No professional
alignment was needed."
Elementary Electronics, September -October 1970 -

it's quite likely that many, if not most, users will consider the
AR -29 the oest buy in receivers. Even a nitpicker would have
trouble finding fault with the AR -29."
Stereo, Winter 1971 -
"An exceptionally good value for the kit builder; set meets or ex-
ceeds specifications without need for professional alignment or
adjustments; one of the best performing receivers available in any
form."
Audio, August 1970 - C. G. McProud on the AR -29:
"The Heathkit AR -29 is a worthy companion to the famous AR -15
- somewhat easier to build, somewhat lower in power, somewhat
less expensive - but nevertheless a superb receiver in its own
right."

.. measured distortion of 0.15 per cent as typical over most of
the audio range, even though the specifications rate the receiver at
a distortion of 0.25 per cent."
"We noted a power output of 36 watts per channel at a distortion
of 0.15 per cent, with both channels driven, and at the rated dis-
tortion of 0.25 per cent, we measured an output of 42 watts per
channel. Power bandwidth also exceeded specifications, extend-
ing from 7 Hz to 43 kHz at the half -power point. Frequency re-
sponse at the 1 -watt level was from 7 Hz to 62 kHz, ±1 dB, and
from 4 Hz to 110 kHz ±3 dB, also exceeding specifications. Fuli
limiting occurred at an input signal of 1.4 uV, while IHF sensitivity
measured 1.8 uV."
"After such an impressive set of measurements, we could only
hope that listening tests would bear out what we had measured,
as indeed they did. We first found that we could pull in 26 stations
with only our finger on one of the FM antenna terminals, which was
impressive in itself. After we connected the antenna, we brought in
43 stations, with 32 of them in stereo." "... to date we have never
pulled in over 41 stations heretofore with any receiver, and not all
of them were listenable."
"Even the AM reception was excellent . .

.. the construction and final testing is a short course in elec-
tronics, well done as is usual with Heath instructions, and effective
enough that it is not necessary to give a final alignment with instru-
ments to get the receiver operating in accordance with its specifi-
cations."
"Its performance should satisfy the most critical audiophiles
thoroughly."
Popular Electronics, April 1970 -
"How does a company that is reputed by the experts and hi-fi
purists to be the maker of the world's finest top -of -the -line stereo
receiver (AR -15) outdo itself? Simple (or so it seems)! It proceeds
to make the world's finest medium -power, medium -price stereo

receiver. This is exactly what the
Heath Company... nas done with
its Mode! AR -29 receiver. For
features and styling, tie AR -29
is, in our opinion, a triumph of
modern technology."
"The assembly/operating man-
ual that comes with the kits
bears the usual Heath mark of
excellence."
"You don't have to with the

AR -29 to know you have a good receiver. Turn it on and tune
along the dial and listen to how stations drop in and stay solidly in
place in both FM and AM."
"You will know right away that the Heathkit AR -29 is the best
medium oower receiver you have ever heard or are likely to hear."
Stereo Review, April 1970 - Julian Hirsch on the AR -29:
"Its FM tuner had an IHF sensitivity of 1.75 microvolts, placing it
among the finest in respect to sensitivity." "Stereo FM frequency
response was extremely flat, ±-0.25 dB from 30 Hz to 15,000 Hz."
"We found the audio amplifiers to be considerably more powerful
than their rated 35 watts (RMS) per channel. With both channels
driven a! 1000 Hz into 8 -ohm loads, we measured about 50 watts
(RMS) per channel just below 1,0e. clipping level."
"Harmonic distortion was under 0.1 per cent from 0.15 to 50 watts,
and under 0.03 per cent over most of that range. IM distortion was
about 0.1 per cent at any level up to 50 watts. At its rated output of
35 wat:s per channel, or at any lower power, the distortion of the
AR -29 did not exceed 0.15 per cent between 20 and 20,000 Hz.
The distortion was typically 0.05 per cent over most of the audio
range, at any power level."
"Hum and noise were extremely low: -90 dB at the high-level auxili-
ary input and -71 dB on phono, both referenced to a 10 -watt output."

the AR -29 construction made a positive impression". ". .. as-
sembly has been markedly simplified."
Says Mr. Hirsch about overall performance: "The test data speaks
for itself." " no other receiver in its price class can compare
with it."
Kit AR -29, 33 lbs. $299.95*
Assembled AE -19, pecan cabinet, 10 lbs. $9

See these and 300 other Heathkit products at one1.95*
of the following Heath Electronic Centers:

CALIFORNIA Dcwners Grove, 60515
Anaheim, 92805 224 Ogden Ave
330 E Ball Road MARYLAND
El Cerrito, 94530 Rockville, 20852
6000 Potrero Avenue 5542 Nicholson Lane
La Mesa, 92041 MASSACHUSETTS
8363 Center Dive Wellesley, 02181
Los Angeles, 90007 165 Worcester St.
2309 S Flower St MICIIGAN
Redwood City, 94063 Detroit, 482192001 Middlefield Rd tasas w Eight Mile Rd.
Woodland Hills, 91364 MINNESOTA22504 Ventura Blvd. Hopkins, 55343

New York, 10036
35 W 45th Street

OHIO
Cleveland, 44129
5444 Pearl Rd
Woodlawn, 45215
t0133 Sor.ngtield Pike

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia, 19149
6318 Roosevelt Blvd.
Pittsburgh, 15235
3482 Wm Penn Hwy.

TEXAS
COLORADO 1C1 Shady Oak Rd Dallas, 75201

Denver, 80212 MISSOURI 2715 Ross Avenue
5940 W 38th Ave St Louis, 63123 Houston, 77027

9296 Gravo.s Ave 3705 Westhe,mer
GEORGIA NEW JERSEY WASHINGTON

Atlanta, 30305
5285 Roswell Road Fair Lawn, 07410 Seattle, 98121

35-07 Broadway (Rte 4) 2221 Third Ave
ILLINOIS NEW YORK WISCONSIN

Chicago, 60645 Jericho, L.I., 11753 Milwaukee, 53216
3462.66 W Devon Ave. 15 Jericho Turnpike 5215 W Fond du lac

Retail Heathkit Electronic Center prices slightly higher to cover shipping, local
stock, consultation and demonstration facilities. Local service also available
whether you purchase locally or by factory mail order.

FREE
NEW 1911 CATALOG

Featuring these and dozens of
other exciting new kits for
home, hobby, test and service,
education and recreation .

over 300 easy -to -build, fun -to -
use electronic kits in all. Get
your FREE copy now . . . use
coupon or write: Heath Com-
pany, Benton Harbor, Michi-
gan 49022.

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 40-5
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
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a Schlumberger company

plus shipping.
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NEW DYNACO QUADAPTOR®

dywdco
01/ADAPTOR

(11.)

$AC LIVIL

tilk0.101.10

NU"

Only
$1995

$29.95 factory -
assembled

AND
TWO MORE SPEAKERS

CREATES
RIGHT FRONT

FOUR-DIMENSIONAL
(79

so .

LT (;)

SCA-80 ($169.95 kit; $249.95 assembled)

DYNAQUAD® STEREO
The new Dynaco Quadaptor0 can be used with

virtually any existing stereo receiver or amplifier.
Dynaquad® four-dimensional stereo does not require
an additional stereo amplifier . . . just two matched,

eight ohm speakers in
back of the room. The four
speakers are connected to
the Quadaptor0 which in
turn is connected to the
amplifier.

The Quadapto.® is not
a synthesizer. Rather it
reveals depth and concert -
hall sound already on many
of your present stereo re-
cordings but not enjoyed
due to the limitations of
the conventional two -
speaker stereo system.
The manner in which the
new two back speakers are

LEFT REAR

connected unmasks this hitherto hidden informaTion
to fully utilize everything that has been included on
your recordings all along. Not only will the Qua-
daptora give you four-dimensional stereo from your
present recordings, but
you can enjoy the same
Dynaquad® stereo from
your present FM stereo
tuner too.

Best results are realized
when the back eight ohm
speakers have as constant
an impedance as possible.
The Dynaco A-25 ($79.95
each) speakers were de-
signed specifically to pro-
vide constant impedance.
The Stereophile Magazine
calls them "probably the
best buy in high fidelity
today."

Dynaco A-25 speakers ($79.95 each-assembled only)
RIGHT REAR

Send for literature or pick some up at your dealer where you can see and hear Dynaco equipment.

eigNaCCI INC_ 3060 JEFFERSON ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19121
IN EUROPE WRITE: DYNACO A/S, HUMLUM, STRUER, DENMARK
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THE BASIC REPERTOIRE: Item One Hundred Thirty-four By Martin Bookspan

Tchaikovsky's
VE )Lim_J

I till

0N September 7, 1812, a ferocious battle was
fought at Borodino, Russia, between the in-
vading French forces of Napoleon and the

Russian Army. The result was a nominal victory for
the French: the Russians eventually retreated from
Moscow, and Napoleon took the city. It was a short-
lived victory, however, for he and his forces were
soon driven out of Moscow and began the long, cata-
strophic retreat that marked the beginning of the end
for the once -proud Grande Armee.

In the spring of 1880, Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky
was invited by Nicholas Rubinstein, then head of the
Moscow Conservatory, to compose a festive and cer-
emonial piece to coincide with a scheduled Moscow
Exhibition of Arts and Industry, which was also to
include the consecration of a new cathedral built to
commemorate the liberation of 1812. Tchaikovsky
accepted the invitation with some reluctance, but he
proceeded to create a work of rather grandiose pro-
portions-appropriately, for plans called for per-
formance of the score outdoors in the great square
before the Kremlin. Tchaikovsky utilized an enor-
mous orchestra augmented by brass bands, with can-
non to be fired at appropriate moments on signal
from the conductor's desk, and with the further as-
sistance of the pealing of the bells of the new cathe-
dral, together with the hundreds of other bells in all
the surrounding towers and churches in the Kremlin.
As it turned out, however, the cathedral consecration
took place, under much more modest circumstances,
in the summer of 1881, and Tchaikovsky's score was
not heard at that time. The first performance was
given-presumably under normal concert circum-
stances-at an all-Tchaikovsky program at the Mos-
cow Exhibition in August, 1882.

The 1812 Overture was characterized by Tchai-
kovsky himself as being "very noisy" and having "no
great artistic value." There can be no quarrel with
this evaluation, and yet the work has exerted a mag-
netic impact on audiences everywhere since it was
first performed. As for recordings, there has been an
increasing tendency during the past couple of dec-
ades to go back to the original grandiose scheme and
to present the score with something close to the
forces contemplated originally. Cannon and bells
were incorporated into a pioneer Mercury (mono)
recording in 1954 by Antal Dorati and the Minnea-
polis Symphony Orchestra. The first recording to
have choral participation, if memory serves correctly,
MAY 1971

was a Decca disc (from a Deutsche Grammophon
original) conducted by Ferenc Fricsay. And then, in
the early days of stereo, Mercury rerecorded Dorati
and the Minneapolis Symphony in the score, with
cannon, brass band, bells, and carillon (SR 90054).
The disc still sounds amazingly good; there is no cho-
rus, but the orchestra is razor-sharp, the performance
crackles with excitement, and the bells at the conclu-
sion are very nearly overpowering. Another record-
ing of music plus cannon plus bells plus carillon is
London's performance by Zubin Mehta and the Los
Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra (CS 6670). But
Mehta's is a harsh, driven performance, bordering
on hysteria, with little sensitivity to the subtleties in
the score (yes, there are some!).

THE most ambitious of all the recordings is Igor
Buketoff s (RCA LSC 3051), which incorporates all
the extra -musical elements of Dorati's plus a cathe-
dral choir and a children's choir. It is a strangely
microphoned performance, with undue prominence
given to solo instruments and an ear -piercing acous-
tic surrounding the sound of the strings.

This brings us up to the current "battle of 1812"
being waged between Columbia Records and RCA
Records and centering around the Philadelphia Or-
chestra under Eugene Ormandy. In 1959, when the
orchestra was a Columbia property, it recorded a
"straight.' 1812 performance-that is, without add-
ed noise -making elements. That performance was re-
cently rereleased, but with all kinds of additions: the
Mormon Tabernacle Choir and Organ, a military
band, bells, and carillon (Columbia M 30447). Obvi-
ously, the vivid cannon fire and resounding bells at
the end are the result of some very fancy tape edit-
ing. But as a projection of the natural sound of the
Phildelphia Orchestra, the Columbia disc cannot
compare with RCA's (LSC 3204), taped earlier this
year. The new Ormandy performance is a more com-
mitted one than the old, the sound of the orchestra
has a much richer bloom and texture, and the auxilia-
ry elements of boom and clang have a more musical
and less disruptive effect. But there is one point of
clear musical superiority in Ormandy's older per-
formance: in the vivace coda he picks up the pace
and sprints toward the finish, whereas in the newer
RCA disc he maintains astatelier tempo throughout.
In all other aspects, however, the battle of 1812,
1971 -style, is won by the new RCA recording.
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inspires critic Noel Coppage to present
a tentative theory about
the cyclical nature of popular music
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RADUALLY, time will take us away from it all
and set us where the perspective is less dis-
torted, and we may then be able to see just

how screwed -up 1970 was as years go. It had some-
thing bad for everyone-pollution scares, bomb
scares, riots, economic trouble, war and the threat of
more war, ominous rustlings of the political right
wing, trouble for the President at the voting booths,
polarization, alienation, alliteration, and some guy
even destroyed our children's faith in Wheaties.

Obviously, such stuff causes changes in ourselves,
but it's even more obvious that we can't round up all
the information about everything that went on and
make any sense of it. We can profit, though, by look-
ing hard at the things we know best. My concentra-
tion has been on rock music; I (among many) know
rock had a bad year in 1970, and I am pretty sure its
difficulties were connected with ours. Whether we
like rock or not, understanding what happened to it
should help us understand some of the forces at work
on us, because rock music has become, for better or
worse, the people's music. It is closer than any other
aspect of popular culture to where people live. Some
may still regard it as entertainment, but to much of
America-especially the young, who set so many of
America's styles now-it is much more, almost an
appendage. More candid than newspapers and maga-
zines, more graphic than television, more perceptive
than radio, rock reflects what people are really up to.

Rock came through 1970 in poorer condition than
it has been in for half a dozen years, and there are
perhaps a hundred explanations for this hanging in
the air. Looking back over rock's year we see at best
a patternless mosaic, but after distilling the specula-
tions and explanations I find three ideas that won't
go away:

 The old saw that "when the times get hard the music
gets soft."
 The idea that the quality of rock music, like other things
of this world, is subject to cycles, and in this case it is tied
to a new, narrower concept of what a generation is.
 The possibility that music reflected a yearning by many
(and action by a few) to get out of the cities and into the
country, this yearning having grown to the point of desper-
ation among some of pop culture's point riders.

The claim that rock had a bad year shouldn't cause
any riots, but it does perhaps need amplification. It
isn't difficult to recall that the news about rock was
bad: Janis Joplin dead, Jimi Hendrix dead, Canned
Heat's Al Wilson dead, Peter Yarrow (of Peter, Paul
and Mary) and Jim Morrison (of the Doors) convict-
ed and jailed, the Beatles dissolved, the Rolling
Stones and the Grateful Dead involved in the real
live nightmare of Altamont, in which a man was
stabbed to death in front of the stage-and they even

tied some Beatles songs to Charles Manson and the
cult murders. Only slighdy less obvious was the de-
generation of the sound itself. Sales of hard rock rec-
ords were down, there was grousing by those who
did buy the records and among those who reviewed
them. For a graphic demonstration of why, place
some 1970 albumsby.rock's superstars against their
1969 efforts: The Beatles' "Let It Be" against ' Ab-
bey Road"; Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young's "Deja
Vu" against "Crosby, Stills and Nash"; "The Who
Live at Leeds" against the rock opera "Tommy"; or,
finally, Bob Dylan's "Self Portrait" against "Nash-
ville Skyline."

It was a lackluster year and one without a central
theme. Central themes seem to be important to rock
music. In 1967 rock stampeded into psychedelia, ev-
eryone trying his hand at drug music; 1968 was the
year of the lead guitar; and 1969 was the year of the
blues revival. But 1970 saw rock's leaders turning
wishy-washy, some drifting toward country-and-west-
ern as the Grateful Dead did with "Workingman's
Dead," others certain (for a few weeks, at least) that
it was the year of the rock -jazz fusion and opting to
sound like Brian Auger's group. One of the few
good new bands, the Allman Brothers, stuck with
the blues and put some Muddy Waters tunes on their
first album, but the prince of blues -rock, an albino
guitar picker named Johnny Winter, made his first
distinctly non -blues album. There was "big band
rock" as performed by such groups as Chicago, Am-
bergris, and Lighthouse, all patterned after musical
ideas first worked out by Blood, Sweat and Tears
(also partly responsible for the jazz fling). But the
central theme never did surface, and Dylan, either a
short-range prognosticator or a fast reporter, said so
with his "Self Portrait," which went in several direc-
tions at once. Several supposed leaders played it rela-
tively safe by releasing albums recorded at their con-
certs. They included people like the Rolling Stones,
who haven't exactly made a career of playing it safe.
The "live" sets ranged from as good as "The Who
Live at Leeds," to as insignificant as the Doors "Ab-
solutely Live," to as bad as "Ginger Baker's Air
Force." All put little new material on the line; the
Stones' "Get Yer Ya-Yas Out" contained some
songs that had appeared in not one but two earlier
albums.

Toward the end of the year, there were three al-
bums that may prove significant as direction -point-
ers. One was by Dylan and the others by groups
called Fairport Convention and Fotheringay. Sandy
Denny had sung with Fairport but left it to form
Fotheringay; both are noteworthy because of their
unabashed emphasis on folk music. Dylan's new one,
"New Morning," was more electric than his previ-
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ous three and caused great cheer among rock jour-
nalists, but some things about it may signal a radical
change in their world. We'll get to that.

In any case, some astute pop -culture watchers said
flatly that rock was on its way out. Among them was
Peter Reilly, whom I consider one of the most per-
ceptive pop -music critics. Most insiders, perhaps re-
membering similar predictions that didn't work out,
stopped short of writing rock's epitaph. Greil Mar-
cus, writing in the New York Times later in the year,
suggested that the rock-and-roll audience had frag-
mented-"Captain Beefheart fans sneer at the le-
gions of Led Zeppelin, who sneer right back"-but
seemed to feel it could be brought back together.
This was a fairly typical slant; optimism wasn't ram-
pant, but it did exist.

The most optimistic -sounding explanation for
1970 had a tinny ring to it, however. In effect it went
that rock was in the process of improving because
musicians were being more selective, discarding
more of what went before and keeping only the best.
Naturally such a process takes time. I don't doubt
that this is true as far as it goes-surely the brighter
musicians want to grow-but the explanation says
nothing about the rest of us. The people who make
rock music have always been a lot like the people
who listen to it, which is mainly what makes it peo-
ple's music. Was the audience demanding greater se-
lectivity? Was it craving refinements? I think not. It's
true that the audience can sometimes be made to feel
it wants something, when that something is for sale.
But I think promotion (hype) can sell only bad musi-
cians, and then not for long. I don't think it could
sell rock itself if the special connection of attitudes
between the musicians and audience ceased to exist,
or if it changed-which is what we're thinking about
after the past twelve to fourteen months.

THE idea that changing times caused changing atti-
tudes-that we are in hard times and will therefore
scrub the hard rock of, say, Steppenwolf for the
champagne crooning of Engelbert Humperdinck-
makes sense because it does consider the sociology
involved. The country has been having economic
troubles, or has thought it has. Major newspapers
have carried articles about high interest rates, flag-
ging construction, and the unemployment rate, and
these subjects have been getting air time on the tele-
vision news shows, too. The fall elections followed
hot rhetoric about the state of the economy. Times
were hard in other ways, too. People who had never
heard the word "ecology" two years ago were never
far away from it in the last year. The predictions
about what would happen if pollution wasn't stopped
were more frightening than the idea of war, which

stayed in the back of our minds. Smaller stresses
seemed to be increasing; door handles fell off new
cars. Time did a piece on why none of our mechani-
cal and electrical doodads seem to work.

Forty years earlier, Americans had little or no
money and they hummed such songs as Easy Come,
Easy Go and The Best Things in Life Are Free. They
liked their movie theaters plush, gaudy, and ornate
then, and their music by gushy big bands and orches-
tras whose players dressed as if for a state funeral.
Before that, when times were soft, the entertainment
included such "hard" ware as ragtime music, illicit
booze, giddy costumes, and crazy dances.

The idea that rock music comes and goes in cycles
probably springs from the idea that everything hap-
pens in cycles. In the case of rock, it would have the
music's quality determined by the physical facts of
life upon which it is imposed. It is of course unprova-
ble; rock hasn't been with us long enough for anyone
to say what constitutes a cycle. There are those who
try, though.

In his book Rock from the Beginning, Nik Cohn
writes: "1960 was probably the worst year that rock
has been through. Everyone had gone to the moon.
Elvis had been penned off in the army and came back
to appall us all with his ballads; Little Richard had
got religion, Chuck Berry was in jail, Buddy Holly
was dead. Very soon, Eddie Cochran was killed in his
car crash. It was a wholesale plague, a wipeout."
Cohn goes on to assert that there is a definite genera-
tion cycle involved with rock and that it runs its
course in seven years: a breakthrough consuming
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most of one year, then
three years of stagnation.

A new generation of pop -culture consumers comes
along every four years, sociologists are saying now.
This period is not just coincident with the length of
time spent in high school or in college-it recognizes
the awesome if not grotesque importance of youth to
pop culture in this country. One of the standard dic-
tionary definitions of a generation is "a particular
category of individuals born and living contempora-
neously," which invites such a sociological guideline
as four years. In gentler times, a generation was
thought to be twenty years or more. An eleven -year -
old and a nineteen -year -old are not likely to fit into a
"particular category" to which one could sell music,
but an eleven -year -old and a fifteen -year -old proba-
bly will. Seeing a large portion of the rock market in
rows four years wide makes it easy to believe the
market can force the musicians' output into cycles,
especially since the musicians start out as part of the
market. Paul McCartney listed Chuck Berry as an
important influence on the Beatles-but the impor-
tant thing, thinking cyclically, is that Berry couldn't
over -influence them. If the boys had been five years
older when he and similar musicians dominated their
thinking, they might-probably would-have mere-
ly copied instead of synthesizing. Think of the sing-
ers as old or nearly as old as Elvis Presley and unduly
influenced by him: Gene Vincent, Ritchie Valens,
Gene Pitney, Tommy Sands. Zap!-a period of musi-
cal stagnation made to order. When the boys some-
what younger-McCartney, Pete Townshend, Mick

three years of progress and

Jagger-got old enough to make music, such influ-
ence was assimilated with many other influences and
did not become the outstanding surface feature of
their music.

You can quibble about Cohn's seven years. To
agree with him would be to say that 1970 was the
last of three years of stagnation and that 1968 was
stagnant, and I don't think it was. But it's difficult to
put down the idea of cyclic effect in the influence the
occasional giants have on those coming up from the
ranks. Those who study cyclical phenomena for a liv-
ing say that understanding cycles is the trick.

Michelangelo Antonioni claims that music always
lags behind what's happening-but he means what's
happening among his hip buddies. Rock music has
been ahead of the average fellow, in many cases, in
identifying the early stages of change in the society. I
think the shift of interest from groups to individuals
during 1970 may mean that musicians, consciously
or not, found in the American mind a desire to quit
the cities in favor of the country. This may at first
sound ludicrous on two counts-people have been
moving out of the cities and into the suburbs for
twenty years, you may say, and to strike a parallel
between a singer's separation from a group and your
desired separation from a group of people (a city) is
simplistic, you may add. Well, the suburbs don't
count. The rock groups during the past several years
made Downtown fashionable again, at least among
the style -setting young and hip. Such terms as "street
people" would not have been coined if the general
atmosphere had allowed the early Sixties folk -music
revival to extend through 1970. The people who
want to move out now (whether they actually do
move or not is academic) want to skip over the sub-
urbs and find open range if they can. Dylan's "New
Morning" contains the song Sign in the Window,
acclaimed as his best song ever by at least five critics
before it was a month old. It's the viewpoint of the
guy who didn't get to move West with the rest of
them, who says, "Marry me a wife,/Catch me a rain-
bow trout./That must be what it's all about."

It might indeed. Not long ago, the talk was about
making the cities habitable again, getting more mon-
ey from the legislature for "urban problems" and all
that. Now a lot of people seem to have given up on
this-mainly, I suspect, because the pollution prob-
lems in large cities are considered simply too over-
whelming. Those who have the yen to "move West"
view the idea of getting out not as dropping out but
as a way of saving something. There are musicians
for such people: Jesse Winchester, James Taylor,
Neil Young, Judy Mayhan, Loudon Wainwright,
John Denver, Seals and Crofts, Fred Neil, Kris Kris-
tofferson. And there are leftover folkies who can eas-
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ily be re -adopted: Tom Paxton, Tim Hardin, Tom
Rush, the Byrds, Judy Collins, Joan Baez, and Tim
Buckley, to name a few. These are makers of what I
call "new country music." Old country music, or
country-and-western, is different in that it presumes
the country -loving listener to be a hick (don't tell me
there was any put-on in the lyrics of Okie from Mus-
kogee); new country music presumes him to be hip.
(If you like things tied in neat bundles, we could
speculate that today's "soft" musicians-Engelbert
Humperdinck, Tom Jones, Glen Campbell-are
making music for the suburbs.) There is nothing spe-
cific about this new country slant in James Taylor's
Fire and Rain, to take one of 1970's most popular
songs, but it conveys the tone and feeling I'm talking
about. Sometimes the lyrics are specific; Neil Young,
who became well known in 1970, had written earli-
er: "What a pity that the people from the city/Can't
relate to the slower things that the country brings"
and "While people planning trips to stars/Allow an-
other boulevard to claim/A quiet country lane. It's
insane."

The music of these new solo performers is derived
from rock, of course, and still deals with many of the
subjects rock dealt with, but the rock group's harder
sound would have its charges stay in the dirty city
and fight with the hard-hats or draft board or pollu-
ters or whatever. It now seems to me we are being
told there is an honorable alternative. And there is
something to be said for the sheer physical difference
between a group and an individual, and the groups
were breaking up in favor of the individuals. A
group making hard rock music cannot possibly be as
personal as James Taylor singing about having his
mind on Carolina, and a desire for more personal
entertainment logically would accompany a desire
for more physical solitude. In addition to the Beatles,
splits occurred among Sam and Dave (after ten
years), the Nice, Spooky Tooth, and, for the teeny-
boppers, Tommy James and the Shondells. Even the
groups that stayed intact were giving their members
the freedom to roam around and play solo, or with
other groups or behind other soloists. Was James
Taylor making better music than the Rolling Stones?
In an absolute sense, probably not; the Stones were
as good as ever. But we're not dealing with abso-
lutes. Narrow neckties, fashionable a few years earli-
er, seem pretty dated now that the wide ones are
fashionable. So it was that Taylor seemed in better
tune with the immediate future, and he was reward-
ed accordingly.

The times, and probably the immediate future, in-
clude the economic letdown and the fear of pollu-
tion-and with it the recognition that overpopula-
tion is the overriding cause of pollution. There is

also telling evidence in conversations with literate
and articulate residents of Manhattan, Chicago, At-
lanta, and such places: there is fear and uneasiness
about the urban situation.

Is rock music dying? I wouldn't go so far as to say
so. As we become adjusted to the dominant new situ-
ation-the ecology crisis-we will naturally become
less alarmed about it, nobody being able to remain
keyed up for the forty years or so it may take to
finish us off. The economy frequently dips and rises,
so economic hard times could end almost any day.
On the other hand, life in the cities doesn't seem
likely to become more pleasant for a long, long time,
and the yearning to leave them can only intensify
over the next few years (they've already been break-
ing out the gas masks in certain urban areas in Ja-
pan). And yet, a real exodus coupled with continued
population growth would leave us with no "country"
to go to. And if all these factors fell before the rock -
generation cycle, who's to say that would bring rock
back to its 1965 peak? Rock wasn't with us always;
perhaps it merely rides the same cycle that brought
us ragtime at the turn of the last century, jazz in the
Twenties, swing in the Forties, and will bring some-
thing altogether new in the Eighties.

One of the things that makes me think so is what
all these musics have in common: they were all dis-
reputable in their time, all initially greeted by tradi-
tional, conservative taste as sure signs of cultural dec-
adence. It is, of course, a beautiful irony that ragtime
is now, seven decades later, being hailed as "classi-
cal" music.

IT'S a confused picture, all right, and made more so
by the occasional hard -rock or jazz-rock or blues -

rock piece that sounds as good and relevant as ever,
but the scrambled blueprint can be read, I think, and
it seems to say that rock will continue to get worse
for some time before it gets better. A point easily
missed is that if rock is going down, something else
is coming up, and that is at least partly because that
"something else" is speaking to the people. It is also
partly because it's being sold well, I'll concede, but
although the hype once sold us a car as ugly as the
1959 Chevrolet, it could not have sold us the horse
and buggy that same year.

The thing that's coming up in the immediate
future, I believe, is music by one or two persons at a
time, music that reminds us less and less of neon
flashing and horns blowing and certain conveniences
not working. And it will be a long time before such a
hell -hole as Liverpool becomes an "in" place again.
Even Berkeley will have trouble being "in" before
long, and that means trouble for rock-and-roll as we
have recently known it.
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Julian Hirsch suggests that you adopt a more practical,
less technical approach when you set out to

UNDERSTAND

YOUR RECOR KAYE
EHIND the apparent simplicity of the high-fidel-
ity record player there lies a multitude of com-
plex and interrelated factors. Some of these are

fundamental to the record -playing process; others
are features for the convenience of the user. Consid-
er, for example, some of the following questions:
Since phonograph records are easily damaged, does
the record player handle the discs gently and easily?
Does the tone arm skitter when the reject button is
pushed? How gently does the cueing work? Does
the change cycle take forever and a day to complete
itself? How conveniently does the arm handle? How
sensitive is the player to external shock and vibra-
tion-including acoustic feedback? The practical sig-
nificance of these and .other "human engineering"
factors-seldom mentioned in the ads-far out-
weighs, for most users, the presence or the absence
of a .decibel or so of rumble, a couple of percentage
points of wow and flutter.

Probably the most important of these conve-
niences is the automatic changer. For many people,
being able to play a number of records in sequence,
without interruption, is, if not necessary, at least de-
sirable, which very likely accounts for the continuing
popularity of automatic turntables. Purist record col-

: lectors have traditionally doubted the ability of an
...; automatic turntable (formerly called a record chang-

er) to handle their records as gently as they can
themselves. My experience is that, for the most part,
the faults imputed to record changers simply do not
exist-at least in the better (meaning higher -price)
units. At the low end of the price scale, the various
objections to the way changers handle and play rec-
ords become more real, though not nearly to the
extent imagined by many -people.

A more reasonable objection to the automatic
turntable might be that the vast majority of record-
ings are complete on a single disc, which must be

turned over manually in any case. In recognition of
this fact, almost all automatic turntables can also be
used as manual, automatic, or semi -automatic single -
record players, although they differ considerably in
operating procedure and ease of cueing.

Another convenience feature is the availability of
more than one speed. Most serious record playing is
done at 33 K and 45 rpm, and every turntable,
whether automatic or manual, offers both. Most au-
tomatic turntables also include a 78 -rpm speed, and
many of the lower -price models also have 162/3 rpm
available, simply because their operating mecha-
nisms permit it to be easily built in.

Any well -designed turntable will operate close
enough to its rated speed to satisfy almost any listen-
er. Sometimes a vernier speed control with an adjust-
ment range of ±2 or 3 per cent around the nominal
speed is provided. This feature can be of importance
to musicians or to any critical listener who has an
accurate sense of pitch. It is especially useful when
playing a record that may have been cut slightly off -
speed. However, most people will probably set the
speed once and forget it.

The maximum number of records that can be
stacked on an automatic turntable varies from six to
ten, though few users will have need of a longer
uninterrupted playing time than is offered by a six -
record stack (2 to 3 hours). How a record player
handles the discs, however, is important. Practically
all modern automatic turntables support the stack at
the record centers, dropping them into playing posi-
tion by means of a mechanism contained within the
spindle. Sometimes there is an edge support or over-
head arm that levels and stabilizes the discs stacked
on the spindle. In some models the overhead arm
also serves to trigger the shut-off mechanism after
the last record has been played. The record drop can
vary from abrupt on some low -price units to very
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A vernier speed control can work either mechanically or elec-
trically. A built-in strobe (risible in window at right) indicat-
ing when exact speed is achieved is also a decided convenience.

gentle on the costlier models. The vast majority of
hangups during the change cycle-which can result
in record damage-are caused by eccentricities or
burrs in the center holes of the discs rather than by
any fault in the changer. For that reason, it's a good
idea to inspect the center holes of new records be-
fore using them on a changer for the first time.

If the turntable is to be used only as a changer,
arm handling and cueing are of little importance. In
general, the pickup is lowered quite gently in auto-
matic operation, and is no more likely to be dam-
aged-or to damage the record-than in manual op-
eration. For the purposes of manual or single -play
automatic mode, however, the design of the finger
lift is important. Some finger lifts are very short and
straight and offer little surface to be gripped; others
are large and provide positive control. A cueing
lever, now found on almost all automatic turntables
and separate manual arms, serves a dual function. It
is analogous to the "pause" function of a tape deck,
permitting play to be interrupted and (sometimes)
resumed at about the same point on the disc. It can
also help in the manual positioning of the pickup
when selecting an inner band. Some low -price play-
ers have undamped cueing systems that permit the
pickup to fall as fast as the lever is moved, often with
a heavier action than occurs with careful positioning
by hand. Most, however, are damped to give a slow
and gentle drop. In some automatic turntables, the
cueing function does not operate in the automatic
mode or if more than one or two discs are on the
turntable; this, if you like to stack discs, limits its
usefulness. The tone arm should be free of drift dur-
ing the lowering action-it is annoying to place the
stylus carefully over the desired portion of the rec-
ord and then have it drift outward as it approaches
the groove.

Some automatic turntables offer a "power -con-
trol" base into which an associated amplifier or re-
ceiver can be plugged. When the base is set for its
automatic mode, starting the record player automati-
cally turns on the amplifier, and when the last record
has been played, the entire system is switched off.
The instant -on feature of solid-state amplifiers makes
this possible and useful, especially when a stack of
records is being played as "background." Of course,
the power -control function can be switched out when
the tuner or other program sources are being used.

One new automatic turntable features an electro-
chemical timer that indicates the number of hours
the motor has been operating and therefore (by im-
plication) the amount of playing time on the stylus.
This is useful in keeping tab on the condition of your
stylus.

Although all automatic turntables come with a
tone arm, manual turntables frequently can be used
with a number of different tone arms. If you prefer a
particular arm, be sure that it is compatible with your
choice of turntable. Some companies provide a man-
ual turntable and an arm (sometimes of different
brands) as an integrated unit.

LEss obvious than the external physical features
are the inner mechanisms of the player that deter-
mine its actual measured performance. Some aspects
of performance are fairly easy to measure and inter-
pret; others, as we shall see, are extremely difficult to
evaluate in respect to their practical significance in
the listener's home.

Speed accuracy can be dismissed with little com-
ment-it can be checked with an inexpensive strobo-

Feu turntables adequately corer all aspects of "human engineer-
ing." Note the inadequate finger lift on the tone arm at left
contrasted with the easily grasped lift on the unit at right.
Although automatic functions and cueing devices on most turn-
table models have lessened the significance of the finger lilt.
there will be times when users will want to position the tone
arm manually in order to play a particular selection on a disc.
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scope disc; some expensive turntables even have
built-in neon -illuminated strobe markings. If on a
new turntable a speed error is seen and there is no
possibility of adjustment, your own sense of pitch
will determine its acceptability. Those players that
have a vernier speed adjustment will, of course, nev-
er have problems from this source. It is well to be
aware, however, that some non -automatic manual
turntables suffer from very low torque or slippage in
the drive mechanism, and they may therefore be
slowed down by any type of dust -removing device
that is used on a rotating record.

Speed constancy is another matter. Short-term
speed fluctuations, when they occur at rates between
0.5 and 10 cycles per second (Hz), are referred to as
"wow"; between 10 and 300 Hz the effect is termed
"flutter." Wow sounds much like its name: it pro-
duces a most unpleasant wavering of pitch on sus-
tained notes. Flutter, depending onits frequency and
magnitude, may sound like a rapid "gargling," or it
may simply impair the clarity and definition of the
music without ever being an obviously identifiable
anomaly.

Wow and flutter are expressed as a percentage of
frequency shift of a recorded test tone. In our tests, a
turntable whose combined wow and flutter measures
0.1 per cent or less is very good; lower -price units
often have unweighted figures between 0.1 and 0.2
per cent, which is rarely obvious to the ear. If we
obtain a flutter reading that substantially exceeds 0.2
per cent, it is unlikely that the turntable will satisfy a
critical listener. Unlike rumble, flutter cannot be fil-
tered out or reduced in any way by the user. Howev-
er, we find that a surprising number of commercial

The tone -arm rest is another feature in which large differences
in design may be found. The unit at left has a positive lock to
he opened and closed manually; in the design at right the arm is
simply press -fitted into a flexible (and rather insecure) support.
.It far right is shown one of the little -noted hut exceedingly
annoying human -engineering failures encountered among turn-
table designs. In this particular case, the manufacturer has

records are issued with built-in audible wow or flut-
ter (and rumble) which is often unjustly blamed on
playback equipment.

Rumble is a low -frequency mechanical vibration
caused by irregularities, imbalance, or lack of con-
centricity either in the turntable -platter drive system
or (usually) in the motor itself. Since the phono sty-
lus responds to vibration, whether its source is the
record groove or not, this mechanical disturbance is
converted into an electrical signal that comes
through the speakers as low -frequency noise. Rum-
ble is evaluated by measuring the output signal of a
phonograph cartridge playing a "silent" or unmodu-
lated groove, and it is expressed as the number of
decibels below a recorded reference level.

A rumble figure of -35 dB or better (unweighted)
is very good, and many automatic and manual turnta-
bles surpass this figure ( which happens to be the
NAB standard for broadcast turntables): Turntables
measuring between -20 and -30 dB may or may not

(06,4
.d

"JJ) 441A,

.4 ragged center hole on a record is a simply repaired "defect"
which, if not taken care of, will cause problems with changers.

made it exceedingly difficult to remove the record from the plat-
ter by having the platter's edge extend out past the disc. The
user must practically "insert" his fingers between disc and plat-
ter in order to take the record off the machine. On the other
hand, when the turntable platter has a significantly smaller diam-
eter than the disc, then the problem arises of centering the disc
on the platter when the short single -play spindle is being used.
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AUTOMATIC TURNTABLES

MAKE & MODEL SPEEDS
RECORD STACK
ACCOMODATED

CARTRIDGE
OVERHANG

ADJUST.

Nu

%WOW %FLUTTER
433 1/3 RPM)

SPEED
ACCURACY

UNWEIGHTED
RUMBLE (dB)

V + L

BSR 610/X 16/33/45/78 6 0.15 0.035 slightly fast -25

Dual 1209 33/45/78 6 Yes 0.10 0.035 adjustable 35

Dual 1219 33/45/78 6* Yes 0.06 0.03 adjustable -39

Garrard SL55B 33/45/78 8 No 0.08 0.055 exact -35

Garrard SL65B 33/45/78 8 No 0.15 0.04 exact -27

Garrard SL72B 33/45/78 8 No 0.07 0.035 exact -38

Garrard SL95B 33/45/78 6 No 0.07 0.03 exact -39

Miracord 620U 16/33/45/78 10 Yes 0.12 0.04 slightly fast -35

Miracord 630 16/33/45/78 10 Yes 0.08 0.035 slightly fast -38

Miracord 50H 16/33/45/78 10 Yes 0.10 0.04 exact -37

Miracord 750 16/33/45/78 10 Yes 0.03 0.035 slighly fast -38

PE -2038 33/45/78 8' Yes 0.08 0.05 adjustable -32

PE -2040 33/45/78 8' Yes 0.08 0.04 adjustable -39

MANUAL TURNTABLES
Acoustic Research XA 33/45 Yes 0.035 0.03 exact -38

Empire 598 33/45/78 Yes 0.03 0.02 exact -36

Thorens TD125 16/33/45 11,* 0.05 0.015 adjustable -38

Figures shown are from the results of latest tests performed.  indicates vertical tracking angle adjustment
provided for various record -stack heights (see text).  means no tone arm supplied with turntable.

be satisfactory: some automatic turntables in this
range have noticeable rumble; others with the same
measurements produce no audible rumble. The rea-
son for this has to do with rumble frequency, which
is usually about 30 Hz and determined by motor
speed. Few speakers can reproduce an audible 30
Hz-but they can reproduce the harmonics of the
basic rumble frequency when they are present. In
our test reports we note any discrepancies between
the rumble measurement itself and its audibility-if
it occurs.

There are many motor types and drive systems be-
ing used in today's turntables. As far as we can deter-
mine, the only advantage of the relatively expensive
hysteresis -synchronous motor over the more com-
mon four -pole induction motor is its absolutely con-
stant speed, which is determined entirely by the fre-
quency of the a.c. power line. This advantage has
been overstressed, however; we have found most
modern turntables using variants of the induction
motor to be quite stable in speed, despite record
weight and line -voltage changes. Moreover, the actu-
al turntable platter speed is still a function of machin-

ing tolerances in the drive system. Rumble, wow,
and flutter do not seem to be materially reduced by
the use of a hysteresis synchronous motor. Low -
speed motors and electronic drive systems, with ei-
ther a.c. or d.c. motors, are used in a couple of the
finest turntables. Their major advantages are easily
adjustable speed and extremely low rumble, wow,
and flutter.

IN theory, a belt -driven platter should provide bet-
ter isolation from the motor, with improved rumble
(and flutter) characteristics. But since the change
mechanism of an automatic turntable calls for much
more driving torque than can be obtained from a
belt (unless its isolation is compromised), practically
all automatic turntables use the more positive idler -
wheel drive. However, as our test reports have re-
peatedly indicated, the differences in drive systems
are not the sole determinants of quality of perform-
ance. Attention to the execution of whatever design
is employed, plus precision in the assemblies, will
produce a better -performing machine than a theoret-
ically better design that is poorly executed.
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STYLUS -FORCE
CALIBRATION

ERROR

FORCE INCREASE
OVER

RECORD STACK

MAX TRACKING
ERROR
(deg./in.)

ANTI -SKATING
CORRECTION

(see text)

1 gin

ISSUE OF
TEST REPORTt

PRICEStt
b=base dc=dust cover

0.3 gm 0.3 gm 0.7 SR April 1971 $9Y.9'.) vvirlr car tr idge

0.1 gm 0.2 gm 0.8 +1 gm SR Sep 1970 $129.50 lb $10.95, dc $10.95)

0.2 gm 0.05 gm 0.4 +1 gm SR Dec 1969
EW Feb 1970

$175 lb $14.95, dc $12.95)

uncal. 0.5 gm 1.0 anti skating
not provided

EW Jun 1970 $59.50 lb $5.50, dc $5.50)

0.25 gm 0.45 gm 1.0 +1.6 gm EW Jun 1970 $79.50 lb $5.50, dc $5.50)

0.1 gm 0.4 gm 0.4 +1.5 gm EW Jun 1970
SR Feb 1971

$89.50 lb $6.50, dc $6.50)

0.05 gm 0.22 gm 0.8 +1.6 gm SR Mar 1970
EW Jun 1970

$129.50 lb $6.50, dc $6.50)

0.1 gm 0.2 gm 0.5 +2 gm SR May 1969
EW Jun 1970

$99.50 lb $5.95, dc $5.95)

0.3 gm 0.25 gm 0.6 +2.5 gm SR May 1969
EW Jun 1970

$129.50 lb $5.95, dc $5.95)

0.05 gm 0.13 gm 0.5 +3 gm EW Jun 1970 $175 lb $14.95. dc $14.95)

0.4 gm 0.15 gm 0.8 +2 gm EW Jun 1970 $149.50 lb $14.95, dc $14.95)

0.1 gm 0.25 gm 0.7 +2 gm SR Aug 1970
EW Jun 1970

$115 lb $8, dc $8)

0.1 gm 0.2 gm 0.7 anti -skating
not sufficient

SR Aug 1970
EW Jun 1970

$145 lb $8, dc $81

uncal. 0.5 anti -skating
not provided

SR Aug 1967 $87

0.2 gm 0.3 +1 gm SR Jan 1971 $199.95 lb + dc $34.95)  it *It SR Aug 1969
EW Dec 1969

$185 lb $15, dc $15)

tSR =Stereo Review EW=Electronics World
t tBase and dust cover included when separate prices not shown.

Tone arms seem to be even more surrounded by
mystery than the rotating parts of the record player.
The tone arm tracking problem can be simply stated.
Most arms carry the playback stylus across the record
in an arc, but the cutting stylus is carried across the
record radially. This geometrical discrepancy (called
tracking error) has generated enormous amounts of
analysis, discussion, and design effort, all attempting
to minimize whatever playback distortion it causes.
Despite the many mathematical treatments of the
subject, in the minds of many considered to be ex-
perts there remain doubts as to the ultimate signifi-
cance of the discrepancy. Suffice it to say that every
arm we have tested in recent years, either manual or
automatic, has had a maximum tracking -angle error
of less than 1 degree per inch when stylus overhang
was properly adjusted. The average was about 0.7
degree per inch, and the best about 0.4 degree per
inch. Any of these arms, playing a high -velocity
(loud, high -frequency) recording, will increase dis-
tortion by less than one per cent, which is likely to be
far less than the distortions contributed by the car-
tridge and the speaker.

There have been several successful radial tone
arms which follow the same path as the cutter head
and therefore maintain true tangency over the entire
record. However, they are more likely to be appreci-
ated for their lack of skating effect and their ability
to track warped records. One manufacturer, Gar-
rard, is introducing a turntable with an "articulated"
tone arm. The angular offset of the tone -arm head
changes over the surface of the record to eliminate
tracking -angle error.

Any arm with an angular cartridge offset is subject
to a force that tends to move the cartridge toward
the center of the record -the so-called "skating
force." Caused by the friction between the stylus and
the groove walls, this force has the effect of applying
more tracking force to the inner wall of the groove
than to the outer wall. When playing recorded mate-
rial that stresses the cartridge's tracking ability, the
outer channel will therefore have more distortion
than the inner channel.

Rather than have the user set the cartridge for a
slightly higher tracking force (which would provide
adequate force for the outer wall and higher than
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necessary for the inner wall), most tone arms provide
anti -skating correction adjustments. These produce a
force opposing the inward skating effect, so that the
stylus exerts equal force on both groove walls. The
effects of the skating force-and the correction for
it-can be readily measured, but they are difficult to
hear except under rather contrived conditions. Anti -

skating compensation is usually set on many turnta-
bles by means of a dial calibrated to correspond to
the stylus force used. However, our tests have shown
that anti -skating must usually be set higher than spec-
ified for proper effect.

Insofar as the angle (relative to the vertical) at
which the phono stylus moves in response to the
groove differs from that used in the cutting of the
original record, the playback stylus cannot provide
an accurate recreation of the signal fed to the cutting
stylus. For several years, a 15 -degree vertical angle
has been accepted as the standard of the recording
and cartridge manufacturing industries. Much has
been made of the fact that unless steps are taken to
prevent it, the vertical angle changes by several de-
grees in an automatic turntable between the first and
last record of a stack. Several of the higher -price au-
tomatic turntables provide means for correcting this
change of angle, at least partially, by tilting the car-

tridge in its shell or by shifting the entire tone arm
vertically.

However, since (1) the theoretical distortion re-
sulting from vertical -angle errors of even several de-
grees is very small (a fraction of 1 per cent), (2) most
cartridge designs are several degrees off the "ideal"
15 degrees anyway, and (3) most cartridges are in-
stalled in a rather hit-and-miss manner in regard to
vertical tracking, the ability of a tone arm to adjust
its cartridge's vertical tracking angle is a dubious re-
finement. Even if each source of distortion-lateral
tracking error, skating force, and vertical tracking
error-is quite small, it is possible, I suppose, that
minimizing all three can have a detectable effect on
the final sound, under optimum conditions.

Low friction in the tone -arm bearing is vital for
operation at very low tracking forces. Clearly, an
arm with, say, 0.5 gram of bearing friction (not un-
common on some lower -price units) would be un-
suitable for use with a cartridge tracking at 1 gram.
Although it is difficult to measure, several arm man-
ufacturers claim to have reduced friction in their
bearings to a few milligrams, as referred to the stylus
tip. In our experience, almost any automatic turnta-
ble selling for over $100 can be used successfully
with any currently available cartridge.

TIPS TO TURNTABLE SHOPPERS
THOUGH a full quantitative evalua-

tion of a record player can be made
only in a properly equipped -laboratory, it
is possible for a shopper to perform a
number of basic qualitative tests in the
dealer's showroom. If possible, they
should be made with the same phono car-
tridge that will be used in the home set-
up, since cartridge compliance can have a
considerable effect on the arm resonance
frequency and thus the rumble level:
Also, listen through speakers that have a
strong low -bass response, even if they are
not your personal choice for your home
system.

 Operation: If it is an automatic turnta-
ble, how long does the change cycle take?
Does it drop records smoothly and shut
itself off after playing the last one? Do
you hear pops and thumps during cycling
or when the machine shuts off? Put sever-
al records on the spindle and make sure
there are no "hang ups." Try the cueing
control, noting whether the pickup re-
turns to the same point from which it was
lifted, or whether it repeats a.substantial
portion of the record every time it is
raised and lowered.

The spring suspension of the player can

be checked by observing how much -jig-
gling" of the arm and turntable is caused
by normal operation of the controls.
Sometimes actuating the cueing function
or the change cycle of an automatic turn-
table while a record is playing causes the
stylus to bounce out of the groove or to
skip grooves.

It is difficult to judge, except in the
final installation, how sensitive the record
player will be to such effects as floor-
board flexing caused by dancing or sim-
ply walking in the room. All that can be
done in the store is to tap the sides of the
base gently to see how much impact force
is required to jar the pickup out of the
groove. Doing this to several turntables
in the showroom should give you ar"feel"
for their relative susceptibility to external
shock. Some cartridges in some arms will
be more shock resistant (and better able
to withstand record warp) than other car-
tridges in the same arm.

 Speed: With a record on the turntable
and a stroboscope disc placed over its la-
bel, observe the pattern under fluores-
cent or neon lighting. If the pattern
moves, hold a pencil near the stroboscope
disc and count the number of lines or dots

passing a fixed point in 10 seconds. At
33%, rpm, three to four dots passing in 10
seconds corresponds to a speed error of
0.3 per cent, which is the limit of the
NAB broadcast standard for turntables. A
somewhat greater error can usually be
tolerated for home use, unless exact pitch
is a requirement. In that case, you should
have a turntable with a speed adjustment,
since many fixed -speed turntables have a
detectable speed error-which, inciden-
tally, will vary from sample to sample of a
given model. If you intend to use a rec-
ord -cleaning device such as a Dust Bug.
be sure the additional drag does not slow
the platter excessively.

 Rumble and Flutter: The STEREO
REVIEW Model SR 12 Stereo Test Rec-
ord has specially recorded bands for eval-
uating rumble, wow, -,and flutter without
test instruments. It is a worthwhile invest-
ment, not only for testing a turntable in
the showroom, but also because it permits
you to check cartridge tracking with dif-
ferent stylus -force settings and to make an
accurate adjustment of an arm's anti -skat-
ing device. Full instructions for using the
SR 12 are supplied with the record,
which is available for $5.98.
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INSTALLATION OF THE MONTH

DESK-O-PHILE STEREO
ALETTER from Mr. John Sunier of Kentfield, Cali -
fornia, describes the thinking behind his unusual
stereo installation so effectively that we have de-

cided to print excerpts from it and let Mr. Sunier tell his
own story. He writes:

"I am the record reviewer for a (San Francisco) Bay -
Area newspaper, among other things. Until recently I was
always flitting between my desk and the stereo cabinet
while typing up reviews or doing other paperwork, and
there was usually a lack of space to spread out the many
albums I'm always knee-deep in. Then I saw a photo of
an installation belonging to Peter Bart6k, in which tape
recorders were mounted flush in the tops of wooden office
desks for ease of editing and room to spread out tapes and
materials. Idea!

"I haunted surplus stores for an old solid -oak office
desk with a typewriter cabinet of just the right width to
accept my Sony 777 tape recorder. When I found one that
was suitable, I covered the top, which was pretty scratched
up, with white Formica, and sawed into the thick desk top
to make a well for my'Dua11219 turntable. The space for
the center drawer was a perfect fit for a Heathkit AA -15
integrated amplifier, and all the connectors are easily

reached from the rear. The Scott 312-B stereo FM tuner
was installed in the same way just above the tape recorder.
The three drawers on the right I have retained for normal
desk functions. The massive bulk of the desk permits me
to type madly away while listening or dubbing without
the record player's being jarred in the least."

The remaining components in Mr. Sunier's installation
are a Stanton 681EE phono cartridge, two Rectilinear III
speaker systems that are to be seen at either side of the
desk, and remote speakers of diverse paternities, one pair
of which is used in conjunction with a friend's FM re-
ceiver to pick up two -station quadrasonic broadcasts in the
San Francisco area. The card file on the right edge of the
desk contains a partial index of the Sunier collection of
3,000 records and 300 tapes.

Mr. Sunier's work touches on several professional as-
pects of the audio and video fields. He is co -producer of
an educational broadcast series, and has used his equip-
ment to tape and edit programs on recorded music and
other topics for various FM stations. His musical tastes as
he describes them are broad to say the least, with special
emphasis on Scriabin, Scarlatti, Mahler, Kurt Weill,
Django Reinhardt, and Fats Waller.
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Rolls-Royce may be bankrupt,
but Liberace is sitting pretty

in his Phantom V.

(He bought that bank)
By ROBERT WINDELER

ryl HE night club business in America is in its final death
1 throes, with landmarks like Los Angeles' Cocoanut

Grove closing down every week and major entertainers
working less than half the time they used to or still want
to. But you'd never know that if you were to catch Liber-
ace at Las Vegas on a Thursday night in a bad week in
mid -recession. He's packing them in at Caesar's Palace-
and everywhere else he goes-in an era when only he and
Streisand, Sinatra, and Elvis Presley sell out. They are all,
in some way, throwbacks to the 1950's, and it is the chil-
dren of that decade and before who come to cheer them.
"The young kids can't afford Vegas night clubs," explains
Liberace. But how does Liberace explain himself? At fifty-
two (but looking forty) he has been in show business for
more than twenty-five years, playing the pop piano in a
dated concerto style and with nary a hit record to his name.
At least Streisand, Sinatra, and Presley sing and are heard
on the radio. Across the street from Caesar's Palace, at the
Flamingo, Ella Fitzgerald, who's lasted even longer, is try-
ing contemporary material and arrangements ("I couldn't
beat 'em, so I joined 'em," says the lady), and she's playing
to handfuls.

On the night club stage Liberace hasn't changed much in
a decade and a half. The outrageous clothes he stumbled
on as a trademark in 1955 are even more outrageous now,
but they seem less so. "The world has finally caught up
with me." He does four changes during his hundred -min-
ute show, complete down to undershorts and socks, mak-

Daily Sketch

ing each change in forty-seven seconds flat. He'll start with
something like a black velvet and chinchilla floor -length
coat with purple silk lining and move to a double-breasted
orange sequined tuxedo, saying, "Well, look me over. I
didn't get dressed up like this to go unnoticed." The musi-
cal selections are still aggressively MOR (Middle of the
Road), ranging from The Last Time I Saw Paris to The
Theme from "Love Story." A Bacharach medley and the
two best-known songs from Hair are as daring as he ever
gets. Liberace's style of exaggerated gestures and slightly
risque humor ("It's so seldom I get a chance to dedicate a
song to newlyweds this late in the evening") haven't
changed either.

Neither have his night club audiences. The women are
middle-aged to downright old; many are henna -rinsed and
wearing Betty Hutton hairdos and mink stoles. The men
tend toward ill-fitting sport jackets, white shirts, narrow
ties, and even white socks. Milwaukee and other Midwest-
ern accents seem preponderant, and not just because Libe-
race comes from the beer capital. After performances the
fans go backstage for autographs and chitchat; both are
freely given, with a dazzling Liberace smile.

But wait. Times have changed, and Liberace, a canny
man with more taste than he's given credit for, is changing
with them. After nineteen years and sixty-eight albums
(eight of them gold) with three record companies (Dot,
Columbia, and Coral), Liberace has signed with the most
sophisticated pop label going-Warner Brothers. His first
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album for them, aptly titled "A Brand New Me," is going
to be his biggest seller yet. It netted him five preliminary
nominations for Grammy awards, including those for best
album and best instrumental performance. At the Garden
State Arts Center in New Jersey, Liberace's audience of
ten thousand was polled. Fully one third of them were
under twenty-five. So now there are two Liberace audi-
ences, and at the moment they're rolling (or is it gently
rocking?) along together.

Backstage at Caesar's Palace, the costumes have given
way to a black double-knit jumper and a white silk shirt
with puffy sleeves and blue and gold polka dots. And the
verbal flamboyance has given way to the soft-spoken assur-
ance of a man who has made it long since and will go on
making it as long as he wants to ("You know that bank I
used to cry all the way to? I bought it."). Fora top perform-
er he's uncommonly charitable about fellow performers,
although he thinks a gimmicky no -talent like Tiny Tim
"should save his money; he's lasted longer than he should
have already." Liberace, who is known as "Lee" although
his first name is Walter, spends a lot of his time seeking
out and encouraging younger talent, and he's positively
fatherly toward Julie Budd, the sixteen -year -old singer
who shares his three-year Caesar's Palace contract. He in-
herited both the contract and Miss Budd from Frank Sina-
tra, who all but fought his way out of the hotel Lee .pre-
screens topless lounge shows to see if they'd be all right
for Julie to see.

"Dot sort of went out of business," he says of his change
in recording arrangements. "They owed me a lot of mon-
ey, and besides they had no good, modern concept. I need-
ed a fresh approach. My records have always been good
constant sellers, but they don't make the top -forty charts. I
felt we needed something new. Dot kept wanting me to
continue with the concerto style. Warner's saw that I was
being discovered by a younger generation. They offered
me the backgrounds and arrangements that have sold thir-
ty million records for them-guitars from Nashville and
all. The background tracks were done first, then I added
the piano, then they recorded the ensemble."

That technique and his material (Neil Diamond's Holly,
Holy, Jim Webb's MacArthur Park, etc.) were new to the
pianist. "In the old days if I had two or three days in town
between appearances, I'd go in and knock out an album.
Now it's weeks of planning and thought as well as record-
ing. Nobody seemed to care about things like balance be-
fore. But with things like quadruple stereo the kids are
keeping us on our toes."

Now that his records are played on three thousand un-
derground radio stations where he was never heard be-
fore, Lee says, "I'm into a whole new top -forty groove.
The youth audience is something that came to me, I didn't
seek it out, but I'm developing it by doing college con-
certs. It's a wonderful thing that's happening in pop mu-
sic-the classical sound. Bach and Beethoven sounds are
creeping into the pop music field, and kids are beginning
to dig more profound music. That fits in beautifully with
my classical background. At Warner's they leave holes in
the track for me to put a Bach fugue and variations in on a
Moog synthesizer."

Commenting on all this "today" activity, he says, "I
have to be very careful because the majority of my audi-
ence is still made up of adults, and I don't want to offend
them. Surprisingly, they respond well to the contemporary
stuff I put in, and at the same time the kids are discovering
Gershwin. It's amazing. I do tremendous p.a.'s [public ap-

pearances] in a time when not many other people do. If I
can keep my traditional audience and get the kids under
twenty-five to come too, I can keep filling houses and
forums and wrap it all up."

Six months of each year are spent wrapping it all up in
theaters in -the -round, clubs, and even concert halls. The
other six months are spent recording in Los Angeles or
relaxing at his gigantic Palm Springs home, replete with
piano -shaped swimming pool. "There I can close myself
off," he says of the house where he entertained forty house
guests over Christmas weekend last year. Other trappings
of Liberace's success include a Regency Red and English
White Phantom V Rolls, a diamond candelabra ring, and
the only two Plexiglas pianos in the world.

Now that his old recording companies are repackaging
his earlier records like crazy to cash in on his two audi-
ences, Lee is ready to try some things he's never been able
to do before. "I want to play contemporary material with
symphony orchestras that need financial help," he says.
"We're going to make a special deal with the musicians'
unions, and help create a following for the orchestras and
even for Chopin. Andre Previn is getting the kids to sup-
port the London Symphony by playing Beatles music, and
he's been criticized a great deal. This holier-than-thou pur-
ist crap is what's putting symphonies out of business."

LIBERACE would also like to do an album of his own
compositions; the only one he plays now is his act's closing
number Don't Say Goodbye-Say Ciao. He's written a
cookbook and may do more writing. He's dying to do a
Broadway musical, and David Merrick is dying to have
him do one, but Lee says, "I don't want to do a warmed-
over version of something that's already been done. It
should embody all the elements people associate with me:
my clothes, my music, my flamboyance."

The clothes are what we see first and remember longest.
"It's hard to come by trademarks, and this one was an
accident. It started when I was playing the Hollywood
Bowl in 1955, and I switched from a black to a white suit
so they could see me in the back row. It caught on and I
kept getting further and further out. In 1956 in London
they weren't ready for me, and you know what London is
like now. People started copying me and soon I had to top
myself and the people who were copying me. I used to
laugh up my sleeve a bit, but through exaggeration I've
been able to set some acceptable styles. That's how the
fashion world works anyway. They go to extremes hoping
a bit of it will catch on with the general public. We'll take a
current fashion trend and go a step further-actual gaucho
clothes, for example, jewel it all up. My next wave is going
to be Russian."

The millions of dollars made over the years are pre-
served by a variety of investments now presided over by
Liberace himself. His business manager of twenty years
died, and Lee took over actual management of the corpora-
tion that bears his name. There have been tremendous sav-
ings and improved profit margins since. "I dissolved a lot
of things he had thought were promising and weren't, and
now I'm in surefire things like Tom Jones and Engelbert
Humperdinck's company and-are your ready?-a douche
company. They come in different flavors, and these days
it's no gamble."

Retirement is clearly not in the offing. "The only sort of
retirement I'm interested in is preserving my longevity by
not wearing out my welcome. I'd like to go on and on, like
Chevalier."
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A Shorter Vocabulary of Vocalism
What actually goes on in those silver throats

is often indescribable, but critics do the best they can
By HENRY PLEASANTS

AGROUP of us were gathered together in a
friend's apartment in New York some
months ago, during Dame Eva Turner's most

recent visit to the United States, and the talk, inevita-
bly, was of singers and singing. "Madame So-and-
so," the legendary Turandot and Aida from Lanca-
shire was saying of a certain soprano known to be in
vocal trouble, "carries her chest too high."

Everyone in the group was professionally con-
cerned with music, although not necessarily with sing-
ing; but a look at the faces of her auditors, as Dame
Eva made her pronouncement, left me with the sud-
den realization that probably half of those present
assumed that she was referring to Madame So-and-
so's . . . er . . . posture. If so many in so musically
sophisticated a circle, I thought, would not know im-
mediately that Dame Eva was referring to Madame
So-and-so's handling of the "passage," or transition,
from chest register to middle register, what of the
poor layman exposed, in reviews and in conversa-
tion, to the jargon of vocal comment and criticism?
How confusing and bewildering it must be.

Well, some of it can be pretty baffling to the pro-
fessional, too, even the vocal professional. The terms
may be familiar, and the professional who uses them
may be sure enough in his own mind what they
mean, but they don't always mean the same thing to
all professionals, and in some cases there have been
century -long disputes as to whether they mean any-
thing at all.

About some terms, happily, there is general agree-
ment. In the classification of voices, for example,
bass, tenor, contralto (or alto), and soprano are stan-
dard categories, now commonly extended to admit
bass -baritone and baritone between bass and tenor,
mezzo-soprano between contralto and soprano, and
coloratura soprano above soprano. Normal two -oc-
tave ranges for these categories would be E to e' for
the bass, F to f' for the bass -baritone, G to g' for the
baritone, B -flat to b' -flat for the tenor, f to P for the
contralto, a -flat to as -flat for the mezzo-soprano, b -
flat to be -flat for the soprano,' and d' to d"' for the
coloratura.. These are, of course, arbitrary mean
ranges. They may vary from voice to voice.

Until about the middle of the last century there

were no marked differences of type or range within
the basic categories. A soprano was a soprano. It was
expected of her, however, that she be able to meet a
variety of requirements, and this expectation was tak-
en into account by the composer in laying out the
sequence of her principal scenes. An aria cantabile
would show what she could so with a languishing
cantilena (song), with emphasis on a fluent legato
(the seamless binding of one note to another) and
appropriate embellishments (fioriture). A more
forceful number, possibly an aria di vendetta, or ven-
geance aria, would give her a chance to pull out the
vocal and emotional stops. An aria di bravura, or aria
d 'agilita, would show off her range and agility in a
kind of virtuoso display now described as coloratura
and including trills (the rapid and regular alternation
of adjacent notes), staccati, roulades (runs, or divi-
sions, as the British call them), and so on. Each of
these arias would normally be introduced by a recita-
tivo (recitative) passage in which the dramatic setting
or pretext for the aria would be established and in
which the singer would demonstrate her command
of declamation.

SINGERS of other categories were similarly provid-
ed for according to their abilties and specialties.
With the growing size of theaters and orchestras in
the first half of the nineteenth century, however, and
with the increased weight of voice required for the
dramatic and heroic outbursts of Meyerbeerian, Ver-
dian, and Wagnerian opera, not to speak of Strauss,
Mascagni, Puccini, and Giordano, singers found it
impossible to be all things to all composers and all
operas. The limit of versatility, for sopranos, at least,
was probably reached by Verdi with Leonora in II
Trovatore and Violetta in La Traviata.

Singers might conceivably be able to sing both
Briinnhilde and Norma. Lilli Lehmann did, and
there have been others. But, generally speaking, ex-
cellence in one department was.achieved, or en-
joyed, at the expense of facility in another. Not many
singers can shift easily from the weight of voice re-
quired by Turandot to the airy flexibility expected of
Lucia, as Maria Callas, in our own time, has done;
and even of Callas it can hardly be said that she was
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equally at ease in both, or that her ambitions did not
shorten her vocal life.

And so, where once there had been just sopranos,
there were now the dramatic soprano, the lyric so-
prano, and the coloratura soprano. Where formerly
there had been just tenors, there were now the Hel-
dentenor (heroic tenor), the dramatic tenor (tenore
di forza or tenore robusto), the lyric tenor ( tenore di
grazia, tenore leggiero, or the slightly deprecatory
tenorino), the spinto (a lyric tenor pushed toward
the dramatic-Gigli, for example, or Bjoerling) and
so on.

With the exception of the coloratura, who was ex-
pected to sing higher than other sopranos, there was
not much difference in the ranges required of these
types. Nor was it just a matter of the natural size of
the voice; it probably had just as much to do with
how much voice the singer was inclined or persuad-
ed to produce, especially in the upper fifth of his
range. It was a question of how much voice he was
prepared or accustomed to spend on those top notes
that brought off the dramatic climaxes, brought
down the house, and brought in the cash.

This leads us into the question of registers, and
here we leave the area of common agreement for an
area endlessly contested. The registers are generally
assumed to be three: low, middle, and high, or chest,
middle, and head. But some singing teachers have
denied that there is any such thing. And even those
who believe in such registers will agree that the
terms are largely metaphorical, or.figurative, repre-
senting an attempt to illustrate processes of vocal
production that have not, despite the laryngoscope,
ever been identified and defined to the common sat-
isfaction of all concerned.

One thing only is certain. Most singers, of every
category, have a physical or muscular problem (easi-
ly soluble, initially, for the exceptionally endowed)
in extending their range or compass up or down
much beyond about an octave and a third-for men's
voices, say, from B -flat at the bottom to d' at the top.
Any layman who has tried to sing The Star-Spangled
Banner, which ranges in the lower register from the
B -flat below to an f at the top, has encountered this
problem, and very few have solved it. Ama-
teur basses and baritones, as they move up toward
the P on "red glare," find their throats closing, and
they either run out of voice altogether or they crack.
As the voice rises, the larynx, or voice box, contain-
ing the vocal cords rises sympathetically, and sooner
or later it will shut off the tone and put the singer
out of business. Tenors and sopranos, for whom the
upper P or f" is easy enough, tend to run out of voice
and steam as they descend to the B -flat or b -flat on
"say" and "gleaming."

A great deal of the jargon of singing centers on
this problem of extension. An opera -singer friend of
mine in Vienna, many years ago, put it about as sim-
ply and as vividly as I have ever heard it put. "Sing-
ing," he said, "is just one unending struggle with the
Adam's apple." The professional singer solves the
problem of extension (or tries to solve it) by control-
ling the larynx, by learning to keep it out of the way,
and by adjusting the weight of the vocal tone, or the
weight of the breath on the vocal cords, to what the
traffic will bear at any given pitch or sequence of
pitches. Most singers, when being examined by a
throat specialist, will wave off the wooden tongue
depressor. They have learned to depress or they
haven't learned to sing.

Whether or not one thinks of registers as meta-
phorical or actual, there is no doubt that something
muscular is accomplished, enabling the singer to
move fluently, either up or down, into a region
barred to the untutored and the unpracticed. This
something is called the passage, also called "register
break." Some singers recognize two such passages-
one as they move from middle to lower register, the
other as they move from middle to upper. For many
singers it is the most hazardous spot in the vocal
range, neither one thing-or register-or another.
Its difficulties can be exploited, too. The knowledge-
able listener hears a tenor, for example, showing
signs of distress around f' or f' -sharp, and thinks:
"My God, he'll never make it to that b' -flat!" Then
comes a glorious b' -flat, and the effect is the more
telling for the previous suspense. Martinelli was a
good example of this.

In negotiating the passage and moving beyond it,
the singer tries to remain "above" the tone, not in
the sense of being above the pitch, but rather in the
sense of being above, and in control of, the vocal
situation, or avoiding, in other words, being choked
by his own vocal apparatus. It is a matter of getting
up and over-and of staying there.

THIS question of "staying there" introduces anoth-
er much -used term: tessitura. The Italian word
means "texture," but as used in vocal jargon it refers
to the area of the singer's vocal range where a song
or an opera lies most of the time. It is often more
important and more problematic than the mere loca-
tion of the lowest and highest notes. Many a tenor,
for example, is less terrified of a piece containing a
single high c" than of a piece with nothing above a
b' -flat, but with lots of g's, g' -sharps and a's. There is
muscular exertion in singing beyond the normal oc-
tave -and -a -third range, whether the listener is aware
of it or not. It is not a question of forcing the tone,
although that may also play a role, but rather of sub -
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duing rebellious or recalcitrant elements in the mus-
cular apparatus. If this exertion has to be sustained,
the controlling muscles are likely to tire, and the
singer is in trouble.

The technical devices employed to overcome these
physical problems are many, varied, and sometimes
controversial. The terminology employed to identify
them and describe them is imprecise and mystifying.
Not only the vexing question of registers is involved.
There are also the kinds of voice one employs in
these registers: chest voice, full voice, head voice
(voce di testa), mixed voice ( voix mixte), half voice
(mezza voce), and so forth.

These all relate, basically, to the weight of breath
upon the vocal cords. As with the bow upon the
strings of a violin, or the breath upon the reeds of an
oboe, clarinet, or saxophone, the greater the weight
the greater the tone-and the greater the resistance
and the exertion. More breath is required the higher
one sings. Singers who learn to moderate the tone to
accommodate the exertion sing higher-and they
sing longer. But they forgo the excitement generated
by the big tone at the top of the range. Some singers,
equipped with more strength than skill, can only as-
cend by giving all they have.

There are advantages and disadvantages in each.
Mathilde Marchesi, the most celebrated molder of
women's voices in vocal history, herself a pupil of
Manuel Garcia, favored the more moderate ap-
proach, and achieved, in a score of famous pupils, a
wonderfully even (or equalized), seamless scale from
bottom to top and from top to bottom, insisting on
her pupils' easing off as they got over the passage-
or into the head, as it is often described-and on
their so mastering the passage that it was indiscern-
ible to the listener and, probably, with ultimate con-
trol, to the singer, too.

The result, as can be heard on the records of Nel-
lie Melba and Emma Eames, was the epitome of re-
fined vocal virtuosity, and Marchesi's singers were
vocally long-lived. But this kind of singing tended to
be a bit bland. Composers in the latter half of the
nineteenth century, moreover, were demanding
stronger stuff, and there were singers delighted to
oblige, whatever the cost. Emma Calve left Marchesi
to become the Carmen and Santuzza of her genera-
tion, and Geraldine Farrar rejected Marchesi as a
teacher in favor of Lilli Lehmann.

The fashion of forceful utterance required of sing-
ers that they carry as much as feasible of the weight
and resonance of the normal middle voice into the
upper areas. Just how much is up to the singer's skill
and discretion. Those who are longer on strength
and daring than on skill or discretion tend to become
very loud, and some of them, especially tenors, have

become very rich. They also tend to be vocally short-
lived. The muscles that depress easily in youth be-
come less amenable with age and wear and tear.

This is what the talk is about when you read or
hear of the "high e from the chest," the ut de poit-
rine, which entered vocal history and vocal terminol-
ogy with Louis -Gilbert Duprez's full -voiced high c"s
in Rossini's William Tell in Paris in 1837. Again, the
term is purely figurative_ Prior to Duprez's time, a
middle ground had been favored, a combination of
head (again, a figurative term) and chest, called a
voix mixte, or mixed voice, the French terminology
being the more common because French tenors were
especially good at it. Depending upon the mixture, it
considerably extended the singer's upper range, and
for those who favored something closer to a pure
head tone this meant, for tenors, pitches well above
the high C.

It would be easy to generate.a debate by attempt-
ing to define the border between head voice and
mezza voce, although it may help to remember that
mezza means "half." Definition becomes even more
problematic when trying to distinguish absolutely
between head voice and falsetto. An old rule of
thumb had it that a properly sustained head tone
could be returned from pianissimo to full voice with-
out a break, whereas a falsetto tone could not. And it
is generally agreed that the vocal production em-
ployed in yodeling is falsetto.

Falsetto brings one, inevitably, to the category of
countertenor, or haul-contre, again a tricky term
which has been applied to many types of voice-or
vocal production-ranging from the very high oper-
atic tenor to something we think of today as being
closer to the adult male alto or soprano. In this latter
sense it had almost vanished from the vocal scene,
except for male altos in boys' choirs in Great Britain
and, less commonly, in the United States. But the
vogue of eighteenth -century opera revivals has found
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the countertenor a possible solution to the casting of
parts originally written for castratL Some counter-
tenors insist that they are not falsettists. I leave it to
the specialists.

After such problematical phenomena of vocal ter-
minology, it is a relief to turn to one which is not
problematical at all, however much misused: messa
di voce, a term which laymen-and not only lay-
men-tend to confuse with mezza voce. It comes
from mettere (to put), and means literally "the put-
ting of the voice." In the days of bel canto, the name
now given to the virtuosic style of singing that char-
acterized Italian opera from roughly 1700 to about
1830, the messa di voce was the device of attacking a
tone pianissimo, swelling it out to the maximum in-
tensity, then diminishing it to the original pianissimo
and beyond, all in one breath. It was often used to
begin a song or aria, and this explains why so many
of the arias of the period begin, textually, on the
exclamations "0," or "Ah!"

Some other common terms are more easily de-
fined. Attack, for example, refers simply to the way a
tone is initiated, or launched. A clean attack is one
that begins precisely on pitch and with the voice
properly focused in terms of register, color, and in-
tensity. Attacking by a sudden, slightly violent clos-
ing of the vocal cords, as in a cough, is what is meant
by the coup de glotte, literally a "blow" on the glot-
tis, the opening between the vocal cords.

If the tone is attacked from below, one speaks of
scooping. Something like the same kind of attack, if
employed intentionally as a device of expressive
phrasing, is called slurring. This may occur more
commonly in the passage from one pitch to another,
acceptable or not depending upon the musical con-
text and the singer's purpose. If unintentional, it is
usually deplored as evidence of slovenly vocal habits
and as vitiating the normally desired legato. If inten-
tional, it may contribute effectively to the articula-
tion of text and phrase. When such slurring is ap-
plied to notes widely separated, it is called portamen-
to (from portare, to carry.)

Appoggiatura is a term much employed nowadays
as singers look increasingly to the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries for an escape from the standard
nineteenth-century repertoire. It comes from ap-
poggiare, meaning to lean or support, and refers to
the insertion-at the singer's discretion-of a note
between two other notes to assist, support or give
emphasis and/or elegance to a melodic or harmonic
progression, especially at cadences, or closes.

Vibrato and tremolo are vexatious terms, used for
both instruments and voices, and most frequently
when there is felt to be too much of either-or too
little. All voices give some sense of vibration, or vi-

brato, deriving from slight but regular unevenness in
the passage of breath over the vocal cords (actually,
according to some students of the subject, variations
in loudness and/or very slight variations of pitch).
Otherwise, a voice sounds "white," straight, or
hooty. The character of the vibrato has a good deal
to do with the character of the voice. A very fast, or
narrow, vibrato can be irritating, and so can a very
slow, or wide, vibrato. I remember old Italian opera
connoisseurs describing a very wide vibrato, deri-
sively, as a permanente, or permanent wave. A con-
trolled wide vibrato, on the other hand, can be rath-
er appealing. Tremolo is less often used in connec-
tion with voices, and then usually, I suspect, as a
misnomer for vibrato.

Finally, we come to "placement." Among singers
and singing teachers the talk is endlessly of "placing
the voice," of "focus," which means about the same
thing, of "forward production," of "singing into the
mask," of "throaty" production, and so on. Again,
one is dealing with figurative terms. There is no such
thing, really, as placing a voice. Tone originates in
the larynx and passes through resonating cavities in
the head. Talk of placement, or of production, has to
do largely, I suspect, with things happening-or not
happening-with the larynx, the soft palate, the
pharynx, etc., which inhibit, restrict, or modify this
normal process. There is no such thing, certainly as a
mask. But when the inhibiting factors are dormant,
or under control, there is a sense of forward, nasal
resonance.

IN reviewing all this, it occurs to me that I have
dealt more with subjects than with definitions. And
that, I fear, is about all one can do. It is what makes
the study and discussion of singers and singing so
fascinating. One can learn what has to be done and,
in a general way, how it should be done. But there
are many ways of describing both, all more or less
inexact. And beyond the imprecision lies the simple
fact that no two singers, in their physical endow-
ment, are precisely alike.

"That," said Joan Sutherland in a recent interview,
"is why there aren't many good singing teachers. We
have the sensations inside us. They only know what
they hear outside. And you ask two singers how they
get a particular note, and they'll describe exactly op-
posite feelings-and what they're doing may be ex-
actly the same thing. Actually, singers are the last
people anybody should ask about voice production."

Marilyn Home, in the same Life magazine inter-
view, summed it all up when she said: "What hap-
pens is that over a long period of time and practice
you find the sensations that work and then put a
name to it that means something to you."
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A SWEET-SOUNDING NEW MAGIC FLUTE FROM LONDON

Welsh tenor Stuart Burrows is an important new disc discovery in the role of Tamino

CONSIDERING that I don't believe I have ever
seen a wholly satisfactory Magic Flute in an
opera house, it is remarkable how well this

troublesome Mozart opera has fared on records. At
hand is yet another good version, this one fresh from
London Records. The cast is a United Nations in
miniature, but all the performers are experienced in
their roles. The sound is faultless, the important dia-
logues have been retained, and, if I have some reser-
vations about the overall leadership, one thing can
always be taken for granted with Georg Solti: he
presents a drama, not a museum piece.

Welsh tenor Stuart Burrows, a regular at Covent
Garden and the least renowned member of the cast,
is the Tamino, and he takes top honors. He is a ma-
jor find: a singer who uses his r

!
2

attractive voice expressively and
intelligently, and who phrases
sensitively and with an impecca-
ble sense of style. The Pamina
of Pilar Lorengar is also satisfy-
ing. As always, there is a little
more than a comfortable mea-
sure of vibrato in her singing,
but it is less distracting here
than it has been on other occa-
sions, and the warmth and femi-
ninity she communicates are
strong compensations. Her-
mann Prey offers his familiar
(he has sung the role at the
Met) and admirable Papageno,
full of charm and with just the
right amount of jocularity. Ren-
ate Holm is his engaging foil
Pagagena.

Cristina Deutekom, the
Queen of the Night, has a pecu-

liar way of articulating fast passages, but her tones
are rich and full, the scale even, the top firm, and the
staccati in "Der Halle Rache" accurate and brilliant.
Martti Talvela is a sonorous but somewhat mono-
chromatic Sarastro, Gerhard Stolze a colorful, nasty,
and perhaps too unpleasant -sounding Monostatos.
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau lends aristocratic phrasing
and dignity to the Speaker's few lines-an extrava-
gant bit of casting that illustrates the generosity of
London's approach to the production. The Three La-
dies (Hanneke van Bork, Yvonne Minton, and Hetty
Pliimacher) and the Two Armed Men (Rene Kollo
and Hans Sotin) are all first-rate artists, and the three
(unidentified) members of the Vienna Boys' Choir
are all likewise excellent.

The Vienna Philharmonic
performs in the superb manner
previous recordings have taught
us to expect from them, conduc-
tor Solti securing tight ensem-
ble playing at all times and nev-
er losing sight of the score's
dramatic qualities. (I don't re-
member ever having encoun-
tered so much drama in the
Tamino-Speaker dialogue be-
fore.) At times, however, the
dramatic tension seems exces-
sive, the pacing hard -driven.
This is particularly noticeable
toward the end of Act One, be-
ginning with the Pamina-Papa-
geno scene and ending with a
hurried, hectic climax when
Monostatos gets his comeup-
pance from Sarastro. In Act
Two, moreover, Solti seems to
be rushing things for Papageno,

STUART BURROWS
An attractive voice intelligently used
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STEPHEN BISHOP:

At ease
in the studio.

at ease
with Bartok.

making it rather difficult for Prey to deliver his mu-
sic with all the geniality at his command. This occa-
sional absence of a feeling of relaxation where it
seems necessary is my only serious reservation about
an accomplishment that is in other respects full of
laudable elements and in many ways the best of all
available recorded versions of this challenging opera.

George Jelli nek

MOZART: The Magic Flute. Cristina Deutekom (so-
prano), Queen of the Night; Pilar Lorengar (soprano), Pa-

mina; Stuart Burrows (tenor), Tamino; Hermann Prey
(baritone), Papageno; Renate Holm (soprano), Papagena;
Martti Talvela (bass), Sarastro; Gerhard Stolze (tenor),
Monostatos; Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (baritone), Speaker;
Kurt Equiluz (tenor) and Herbert Lackner (baritone),
Two Priests; others. LONDON OSA 1397 three discs
$17.94, ® R 90182 $21.95, D 31182 $14.95.

A BARTOK PROGRAM
BY STEPHEN BISHOP

The range and imagination of Bartok's writing for
piano is demonstrated in a new Philips release

THE annotator for Philips' fine new recording of
a program of Bela Bartok's piano works repeats

the rather widely held view that piano music passed

Philips Records

its apogee in the nineteenth century and declined in
the twentieth. Yet the late Romantics (with the ex-
ception of Brahms) were almost totally uninterested
in the piano, and the instrument plays an essential
role in the development of nearly all the first genera-
tion of "modern" composers.

For such composers as Schoenberg and Berg, the
piano was like a sketch pad on which new ideas could
be tried; for Debussy, Scriabin, and Prokofiev, all
pianists, the instrument was a natural and handy
means of expression; for Stravinsky it offered the
kind of clean timbre and accent which expressed his
aesthetic ideals. For Bartok it was something of all
three, and he wrote for the piano throughout his cre-
ative life. His Mikrokosmos, the sixth book of which
is included here, represents one summing up of this
activity, but the early, very Hungarian Sonatina of
1915 and the colorful, fauve "Out of Doors"1Suite
of the mid -Twenties are equally representative of the
range and imaginative quality of Bartok's percus-
sive/lyric/coloristic keyboard thought.

Pianist Stephen Bishop is deeply into this music.
His playing has the energy, the sensitivity, the con-
trol, the accentual strength, the variety of touch and
timbre, and, most important, the essential simplicity
to make this music work, and the recording serves all
these purposes very well. One can't even find fault
with the occasional little eccentricities in rhythm and
phrasing since, as Philips' annotator tactfully points
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out, Bishop has intentionally introduced these fol-
lowing Bartok's own performance practice.

Eric Salzman

BARTOK: Mikrokosmos, Book VI; "Out of Doors"
Suite; Sonatina. Stephen Bishop (piano). PHILIPS
6500013 $5.98.

BOB AND RAY:
"THE TWO AND ONLY"

The genial satirists of network radio come out
of retirement to disport on stage and turntable

THOSE of us who braved the dangers of the New
York night to go out and see Bob Elliott and

Ray Goulding in their late, great Broadway show
were treated to a stage set that looked as though the
contents of every attic and flea market in the land
had been dumped onto it. It was perhaps pleasant to
speculate as to which of the odd props amid that daz-
zling litter would be used in the course of the show
(none of them were) and to try to distinguish the old
Atwater Kent radios from the Philcos. But, as the
evening wore on, it began to dawn on some mem-
bers of the audience that it really wasn't necessary to
see Bob in his baseball cap to appreciate the inter -

BOB AND RAY: puneturers of pretension

Columbia Record:,

view with the old-time ballplayer, nor to actually see
his Washington correspondent on a big TV screen in
order to enjoy the bumbling attempts to provide an
item on "edible foods packaging" for the six o'clock
news. It was a short evening anyhow, and we found
ourselves dumped out of the Golden Theatre and
back on West 45th Street almost before we had
warmed up after the ordeal of getting there. Colum-
bia's marvelous recording of the show proves the
point I have been laboring to make: Bob and Ray
should be heard and not seen.

On the disc version of The Two and Only, under
Joseph Hardy's superbly timed direction, Bob and
Ray do just about everything they did in the Broad-
way show, except that they recorded it in a Columbia
studio on 30th Street with an invited audience who
must have needed no coaxing to laugh along loudly.
Here is the roving radio reporter out for a hot story
on Times Square, interviewing a cranberry grower
about his crop while front -page -news shoot-outs, ri-
ots, and five -alarm fires resound in the middle dis-
tance. Here is Clinton Snidely, who keeps wild boars
in his apartment and is more than willing to tell
about them on a TV talk show. Here also is the inat-
tentive interviewer asking questions that have just
been answered, the government spot announcement
in praise of money ("spend some every day"), and
the crooked mayor of Skunkhaven, New Jersey, ex-
plaining his credo of corruption.

The Slow Talkers of America scene is here as well,
with all the excruciating details of its study of a man
who won't be hurried, and the Milton Cross -type fill-
er before curtain time at the opera, and the thought-
ful examination of "Susskindisms" such as "pejora-
tive," "dichotomy," "expertise," and other over-
worked art -words of the airwaves. Here's Bob trying
to order from the children's menu in a restaurant,
asking as soberly as he can for a bowl of "silverbell
and cockleshell salad." There's also a "news analy-
sis" in depth by a pompous broadcasting personality.
And a dog trainer. And a dragon specialist. In fact,
there isn't a dull moment, and when it's all over you
don't have to go out and hunt down a taxi, brave the
terrors of the subway, or stand around waiting for a
late commuter train. You just take the record off the
turntable and put it away among your treasures. Ra-
dio being what it is these days, the phonograph is the
ideal medium for Bob and Ray. Paul Kresh

BOB AND RAY: The Two and Only. Original -cast re-
cording. Bob Elliott and Ray Goulding (comedians); Jo-
seph Hardy, director. Overture; Wally Ballou and Hector
Lassie; Introductory Remarks; Komodo Dragon, Gabe
Preston; Beautiful Face, Gabe Preston; Larry Lovebreath
Show #1-Barry Campbell; Slow Talker; Larry Love-

breath Show #2-Dog Trainer, Grand Canyon Public
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BARRY MILES:

Gifted,
well -trained,

and disciplined

Service; Announcement, Truffle Hunter; Biff Burns and
Stuffy; In Depth News-Hap Wharney, Sore Loser, David
Chetley; Money Announcement, Corrupt Mayor, Gabe
Preston #3; Curtain Call, Encores-Children's Menu,
McBeebee Twins. COLUMBIA S 30412 $5.98.

BARRY MILES: A NEW
DIRECTION FOR JAZZ?

A sampling of his "syncretic music" reveals
a fascinating fusion of various jazz elements

IT WAS eleven years ago that Barry Miles first
emerged on the music scene, a twelve -year -old

prodigy of jazz drumming. Now, at the tender age of
twenty-three, he has reappeared as one of the finest
jazz pianists and composers I have ever heard. His
new record for RCA's Poppy label is simply stun-
ning. His career went briefly into eclipse as a result
of the public's demand for rock, but jazz has been on
the move again for some time now, and Miles is back
with a form of jazz he calls "syncretic music."

According to one dictionary definition, "syncre-
tism" means, philologically speaking, "the fusion
into one of two or more originally different inflec-
tional forms." If it works that way for language, why
not for music? Miles' use of the term becomes clear
as you listen: a veritable history of American jazz
patterns, practices, and principles all merged into
one. To pull off a significant stylistic change in mu-
sic, one must first be naturally gifted. Miles is. One
must be well -trained. He is. And finally, one must

ern

have a personal discipline so severe that the shape of
things to come is never corrupted by the creator's
vanity or impulse to show off. This Miles has, I
think, at the level of genius.

There are only six compositions on this album, and
each gives us an insight into Barry Miles, pianist, at
work with Barry Miles, composer, interpreting
through mood and tempo the basic musical instinct.
At the same time, the listener gets something like a
short course in modern music. Tap roots go aggres-
sively deep into the musical soil of the North Ameri-
can, European, and African continents, and the lush
foliage that results is startling in the complexity and
variety of its images. My favorite moment on the
album (it was difficult to choose only one) is Alone.
As music so often does, it resulted in a powerfully
evocative flashback, reminding me at once of a very
ancient silent film titled A String of Pearls-and not
only that, but the very place I saw it, New York's
Museum of Modern Art. I've forgotten the film it-
self, but the piano accompanying it had remained
alive in my aural memory right up to the moment
Miles began playing Alone. A small thing, perhaps,
but for me a very positive one. Positive things keep
happening throughout this disc, and they should hap-
pen to you, too. Barry Miles has cast his first long
shadow with this album, and I predict that his musi-
cal influence will nurture many a prodigy to come.

Rex Reed

BARRY MILES. Barry Miles (piano and RMI electric pi-
ano); instrumental accompaniment; Barry Miles arr. and
cond. Hi jack; Contrasts; Aural; Take Your Clothes;
Alone; New Derivatives.PoPPY PYS 40,009 $4.98.
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The$299 speaker
for the man who
is dying to
spend over$1000.

It's a familiar scenario.
Rich and idealistic audio per-

fectionist, his pockets bulging with
large bills, sets forth to possess
the ultimate loudspeaker and
expenses be damned. Sees and
listens to giant corner horns, full -
range electrostatics, theater sys-
tems, wild hybrids with electronic
crossovers. Suddenly realizes that
a perfectly straightforward, not
excessively large floor -standing
system priced at $279 sounds as
good as, or better than, any of
the exotics. Common sense pre-
vails over conspicuous consump-
tion; he buys the Rectilinear Ill;
saves three fourths of his money.

It may sound like the fabrica-
tion of a Hollywood or Madison
Avenue writer, but the substance
of the story has been repeatedly
validated by the equipment re-
viewers of leading hi -fl and other
technical publications. (Reprints
on request.)

The original Rectilinear III, at
$279, has only one small draw-

back from our hero's point of
view. Its upright walnut cabinet
looks handsome but simple, one
might almost say austere. Its visual
appeal is to the classicist rather
than the romantic. And some of
the richest audiophiles are incur-
able romantics.

So, for an extra $20, we turned
the Rectilinear Ill into a stunning
lowboy and added a magnificent
fretwork grille. In this $299 ver-
sion it has true visceral appeal,
more like a luscious mistress than
a handsome wife.

Of course, both versions are
identical acoustically and elec-
tronically. Both are built around
the same 12" woofer, 5" dual -
cone midrange driver, two 21/2"

tweeters and two 2" tweeters, and
the same ingenious crossover net-
work. Therefore, necessarily, both
sound the same.

But the look of the $299 low-
boy makes it easier to forgive
yourself that you didn't spend
ove - $1000.

(For more information, includ-
ing detailed literature, see your
audio dealer or write to Rectilin-
ear Research Corp., 107 Bruckner
Blvd., Bronx, New York 10454.
Canada: H. Roy Gray Co. Ltd.,
Markham, Ont. Overseas: Royal
Sound Co., 409 N. Main Street,
Freeport, New York 11520.)

Rectilinear III
Lowboy
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An enterprising young record label
has been quietly reissuing some of those great
Columbia Masterworks stereo albums
you've been wanting.

1.Your Beethcven collection is
incomplete without this acclaim-3cl
recording of the Concerto No 1
in C Major for Piano and Orchestra.
Astounding cadenzas by GoLicl.

2.Sibelius' Concerto in D Minor for
Violin and Orchestra is his only
concerto for any solo instrument
and one of his most moving vworIG.

v 30491

Glenn Goulcl Beethoven

Piano Concerto
Nol,Piano

Sonata,
Op.14,No.1

he Columbia
Symphony

Vladimir
Golschmann,C

ndurtot

3.The great George Szell and the
Cleveland Orchestra do a brilliant
joo of demonstrating the Strauss
genius for composing music that
parallels a -story line.

4.A new recording. not a reissue.
The music and performances are
s: unusual that we couldn't resist
putting them on a stereo disc,
where collectors could find them
at a reasonable pr ce.

C0`r30489co,Oistrakh/Ormandy
Sibelius Violin Concerto

The Swan Of Tao nelaThe Philadelphia Orchestra

Y 30492

I mut.. MUSIC FOR
CLARINET & PIANO

ot,vv-,y BERNSTEONEGGER /IN/DEBUSSY/MBAXILHAUDH

LEONID HA
STANLEY DRUCKMBERRO

CL AR ET

000
orAii***.iiiikomm

IP I

Ae.P°34C

2.

' 30313

du, is
Ri It ar1 Stmuss

Till Litleaspieget

Don Juan I Dead-.
tont Tr aasctoration

The Cleveland
Orchestra

4.
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CLASSICAL
Reviewed by DAVID HALL  BERNARD JACOBSON  GEORGE JELLINEK  IGOR KIPNIS

PAUL KRESH  ERIC SALZMAN  LESTER TRIMBLE

BACH, J. C.: Symphony in B -flat Major,
Op. 9 (or 21), No. 3. Hurwitz Chamber Or-
chestra, Emanuel Hurwitz cond. Symphony in
E -flat Major, Op. 18, No. I (English edi-
tion); Symphony in D Major, Op. 18, No. 1
(Dutch edition); Symphony in D Major, Op.
18, No. 3 (English edition). English Chamber
Orchestra, Cohn Davis cond. L'OISEAU-LYRE
SOL 317 $5.95.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Good

The history of the first performances and pub-
lications of these works is anything but simple.
The Symphony in B -flat, which was printed un-
der two different opus numbers (Op. 9 and
21), was first used by Johann Christian Bach as
the overture to his opera Zanaida. The open-
ing movement of the first D Major Symphony
was originally the overture to his La Clemenza
di Scipione, the middle movement comes from
his Amadis des Gaules, and all of the second D
Major Symphony was first used as an overture
to the composer's Endimione. And then there
are the two symphonies listed as Opus 18,
No.1; the one in E -flat, as Charles Cudworth
points out in his excellent annotations, belongs
to a group of symphonies published under that
opus number in England; and the Symphony in
D Major is one of two printed as Opus 18 in
Amsterdam.

Each of these pieces is delightful musically.
The style is often very Mozartian, and, in fact,
Mozart appears to have borrowed the opening
theme of J. C. Bach's E -flat Symphony for the
beginning of the "Haffner" Symphony. Mo-
zart, of course, is known to have been a great
admirer of the younger Bach, but regrettably
Johann Christian today is usually looked on as
not much more than a third-rate contemporary
of Mozart. The present recording of his works
might do much to change that superficial eval-
uation; these are excellent pieces, brimming
with vitality and melodic inventiveness. The
performances, too, are very fine, Hurwitz di-
recting in sprightly fashion and Davis empha-
sizing the works' lyrical aspects. The only
drawback is the sonic reproduction, mainly in
the Davis performances and especially on the
second side, which is constricted -sounding.

I.K.

Explanation of symbols:

= reel-to-reel tape
0 = foertrack cartridge
OO = eight -track cartridge
© = cassette

Monophonic recordings are indicated by the
,vmbol *); all others are stereo.

BARTOK: Mikrokosmos , Book VI; Out of
Doors; Sonatina (see Best of the Month,
page 74)

BEDFORD: Music for Albion Moonlight
(see LUTYENS)

BEETHOVEN: Concerto No. 5, in E-flar
Major, Op. 73 ("Emperor"). Artur Schnabel
(piano); Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Freder-
Culver Pictures

Mare Blitzstein (standing) going
over the score of his Airborne Symphony

with Leonard Bernstein (1946)

ick Stock cond. RCA VicrkoL.A I@ VIC 1511
$2.98.

Performance: Important
Recording: Poor

This, the second of Schnabel's three recorded
performances of the "Emperor," was made on
July 22, 1942. In it, the pianist is very nearly at
his best, even though a few of his typical faults
are present, including some less than perfect
fingerwork on occasion and a bit of rushing
here and there. Still, it is a formidable per-
formance, and, especially because his earlier
and later versions (with Sargent and Galliera,
respectively) are not currently available, this
one can be recommended with great pleasure.
I have some caveats: the orchestral accompani-
ment is satisfactory but never truly distin-
guished, and there is the more serious problem
of the sonic reproduction, which is constricted,
not very transparent except in quiet solo pas-
sages, and a bit wavery. The recently reissued
Fourth Concerto with the same forces is con-

siderably better. I thought at first it might be
the fault of the transfers, but a check with my
somewhat worn 78's produced exactly the
same results: it's just not a very good -sounding
recording. The performance, incidentally, was
once available in a previous LP reincarnation
in the very early Fifties. !.K.

BIBER: Consort Music on Original Instru-
ments. Harmonia artificiosa-ariosa diversi-
mode accordata: Suite No. 3, in A Major;
Mensa sonora (1680): Suite No. 3, in A Mi-
nor; Fidicinium sacro-profanum (1683): So-
natas Nos. 3, in D Minor, and 6, in A Minor.
ROSENMULLER: Sonata X a 5, in F Major;
Sonata VII a 4, in D Minor. Leonhardt Con-
sort, Gustav Leonhardt dir. POGLIETTI: Ri-
cercar primi toni. Gustav Leonhardt (positive
organ). TELEFUNKEN SAWT 9556 B Ex
$5.95.

Performance: Superior
Recording: Superior

This beautifully played collection of chamber
music from the late seventeenth century is de-
voted mainly to Heinrich Biber: included are
two of his suites and two sonatas, and they
range in scoring from an A Major Trio Sonata
to the six -part (two violins, two violas, cello,
and harpsichord continuo) D Minor Sonata.
The suites are characteristically lighter and
more charming pieces, the sonatas rather more
serious in tone. In contrast to Biber's individu-
al style, the two sonatas by Johann
Rosenmiiller (1620-1684), a German one gen-
eration older than Biber, are more cheerful,
and since Rosenmuller spent some time in
Venice, they also sound quite Italianate. The
final work, an organ solo by Alessandro Po-
glietti, an Italian who worked at the Austrian
court and died in 1683, is contemplative in
mood and rather untypical of a composer
whose style of writing was often bizarre. The
performances are most successful in all of this
rare repertoire, and the blend and the individ-
ual timbres of the old instruments used are
quite breathtaking. Another outstanding fea-
ture is the exceptional quality of the sonic re-
production heard here. I.K.

BLITZSTEIN: The Cradle Will Rock. Cast
of the 1964 production at Theater Four; Ger-
shon Kingsley (piano and musical director).
COMPOSERS RECORDINGS INC. CRI SD 266
two discs $11.90.

Performance: Splendid
Recording: Splendid

Marc Blitzstein's "play in music" began its viv-
id and strife -ridden existence back in 1937,
when issues of war and peace, corporate power
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versus the labor -union movement, and the
Great Depression made life tense and turbu-
lent in the United States. Far from having "dat-
ed," it is thoroughly in tune with present-day
events, and it's good to have this recorded ver-
sion back in the catalog after an absence of two
years. MGM originally issued the album, based
on a theatrical production at Theater Four in
New York. It is a first-rate job, both dramati-
cally and musically. The voices are good, enun-
ciation is so clear that there's no need for a
printed text, and the performers "act" their
parts with remarkable dramatic projection.
Composers Recordings has done us a favor
(though a slightly disturbing one) by reissuing
this album. Not only does it remind us what a
remarkable man of the theater the late Marc
Blitzstein was, but, in terms of worldly events,
it points up the truth of the old saying: "Plus ca
change, plus c'est la meme chose." L.T.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

BUSNOIS: Chansons: Amours nous traicte/
Je m'en vois; A une dame; Bel acueil; A que
ville; Terrible dame; Maintes femmes; Seule
apart moy; Acordes moy. Nonesuch Consort,
Joshua Rifkin dir. NONESUCH H-71247
$2.98.

Performance: Scholarly and sensitive
Recording: Very good

The fifteenth -century Burgundian composer
Antoine Busnois spent a large portion of his
career as a musician in the employ of Charles
the Bold; when Charles died, he worked for
his daughter and her husband, who was to be-
come Maximilian I. After that, he may have
spent some time in Italy; we know only that he
died in Bruges in 1492, where he was involved
with church music. His musical output, such of
it as survives, was not large, consisting mainly
of secular pieces; his extremely skilled manner
of composing, full of intricate imitations in
part-writing, is close to that of his better
known contemporary, Joannes Ockeghem,
whom he greatly admired. Busnois' craft in
writing is not his only strong point, as one
readily hears in this excellent selection of chan-
sons; he is an extremely elegant composer,
and, at times, as in Seule apart moy (a woman
grieving over the death of her lover), he can
be wonderfully expressive.

Rifkin's vocal and instrumental group does
very well with this selection. None of the
voices are extraordinary, but the singing is sen-
sitive, if on occasion a little cool. Very little of
this repertoire is available on records, and
therefore this enterprising collection can be
warmly welcomed. The recorded sound is very
good, and complete texts and translations are
provided. I.K.

CARTER: Concerto for Orchestra. SCHU-
MAN: In Praise of Shahn (Canticle for Or-
chestra). New York Philharmonic, Leonard
Bernstein cond. COLUMBIA M 30112 $5.98.

Performance: Good
Recording: Very good

When I first listened to this recording of the
Carter Concerto, I made the mistake of trying
to follow the score. It is a huge 49 -stave job
with separate parts for each of the strings; in
effect, Carter has extended his principles of in-
dividualization to the entire symphony orches-
tra (hence "concerto" as the title of a work
that sounds like anything but). It isn't that hard
to follow Carter's idea of individualizing the
members of a string quartet (see his Second

Quartet, the first in the series of works leading
up to this orchestral Concerto). But it is almost
an impossible task at the super -symphonic level
of this work. One's entire effort is expended
just on managing and keeping up with the
pages as they flip by. The forest disappears for
the trees. In fact, Carter has achieved a massive
totality which can only be apprehended if one
steps back far enough to "hear" the forest.

Carter speaks of a primary inspiration deriv-
ing from St. John Perse's poem Vents, but
these musical gusts sweep across a kind of con-
structed wilderness that is, in spite of all the
artifice, curiously primeval. The forest analogy
takes us quite far; one is aware of instruments
and instrumental colors as one is aware of spe-
cies and individual growths in a wilderness.
Yet it is the overwhelming presence of the to-
tal environment-and of the giant, "natural"
forces that have shaped it-that makes the real
impression. One of the unexpected results of
this is the curious absence of a sense of human
activity-even of the "personality" of the com-
poser. What began as a highly elaborated and
textured musical work ends up as a rich, com-
plex environment of balanced energies-more

GEORGE SZELL
COMMEMORATIVE ALBUM

To help the Cleveland Orchestra erase an
operating deficit for the current season, the
Musical Arts Association, the orchestra's
managing organization, has worked with
Columbia Records to prepare a special com-
memorative album for the orchestra's late
conductor, George Szell. On one side are
selections played by the orchestra under
Mr. Szell, and on the other a group of con-
versations with him taped over the past few
years.The limited issue will be sent, together
with an orchestra poster, to all contributors
of $10 or more to the Musical Arts Associa-
tion, Severance Hall, Cleveland, Ohio 44106.

so than many latter-day works which conscious-
ly strive for "environmental" form.

The Schuman, a tribute to the late Ben
Shahn, begins with a kind of brass -and -percus-
sion pomposity that seems utterly inappropri-
ate to the artist's work. The beautiful slow
string section that follows develops considera-
ble intensity over a long stretch, leading to a
frenetic scherzo -and -finale.

The Carter work extends the orchestral mu-
sicians to their limit but, with all the problems,
one has to be impressed by the result. The
multi -mike recording is not completely suc-
cessful-all kinds of extraneous noises are
picked up (perhaps adding to the environmen-
tal impression )-but in fact it conveys a good
deal more than it would be possible to hear in
the concert hall. The Schuman, much more
within the normal performing and recording
compass, comes off effectively enough. E.S.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

DELIUS: Requiem (1914-1916); Idyll-
"Once I passed through a populous city"
(1930). Heather Harper (soprano); John Shir-
ley -Quirk (baritone); Royal Choral Society;
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Meredith Dav-
ies cond. SERAPHIM S 60147 $2.98.

Performance: Lovely
Recording: Very good

Like those of Brahms and Benjamin Britten,
the Delius Requiem ("To the memory of all

young artists fallen in the war") is nonliturgi-
cal, the text of its five sections being by Delius
himself. According to the record jacket, it is
based on passages from the Bible, but this writ-
er detects also the mark of Nietzsche, Walt
Whitman, and Shakespeare's Tempest, with a
bit of an anticipation of Ayn Rand!

The first section, for baritone with chorus,
speaks of the falseness of illusory human values
in the face of mortality. This is elaborated in
the following section, in which Islam and the
Judeo-Christian way are deemed equally illuso-
ry and idolatrous, and the listener is enjoined
"to eat thy bread in gladness" and to seek out
love and the joy of life as ends in themselves,
even in the face of inevitable mortality. The
baritone soloist takes stage center for a third
section celebrating love of woman. In the next
section, the soprano sings of "the man who can
love life, yet without base fear can die . . .

And the passing spirit sing-but this only:
'Farewell, I loved ye all.' " The final section,
with the two soloists and chorus, speaks of the
self -regeneration of Nature in the passing of
the seasons: "Eternal renewing . . . everything
on earth will return again."

Though the spirit of this curious Requiem
has found response in our own day, its 1922
London premiere was an unmitigated disaster:
perhaps it was too soon after "the war to end
all wars." Even Delius' loyal champions, Sir
Thomas Beecham and Philip Heseltine (Peter
Warlock), would have none of it, for very dif-
ferent reasons. Not until November of 1965, a
second World War and the atom bomb later,
was the score disinterred and performed with
stunning impact at Liverpool Cathedral.

Having lived with the present recorded per-
formance in its original EMI/Odeon format
for a year and more, I find my reaction to the
work decidedly ambivalent. The opening and
closing sections, dealing in the universals of
mortality and regeneration, are as beautiful
and moving as Delius can be at his harmonical-
ly most resourceful and orchestrally most luxu-
riant, dark, and radiant; but the ideological
overtones of the text midway in the score seem
to offer poor soil for inspired musical creation.
Not even the splendid singing of John Shirley -
Quirk and Heather Harper, backed by a sensi-
tive choral ensemble, can get the music off the
ground at this point. This is not the fault of
conductor Meredith Davies, who, with Charles
Groves and others, may be numbered among a
rising generation of fine Delius interpreters of
the post -Beecham era.

The difference in inspiration is even more
evident as we turn the record over to the Idyll,
in which the blind and crippled Delius, work-
ing with Eric Fenby in 1930, transformed a
rather mawkish sequence of lines from Walt
Whitman into a love duet of overwhelming
sensual beauty, much of the music being sal-
vaged from an abortive 1902 opera, Margot la
Rouge. The result is prime Delius, in a record-
ed performance that could hardly be better. At
the price, this record represents top value,
most certainly for Delius enthusiasts. D.H.

DONOVAN: Mass; Magnificat; Antiphon
and Chorale. Battell Chapel Choir, Yale Uni-
versity, Charles Krigbaum organ and cond.
MOEVS: A Brief Mass. Kirkpatrick Chapel
Choir, Rutgers University, David Drinkwater
cond. COMPOSERS RECORDINGS INC. CRI SD
262 $5.95.

Performance: Generally good
Recording: Excellent

(Continued on page 82)
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8 great orchestras.
8 great conductors.

Listen to their conversation.

Klemperer revisits the
Bach Suites.
In 1955, Otto Klemperer re-
corded Bach's Four Suites
For Orchestra for us-record-
ings which have stood as
milestones in the Bach rep-
ertoire. Now, he has re-
corded them again to give
this glorious music the ad-
vantage of today's superior
stereo sound. Once more,
Dr. Klemperer asserts his af-
finity for Bach, and his total
command of the resources
of a superb orchestra. The
performance by the New
Philharmonia and the sound
have already won the high-
est critical praise: Dr. Klem-
perer approved them for
international release.

David Oistri
Msiislav R xstr(>F x
SviatoslEiv Ric ;I*
I kl-tx:rtvulKdrajivi
Beethoven: The int ,

TheBerlinPhiharmo?

"A dream quartet for
Beethoven."
"For anyone playing the
wishful -thinking game of
choosing ideal performers
for certain works, it would
require little imagination to
hit upon Richter, Oistrakh,
and Rostropovich as the
soloists with Karajan and
the Berlin Philharmonic for
Beethoven's Triple Concer-
to." So wrote High Fidelity
in 1969. When we released
this "dream quartet" record-
ing, the same magazine
praised all the performers
extravagantly. Karajan
"draws playing of unusual
warmth and commitment
from his orchestra. A su-
perbly wrought performance
... the finest version yet. -

Dr. Szell's final recordings.
Reviewing the Cleveland Or-
chestra's Schubert Ninth
Symphony ("The Great C
Major") and Dvofek's Eighth
Symphony, Stereo Review
designated the perfor-
mances as "stunning," their
recording quality "splen-
did." These were Dr. Szell's
last two albums, and they
"simply reconfirm what has
already been confirmed
many times: he was a musi-
cian second to none." They
further demonstrate another
firmly established fact: his
was a virtuoso control of an
orchestra second to none.

Cue
.44ft.

schuben
'sririphonyNlu9
-The Great

C-Major-

ki.Irstrd
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From Sir Adrian, more
Vaughan Williams.
For over 40 years, Sir Adrian
Boult and Ralph Vaughan
Williams (left and right here)
shared a close musical rela-
tionship. After the compos-
er's death, his family set up
a trust to ensure the record-
ing (on Angel) by Sir Adrian
of the complete symphonic
cycle. Of the nine works.
Symphonies 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,
and 9 are already available.
He now adds Symphony No.
7 ("Sinfonia Antartica"), the
sonically penetrating com-
position based on Vaughan
Williams' film score for
"Scott of the Antarctic."
Heroic in scale, it receives
a monumental interpretation
from the London Philhar-
monic Orchestra and Chorus.

Sir John's last recordings.
Somehow it was fitting that
Sir John Barbirolli should
devote his final days to De-
lius. No conductor since Sir
Thomas Beecham had felt
such kinship with this
composer. "Appalachia"
stemmed from Delius' years
in America, and its theme
from a Negro hymn. "Brigg
Fair" paints a pastorale of
emotions remembered in
tranauillity. This perfor-
mance, with the Ambrosian
Singers and Sir John's be-
loved Halle Orchestra, cap-
tures the ravishing, sensu-
ous moods of both works.

TCHAIKOVSKY
Serenade for Strings
('apr rein italien

SY AI PHONY
ORCHESTRA

EV N
SAKTI-A NI IV

From Russia with joy.
"I am violently in love with
this work," Tchaikovsky told
his publisher when he com-
pleted his Serenade for
Strings in 1880. Obviously,
his fellow countrymen in the
U.S.S.R. Symphony Orches-
tra, and their conductor,
Yevgeny Svetlanov, share
his affection. The sharply
etched sound so character-,
istic of Melodiya/Angel
adds to the vibrant feeling
of the work. With it is an-
other of Tchaikovsky's most
popular compositions, Ca-
priccio italien. Altogether, a
happy meeting of orchestra
and conductor and music.
And sound.

AS1
AI 01

The Chicago Symphony
on its mettle.
Our second session with the
Chicago Symphony under
Seiji Ozawa reflected the af-
fection and respect devel-
oped during his seven years
at Ravinia. And the orches-
tra's Bohemian contingent
assured a sympathetic read-
ing of Janaoek's brash Sin-
fonietta. Of the Lutoslawski
Concerto for Orchestra,

Janacek: Sinfonietta
Lutoslawski: ConcertoFartra

SEIJI OZAWA
CHICAGO SYMPHONY

Roger Dettmer (Chicago To-
day) wrote, "It cuts all com-
petition on disks to pieces."
In sum, "the best perfor-
mances Angel has coaxed
from our orchestra, and high
on the list of Ozawa's out-
standing recordings."
Walton conducts Walton.
And Menuhin.
For the first time, Sir William
Walton's two major concer-
tos are together on one
record. Yehudi Menuhin per-
forms his Viola and Violin
Concertos, with Sir William
conducting the New Philhar-
monia and the London Sym-
phony. A more felicitous
casting cannot be imagined.
Trevor Howard (The Gramo-
phone) wrote, "I prefer
Menuhin's recording (of the
Viola Concerto) by a long
way." And Edward Green-
field of The Manchester
Guardian concluded that of
all Violin Concerto versions,
"Menuhin's is the perfor-
mance I shall now choose."
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GREAT
STEREO
STARTS HERE!

If you're becoming serious about listening
to stereo equipment, here's a cartridge
to get you started on the right track -
the ADC 220XE. Like its more expensive
brothers, it is carefully crafted by hand
with our exclusive induced magnet
design. It tracks accurately and yields
faithful sound reproduction with
virtually any changer or tonearm. As you
can see, the 220XE is really a great first
cartridge. And even its low price of $22
will be music to your ears.

Of course, when you're ready to move up
to more sophisticated stereo equipment,
you can choose from ADC's complete
line of superior cartridges. Isn't it nice to
know we won't desert you on the way up?

ADC 220XE SPECIFICATIONS

Output: 6 mV at 5.5 cms 'sec.
recorded velocity.

Tracking Force: 1 to 21/2 grams.

Frequency Response: 10 Hz to 18 kHz
± 3 dB.

Channel Separation: 20 dB from 50 Hz
to 10 kHz.

Compliance: 20 x 10-.6 cms/dyne.

Vertical Tracking Angle: 15".

Rec. Load Impedance: 47,000 ohms
nominal.

Price: $22 Suggested Resale.

Write for detailed specifications on

other "A" series cartridges.

AUDIO
DYNAMICS
CORPORATION'

PICKETT DISTRICT ROAD,
NEW MILFORD, CONNECTICUT 067,

AUDIO FOR
AUDIOPHILES
CIRCLE NO 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Two American composers' contrasting ap-
proaches to the creation of liturgical music are
on display in this recording. The late Richard
Donovan, for many years a professor of music
at Yale, is represented by polished, rather An-
glo-Saxon-sounding works which reflect both
his New England origins and the quiet, gentle-
manly New Haven decorum which was his per-
sonal manner. They are well wrought and dis-
tinguished without being "avant-garde."

Robert Moevs (born 1920) has been a pro-
fessor of music at Rutgers for something like a
decade. His Brief Mass is stylistically more
venturesome than Donovan's music, using
choir (speaking and singing), organ (sounding
almost like a synthesizer), vibraphone, guitar,
and double bass, and the voice of an ordained
priest to recite certain passages. It is a fascinat-
ing work, expressionist in ethos, and yet not
redolent of goblins or demons. Only humane
intentions are in evidence. I'm not sure this is
the ultimate performance of the Mass, though.
Choral speaking (especially by student choirs)
is seldom adroit, and Catholic priests, whatever
their other virtues, are seldom known for Oli-
vier -type elocution. Both of these facts im-
pinge on the Brief Mass's performance in this
case. Despite them, however, the music itself is
compelling, full of imagination. L.T.

DVOrtAK: Violin Sonata, in F Major, Op.
57; Four Romantic Pieces, Op. 75; Sonatina,
in G Major, Op. 100. Henri Temianka (vio-
lin); Gerald Robbins (piano). ORION ORS
7020 $5.98.

Performance: Good
Recording: A mite hollow

The Violin Sonata dates from 1880, the year of
DvoEAk's Violin Concerto and D Major Sym-
phony. Save for the delightful polka -style
finale, the music is almost entirely in the
Brahmsianer vein that the composer cultivated
during his early forties.

The Four Romantic Pieces, from the period
that also produced the A Major Piano Quintet
and Terzetto for two violins and viola, are by
no means inconsiderable chips from the com-
poser's work bench. Two intensely lyrical
movements, one serene, the other somber, en-
close a pair of faster movements: a dancelike
Allegro and a companion piece in an exultantly
passionate vein (in the recorded performance
here, this movement has been shifted to last
from next -to -last, providing thereby a more
"upbeat" ending).

The Op. 100 Sonatina, a lightweight four -
movement piece composed by Dvaik for his
children following completion of the "New
World" Symphony, has a lovely slow move-
ment, best known in Fritz Kreisler's arrange-
ment as Indian Lament. Dvofik scribbled the
theme on his cuff during the course of a visit to
Minnehaha Falls in Minneapolis during the
summer of 1893.

Veteran violinist -conductor Henri Temianka
plays here with fine romantic fervor, occasion-
ally with a bit too much tonal sweetening for
some tastes. The piano accompaniment by Ger-
ald Robbins is both able and vital. The violin -
piano balance and the recorded sound are
good, being marred only occasionally by a
slight hollowness that seems to stem from the
acoustic coloration of the performance locale.

D.H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

HANDEL: Adis and Galatea. lionor Shep-
pard (soprano), Galatea; John Buttrey (tenor),

Acis; Neil Jenkins (tenor), Damon; Maurice
Bevan (baritone), Polyphemus; Deller Con-
sort, Stour Music Festival Chamber Orchestra,
Alfred Deller cond. RCA VICTROLA VICS
6040 two discs $5.96.

Performance: Delightfully pastoral
Recording: Excellent

For a number of years an especially fine per-
formance of Handel's masque Acis and Galatea
(1718) has been available on L'Oiseau-Lyre
(60011/2), a recording conducted by Sir Adri-
an Boult and featuring Joan Sutherland, Peter
Pears, and Owen Brannigan in the cast and
Thurston Dart presiding brilliantly at the harp-
sichord. This new performance with members
of the Deller Consort is a more up-to-date re-
cording technically, and in spite of perhaps less
beautiful voices, it is a more pastoral treatment
of the score. The ensemble, for one thing, is
remarkably small-eleven players plus a cho-
rus of five, the Deller consort. The perform-
ance sounds exactly like the sort of thing Han-
del must originally have heard at the estate of
the Earl of Carnarvon at Cannons, a delightful
entertainment rather than a larger -scale cham-
ber opera. To be sure, the characterizations are
better drawn in the older recording, and there,
too, the tragic elements in the plot are far
more apparent. Stylistically, neither version
does much with the possibilities for embellish-
ing da capo arias. But otherwise the music to
this, one of Handel's freshest and most appeal-
ing scores, is heard to excellent advantage in
both recordings, and one must decide only
whether one prefers it as a star vehicle (Suther-
land is in splendid voice) or a more informal
ensemble piece. Both are quite convincing.
The Victrola set is well recorded and includes
the text. It is also cheaper by a good bit than
the L'Oiseau-Lyre. 1. K.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

HAYDN: Piano Trios: No. 25, in G Major;
No. 26, in F -sharp Minor; No. 27, in C Ma-
jor. Beaux Arts Trio. PHILIPS 6500023 $5.98.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Excellent

The Haydn piano trios are probably the great-
est remaining unexplored treasure of the Clas-
sical period. The G Major Trio-the first of
the three recorded here-has a sort of fame as
the work from which the spurious "Gypsy
Rondo" was concocted and inflicted on gener-
ations of unsuspecting piano students. The
original has a dynamic "gypsy" feeling that is
quite absent from the familiar little potted pi-
ano arrangement. But this charming, slight trio
is actually the least interesting of the three
pieces here. The unusual F -sharp Minor Trio is
a striking work, and the C Major Trio is a mas-
terpiece, right up there with the late sympho-
nies and quartets.

I have nothing but admiration for the Beaux
Arts Trio: they catch the spirit and the style
without being bound by any of the usual sterile
and false cliché classicisms. The recording is
equally fine, but side two of the review copy
had a couple of defects and ought to be careful-
ly checked. E.S.

HAYDN: Symphonies: No. 80, in D Minor;
No. 81, in G Major; No. 82, in C Major
("L'Ours"); No. 83, in G Minor ("La
Poule"); No. 84, in E -flat Major; No. 85, in
B -fiat Major ("La Reine"); No. 86, in D Ma-
jor; No 87, in A Major; No. 88, in G Major;

(Continued on page 84)
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IF YOU RECOGNIZE THE LOOKS, YOU KNOW THE QUALITY
Sansui 5000 X AM/FM Multiplex Receiver

If you immediately think, "That's a Sansui", when you spot the distinctive styling, you
know enough to assume it will also have sumptuous sound, velvety operating feel, fabulous
specifications and deluxe features to match. And you're absolutely right.

Continuous power is 60 watts per channel at 8 ohms, by our own tough standard
(or 200 watts of IHF mus,c power). At a total harmonic distortion below 0.5%, not "under
1%." With IHF power bandwidth of 15 to 30,000 hz, not 20 to 20,000. FM sensitivity is 1.8 py
IHF-and the sensitivity curve bends sharply beyond that point for real pickup power.

It's got a microphone input with its own control for blending in live voice and
instrumental performance with disc, broadcast, tape or any other input. Tape in/out
facilities for up to four decks. Exclusive stereo -only FM mode. Linear -tuning FM dial.
Separable pre- and power amplifiers. Foolproof pushbutton speaker connectors . .. to
mention just a few features. Of course it's a Sansui $399.95

Sair_s-uL
MAY 1971

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
Woodside, New York 11377  Gardenia, California 90274
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Tokyo, Japan  Sansui Audio Europe S. A., Antwerp, Belgium
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We've got an ear for music.
A speaker that's designed on the same

principle as the acoustical sounding board
of a grand piano. So the shape is slightly
irregular. (It looks like your ear, but that's
just a coincidence.)

When sound comes out of a piano, guitar
or violin, it comes out in a bending motion.
Natural sound. When you try to reproduce

natural sound through a round speaker, it
pulsates. And you lose the natural quality.

With our speaker the sound never pul-
sates. It just keeps on bending. From our
ear to yours. It you've got an ear for music,
you'll appreciate the difference. Write for
the name of your nearest dealer. The
Yamaha natural sound speaker.

YAMAHA c)
YAMAHA INTERNATIONAL CORP, olvisioN 6600 ORANGE THORPE AVENUE. BUENA PARK. CALIF 90620
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IlltIntosh CATALOG
and FM DIRECTORY

Get all the newest and latest information on the new McIntosh Sol-
id State equipment in the McIntosh catalog. In addition you will
receive an FM station directory that covers all of North America.

MX112
FM STEREO/AM TUNER PREAMPLIFIER

-ALL SOLID STATE

SEND

TODAY!
CIRCLE
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McIntosh Laboratory Inc.
1 Chambers St., Dept. SD7
Binghamton, N.Y. 13903

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP
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No. 89, in F Major; No. 90, in C Major; No.
91, in E -flat Major. Vienna Chamber Orches-
tra, Ernst Maerzendorfer cond. ORPHEUS OR
H-236/37/38/39/40/41 six discs $2.98 each
(plus 60c handling charge from Musical Heri-
tage Society, Inc., 1991 Broadway, New York,
N. Y. 10023).

Performance: Earthy and vital
Recording: Good

These six discs, each containing two sympho-
nies, are part of the Musical Heritage Society's
projected series of the complete symphonies of
Haydn. The highlights in this group are Nos.
82-87, known as the "Paris" Symphonies, and
No. 88, one of the greatest of Haydn's works
in this form. Amazingly enough, however,
there is not one weak work in the dozen, and 1
found myself responding to each of these sym-
phonies with ever-increasing pleasure.

For the "Paris" group, the competition on
records is heavy, for there are versions availa-
ble by Denis Vaughan (his album also includes
89 through 92), Ernest Ansermet, Leonard
Bernstein, and Leslie Jones. The present per-
formances of that set, and the remaining sym-
phonies as well, hold up rather well in some
respects, notably that of general stylishness
and, above all else, a kind of earthy vigor that
works well with this music. The orchestral
playing is not always too refined (or, for that
matter, absolutely precise in ensemble and in-
tonation), but the liveliness of the fast move-
ments, the infectiousness of the Lindler sec-
tions in the minuets, and the total absence of
glibness and dullness in the interpretations
place this set of performances well above the
routine. Unfortunately, there is no harpsichord
continuo (which is correctly included by both
Vaughan and Jones), and I had the feeling that
the small chamber orchestra might have bene-
fitted from more rehearsing (or at least a few
retakes) on occasion. Maerzendorfer, however,
commands a fine Haydn style, and I look for-
ward to hearing more of his work with this
composer. The orchestral sound features an ex-
cellent balance of winds and strings, and there
is a splendid feeling of immediacy to the pick-
up; regrettably, a top cut is necessary on a
number of sides (i.e., 81 and 90) to eliminate
stridency. I.K.

JANA(:EK: Sinfonietta (1926). LU'l'OS-
LAWSKI: Concerto for Orchestra. Chicago
Symphony Orchestra, Seiji Ozawa cond. AN-
GEL S 36045 $5.98.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Excellent

The music of Leo; Janacek has passed into a pe-
riod of increased appreciation in recent years,
and it's about time. The Sinfonietta here re-
corded, his last orchestral work, was written
just two years before his death in 1928. It is a
delight. A sense of authenticity graces every
passage, and within its securely tonal frame-
work, spiced by bright, forthright modulations
from key to key, the composer put on display
an unusually fresh and invigorating language.
It's very personal music, and very Czech: tem-
pos change constantly, as in a Dvofik Dumka
Suite, and the pervasive atmosphere of folk
dance and song is enhanced by orchestration
that can only be called inspired.

Lutoslawski's Concerto for Orchestra, how-
ever, despite its surface appeal, is in large part
disappointing. It is strongly influenced by such
composers as Bartok, Hindemith, Vaughan
Williams, and Prokofiev. But these derivations

(Continued on page 86)
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a

remarkable

listening

experience
The phenomena realism

of binaural sound recording
is demonstrated by Stereo Review's

AMAZING NEW BINAURAL DEMONSTRATION RECORD

for

stereo

headphone

owners!

Created specifically for playback through stereo headphones, this unique record presents
the listener with sound of unsurpassed realism. It recreates at each of the listener's ears the
precise sound that each ear would have heard-independently-at the original scene.

Binaural recording re-creates the directions, distances, and
even the elevations of sounds better than any other recording
method. The super -realism of binaural recording is accom-
plished by recording the acoustical input for each ear sepa-
rately, and then playing it back through stereo headphones.
Thus the sound intended for the left ear cannot mix together
with the sound for the right ear, and vice versa. This technique
eliminates all acoustical problems in playback, such as the
effects of "dead" rooms, over -reverberant rooms, variations in
stereo perspective caused by changes in sitting position, and
variations in frequency response due to changes in speaker
positioning.
Binaural recording offers the listener the identical acoustical
perspective and instrument spread of the original. The sound
reaching each ear is exactly the same as would have been
heard at the live scene. The Stereo Review Binaural Demon-
stration Record is the only record of its kind; there is nothing
else like it. It provides a unique listening experience that you

will want to share with your friends.

"MAX"-GENIE OF BINAURAL
RECORDING. More than a year of intense
effort was devoted to the preparation of
this recording. "Max," a specially con-
structed dummy head, was modeled by a
professional sculptor, then cast in sili-
cone rubber. Super -precision capacitor
microphones were installed in Max's ears
so that each microphone would pick up
exactly what each human ear would hear.
The two separate sound channels were
then fed into an ultra -low -noise electron-
ics system and then recorded on an
advanced -design tape recorder operating
at 30 inches per second.

In making location recordings for the demonstration side of
the record, a recording technician taped miniature capacitor
microphones into his ears, so his head would serve its normal
acoustical role as an absorber and reflector of sound. The
result is a demonstration of phenomenal recorded sound.
STARTLING REALITY. The Binaural Demonstration Record
offers 45 minutes of sound and music of startling reality. Side
1 introduces you to binaural recording via a narrated demon-
stration in nine sequences, taking you through a variety of
situations that show off the remarkable depth and natural
perspective of binaural recording.

You'll marvel at the eerie accuracy with which direction and
elevation are re-created as you embark on a street tour in bi-
naural sound-Sounds Of The City...Trains, Planes & Ships...
a Basketball Game, a Street Parade, a Steel Fabrication Plant,
The Bird House at the Zoo- all demonstrating the incredible
realism of binaural sound reproduction.

MUSIC IN BINAURAL With "Max" acting as your extension,
ears, the musical performances presented on the Binaural
Demonstration Record transport you to the concert hall for a
demonstration of a wide variety of music. Selections total 23
minutes, and include examples of jazz, rock, organ, and cham-
ber music.

A highlight of the record is the first recording of Space Virgin,
a new jazz work by noted composer Ronnie Roullier. Insiders
have already called it one of the most exciting jazz recordings
ever made. The organ recordings, with Frederick Swann at the
keyboard of the majestic Riverside Church organ, have been
hailed for reproducing the whole range of organ sonorities
totally without distortion, and are among the most memorable
listening experiences of a lifetime.

The Stereo Review Binaural Demonstration Record is the ulti-
mate in sound reproduction. It has been made without compro-
mise for the owner of stereo headphones. If you own stereo
headphones, this record is a must.

Note: Although headphones are necessary to appreciate the
near -total realism of binaural recording, the record can also be
played and enjoyed on conventional stereo systems.

Order your Stereo Review Binaural Demonstration Record
today. ONLY $5.98.

RECORDS, Ziff -Davis Service Division, 595 Broadway, N.Y., N.Y. 10012

Please send Binaural Demonstration Records at $5.98 each,
postpaid. My check (or money order) for $ is enclosed.
(Outside U.S.A. please send $8.00 per record ordered.) N.Y. State resi-
dents please add local sales tax.

Print Name

Address

City

SR -571

State Zip

PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDERaw
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seem less troublesome than the composer's
habit of belaboring obvious melodic points to
death. Ideas that are routine in themselves are
stretched far beyond any ability they might
possess to sustain a listener's interest. Frequent
bogging down of harmonic progress does
nothing at all to help.

Ozawa gives both works enthusiastic and en-
ergy -filled interpretations. The orchestra
sounds splendid and, indeed, the performance
almost makes the Lutoslawski convincing. But
not quite. L. T.

LISZT: Mazeppa-Symphonic Poem No. 6;
Hungaria-Symphonic Poem No. 9; Ham-
let-Symphonic Poem No. 10. London Phil-
harmonic Orchestra, Bernard Haitink cond.
PHILIPS 6500046 $5.98.

Performance: Good
Recording: Good

Having recorded Les Preludes, Orpheus, and
Tasso with the London Philharmonic, Bernard
Haitink now offers us three more Liszt sym-
phonic poems. I hope he will be giving us the
seven remaining ones, including the fascinat-
ing and virtually unknown last of the series,
From the Cradle to the Grave.

Even with Haitink's tasteful yet strong inter-
pretation, the musical narrative of the fate of
the Cossack Mazeppa fails to transcend, for me,
its inherent vulgarity. With Hungaria, essen-
tially a more elaborate and serious "Hungarian
Rhapsody," we are on more substantial aes-
thetic and musical ground. But with this first
recording of Hamlet, we finally arrive at peak
middle -period Liszt; for this compact character
portrait of Shakespeare's tragic hero (with a
shadowy evocation of Ophelia in the back-
ground) stands on a par with Liszt's best works
for orchestra, such as the Totentanz, the two
episodes from Lenau's Faust (Nocturnal Pro-
cession and Mephisto Waltz), and the finest
things in the Faust Symphony.

As I have already indicated, Haitink's read-
ings are first-rate, and the recording is good,
although lacking somewhat in sharply focused
transients. D.H.

LUTOSLAWSKI: Concerto for Orchestra
(see JANAtEK)

LUTYENS: And Suddenly it's Evening.
Herbert Handt (tenor); members of the BBC
Symphony Orchestra, Herbert Handt cond.
BEDFORD: Music for Albion Moonlight.
Jane Manning (soprano); members of the BBC
Symphony Orchestra, John Carewe cond.
ARGO ZRG 638 $5.95.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Excellent

Argo records presents here the music of two
English composers of vastly different genera-
tions: Elisabeth Lutyens (born 1906) and Da-
vid Bedford (born 1937). Both are represent-
ed by works for voice plus an elaborate and
sensitive assemblage of instruments; both have
first-rate texts, respectively by Salvatore Quasi-
modo and Kenneth Patchen.

In a way, the Lutyens music might be consid-
ered the more "original," since it speaks a kind
of post-Bergian Expressionism quite unlike the
usual manifestations of that ethos. At the same
time, there are moments when one is struck
almost with embarrassment by what seems to
be naivete in the composer's posture toward
her materials, and by the careful self-conscious-
ness of her manner.

David Bedford's Music for Albion Moon-

light, on the other hand, seems thoroughly
sure of itself. It exemplifies the "very -latest -
thing" in the kind of harmony -based, frag-
mented, effectful writing of which we have a
few burgeoning and successful young expo-
nents on this side of the Atlantic. Mesmeric
tonal repetitions, glissandos, finger -tappings on
violin -backs, all such gossamer audibles are the
stock -in -trade of this style, and it can be beauti-
ful indeed. If one does not feel disgruntled by
an occasional blood -curdling scream from the
soprano (a sure, though pretty obvious, way to
wake up your audience) the style can be both
handsome and convincing. How far young
composers will be able to go with it may soon
be open to question, however. Already, with
only a few pieces currently going the rounds,
they begin to sound disturbingly like each oth-
er. That was the fate of so much post -Schoen-
berg and post-Webern music. Will it also hap-
pen with post-Xenakis, or post-Penderecki, or
post -Cage, or post -Feldman, or whatever this
style comes to be labeled? I hope not. L.T.
Columbia

BRUNO WALTER (1876-1962)
A splendid reissue of his 1938 Lied

MAHLER: Das Lied von der Erde. Charles
Kullmann (tenor); Kerstin Thorborg (contral-
to); Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Bruno
Walter cond. PERENNIAL 0 2004 $7.50
(available from Perennial Records, P.O. Box
437, New York, N.Y. 10023).

Performance: A classic
Recording: 1936 on -location

My first extended exposure to the music of
Gustav Mahler came with my prompt pur-
chase, as a Yale student, of the "Resurrection"
Symphony issued by RCA Victor, a transcrip-
tion of Eugene Ormandy's January 6, 1935,
concert performance in Minneapolis. To this I
added, in fairly short order, Columbia M-300,
whose fourteen 78 -rpm sides contained Bruno
Walter's concert performance of Das Lied von
der Erde in Vienna, March 24, 1938. The
sense of terror in Charles Kullmann's render-
ing of the "Drinking Song of Earthly Woe"
and the abyss of sorrowful resignation that
Kerstin Thorborg revealed in the great finale
overwhelmed me then, even as they do now in
memory. And with the reinforcement of the
present long -play transfer from the 78 -rpm
originals, I find the urgency of Bruno Walter's
conducting and the intensity of both the or-
chestral playing and the singing by the soloists

incomparable, even in the face of obvious im-
perfections of instrumental ensemble, Kull-
mann's straining in the opening, and Thor-
borg's articulation difficulties in the rapid mid-
dle section of " Von der Schonheit." And I
have yet to hear a more delectably charming
"Von derJugend" than Kullman gives us here.
A dozen or so recordings and more than thirty
years later-even with the immensely poignant
reading by Kathleen Ferrier and Julius Patzak,
again with Bruno Walter and the Vienna Phil-
harmonic, in the running-I find that this 1936
performance still communicates something
special.

By good fortune, I happened to have on
hand a Swedish EMI disc of transfers from
Kerstin Thorborg's 78's, including the final
"Abschied" section from this Lied von der
Erde, regrettably minus the great central or-
chestral interlude. It gave me a basis for com-
parison with the disc under consideration here.
I could discern no appreciable difference in
sonic quality between the two, both being full-
bodied and honest transfers, free of any form
of gimmickry. As with many of the newly re-
leased transfers from classics of the 78 -rpm era,
this one honestly embodies what was on the
original discs in their best estate, and for this
we can be most grateful.

Whether Perennial records made arrange-
ments with EMI for LP release of this perform-
ance I cannot say, but it would seem that every-
one would gain if limited -term lease arrange-
ments could become a matter of course be-
tween major -company holders of out -of -print
recordings and those willing and able to proc-
ess and distribute reissues of truly high quality
(indeed, quality should be a condition of any
such lease agreement). Meanwhile, we can
take pleasure here in a job well done. D.H.

MOEVS: A Brief Mass (see DONOVAN)

MOZART: The Magic Flute (see Best of the
Month, page 73)

POGLIETTI: Ricercar primi toni (see BI -
MR)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

RACHMANINOFF: Preludes, Op. 32 (com-
plete). Morton Estrin (piano). CONNOISSEUR
SOCIETY CS 2028 $5.98.

Performance: Superb
Recording: First-rate

The ghost of Sergei Rachmaninoff himself
must have presided lovingly over these record-
ing sessions, for Morton Estrin brings to these
most mature and sophisticated of Rachmani-
noff's solo piano works much of the same
strength and virile tenderness that he brought
to his own playing of his and other composers'
music.

As might be expected, the thirteen Op. 32
Preludes, dating from 1910, have much in
common stylistically, and occasionally in sub-
stance as well, with the Third Piano Concerto,
completed the year previously. The demands
on pianistic technique are enormous, most of
all in the tremendous last number of the set,
yet there is poetry and power from beginning
to end. My own favorites are the turbulent C
Major opening prelude, No. 3 with its evoca-
tion of bells, and the lovely modal B Major,
No. 11. An odd feature of No. 13 is the ring-
ing of changes on what amounts to the opening
theme of Strauss' Also sprach Zarathustra.

Michael Ponti, in his Vox Box of Rachmani-
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noff solo piano works, and Constance Keene in
her two -disc Philips World Series set of the
complete preludes, both offer highly creditable
readings of the Op. 32 series, but both are un-
dermined by less than ideal recording. Ponti's
piano suffers from overbalancing of the lower
keyboard, and Miss Keene from uncomfort-
ably close microphone placement. There is
only one word to describe the piano used by
Morton Estrin, and Connoisseur Society's re-
cording of it-gorgeous! D.H.

RACHMANINOFF: Preludes for Piano
(complete). Alexis Weissenberg (piano). RCA
LSC 7069 two discs $11.96.

Performance: Not entirely felicitous
Recording: Treble weak

Rachmaninoff, like Chopin, wrote twenty-four
preludes-one in each of the major and minor
keys. Number one, the notorious C -sharp Mi-
nor, was written early in his life. The ten prel-
udes of Opus 23, including the well-known G
Minor, were published in 1903; Opus 32 (con-
taining the other thirteen) came along in 1910.
Except for the two preludes mentioned, these
are not well-known works and not often played
nowadays. They are late -Romantic works of
considerable character, very Russian (a little
pretentiously so, sometimes), very Sturm and
Drang, extremely difficult (also sometimes
pretentiously so), and not quite varied enough
to take all at once.

The late set contains the better music, and
this set as a whole has more character and more
vivid contrasts than its predecessor. This re-
cording does not make a particularly persua-
sive case for any of this music. The sound is
thick and clangy, qualities which tend to ob-
scure the treble. This weakness can undoubt-
edly be laid to the piano and the playing rather
than the recording itself; playing back at a low-
er -than -normal level helps somewhat. The son-
ic problem, however, seems a part of a more
general insensitivity and musical awkwardness.
This is not necessarily a technical matter-the
pianist seems to push on through all the diffi-
culties. But he rarely seems to succeed in get-
ting the music into any really expressive and
meaningful shape. E.S.

RAVEL: Alborada del gracioso; Valses no-
bles et sentimentales; Gaspard de la nuit.
Alicia de Larrocha (piano). COLUMBIA M
30115 $5.98.

Performance: Beautiful
Recording: Excellent

Anyone who admires the playing of Alicia de
Larrocha as much as I do will welcome this
recording to his shelves. All her usual delicacy
and coloristic skill are in these Ravel perform-
ances. The recording engineers have put an al-
most clinical, microscopic ear to the piano
sounds, and sometimes lose a little "body" as a
result. But not enough to spoil things.

The finest performance here is the unbeliev-
ably refined and sensuous Gaspard de la nuit. It
positively glows. Her way with the Valses no-
bles et senrimentales is a bit less compelling,
though obviously the product of serious inter-
pretive thought. She approaches this work in a
deliberate, musing, ruminative manner which,
while it sacrifices some of the gaudy splash the
piece can produce, does have its own kind of
interest. Her playing of the Alborada de/graci-
oso, more traditional, is as ingratiating as that
of Gaspard. L.T.

ROREM: War Scenes; Five Songs. Donald
Gramm (bass -baritone); Eugene Istomin (pi -
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The all new PE -2040
PErfection in PErformance

Your inevitable choice among automatic
turntables. Sooner or later ocher automatic turntables
will incorporate the exclusive features now available 3n The new
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tion of PErfection in PErformance. PE -2040-$155.00; other PE models from
$70.00. For further information on PE and name of your nearest dealer write:
Dept. SR -5. Elpa Marketing Industries, Inc., New Hde Park, N.Y. 11040
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ano). Four Dialogues. Anita Darian (sopra-
no); John Stewart (tenor); Robert Cumming
and Ned Rorem (piano). DESTO DC 7101
$5.98.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Excellent

Ned Rorem has composed a great many songs,
and this new recording, one of Desto's series
devoted to music by Americans, contains two
previously unrecorded cycles based on words
by Walt Whitman, plus a work which might be
called a "duodrama"-for two voices accompa-
nied by two pianos-with a text by Frank
O'Hara. The performers are all distinguished
artists, as they show to splendid advantage
here. The recording, too, is first-rate.

For those who are fans of Rorem's music.
this record should be a happy issue. The songs
are all in the same amber -hued idiom he has
employed for many years. It is a casual and
emotionally untroubling derivation from
French art -song style, graceful and consistently
preoccupied with elegance of surface. Since the
War Scenes texts, from Whitman's diary of the
Civil War, are prose, a fair portion of the mu-
sic had to be either declamatory or in disguised
recitative. The Five Songs are more modest in
scope, but more straightforwardly poetic. The
Four Dialogues are intended as a kind of
vaudeville divertissement, a pre- and post -con-
jugal campy comedy. They try very hard, but
humor is one of the most supremely difficult
things to manage in music, and I'm not sure
Rorem has succeeded. However, as in all the
songs, his vocal writing is smooth and his pro-
sody good. L.T.

ROSENMULLER: Consort Sonatas (see BI-
BER)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

SATIE: Piano Music, Volume Four. Gnossi-
ennes, Nos. 4, 5, & 6; Nouvelles pieces
Iroides; Premiere pensee et Sonneries de la
Rose -Croix; Deux reveries nocturnes (rev.
Caby); Petite ouverture a danser (rev. Caby);
Quatre preludes; Le Fils des etoiles. Aldo Cic-
colini (piano). ANGELS 36714 $5.98.

Performance: Beautiful
Recording: Beautiful

The music of Erik Satie may require a some-
what special taste for full enjoyment, but judg-
ing by record releases in the past couple of
years, that taste has become anything but rare.
This is Angel's fourth volume of the compos-
er's piano music, and it is a splendid achieve-
ment, comparable to William Masselos' exquis-
ite RCA recording of Satie piano music which
was included in Stereo Review's "Record of
the Year" Awards for 1970. (There is no over-
lapping of repertoire, by the way, between this
and the Masselos disc.)

Among various enchantments of greater or
lesser importance, pianist Aldo Ciccolini gives
a stunning performance here of a work I, per-
sonally, had never heard before-Premiere
pensee et Sonneries de la Rose-Croix-one
that brings out aspects of Satie's personality
that carry more overt power than I would ever
have expected to hear in his music. Though the
Air du grand maitre may bore non-Satie-ites a
bit, it seems to me a fascinating and, indeed,
compelling piece of music. If you can imagine
such a far-out thing as a "French Moussorg-
sky," the Air would be it. Ciccolini plays this
piece and everything else on the disc with thor-
ough elegance, poise, and conviction. His pi-

ano sound is beautiful, and the recording cap-
tures it warmly, with delicious resonance. L.T.

SCHUMAN: In Praise of Shahn-Canticle
for Orchestra (see CARTER)

SCHUMANN: Concerto for Piano and Or-
chestra, in A Minor, Op. 54. Sviatoslav Rich-
ter (piano); Warsaw Philharmonic Orchestra,
Witold Rowicki cond. Concerto for Cello and
Orchestra, in A Minor, Op. 129. Mstislav
Rostropovich (cello); Leningrad Philharmonic
Orchestra, Gennady Rozhdestvensky cond.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 2538 025 $5.98.

Performance: Richter good, Rostropo-
vich erratic

Recording: Fair

I'm all for Romantic style in Romantic music,
but Rostropovich is so eccentric that Schumann
is altogether submerged in a sticky sea of style
and manner. The Russian cellist has a way of
turning a rubato phrase into a brilliant and
heart-rending transition. The only problem is
that main themes are not supposed to sound
like transitions. Richter's performance of the
Piano Concerto is on much sounder ground
and could be warmly recommended if it were
not for the orchestral lack of presence. Both
recordings were released previously with dif-
ferent coupling. E.S.

STARER: On the Nature of Things. Collegi-
ate Chorale, Abraham Kaplan cond. Dialogues
for Clarinet and Piano. David Glazer (clari-
net); Paul Schoenfield (piano). Variants for
Violin and Piano. James Oliver Buswell IV
(violin); David Garvey (piano). Sonata No. 2
for Piano. Paul Schoenfield (piano). DESTO
DC 7106 $5.98.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Excellent

Desto Records' new policy of presenting ma-
ture but "younger" American composers in
"one-man shows" of their music is bringing
forth interesting results. This disc is devoted to
the music of Robert Starer, a Vienna -born
composer who fled the Hitler regime in 1938
when he was fourteen years old, continued his
musical education at the Jerusalem Conservato-
ry and completed it at the Juilliard School of
Music. He has had a very successful career in
the world of concert performances. His music
is immensely skilled in construction, reflecting
both his generation and his background with
extraordinary accuracy. Whether he is dealing
in part with the twelve-tone method, as he
does in the Variants, or with materials orga-
nized by different means, the method of dis-
course is straightforwardly thematic. The lines
are lean and tensile, the rhythms almost always
motoric, the harmonies carefully balanced be-
tween astringent dissonance and consonant re-
lief. Even when the materials themselves are
not compelling, as sometimes happens, their
interweaving is achieved with the highest or-
der of craftsmanship.

The performers on this recording are musi-
cians who gave the concert premieres of the
works they perform here. All are first-rate.
James Oliver Buswell IV, one of the bright
lights among today's young violinists, gives a
wiry, energy -charged reading of the Variants,
and David Garvey is equally vigorous and neat
at the piano. Still another excellent pianist,
Paul Schoenfield, plays the Sonata No. 2 for
Piano with dazzling drive and virtuosity. In-
deed, except for a few slightly unpolished spots
in the Collegiate Chorale's singing of On the
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Nature of Things, and a bit of shrill tone from
David Glazer's clarinet, all the performances
are exemplary. L.T.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

STRAVINSKY: Firebird Suite; Song of the
Nightingale. Berlin Radio Symphony Orches-
tra, Lorin Maazel cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMO-
PHON 138006 $6.98.

Performance: Fresh
Recording: Superb

When Stravinsky wrote The Firebird for
Diaghilev in 1910, the world's ears had not yet
been flooded with Impressionism. What a
thrill it must have been, at the Paris Opera that
June night when the ballet was first performed,
to hear for the first time the sensuous music of
the "Dance of the Princesses," and the wild
"Infernal Dance" as King Kastschei releases
his demons, and then to fall under the spell of
RCA

ANDRE PREVIN
Fine helmsman for a Vaughan Williams work

perhaps the most beautiful lullaby ever com-
posed. Even today, when the music of Debussy
that so influenced the idiom of The Firebird is
thoroughly familiar and The Firebird itself is
continually broadcast around the world, the
music retains much of its sorcery.

Personally, I love to hear the best-known
passages as they take root and grow in the soil
of- the complete score rather than as plucked
out and potted in the suite, but the suite is
brought back again and again on records by
what must be popular demand. This version
does not take cognizance of changes and addi-
tions made by Stravinsky some twenty years
ago (for copyright purposes, if I recall correct-
ly) but Maazel has such a commanding way
with this music that it seems fresh even unre-
vised. The music of the "Danse Infernale" is
played with a startling clarity and definition of
instruments, and the opening of the "Ber-
ceuse" is hushed and magical enough to make
the most blasé listener hold his breath. Magi-
cal, too, is Maazel's way with the suite from
Stravinsky's 1914 opera, Le Rossignol, based
on the Hans Christian Andersen story about
the emperor who comes to prefer a mechanical
contrivance piping mock -nightingale music to
the real thing. In Maazel's rendering of the
suite, the chinoiserie, the delicate tinkling of
the glass flowers in the emperor's garden, the
plaintive melody of the nightingale's song on
MAY 1971

flute and violin-all are evoked with the ut-
most care and sensitivity, yet never a whit
more sentimentally than the tough-minded
composer himself would tolerate. And the
playing by the Berlin Radio Symphony is noth-
ing less than stunning. P. K.

TCHAIKOVSKY: 1812 Overture (see "Ba-
sic Repertoire," page 53)

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 1, in G
Minor, Op. 13 ("Winter Dreams"). Boston
Symphony Orchestra, Michael Tilson Thomas
cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 2530078
$5.98.

Performance: Loving
Recording: Lovely

For me Tchaikovsky's First Symphony is a real
charmer, in a league with the best of Mendels-
sohn's and Delibes' music for the stage. The
academic development episodes are in a sense
irrelevant here; the tunes, the instrumentation,
the total ambiance-these are what count, to-
gether with inherent resourcefulness in the art
of effective harmonic texture.

Michael Tilson Thomas brings an essentially
poetic and light hand to this recorded perform-
ance of the Tchaikovsky G Minor Symphony,
most especially to the central episodes of the
middle movements, where his tender loving
care is given to subsidiary figuration and inner
voices. Occasionally, there is a miscalculation,
as in the unison horn recapitulation of the "big
tune" of the slow movement, where the reso-
nance of Boston's Symphony Hall makes it
come through rather bigger than life. Like-
wise, the rather sprawling festive finale can't
take quite the amount of tempo contrast be-
tween the major fugato episode and main -body
material and still retain a basic sense of cohe-
sion. However, it must be admitted that Tilson
Thomas' handling of the accelerando leading
from the fugato to the recapitulation makes the
tempo contrast almost convincing. The orches-
tral performance and recorded sound can only
be described as gorgeous. D.H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: A Sea Sympho-
ny. Heather Harper (soprano); John Shirley -
Quirk (baritone); London Symphony 'Orches-
tra and Chorus, Andre Previn cond. RCA LSC
3170 $5.98.

Performance: Masterfully proportioned
Recording: Excellent

Vaughan Williams' stirring celebration of the
sea and the human spirit, drawing from the po-
etry of Whitman and completed in 1910, is a
work that has had exceptionally good fortune
on records. Back in the early days of the long-
playing disc, Sir Adrian Boult made a version
of it for London that was one of the first re-
cordings to achieve a convincing balance be-
tween large choral and orchestral forces. The
performance was a splendid one, and the re-
cording still sounds fine. But naturally, Boult's
1969 stereo remake for Angel reaped the ben-
efits of nearly two decades of technical prog-
ress, and Boult's reading, assisted by inspired
solo singing from Sheila Armstrong and John
Carol Case, had if anything gained authority in
the intervening years. And now Andre Previn,
reaching the Sea Symphony in the course of his
Vaughan Williams series for RCA, has made
choice very difficult by giving it a performance
of different character but no less merit.

The fact that Previn's is contained on one
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ern, efficient computer systems, and if you're
like 99% of our subscribers, you'll never
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scription service.
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disc-the Boult took three sides, with music
from The Wasps as a filler-may tip the scales
for some collectors. They may, at the same
time, legitimately ask whether the economy
entails any sacrifice of quality. If, indeed, there
is any compromise, itiis certainly not to be
found in Previn's direction of the work. Some
of the English critics, snared by outward ap-
pearances and also probably suffering from the
unshakable endemic assumption that an Ameri-
can is bound to do things more slickly than an
Englishman, have jumped to the conclusion
that Previn "adopts some faster tempi." But
surprisingly, the total timings for the two ver-
sions show that Previn's takes longer-by the
ludicrously inconsequential matter of one sec-
ond! In purely technical terms, the task of
squeezing more than sixty-five minutes of mu-
sic onto one record may have forced RCA's
engineers to forgo a degree of the acoustic spa-
ciousness that Angel was able to create. Yet
the difference, agair4iis,trifling. If you turn up
the volume control to compensate for the low-
er level at which the RCA disc is cut, any infe-
riority disappears, and furthermore the RCA
sound often surpasses the Angel in clarity of
bass, in more realistic balancing of the solo
voices, and in an important gain of presence
for the percussion section.

The basic distinction between the two con-
ductors' conceptions of the symphony is that
Boult takes a more rhapsodic and_Previn a
more carefully proportioned view of it. Thus
Previn is less willing to cut loose in the ani-
mando sections of the scherzo The Waves, and
he rather throws away the ecstatic climax in the
finale at the words "0 thou transcendent" by a
pacing that is, for once, appreciably faster than
Boult's. Even here, however, Previn's hus-
banding of emotional resources yields a corre-
sponding gain a few moments later, when the
same musical phrase recurs to the words
"Greater than stars or suns"-this culminating
moment is far more impressive in the Previn
version.

Similarly, Previn's response to the big cli-
max in the slow movement is a shade niggard-
ly, but he comes closer than Boult to making
the middle section sound, as the composer re-
quested, slower than the opening pages. In the
first movement, Previn's organization of the
overall tempo relationships is altogether firmer
and more convincing than Boult's.

In one respect, though, the Angel set will
continue to be indispensable to Vaughan Wil-
liams enthusiasts, and that is in the quality of
its soloists. Previn's pair, Heather Harper and
John Shirley -Quirk, are marvelous artists and
sing with unfailing skill and intelligence. But
in passionate and withdrawn moments alike,
both Sheila Armstrong and John Carol Case
reach an even more memorable level of in-
sight, and in several places, Boult draws from
them a clearer realization of Vaughan Wil-
liams' characteristic triplet figures.

A final point of detail: just after the begin-
ning of the last movement, though the text
printed on the jacket gets the phrase right, Pre -
vin allows his chorumo sing "my thoughts be-
gin to span thee," following an error in the
printed score, instead of "my thought begins
to span thee," which is correct Whitman and
much more authentically mystical in atmo-
sphere. In all the essentials, though, he has the
root of the matter. This is a superb perform-
ance of a work that deserves to be better
known.

WALTON: Concerto for Viola and Orches-
tra. Yehudi Menuhin (viola); New Philharmo-
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nia Orchestra, Sir William Walton cond. Con-
certo for Violin and Orchestra. Yehudi Me-
nuhin (violin); London Symphony Orchestra,
Sir William Walton cond. ANGEL S 36719
$5.98, L 36719 $7.95.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Excellent

Here's a disc that ought to interest admirers of
Yehudi Menuhin, since he appears as both vio-
lin and viola soloist in William Walton's conc-
ertos for those two instruments. Surprisingly
enough, his performance of the Viola Concerto
is more technically perfect than that of the Vio-
lin Concerto!

Paul Doktor's beautiful interpretation of the
Viola Concerto with Edward Downes conduct-
ing the London Philharmonic Orchestra (Od-
yssey 32 16 0368) is still available, of course,
and this new recording does not put it into the
shade. This, despite the fact that the correct
Allegro moderato tempo for the third move-
ment, which Walton adopts in his conducting,
gives a better sense of the music's real meaning
than Edward Downes' slightly slower pace. As
soloists, however, Menuhin and Doktor are
equally fine, with the latter being just a bit
more the full-fledged Romantic.

Walton's Violin Concerto, composed exactly
ten years later than the Viola Concerto, is a far
less convincing piece. The neo-Romantic vo-
cabulary is similar in both works. But, whereas
it carries a kind of pungency and precision in
the viola work, the Violin Concerto is rather
vague in its sentiments. The gestures seem a
bit pro forma. L.7'.

COLLECTIONS

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

GALLI-CURCI: Golden -Age Coloratura.
Adam: Le Toreador: Ah! vous dirai-je, ma -
man? Mozart: Le nozze di Figaro: Non so pit)
cosa son. Rossini: Barbiere di Siviglia: Una
voce poco fa; Semiramide: Bel raggio lusinghi-
er. Bellini: I Puritani: Qui la voce; La Sonnam-
bula: Ah! non giunge. Auber: Manon Lescaut:
L'eclat de rire. Delibes: Lakme: Bell Song.
Meyerbeer: L'Etoile du Nord: Prayer and Bar-
carolle. Thomas: Mignon: Io son Titania. Da-
vid: La Perle du Bresil: Charmant oiseau. Mas-
senet: Manon: Gavotte. Amelita Galli-Curci
(soprano); orchestral accompaniments. RCA
VicrRouk 'fa) VIC-1518 $2.98.

Performance:Good to superb
Recording: Good acoustic restorations

Except for the Gavotte from Manon, the selec-
tions on this Victrola reissue were all included
in the two -disc private recording by Operatic
Archives that I reviewed in the April 1970 is-
sue. In that review I found that these selections
"are worthy of Galli-Curci's enduring fame.
They reveal a sweet and even voice with a
plaintive, poetic quality. She had a solid tech-
nique, and sang effortlessly according to the
best Italian teaching. . .

In a way, the overall results are even more
impressive here, since certain less successful
choices in the aforementioned two -disc set are
omitted in the Victrola disc, while the added
Gavotte is utterly charming. This, then, is a
beguiling release indeed, representing the leg-
endary artist in a sequence that is consistently
impressive and frequently spectacular. The re-
cordings are all acoustic (1917-1924), general-
ly reproduced with clarity, though it seems to
me that more careful processing would have
eliminated some of the clicks inherent in the
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masters. Still, this is a bargain to be snapped up
before it disappears from the collector's view.

G.J.

SYLVIA GESZTY: Italian and French Col-
oratura Arias: Rossini: II barbiere di Siviglia:
The Lesson Scene. Verdi: La Traviara: Ah,
fors' 6 lui . . . Sempre libera (with Peter
Schreier, tenor). Puccini: La Boheme: Muser-
ta's Waltz. Gounod: Romeo etJuliette:Je veux
vivre. Faust: II etait un roi de Thule; The Jewel
Song. Thomas: Hamlet: Mad Scene. Mignon:
Je suis Titania. Sylvia Geszty (soprano); Dres-
den Philharmonic, Kurt Masur cond. TELE-
FUNKEN SLT 43117 B $5.95.

Performance: Very good
Recording: Very good

I was quite enchanted with Sylvia Geszty's first
opera recital (London 26114, reviewed in May
1970) and now it is good to hear again the
reasons for that enchantment: a round, warm
timbre with a perfectly equalized scale, an ad-
mirable technique, and pure intonation. The
French operatic selections are done with a se-
cure and impressive artistry that is quite above
criticism. The extended scene from La Traviata
needs only a more enlivening conductor, the
Lesson Scene from II barbiere (which is given
here in the lengthy version seldom encoun-
tered) only a more endearing tenor. Puccini
alone is not given his due: Miss Geszty offers a
mannered, fussy Musetta and, again, the pacing
is unidiomatic. Miss Geszty's fame is already
well established:in Europe; her recorded
achievements more than justify the American
invitations that should soon follow. G.J.

RECORDINGS OF SPECIAL MERIT

ALEXANDER KIPNIS: Recital. Handel:
Ariodante: Al sen ti stringo e parto. Berenice:
Si, tra i ceppi. Schubert: Aufenthalt; Am
Meer; Der Doppelganger; Der Wanderer; Der
Lindenbaum; Der Wegweiser. Schumann:
Wanderlied; Mondnacht. Brahms: Sapphische
Ode; Auf dem Kirchhofe; Immer leiser wird
mein Schlummer; Feldeinsamkeit; Wie bisr du,
meine Konigin; Blinde Kuh. R. Strauss:
Traum durch die Dammerung; Zueignung. Al-
exander Kipnis (bass); Arthur Bergh, Frank
Bibb, and Ernst Victor Wolff (piano). COLUM-
BIA CI M 30405 $5.98.

THE ART OF ALEXANDER KIPNIS, Al-
bum 3: Wolf: Der Soldat; Der Schreckenber-
ger; Der Musikant; Grenzen der Menschheit;

iCophtisches Lied I; Um Mitternacht; Wie
glanzt der belle Mond; Two Michelangelo
Songs; Seven Songs from the "Italian Song
Book." Mozart: Don Giovanni: Catalog Aria.
Lortzing: Der Wildschiitz: Fiinftausend Thal-
er. Wagner: Die Walkiire: Wotan's Farewell.
Alexander Kipnis (bass); Gerald Moore, Coen-
raad V. Bos, and Ernst Victor Wolff (piano),
Berlin State Opera, Clemens Schmalstich,
Erich Ortmann, and Leo Blech cond. SERA-
PHIM ® 60163 $2.98.

Performances: Remarkable
Recordingt: Well restored

What a satisfaction it must be to eighty -year -
old Alexander Kipnis to see virtually all his
electrical (post -1925) recordings back in circu-
lation again! There are now three Seraphim
collections, one Columbia, and one Victrola.
The last-named appears to have been recently
withdrawn, much to RCA's discredit, but alert
and knowledgeable buyers should still be able
to locate it (Victrola 1434) at some stores.

The recordings of Alexander Kipnis are re -
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warding for a number of reasons. First, he was
that rarity among singers, a true musician. Sec-
ond, his art was unique in its combination of
two musical worlds: certain native Slavic color-
ations in the timbre, which lend the voice an
unmistakable individuality, and a thoroughly
Western (German) musical training which ac-
counts for the artist's profound knowledge and
understanding of German poetry as well as
music. Last, but certainly not least, is the voice
itself: a darkly sonorous instrument of rare
beauty, again a rare combination of power, ca-
ressing warmth, and limitless expressiveness.

The Columbia disc returns to circulation,
after an absence of more than three decades,
the artist's first American recordings ( 1927-
1931) as well as two Brahms songs originally
recorded for Victor and never previously re-
leased. The two Handel arias are models of
Handelian singing: the Ariodante displays a
flowing legato line, the Berenice a florid capa-
bility rarely associated with voices of this kind.
Angel

NICOLAI GEDDA
Hero of a miniature opera encyclopedia

The six Schubert songs are all admirably
suited to the Kipnis approach: intense drama
without letting passion overflow the banks of
musical propriety. He brings out well the pow-
erful climaxes in Der Doppelganger, captures
the profound tragedy of the Heine lyrics in
Am Meer, and brings Der Wanderer to a con-
clusion with a low D -sharp that will startle you.
And if you think that Schumann's Mondnacht
should be left to higher and lighter voices, wait
till you hear Kipnis. With Brahms, of course,
there is no doubt whatever: this is precisely the
kind of voice for which a song like Sapphische
Ode was created. The first phrase, "Rosen
brach ich," is almost breathtaking in its warm
sonority, but even this will leave you unpre-
pared for the sustained pianissimo loveliness of
the line "Doch verstreuten reich die bewegren
Aste," which follows moments later. My own
preference is for a lighter touch in both Auf
dem Kirchhofe and Feldeinsamkeit. The re-
cording has retained a certain amount of sur-
face noise (which can be attenuated in the tre-
ble) but has done the voice great justice. It is
less complimentary to the piano accompani-
ments, which are subdued and competent. The
Victor masteis ( Wie bisr du, meine Konigin
and Blinde Kuh) are less impressive in sound.

The Seraphim release offers three operatic
excerpts and all but one of Kipnis' recordings
for the famous Hugo Wolf Society sets dating

from 1933-1935. (The missing one is included
in the previously issued Album Two, Seraphim
60076.) The Lortzing aria and Leporello's
"Madamina" (in German) are certainly not
negligible, but they pale in interest compared
to the revelation of Kipnis as Wotan. Here is a
firm young voice (it dates from 1926, when
Kipnis was thirty-five) that rolls out with a
thundering majesty in the repeated "Leb'
wohl," and yet the tenderness and suffering of
the closing utterances are beautifully captured.

It was Ernest Newman, originator of the
Hugo Wolf Society and for a long time sole
champion of that hapless composer, who chose
Kipnis for the recording of these songs, and, in
so doing, set a standard for all time. The first
three songs, set to Eichendorff lyrics, are me-
lodically not endearing, but Kipnis conveys
their virile, lusty character to perfection. He is
an ideal interpreter for the two philosophical
Goethe songs also, and the concluding stanza
of Grenzen der Menschheit is another tour de
force. For the majestic Michelangelo songs and
for the beautiful Urn Mitternacht, of course, he
is the born interpreter.

Both discs offer more than sixty minutes of
music, both include full texts and outstanding-
ly informative notes by Robert Jacobson (Co-
lumbia) and Igor Kipnis (Seraphim)-and
both are enthusiastically recommended. G.J.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

THE SERAPHIM GUIDE TO GRAND
OPERA. Selections from operas by Montever-
di, Purcell, Handel, Gluck, Mozart, Beetho-
ven, Rossini, Donizetti, Bellini, Verdi, Gou-
nod, Bizet, Weber, Wagner, Strauss, Borodin,
Moussorgsky,Mascagni, Puccini, Cilea, Jana-
Zek, Stravinsky, Berg, and Britten; sung by
Grace Bumbry, Maria Callas, Lisa della Casa,
Anna Moffo, Birgit Nilsson, Anneliese Roth-
enberger, Victoria de los Angeles, Sesto Brus-
cantini, Franco Corelli, Nicolai Gedda, Tito
Gobbi, Eberhard Wichter, and others; various
orchestras and choruses conducted by John
Barbirolli, Andre Cluytens, Colin Davis, Carlo
Maria Giulini, Erich Leinsdorf, Leopold Lud-
wig, Giuseppe Patane, Thomas Schippers, Jer-
zy Semkow, Tullio Serafin, and others. SERA-
PHIM SIC 6062 three discs $8.94.

Performance: Mostly superb
Recording: Splendid

Let it be said at once that "The Seraphim
Guide to Grand Opera" comes about as close
to living up to its claim of offering "music
from the entire history of world opera" as any
set of three phonograph records could hope to
do. They are very full records, and add up to a
miniature encyclopedia on -she subject. Angel
has been busy recording operas in stereo for
more than a decade, with some of our greatest
singers, choruses, and orchestras under the ba-
tons of some of the finest conductors of our
time. From this storehouse, the editors have
done a perfectly staggering job of selecting and
programing highlights in a chronological se-
quence, and the engineers have dubbed every-
thing with tremendous care, maintaining a re-
markably even quality of sound throughout.
The accompanying booklet is a model of what
such a guide for the listener ought to be, open-
ing with a clever essay on the subject by James
Ringo (he calls opera "the plaything of the
rich") and containing the text of every selec-
tion in English as well as the original language.
There also are succinct, clear summations of
the plotline of every excerpted opera and of
the position of each composer in the historical
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spectrum of operatic development. And the
low price makes the whole package practically
a giveaway.

Highlights of operas, like coming attractions
of motion pictures, simply make this listener
nervous as they leap from one big scene or aria
to another with no surcease. What, then, of a
survey that rushes from one century to another
and tries to cover the entire field in something
under three hours? Surprisingly, it works.
There is so much enchanting vocal work here,
so many contrasts in style and mood, such a
feeling of a great form evolving before you
that the program is extremely compelling.
From the moment the Glyndebourne Festival
Chorus sings Monteverdi's "A te, sovrana au-
gusra" from The Coronation of Poppaea, right
up to the final chords of the "Sunday Morning
Interlude" from Britten's Peter Grimes under
the vigorous direction of Colin Davis, every-
thing breathes and flows. Of course the singers
are Angel's singers, which means that it is Vic-
toria de los Angeles and not Tebaldi who sings
"Un bel di," the Fidelio excerpts (unaccount-
ably not from Klemperer's complete record-
ing) are not the best available, Callas is for me
too coarse as Carmen, and I would rather hear
my Wagner with Solti or Karajan at the helm
than with Franz Konwitschny. But to pursue
such a line of thought further would be mean -
spirited; there is plenty of magnificent singing
and playing here. If there is any hero of the
occasion it is Nicolai Gedda, whose rich tenor
turns up all over the place in arias from Pucci-
ni, Verdi (his "Celeste Aida" is a thrilling
one), Donizetti, and even Wagner. Miss de los
Angeles also makes several enthralling appear-
ances. If you love her pure lyrical quality, as I
do, you can look forward not only to her But-
terfly-which may not be the greatest on discs,
but is deeply affecting nonetheless-but to her
work in Cavalleth Rusticana and Dido and Ae-
neas as well. Other Big Names who live up to
their reputations in the course of the pageant
are Fritz Wunderlich, Grace Bumbry, Anna
Moffo, Birgit Nilsson, Mirella Freni, Tito
Gobbi, and Carlo del Monte. Oh yes, and Fran-
co Corelli fans may be appeased by knowing
that he is heard in fine fettle in "Di quella pira"
from 11 Trovatore. The discs are wisely divided
up like so: Baroque and Classical Opera; Bee-
thoven and Bel Canto; Verdi and French Op-
era; Romantic and Wagnerian Opera; Nation-
alism and Verismo; and Contemporary Opera.
The contemporary final side is a singularly fair
compilation, made up of moments from
Janatek's Jenufa (the final duet), the finale
from Strauss' Der Rosenkavalier, an awesome
chorus out of Stravinsky's Oedipus Rex, the
horror -charged final scene of the second act
of Berg's Lulu, and that ominous interlude
from Peter Grimes, foreshadowing the protag-
onist's downfall. And throughout, the use of
overtures, interludes, and orchestral preludes
spares the listener the continuous onslaught of
the human voice.

How any survey of opera could be assem-
bled without a single note from the pivotal
Pelleas et Melisande-and Angel has a beauti-
ful version with Miss de los Angeles and a per-
fect cast under Cluytens-is beyond me. But of
course, nobody likes to see his favorites left
out. By and large, however, "the plaything of
the rich" is available here in the round and in
its glory, in a single box, and for less than ten
dollars. What more could we poor peasants ask
for? P.K.

BEVERLY SILLS: Sings Mozart and
Strauss. Mozart: The Abduction from the Se -
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raglio: Martern alter Arten. Zaide: Ruhe san(t,
mein holdes Leben, K.344. Vorrei spiegarvi,
oh Dio, K. 418. R. Strauss: Amor, Op. 68,
No. 5; Breit fiber mein Haupt, Op. 19, No. 2;
Daphne: Final Scene. Beverly Sills (soprano);
London Philharmonic Orchestra, Aldo Ceccato
cond. ABC/AUDIO TREASURY ATS 20004
$5.98.

Performance: Variable
Recording: Good

All three Mozart arias are marvelous pieces of
music and call for a considerable amount of
virtuosity. K. 344 and K. 418 are seldom re-
corded and therefore particularly welcome
here, and although "Martern alter Arten" is no
stranger to records, it is seldom heard with the
combination of vocal agility and dramatic con-
viction that Miss Sills commands. The singing

is admirable most of the time, but occasionally
marred by impurities of intonation and un-
steadiness on sustained notes.

The Strauss side is afflicted with problems.
Amor is brilliantly sung, but this Clemens
Brentano setting is one of a group of songs I
have always found to be just so much frippery.
Breit uber mein Haupt, a relatively simple and
lovely song, suffers from the conductor's lan-
guid tempo, and the Daphne Finale seems in-
terminable. This is partly the fault of the mu-
sic, though comparison with the opera's com-
plete recording will reveal beauties apparent in
Hilde Gueden's singing and Karl Bohm's
tighter, more disciplined direction that are not
discernible here.

Martin Bernheimer has supplied informative
notes which deserve better than the incredibly
botzhed-up liner presentation here. G.J.
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The First Six Releases in

THE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
CONTEMPORARY MUSIC PROJECT

Reviewed by Lester Trimble

IN
one of the most imaginative promotional
efforts of recent years, Acoustic Re-

search, Inc., the well-known manufacturer of
audio equipment, has produced the first six
recordings of a (presumably) longer series
devoted entirely to contemporary American
music. Under the directorship of David Ep-
stein, composer, conductor, and faculty mem-
ber at M.I.T., and with an advisory board
composed of such notable musicians as Mil-
ton Babbitt, Aaron Copland, Gunther Schul-
ler, and Roger Sessions, the Acoustic Re-
search Contemporary Music Project has thus
far recorded seventeen compositions which
date, generally, from the mid -Sixties. Most, if
not all, of the works have been previously
unavailable on records. The tapings were
done in this country; the mastering and press-
ing were handled by Deutsche Grammophon
in Germany. The technological end of the
project has been beautifully accomplished,
and sonics, almost without exception, are
splendid. The surfaces (on my review copies,
at least) are extremely good, if you discount
a "pop" on one disc and two "zips" on an-
other. The performances, too, again with
modest exceptions, are stunning.

Inevitably, the first questions entering a re-
viewer's mind when a project like this one is
unveiled are: what were its aims, and how
well have they been achieved? According to
a publicity statement, it was "one of the pur-
poses of the Project to present a balance of
works by well -established composers and by
composers who have never before had their
work broadcast or performed." The key
words here are "balance" and "never be-
fore." The latter words we need not credit
overmuch, for they are a bit of loose writing.
There are no composers represented on
these six discs who have "never before had
their work broadcast or performed." Every
one of them is well known within the musico-
academic profession, which has burgeoned in
the United States since World War II. Some
of them, of course, are famous.

As for the word "balance," it would seem
to refer to the relative degree of the various
composers' fame-some well-known, some
not so well-known-rather than to the cur-
rent range of American musical expression.
On the evidence of these first records, the
directors and advisers of the project have
been interested exclusively in composers
connected with the academic profession, and
almost exclusively in music of Schoenbergian
or "post-Webern" persuasion. There are
only a couple of pieces that move past this
style a bit or go in a direction that challenges
somewhat the primacy of Vienna.

One hopes that by their statement, "It has
not been the intention of the Project to pro-
vide a representative sample of contempo-
rary American music . . . ," the directors do
not mean that they will deliberately limit the
project to a restricted and unrepresentative
sample. There are many important and fasci-
nating things going on in American contem-

porary composition, and not all of them have
a direct kinship either with the Second Vien-
nese School or with the American academic
profession. Naturally, only time can demon-
strate what the Project's long-range plans
are. In the meantime, these first recordings
present a picture of a part of American music
that is in itself deeply impressive, to say the
very least.

Milton Babbitt's Philomel, which begins
the present excursion into this segment of
American music, is a work that should have
been recorded long ago. Composed in 1963,
it is a setting (if that is the proper word) of a
text John Hollander wrote especially for this
work, basing it on Ovid's tale of Philomela,
sister of Procne, who is raped and has her
tongue torn out by her brother-in-law Ter-
eus, and is subsequently transformed into a
nightingale. Bethany Beardslee is heard in
the soprano part, which is intricately woven
into an elegant, clean texture comprising a
recorded soprano voice and synthesized
sounds produced on the RCA Mark II Syn-
thesizer at the Columbia -Princeton Electron-
ic Center. The work is expressionistic in am-
biance and almost totally pointillist in its
splintering of all musical elements. Despite
the high degree of structuring and detail in
the piece, it is almost atmospheric in its basic
impact. The many dimensions of vocal
sound, in which the tape often echoes the
"live" voice, give a sense of depth to this
atmosphere, while the complexity of pattern-
ing in the synthesized portion produces a fas-
cinating, though rhythmically somewhat
four-square, surface.

Fred Lerdahl, the composer of Wake,
which is coupled with Babbitt's Philomel, is
the youngest member of this group of com-
posers, a twenty -seven -year -old native of
Wisconsin who was trained at Lawrence Uni-
versity and at Princeton. The texts for the
music are taken from Book I, Chapter 8, of
James Joyce's Finnegans Wake, and the music
itself seems to bespeak a post-Webernism
that has traveled so far from its parent aes-
thetic that it contradicts its sources funda-
mentally while paying respect to them in su-
perficial ways. Wake is a highly textured
work, immensely detailed, with a vocal line
that has a kind of floridity and warmth that
might be described as Richard Strauss passed
through the distorting lens of Alban Berg. In
actuality it sounds like neither of these com-
posers. There is always a sense that the sonor-
ities are solidly conceived: they possess that
ineffable but important quality of acoustical
believability. Lerdahl has a fine sense of dra-
ma, too, and an exquisite instinct for color.

The second record begins with Edwin
Dugger's Music for Synthesizer and Six In-
struments, a sensitive and convincing work
which integrates, with extraordinary success,
sounds produced by the synthesizer and by
"live" instrumentalists. It is just short of sev-
en minutes long, but it manages to embody
three clearly differentiated movements, each

maintaining a special ambiance and rapport
between synthesizer and instruments.

Robert Erickson's Ricercar A 5 for Trom-
bones is an extraordinary piece: an assem-
blage of sounds so extravagantly varied and
viscerally potent that one would not have be-
lieved they could come from even so consid-
erable a force as five trombones. Glissandos;
quarter -tones; whistling, singing, whining,
and bellowing into the instruments while
playing; trilling; tremolos; arpeggios; articu-
lated blasts of melody-these are the materi-
als that Erickson has combined in a semi -alea-
tory context. The Ricercar is a massive work,
with a compelling formal and dramatic struc-
ture. In the best sense, it is "sensational," a
Rite of Spring for five instruments.

Richard Hoffmann's Orchestra Piece 1961
is one of the unconvincing pieces in this re-
lease. Whether this must be attributed to the
music, to the recording technology, or to the
performance is difficult to discern. But I sus-
pect the trouble is with the music itself. This
seems to be very ordinary stuff, of purely
Schoenbergian cast (Hoffmann was Schoen -
berg's student, and his secretary), with very
little to differentiate it from dozens of other
pieces that are noisy, shrill, and full of con-
torted noodlings and sforzando shocks, but
dramatically uncompelling withal.

RECORD three opens with a work that left
me in a state of absolute incredulity and em-
barrassment. Edwin London's Portraits of
Three Ladies (American) is scored for narra-
tor, mezzo-soprano, and large chamber en-
semble, with slide projections and, optionally
for the second movement, a male dancer.
The texts are taken from a collection of bio-
graphical poems for children written by
Rosemary and Stephen Vincent Benet. The
composer, in the liner notes, refers to the
"simple ironies and concinnate obviousness"
of the texts as being just right for what he
had in mind: "a kind of ritual presentation of
music, words and pictures which might have
some impact on an audience of diverse make-
up." Perhaps obviousness can be more "con-
cinnate" in poetry than in music. Perhaps the
"ritual" is lost in this recording. Perhaps the
slide projections and dancer would have tak-
en one's mind off the music. But the messy
pseudo -jazz in this work has to be heard to be
believed. So do the Mickey-Mousings be-
tween the singer and the ensemble, and the
unfailingly corny sense of humor. Of course,
irony and humor are the very hardest things
to deal with in music, and Mr. London is not
the first composer to come a cropper with
them.

Happily, George Crumb's lovely Madri-
gals, in four books, occupy a side and a quar-
ter of this disc. The texts for these madrigals
are fragments from Federico Garcia Lorca,
which are not "set" in the conventional
sense, but "evoked" as momentary emotions
and sensations, in which the supremely deli-
cate and color -laden sounds of such instru-
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ments as vibraphone, harp, alto flute, and
percussion (among others) fuse in an uncan-
nily perfect amalgam. Crumb is a masterly
tone painter, and his sensitive, glowing mini-
atures are compelling indeed. They keep
your ears riveted to them for every nuance.
If the consistent colorism and exquise be-
come a little tiring over the long span, that's
a small price to pay for such effulgent poesy.

IT should not be surprising that the fourth
record, comprising Roger Sessions' Piano So-
nata No. 3 and Charles Wuorinen's Duo for
Violin and Piano, is one of the most com-
pletely satisfying discs of the series. The Ses-
sions sonata, like most of his works, is a bris-
tling, knotty, darkly impassioned piece, with
strokes of the gentlest sort of lyricism etched
into a texture that almost defies them to sing
out. This is a handsome work, and a noble
addition to Sessions' lengthy catalog. And pi-
anist Robert Helps plays it gorgeously. If I
expend little space in describing it, the rea-
son is only that Sessions, father -figure of
many composers in this present project, is so
well known through his music that he scarce-
ly requires a lengthy introduction.

One might almost say the same thing about
Charles Wuorinen, though he's about four
decades younger. The Duo for Violin and Pi-
ano is typical of his explosive, angular, post-
Webern style, and it is a virtuoso piece for
both the piano and the violin. It is extremely
formal, and ruggedly Olympian in mien, in
certain ways not unrelated to the violin
works of Stravinsky. But, whereas one used
to call Stravinsky's anti -Romantic, anti-ex--
pressive violin music "wiry," Wuorinen's
music is made of tempered steel. The ges-
tures are all abrupt and violent, with con-
stant, acid sforzandi in both instruments, and
interest centering totally on the explication
of structure with all possible force. In this
case, that's a lot of force!

Record five is shared in roughly equal por-
tions by Stefan Wolpe, Phillip Rhodes, and
Charles Whittenberg. Both Wolpe's Piece in
Two Parts for Solo Violin (dedicated to Max
Pollikoff) and his Form for piano are at once
typical of the composer's personal style-and
yet a bit atypical. The violin piece is com-
posed of small, discontinuous gestures which
change constantly from attitude to attitude,
now lyric, now exclamatory, now misterioso.
This is typical of Wolpe, as is the mosaic -like
structure. What is not so characteristic,
though, is the tender, wistful afterglow the
piece exudes. Form is also unusual for its
overt sweetness of spirit and the pervasive
sense of playfulness. Less than five minutes
long, the elegant little piece sings its song,
communicates with piquant directness, and
stops.

Whirtenberg's post-Schoenbergian Varia-
tions for Nine Players also speaks very di-
rectly to the ear, with (despite its spikiness) a
nice sense of amplitude and a stronger, more
structural use of rhythm than most works in
its stylistic genre. Though it is consistently
linear, it also works with sustained sonorities
and a generous variety of moods. The work
is anything but Apollonian or aloof: obvious.
ly it wants to communicate.

Phillip Rhodes' Duo for Violin and Cello
is more tentative in expression (though not
in note -spinning) than the other works on
this disc. Although very much a la mode, us-
ing almost every timbral effect available to

stringed instruments, the piece remains
strangely unconvincing. Rightly or wrongly,
one has a sense that the composer wasn't
completely at home with his materials.

Record six, the final one of the group,
presents music by Arthur Berger, Peter
Westergaard, and Harvey Sollberger. Of the
three, Berger is, of course, the oldest, and
turned to post-Webern serialism a number of
years ago after having established himself
successfully as a neo-classic composer. Stra-
vinsky has always been his chosen primary
influence, and in the Septet (for woodwinds
and strings), despite the definitively post-We-
bem textures, one can still hear a residue of
the strutting rhythmic impulse and the re-
peated -note flutters which had been a charac-
teristic part of Berger's (and Stravinsky's) vo-
cabulary in the past. Though his embrace of
the post-Webern aesthetic has been quite to-
tal, Berger is always a highly personal com-
poser-he has his own "stamp." In this work,
as usual, he takes the trouble to present us
with a succession of mood -sections as well as
an elegantly organized surface texture.

Berger's Five Pieces for Piano, written in
1969, is a masterpiece. The liner notes stress
the fact that, whereas in the Septet, basic met-
rical divisions are planned in multiples of
two, those in the Five Pieces for Piano are
composed of triplets, quintuplets, and sextup-
lets. Certainly this difference can be heard,
and it affects the music importantly. But an-
other, deeper factor is also involved: Berger
is a fine pianist, and every measure of this
music has a definitive ambiance of being
right for the instrument and the hands-an
ambiance which, in my experience, is un-
heard of in the post-Webern style. It is not
only that pianist Robert Miller's fingers are
so stunningly deployed about the keyboard
(this is a remarkable performance indeed),
but more, one senses that the composer's fin-
gers have traveled there before. Again, there
is jazz in the background, even more than in
the Septet. But all this is distilled to a point
of total elegance and personalism.

PETER WESTERGAARD's Variations for Six
Players, by contrast, has a very limited
amount of real vitality. Each note comes
forth carefully clothed in an aura of studied
selectivity, but whatever magic there is sup-
posed to be in the serial process doesn't take
place. Nor do the ingenious set of instrumen-
tal requirements for non-ordinario tone pro-
duction help a great deal, for many of the
timbres one hears are rather unattractive.
Possibly the performance, in this case, is not
quite up to par. Among other things, the
metrical pulse is often irregular for no reason
apparent in the score, and some of the non-
ordinario effects are more strident than they
were perhaps intended to be. But the basic
problem seems to be with the music itself.

Finally, and as a conclusion to this formida-
ble sequence of seventeen contemporary
compositions, comes Harvey Sollberger's
Grand Quartet for Flutes. (Mr. Sollberger
conducts the Westergaard piece, and being a
virtuoso flutist, he appears as an instrumen-
talist in his own Grand Quartet.) It ends a
"heavy" series with an extremely pleasing
flourish. Dedicated to the memory of Fried-
rich Kuhlau, a German -Danish flutist -com-
poser of the nineteenth century whose music
has given Sollberger many delights, the work
exploits the technical possibilities of the flute

almost to the farthest reaches, with suave
self-confidence and excellent taste. It is an
immensely attractive piece, far more "intel-
lectual" on paper than in sound, well -shaped,
modest, and beautiful in every detail. As a
listener, you feel as if you are in some ultra-
modern aviary where the only birds are hap-
py nightingales.

I would like to emphasize here that these
records are a product of Acoustic Research,
Inc., and are available only from them by
mail. The price is $2.00 per disc, postpaid,
which makes them very nearly a gift (as AR
intended them to be). Quite apart from opin-
ions on the music itself, this is a laudable
project, well carried out, and a true contribu-
tion, in several senses, to music.

BABBITT: Philomel, for Soprano, Re-
corded Soprano, and Synthesized Sound.
Bethany Beardslee (soprano). LERDAHL:
Wake. Bethany Beardslee (soprano); mem-
bers of the Boston Symphony Chamber Play-
ers. David Epstein cond. DEUTSCHE GRAM-
MOPHON 0654 083.

DUGGER: Music for Synthesizer and Six
Instruments. Instrumental ensemble, David
Epstein cond. ERICKSON: Ricercar A 5 for
Trombones. Stuart Dempster (trombone so-
loist). HOFFMANN: Drchestra Piece
1969. Oberlin College Conservatory Orches-
tra, Robert Baustian cond. DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON 0654 084.

LONDON: Portraits of Three Ladies
(American). Marilyn Coles (soprano); Royal
MacDonald (narrator); University of Illinois
Contemporary Chamber Ensemble, Edwin
London cond. CRUMB: Madrigals, Books
I -IV. Jan DeGaetani (mezzo-soprano); Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania Contemporary Cham-
ber Players, Richard Wernick cond.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 0654 085.

SESSIONS: Piano Sonata No. 3. Robert
Helps (piano). WUORINEN: Duo for Vio-
lin and Piano. Paul Zukofsky (violin);
Charles Wuorinen (piano). DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON 0654 086.

WOLPE: Piece in Two Parts for Solo Vio-
lin. Rosemary Harbison (violin). Form. Rus-
sell Sherman (piano). RHODES: Duo for
Violin and Cello. Paul Zukofsky (violin);
Robert Sylvester (cello). WHITTEN-
BERG: Variations for Nine Players. Con-
temporary Chamber Ensemble, Arthur Weis-
berg cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 0654
087.

BERGER: Septet. Contemporary Chamber
Ensemble, Arthur Weisberg cond. Five
Pieces for Piano. Robert Miller (piano).
WESTERGAARD: Variations for Six
Players. Group for Contemporary Music at
Columbia University, Harvey Sollberger
cond. SOLLBERGER: Grand Quartet for
Flutes. David Gilberg, Thomas Nyfenger,
Harvey Sollberger, Sophie Sollberger
(flutes). DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 0654
088.

These records are available by mail from
Acoustic Research, Contemporary Music
Project, 24 Thorndike Street, Cambridge,
Mass. 02131. Price: $2.00 each, postage and
tax included.
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ENTERTAINMENT
POPS  JAZZ  Fl LMS  TH EATER  FOLK  SPOKEN WORD

BOB AND RAY: The Two and Only (see
Best of the Month, page 75)

CLIFFORD COULTER: East Side San Jose.
Clifford Coulter (vocals, keyboard instru-
ments, guitar); John Turk (trumpet); Cornelius
Bumpus (tenor saxophone); Gino Landry (alto
saxophone); Mel Brown (guitar); Jerry Perez
(guitar); Jimmy Calhoun (Fender bass); Joe
Provost (drums); Billy Ingram (drums). Do It
Again; East Side San Jose; Prayer Garden;
Cliff's Place; and three others. IMPULSE AS
9179 $5.98.

Performance: West Coast style
Recording: Very good

Clifford Coulter seems to be trying to revive
bebop. He dresses up the old lady with some
up-to-date soul threads, snappy rock walking
boots, and a few bluesy songs, and aims her
straight at the pop market. She may have a
tough time of it.

I liked Coulter's pieces but I was bugged by
his insistence upon stretching improvisations
and simple rhythmic vamps well past the point
of productive return. And his musicians play
the sometimes unpredictable charts with admi-
rable enthusiasm but very little sense of style.
So let's just say that Coulter is a corner; he
writes tunes that always have piquant little
turns of phrase, he sings well-somewhat in
the Isaac Hayes genre-and he plays dynamite
piano. I hope his next recording will have a
little more musical focus and a little less sense
of hastily chaotic making -do. D.H.

CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL:
Pendulum. Creedence Clearwater Revival
(vocals and instrumentals). Chameleon; Moli-
na; It's Just a Thought; Born to Move-, and six
others. FANTASY 8410 $4.98, M 8410
$6.95, O M 88410 $6.95, M 58410 $6.95.

Performance: Super pro
Recording: Excellent

This one is likely to be another instant hit for
Creedence Clearwater. I only wish that their
phenomenal success could be matched by my
personal enthusiasm. I confess to being awed
by their professional acumen (or is it the ex-
pertise of J.C. Fogerty alone, who has written,
arranged, and produced all the tracks here,
that deserves such respect?). This group is so

Explanation of symbols:

= reel-to-reel tape
O = four -track cartridge
OO = eight -track cartridge
© = cassette

Aionophonic recordings are indicated by the
symbol ®; all others are stereo.

Reviewed by NOEL COPPAGE  DON HECKMAN  PAUL KRESH
REX REED  PETER REILLY

smoothly integrated, so slick in performance,
and so professionally assured that it would be
like trying to take apart a wafer-thin Swiss
watch to analyze it. Nothing ever falls below
the super -pro level, and that in itself is some
sort of achievement. My lack of enthusiasm
might, I guess, be explained by my feelings
about wafer-thin watches: I spend so much
time wondering how they got so much compli-
cated machinery in such a tiny place that I nev-
er look at the face. P.R.
Polydor

BOBBY GOSH
A polished, engaging debut disc

DEEP PURPLE: Deep Purple in Rock.
Deep Purple (vocals and instrumentals). Speed
King; Bloodsucker; Child in Time; Into the
Fire; Hard Lovin' Man; and two others. WAR-
NER BROS. 1877 $4.98, (4) B 1877 $6.95,
M 81877 $6.95, M 51877 $6.95.

Performance: Fair
Recording: Good

One thing about Deep Purple: they don't un-
derestimate themselves. Last time out they
were putting Sir Malcolm Arnold and the Lon-
don Philharmonic through their paces in a rock
concerto of their own devising. The success of
that effort had all the resonance of peas
dropped in mud. Not daunted, for their new
album cover they have had their faces graven
in the side of a mountain. Inside they are heard
to complain, "Once I had a dream/To sing be-
fore the queen/ She didn't want to know/ She
wouldn't see the show."

Well, that particular royal family has a tradi-

tion of not being amused. In this instance, I can
see why. P.R.

FRIJID PINK: Defrosted. Frijid Pink (vocals
and instrumentals). Black Lace; Bye Bye Blues;
I'm Movin; Sloony; and four others. PARROT
PM 71041 $4.98, OM 79841 $6.95, M
79641 $6.95.

Performance: Tejous
Recording: Excellent

Frijid Pink is a very popular group, and I sup-
pose it will make me unpopular when I tell you
that I don't like them very much. Black Lace,
for instance, is a good song and very well per-
formed. But I got bored half way through its
six -minute length. Why? Because, granting
their vitality and their undeniable good hu-
mor, the group is just not inventive enough to
gel through these long pieces without strain-
ing. In something like Sloony, which runs a
modest (for them) three and a half minutes,
they are much more appealing. The old cre-
ative saw still applies: things should only be as
long as they are good. P.R.

BOBBY GOSH. Bobby Gosh (vocals and pi-
ano); instrumental accompaniment. As Long as
She Will Stay; Alice Blue; Like a Muddy River;
Fire and Rain; Don't Know Where I'm Goin;
and five others. POLYDOR 244061 $4.98.

Performance: Nice first try
Recording: Good

Bobby Gosh is like a muddy mongrel pup that
ambles up the front lawn one day and just
hangs around until you finally give in and like
him a little to keep him from licking your hand
off. There is nothing unusual or stylish enough
about his singing to set him off from all those
sound-alikes churning out their manic-depres-
sive states of mind on record albums these
days. But by the time he got around to James
Taylor's enigmatic love song to a lost Suzanne,
Fire and Rain, he had started growing on me.
HIS phrasing is rough-almost growling-but
there is an ache in his heart that comes through
the icing of the arrangements. His voice has
the gravelly quality of Richie Havens', but
none of the emotional hard -sell; it has the
hoarseness of Joe Cocker without the hysteria.
For all of his masculine posing, he is strangely
lyrical.

Gosh has been a musician most of his life.
He has written songs for Diahann Carroll, Paul
Anka, the driving Buddy Greco, and the mo-
notonous Engelbert Humperdinck. He has
served his time as a studio musician, and now,
to relieve the boredom, he has founded the
band of his own that plays on this engaging
premiere disc. The years of his professional ex-
perience have produced a polished, well -paced,
and nicely -planned debut. The selections are
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relatively unknown, with the exception of Fire
and Rain and Double Life, which Paul Anka
helped write and turn into a feeble quasi -hit a
few seasons back. A unique experience is
Gosh's Song for Erik-the lyrics turn out to be
Rudyard Kipling's Boy-Scoutish "If." Don't
snicker-it works. Like that shaggy mongrel,
Gosh is occasionally too clumsy for comfort,
but his moments of grace and power save him
just before he becomes too irritating. R.R.

JELLYROLL. Jellyroll (vocals and instrumen-
tals). Restless Feeling; Come On, Baby; Follow
Me; Hard Times; Quick Trip; Strange; and
five others. KAPP KS 3626 $4.98.

Performance: Fair
Recording: Good

Kapp has had a reasonable success in the past
with a chap named Jones (Jack), and now they
have released an album that features a lead vo-
calist who does rock imitations of another well
known Jones (Tom). Basically, that seems to
be all there is to Jellyroll, i.e., the group forms
a hard rock background for Roger Troy, the
lead vocalist, who writhes through some fair
Tom Jones imitations. Some of the songs, par-
ticularly Follow Me and Come On, Baby, ar-
en't bad, but the arrangements often sound
startlingly alike-a curtain of sound against
which Troy emotes. In view of the rather well-
worn air of everything presented here, it seems
strange that the liner notes should include in
large type a quotation from T.S. Eliot "We
shall not cease from exploration/And the end
of our exploring/Will be to arrive at where we
started/And know the place for the first time."
Poor Eliot-now his lines are being used to
con people into thinking that what is a mere
lack of imagination on Jellyroll's part is a re-
turn to hard rock, which has truly become a
wasteland. P.R.

CLYDIE KING: Clydie King (vocals); or-
chestra, William Allen arr. and cond. 'Bout
Love; Never Like This Before; Ain't My Stuff
Good Enough?; First Time, Last Time; B Mi-
nor; and five others. LIZARD A20104 $4.98.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Excellent

This may go down as the year in which they
never did find Amelia Earhart but a few lucky
ones discovered Clydie King. She has a really
sensational voice, a real voice with a firm and
rich top, bottom, and middle. Her vocal pro-
duction sounds open and unforced, and she is
furthermore a completely musical singer. In
this recording she seems to be reaching for a
modified soul sound, which might be a mistake
in something like Never Like This Before and
might not be in You Can't Go On Without
Love. A graduate of Ray Charles' Raelets
group, Miss King impresses me as a thorough-
ly trained musician who probably can, and
does, sing most anything. Personally I would
like to hear her sing some of the big middle-of-
the-road ballads, the kind of thing that Strei-
sand records. There area lot of good soul sing-
ers around these days, but I think her real
future lies in the underpopulated "class -bal-
lad" field. P.R.

LIBERACE: A Brand New Me. Liberace (pi-
ano); Barry Bailey and Larry Collins (guitars);
Joe Correro (congos); Emory Gordy (bass,
vibes); Spooner Oldham (electric piano, or-
gan); Dennis St. John (drums). A Brand New
Me; Raindrops Keep Fallin' on My Head;
Parks & Recreation: Cherry Hill Park, Mac-

Arthur Park, Echo Park; Here, There and Ev-
erywhere; Holly, Holy/Sweet Caroline; and
five others. WARNER BROTHERS WS 1847
$4.98,10 81847 $6.95,® 51847 $6.95.

Performance: Spangly
Recording: Excellent

Well, kiddies, over the years we've had rock-
and-roll, hard rock, soft rock, acid rock, folk
rock, and blues rock. Now we have rock can-
dy. Liberace, the gentleman in the forty -pound
diamond -encrusted dinner jacket, crosses the
generation gap with a product safe enough for
consumption in any old -folks' home. He has
taken the blue denim of the young music,
washed it in his piano -shaped swimming pool,
sprinkled it with musical powdered sugar and
synthetic sapphires, and donned it as part of his
million -dollar wardrobe. The beat is rock, but
the ambiance is pure cocktail lounge.

Under Mr. Liberace's tinkling ministrations,
Burt Bacharach's sporting tune is transformed
into something that should honestly be labeled
Warner Hem

WALTER LIBERACE
America's bright-eyed boy

Rhinestones Keep Fallin' on My Head. The pi-
anist's light-fingered little tour of Cherry Hill
Park, MacArthur Park, and Echo Park is a
romp down a path strewn with paper petals.
His Footprints on the Moon leave the daintiest
traces imaginable. And so it goes-the music
of the moment translated into terms guaran-
teed to turn on your grandmother.

What, then, accounts for Liberace's vast pop-
ularity and that fat, fabled bank account? It
can't be just the sequined jackets, the candela-
bra, or those tinkling keys, which can be heard
in any old-fashioned cocktail lounge. Perhaps it
is something winning and docile beneath the
smirk of success on that open face, which ap-
peals to the mothers (by this time mostly
grandmothers) of America. Here is a bright-
eyed boy who won't turn on them in ingrati-
tude, making the night tremble with insolent
and raucous music, shattering respectability
with jeering electronic chords and jolting
rhythms. And now, like some St. George of
the popular arts, he has slain the dragon of the
New Sound, returning with its musical head on
a platter to reassure his admirers that all is
well, even in the rebellious land of rock. He
has certainly earned his following. P.K.

JOHNNY AND JONIE MOSBY: My
Happiness. Johnny and Jonie Mosby (vocals);
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instrumental accompaniment. My Happiness;
Third World; Bye Bye, Love; You Go Back to
Your World; Leaning on Your Love; and five
others. CAPITOL ST 556 $4.98, OO 8XT 556
$6.98, © 4XT 556 $6.98.

Performance: My despair
Recording:Good

Johnny and Jonie are one of those cheerful Cal-
ifornia couples-the kind that tell you they're
"just fine" when you ring them up even before
you've asked-and their gift to music consists
of a series of unjustifiably optimistic old-fash-
ioned ballads, in the course of which grey skies
turn to blue (and baby -blue, I'll wager), found-
ering marriages are salvaged through Compro-
mise, and the blinding sun of cozy connubial
joy drenches everything in sight in domestic
bliss. (Third World-"We meet in secret and
kiss in shadows"-might be a likely candidate
for the official marching song of the Gay Liber-
ation Front, on the other hand.) It was quite a
relief, in fact, when Johnny sang his own com-
position, You Go Back to Your World and I'll
Go Back to Mine, raising my hopes that the
eternal cuteness of these two had finally got on
the nerves of both of them, as it had on mine,
and we could all call it quits. "Because of their
genuine human qualities and unsurpassed tal-
ent," writes an anonymous admirer on the
back cover of this musical jelly omelette,
"Johnny and Jonie have become known as 'Mr.
and Mrs. Country Music'. Hundreds and hun-
dred of husbands and wives-lovers too --can
identify some of their own thoughts and feel-
ings in the songs that Johnny and Jonie choose
to sing. For example, just about everyone who
breathes sees himself in 'I'm Leavin' It Up to
You' . . . a song which asks the agonizing
question, 'Do you want my love or are we
through?' " Everyone except me, I guess. We
are through. P.K.

JACK PALANCE: Pa/ance.Jack Palance (vo-
cals), instrumental accompaniment. Brother
River; Dancing Like Children; The Meanest
Guy That Ever Lived; My Elusive Dreams;
Heartaches by the Number; and six others.
WARNER BROS. 1865 $4.98.

Performance: Bad guy, heart of gold
Recording: Fair

Some actors run for office; others resort to
making records. Not content with his assured
place in Hollywood's heaven as the embodi-
ment of swaggering evil-he's played the
heavy in at least ten million movies-Mr. Pa -
lance has gathered up all the shamelessly senti-
mental old ballads he could find and commit-
ted them to vinyl. Softly, as in a morning smog
from Los Angeles, he lifts a husky baritone
with only half a hold on a tune in sad songs of
self-sacrificing drabs with names like Hannah;
of traveling salesmen driven to telephoning
their own wives from lonely motel rooms
when Sally, Lucy, and even Linda turn out to
have other plans; of "heartaches by the num-
ber" and a song actually entitled A Little Bitty
Tear, of which no further description could
possibly be necessary. Only once-in a thor-
oughly funny spoof-written, by the way, with
creditable skill by himself-does Mr. Palance
lift himself out of this musical morass. It's a
number called The Meanest Guy That Ever
Lived, which happens to describe just the sort
of character this actor used to play (and still
does), and on which he built his reputation.
He puts it over. The rest is sorry stuff. P.K.

(Continued on next page)
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PEARLS BEFORE SWINE: The Use of
Ashes. Pearls Before Swine (vocals and instru-
mentals). The Jeweler; From the Movie; Rock-
et Man; God Save the Child; Song About a
Rose; Tell Me Why; Margery; The Old Man;
Riegal; When the War Began. REPRISE RS
6405 $4.98, ® B6405 $6.95, Oa M 86405
$6.95. © M56405 $5.95.

Performance: Promising
Recording: Very good

This is the second Pearls Before Swine album
that Reprise has released. The first was re-
leased without fanfare and died. This one is
being advertised, but it still has a bargain -base-
ment look about it: my copy has no inner
sleeve, a typewritten jacket note, an off -center
label on one side, and pieces of plastic hanging
off the edge of the disc. Surprisingly, the
sound quality is above average.

Tom Rapp is the leader (perhaps the only
full-time member) of Pearls, wrote all the
songs, is lead vocalist and guitarist. This almost
all -acoustic album uses a number of classical
instruments-cello, viola, harpsichord, oboe,
etc.-to produce gentle, modern sounds, folk
music in the latest possible definition of the
term.

The album has considerable merit, especially
in the spidery, tasteful arrangements. Unfortu-
nately, it shoots its best gun right at the start in
The Jeweler, a line of which provides the al-
bum title, and the instrumental From the Mov-
ie. Except for Riegal and God Save the Child,
most of the other songs sound too much alike,
offering too much gentle protest-which re-
sembles whining after a while. Tom Rapp's
voice can be tiresome, too; it's nasal and often
carries what I interpret as a slightly cloying in-
flection. Still, the images are nicely built and
the record is very handy for clearing the air of
bad memories left by bad rock groups. N.C.

TIM ROSE: Love, a Kind of Hate Story.
Tim Rose (vocals); instrumental accompani-
ment. I've Gotta Get a Message to You; Dim -
light; Where Do You Go to My Lovely; You
Can't Stop Yourself; Sad Song; Georgia by
Morning; Ode to an Old Ball; Sympathy; I
Know These Two People; Jamie Sue. CAPI-
TOL ST 673 $4.98.

Performance: Bitter
Recording: Good

A few years ago music critics were predicting
Tim Rose would soon be a legend. They said
he was great. This year, Tim Rose is quoted
saying, "If I'm so good why aren't I working?"
Well, personally, I think Tim Rose is working
better than ever. He still sounds like a field
hand in a cotton patch shouting, "Quittin'
time!" But last time out, his coarse, gravelly
voice was sullen and leaden. Here, Rose
sounds nasty and bitter, but at least he has
caught hold of an emotion and he is fired by it.
He is almost lyrical-well, as lyrical as a bully
of a field hand can be.

On this record, Rose has two great pluses
working for him: effective, creative arrange-
ments by Phil Dennys, and the fact that audi-
ences have become accustomed to growled lyr-
ics and husky vocal tones through having lis-
tened to Joe Cocker so much. Cocker came
along later than Rose, and is possibly less tal-
ented. But being less bitter than Rose, Joe
Cocker "made it big." Rose has reduced his
audience to those who want to be disillusioned
and negative about everything, especially love
and women. From the other side of the room,
Tim sounds fine and interesting, but when I

get close enough to hear his lyrics-well, "de-
fensive" is the way I would describe them. So
often Rose is like a small boy whose girl friend
won't Indian wrestle because she's wearing her
newest frock. If you agree with Rose's miso-
gynistic sentiments, you'll find this album most
agreeable. R.R.

TOM RUSH: Classic Rush. Tom Rush (vo-
cals, guitar); instrumental accompaniment. On
the Road Again; The Cuckoo; Who Do You
Love; Joshua Gone Barbados; Shadow Dream
Song; Urge for Going; Galveston Flood; and
four others. ELEKTRA EKS 74062 $4.98, M
84062 $6.95, M 54062 $6.95.

Performance: Excellent reissues
Recording: Very good

TOM RUSH: Wrong End of the Rainbow.
Tom Rush (vocals, guitar); Trevor Veitch (vo-
cals, guitars, mandocello, dobro, dulcimer); ac-
companying musicians. Wrong End of the
Rainbow; Biloxi; Riding on a Railroad; Star-
Elektra

TOM RUSH
Coming into his time

light; Sweet Baby James; Rotunda;Jazzman;
and three others. COLUMBIA C 30402 84.98,

CA 30402 $6.98, 0 CT 30402 $6.98.

Performance: Mellow
Recording: Very good

We always underrated Tom Rush during the
epic folk revival of the early Sixties. He was
not as startling as Baez, not as passionate as
Ochs, neither as funny nor as morbid as Pax-
ton. He was too subtle for us. Probably we
were looking for "stars" as we'd been taught
to do.

Tom is coming into his time now. The Elek-
tra album of reissues of various album cuts
serves to indicate that Tom hasn't changed
nearly so much as his listeners have. The Elek-
tra collection is an excellent one, if it doesn't
duplicate too many of the recordings you al-
ready have. It has Tom singing with lazy grace
a program that varies from Eric von Schmidt's
Joshua Gone Barbados to Joni Mitchell's Circle
Game to the old Bo Diddley stomper Who Do
You Love.

The "Classic Rush" arrangements are sim-
pler and more satisfying than those on the new
Columbia disc. The arrangements on "Wrong
End of the Rainbow" are a little too jingle-
jangly, but they don't actually get in the way
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much. The album persistently gives me the
vague feeling there's something wrong with
it-I think it may be that it lacks emphasis-
and yet I keep wanting to hear it again.

There aren't many wasted moments. Tom's
rich, always unexpectedly deep voice is ideal
for the two James Taylor songs included-its
richness simply engulfs Sweet BabyJames-
and he has written a fine song of his own, Star-
light, which sounds influenced by Taylor and
should have some future. The title song, which
is pretty good, Merrimac County, which is a
pretty ordinary neo-folk thing, and Rotunda,
which just isn't my type, were written by Rush
and Trevor Veitch, the Canadian guitarist who
backs him with vocals and instruments here.

"Rainbow" is a collection of fine, mellow
sounds, with something vaguely wrong but
with several things that are obviously right
about it. N.C.

GARY AND RANDY SCRUGGS: All the
Way Home. Gary Scruggs (lead vocals, bass,
piano, organ); Randy Scruggs (guitar, banjo,
vocals); various accompaniments. Louisiana
Man; If I Were a Carpenter; Shady Grove; I'll
Be Your Baby Tonight; Road to Nowhere;
Black Mountain Rag; Woodstock; and four
others. VANGUARD VSD 6538 $4.98.

Performance: Maundering
Recording: Very good

I assume these are the sons of Earl Scruggs, the
famous banjo player. I was all set to verify that,
but then I listened to the record, and it sudden-
ly seemed more trouble than it was worth. The
elements are Grade B vocals, passable but pim-
ply, the usual impressive technical skill with
the instruments, and every arrangement cliche
of the last five years. It sounds as if the ar-
rangements just sort of, you know, happened,
you know, with everyone taking turns shrug-
ging until finally someone says, "Well, let's try
this." And so we have a heavy pause here, a
girl chorus saying "Aaah" there, one of those
pretentious John -Hartford -type banjo riffs
somewhere else, and so on. It really gets sad
when Dylan's I'll Be Your Baby Tonight ends
with a fairly well-known classic Spanish guitar
riff-about as sensible in that song as planting
palmettos in Anchorage. Woodstock, Let It Be,
and If I Were a Carpenter are the major disas-
ters; Joan Baez's Sweet Sir Galahad is treated
best.

The lesson seems to be that it takes more
than technical skill to produce good pop music.
I'm glad. N.C.

PAUL SIEBEL: Jack -Knife Gypsy. Paul Sie-
bel (vocals, guitar); various musicians. Jasper
and the Miners; If I Could Stay; Prayer Song;
Legend of the Captain's Daughter; Chips Are
Down; Pinto Pony; and four others. ELEKTRA
EKS 74081 $4.98, @ M 84081 $6.95, (d) M
54081 $6.95.

Performance: Catchy
Recording: Very good

Melody is back with us, as all but the blindest
Steppenwolf fans know, and this album is al-
most a celebration of its return. Paul Siebel has
written several melodies that have the property
some of Dylan's have-they're so logical and
easy to follow that they don't sound new, or at
least you wonder why no one thought of them
before. That kind of melody tends to age rath-
er quickly, and Siebel is no Dylan when it
comes to grabbing at immortality with lyrics.
Siebel's lyrics are a bit pretentious. I also find
his vocals a bit wearing, for he has a sort of
MAY 1971

whining, honey -dipped singing style that
sounds vaguely like Nilsson at times. The song
Uncle Dudley sounds like Siebel trying to
write like Randy Newman and sing like Nils-
son. Unlike Nilsson, he seems to understand
few of the subtleties of the whine as a musical
sound.

Buddy Emmons' pedal steel guitar, domi-
nant among some excellent backing arrange-
ments, gives the record a country feel, and the
occasional honky-tonkiness in Ralph Schuck-
ett's piano and the appearances of Doug Ker-
shaw's fiddle (he sure gets around) add to that.
Some of the songs should be quite commercial,
but I don't think many will last long enough to
be considered major works of pop art. Siebel is
a gifted melodist, however, and I would guess
he has some truly extraordinary songs still in-
side his head. N.C.

MAVIS STAPLES: Only for the Lonely.
Mavis Staples (vocals); orchestra, Horace Ott
cond. How Many Times; Endlessly; You're the
Fool; Since I Fell for You; What Happened to
the Real Me; and four others. VOLT VOS
6010 $4.98.

Performance: Hysterical
Recording: Good

Mavis Staples has a bluesy, no -holds -barred
voice that goes hog -wild, jumping, screaming,
and falling apart all over the place with power
to spare. But this album is a drag. The whole
thing is ridiculously over -chaotic, the material
is fifth -rate, she repeats herself, and there is
something missing called heart. By the time
one gets to the second side, it's hard to concen-
trate. For a sampler, listen to the way she mas-
sacres Since I Fell for You. This is a wistful.
heartwarming song; Miss Staples sounds as if
she's about to plunge a butcher knife through
her left kidney during the final chorus. She has
an even rougher, more gospel -based approach
than Aretha Franklin, but she hasn't the foggi-
est idea when to lash out with her assets and
when to hold back for an occasional required
contrast. I think she's in for pretty barren times
ahead. R.R

TEN YEARS AFTER: Watt. Ten Years
After (vocals, instrumentals). I'm Coming On;
My Baby Left Me; Think about the Times; I
Say Yeah; The Band with No Name; Gonna
Run; She Lies in the Morning; Sweet Little Six-
teen. DERAM XDES 18050 $4.98, ® M
77050 $6.95, ® M 77850 $6.95, © M 77650
$6.95.

Performance: Variable
Recording: Very good

The attraction here, as always, is the guitar
work of Alvin Lee, one of the more tasteful
electricians of rock-but the material in this
one, though varied, has little punch. Saying
this group's earlier album ' Cricklewood
Green" is better than "Watt" is like saying
Lew Alcindor is taller than George Gobel. Per-
haps the least successful bit is the pseudo -jazz
thing, Gonna Run, which starts out by having
the band imitate Canned Heat and ends by
having it imitate countless piano -dominated
jazz combos. It reminds the listener that Chick
Churchill's keyboards-although they can't do
much for Gonna Run-could brighten up
some of the straight rock stuff if they could be
heard.

The various failings of Ten Years After have
been hashed over before-Lee's weakness as a
vocalist, his lack of originality as a songwriter,
his sometimes unwise domination of the
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group-and some are so cruel as to argue that
Lee's ability to play fast is somehow a weak-
ness. Lee is, in fact, an excellent guitarist, the
cleanest of all the "heavy" electric guitarists,
and he does some fine work in this collection.
The problem with this album is mainly that the
songs are dull, and the shotgun approach to
arrangements doesn't make them any less so.
Dedicated fans will find some bright spots;
many others will be bored. N.C.

TOWER OF POWER: East Bay Grease.
Tower of Power (vocals and instrumentals).
Knock Yourself Out; Social Lubrication; The
Price; Back on the Streets Again; and two oth-
ers. SAN FRANCISCO SD 204 $4.98.

Performance: Funky rock -jazz
Recording: Very good

Here's more of the brassy jazz-rock that has
proved so successful for Blood, Sweat & Tears,
Chicago, and the like. Tower of Power is a San
Francisco -based group, one of the first to be
signed by the Fillmore's new recording compa-
ny. The talent is there. Rufus Miller is a strong
lead singer, and the band has soloists galore.
But the nagging old problem persists: can jazz
improvisations and rock rhythms truly be com-
patible-or, in fact, should they be compati-
ble? I have my doubts, and Tower of Power
doesn't do much to alleviate them. The occa-
sional provocative moments are rarely the inte-
grative kind-usually a zinging vocal section
or some funky jazz playing, but almost never a
combination of the two. This is an enjoyable
group, with the beginnings of an identity, but
not yet sure about its sense of direction. D.H.

THE WINTER CONSORT: Road. Paul
Winter (sax); David Darling (cello); Ralph
Towner (guitars); Paul McCandless (oboe, En-
glish horn); Collin Walcott (percussion); Glen
Moore (bass). Icarus; Fantasy, Fugue, & Ghost
Beads; Un Abraco; Ave Maria Stella-An-
dromeda; General Pudson's Entrance; Come to
Your Senses; Requiem; Africanus Brasileiras
Americanus. A & M SP 4279 $4.98.

Performance: Overreaching
Recording: Very good

It's mostly jazz, but with marked classical and
pop influences. Paul Winter's Consort has won
some friends on campus during the past several
months making these wild and rhythmic
sounds, but this recording doesn't quite cap-
ture what the group can do. The playing of jazz
is either an all -involving experience or it isn't,
and when it isn't it usually sounds like exhibi-
tionism-which it too often does here.

Winter's phrasing will remind many of Paul
Desmond. But when he really sets up an im-
provisation problem, as he does with Come to
Your Senses, Winter lacks Desmond's smooth-
ness. Andromeda, a long and rambling piece
without much of a plot, gives everyone a
chance to air everything, and it produces sever-
al disappointments, the most notable being Da-
vid Darling's self-indulgence with the cello.
On his own composition Requiem, Darling
proves he can be a sensitive, tasteful cellist.

Both Winter and Paul McCandless are capa-
ble, but there are times I wish they weren't
both playing at once. A sax and an oboe or a
sax and an English horn don't exactly harmo-
nize; they give the recording two centers of
gravity. Ralph Towner, a promising compos-
er-more classical than the others-under-
stands the function of a guitarist in a group like
this and I hope the arrangements make more
room for him in the future. N.C.
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THE OMSK RUSSIAN FOLK CHORUS.
Omsk Russian Folk Chorus (vocals with instru-
mental accompaniment), Georgy Pantukov di-
rector. Song of Yermark; Flax; Beyond the
Meadow; I'll Turn into a Chokecherry Tree;
Balalaika-Golden Strings; Lyric Laments; As
I, So Very Young; In the Moonlight; and eight
others. MELODIYA/ANGEL SR 40148 $5.98.

Performance: Beautiful but bland
Recording: Good

When the Siberian Dancers and Singers of
Omsk opened an American tour in Carnegie
Hall on January 29 of this year, the attention of
the audience was distracted (to say the least) by
the stench from ammonia from bottles opened
by protesters, by telephoned bomb threats, and
by a scattering of leaflets from a balcony box,
all arranged by a militant group describing it-
self as the "Student Struggle for Soviet Jewry."
At one point the curtain had to be rung down
while a bomb was searched for, and when it
went up again there was a standing ovation for
the Siberians. As a result of this stupidity-per-
forming artists have enough trouble in the Sa
viet Union without harassment by extremists
when they visit America-the entire evening
was thrown out of kilter.

Listening safely in my own apartment to the
Omsk Russian Folk Chorus on this record, I
wondered if they would really have brought
down the house the same way under normal
circumstances. The mere idea of there being a
chorus in the frozen spaces of Siberia is no
doubt remarkable, and this is a thoroughly pro-
fessional group that would do honor to any la
cale in the world. Yet as they sing these time-
honored folk tunes about abandoned sweet-
hearts, maltreated wives, girls who turn into
cherry trees with nightingales in their branch-
es, and patriotic salutes to "Mother Siberia"
("this song is as happy and beautiful as life in
Siberia"), they inevitably invite comparison
with more vigorous and enthralling groups
like the Red Army Chorus. All the balalaikas
and accordions in the Soviet Union could not
conceal a certain blandness in the vocal ar-
rangements and a heaviness in the choral har-
monies. The Shostakovich arrangement of As
I, So Very Young, in fact, comes as a pleasant
exception, and shows there are sprightlier ways
to the heart of a folk song than the customary
stolid approach of the Omsk Chorus. Still, it
must be a warming thing to hear them on a
frozen evening in their native habitat, and the
program as a whole is authentic, pleasant, and
well recorded. P.K.

PENTANGLE: Cruel Sister. Pentangle (vo-
cals and instrumentals). A Maid That's Deep in
Love; When I Was in My Prime; Lord Frank-
lin; Cruel Sister; Jack Orion. REPRISE R 6430
$4.98.

Performance: Soothing
Recording: Very good

Like an underground river beyond reach of the
world's pollutants, Pentangle happily gurgles
along, singing the traditional folk songs of
years gone by. Pentangle is a quintet of per-
fectly matched musical voices that chases the
melodies of loves gone by and captures the
gentle sentiments of a world I doubt will exist
again (if it ever did). Their folk tales of maids
and robber bridegrooms and highwaymen and
lords and ladies in distress are tall and sad and
fanciful. Pentangle weaves its vocals, its instru-
ments, and its tasteful harmonies in and out of
these folk songs with the deftness of a shuttle.
Encounters with folk singers usually have an
instant eye -glazing effect on me. Pentangle
passes the eye -glaze test. Their music is mean-
ingless today, but it is certainly easy on the
ears. R.R.

LOS PINGUINOS DEL NORTE: Music of
La Raza, Vol. 1. Los Pinguinos del Norte (vo-
cals and instrumentals). El Contrabando del
Paso; Jacinto Trevino; El Gallito; Dos Henna -

nos; Mexico Americano; and four others. AR-
HOOLIE 3002 $5.98.

Performance: Corridos of courage
Recording: Good

On the cover of this album is the familiar well -
padded Mexican trio in panama hats, holding
the inevitable bass, accordion, and guitar, and
behind them the rows of bottles in a well -
stocked cantina. I braced myself for the usual
strolling Mariachi sugarcane. What's inside is
something else again. These are topical songs
from the Rio Grande Valley border (la raza)
that reflect the sullen anger and smoldering re-
sentment of people who have been pushed
around since 1845, when Texan troops moved
in with the help of U.S. forces to assert their
claims on the Mexican side of the river. Ever
since then there has been exploitation of the
peons, sometimes by the Texas Rangers, some-
times by their own dictators such as Diaz. Out
of this has grown a border music comparable
in its sly political content to the calypso of
Trinidad in the days when improvisation of
topical songs reflected the authentic expression
of popular feeling on the leading issues of the
day.

The Mexicans call this kind of a song a corn-
do-a running story in song-and each of the
ballads offers a rudimentary plot with political
overtones. The element of protest is usually
more implied than overtly stated. Gregorio
Cortez, for example, tells the story of a Mexi-
can peon who shoots a sheriff and is pursued
by dogs until he turns himself in, but there is
no sloganizing. Benjamin Argumedo cele-
brates the exploits of a popular hero who
smiles insolently when he is about to be shot
by his captors. El Contrabando del Paso tells of
Mexican prisoners sent to Leavenworth for
dealing in contraband on the Texas border. In
Jacinto Trevino, a brave peon challenges the
"cowardly rangers" and warns them, "You are
not fighting with children." The corridos are
sung generally by roving groups who perform
for their audiences of field workers in cantinas,
dance halls, on the street, and at picnics. Los
Pinguinos del Norte (The Penguins of the
North) is one such group. Their fervor and
sincerity come across well on this disc, al-
though it must be said that there is a certain
monotony to the music of these long corridos;
the melodies seldom live up to the words in
power. Texts in both English and Spanish are
supplied. P.K.

(Continued on page 106)
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THE
2 MOST

IMPORTANT
RECORDS IN
YOUR ENTIRE
COLLECTION!

New Standard in Stereo Testing! The All -New
Model SR12 STEREO TEST RECORD
The most complete ... most sophisticated ...
most versatile Test Disc available today!

Whether you're an avid audiophile who'll settle for nothing but peak
performance from his stereo components ... a casual listener who'd
like more insight into the challenging world of stereo reproduction
... or a professional technician who needs precise standards for lab
testing . . .

the new MODEL SR12 will be the most important disc
in your entire collection. SR12 has been produced by Stereo Review
Magazine for music lovers whc want immediate answers to ques-
tions about the performance of their stereo systems and how to get
rthe' best possible sound reproduction. SR12 is the most complete
test record of its kind-containing the widest range of checks ever
included on one test disc.
MAKE THESE IMPORTANT STEREO CHECKS BY EAR . . .

(NO INSTRUMENTS CF ANY KIND REQUIRED)
FREQUENCY RESPONSE - a direct warble -tone check of nineteen
sections of the frequency spectrum, from 20 to 20,840 Hz  SEPA-
RATION - indicates whether you have adequate separation for good
stereo  CARTRIDGE TRACKING - devised for checking the per-
formance of your cartridge, stylus and tone arm  CHANNEL BAL-
ANCE - two broad -band, random -noise signals which permit you to
eliminate any imbalances originating in cartridge, amplifier, speak-
ers or room acoustics  HUM AND RUMBLE - foolproof tests that
help you evaluate the actual audible levels of rumble and hum in
your system  FLUTTER - a sensitive "musical" test to check
whether your turntable's flutter is low, moderate, or high  PLUS:
Cartridge and Speaker Phasing  Anti -Skating Adjustment  "Gun
Shot Test" for Stereo Spread Multi -purpose Musician's "A" 
Equal -tempered Chromatic Octave  Guitar -tuning Tones.

FOR THE ULTIMATE IN STEREO TESTING.
7 CRITICAL TEST EQUIPMENT CHECKS . - .

Attention professionals: Model SR12 is also designed to be used as
a highly efficient design and measurement tool. In the following
tests, recorded levels, frequencies, etc. have been controlled to lab-
oratory tolerances-affording accurate numerical evaluation when
used with oscilloscope, chart recorder, output meter, intermodulation-

- distortion meter and flutter meter.
 1.000 -Hz square waves to test transient and high -frequency re-
sponse of phono pickups.  500 to 20.000 Hz frequency -response
sweep.  Sine -wave tone -bursts to test transient response of pick-
up.  Intermodulation test using simultaneous 400 -Hz and 4.000 -Hz
signals.  Intermodulation sweep to show distortion caused by ex-
cessive resonances in tone arm and cartridge.  1.000 -Hz reference
tones to determine groove velocity.  3.000 -Hz tone for flutter and
speed tests.  Sample waveforms - Illustrating both accurate and
faulty responses are provided in the Instruction Manual for compari-
son with the patterns appearing on your own oscilloscope screen.

8 Page Instruction Manual
includes detailed instructions,
charts, tables and diagrams.

Sle119) Re% lew STERE
DEMONSTRATION
RECORD

The Most Spectacular Sound Exhibition
of STEREO FIDELITY

Ever Available on one Disc.

This record is the result of two years of intensive research in the
sound libraries of Deutsche Grammophon Gesellschaft, Connoisseur
Society. Westminster Recording Company and Cambridge Records
Incorporated. The Editors of Stereo Review have selected and edited
those excerpts that best demonstrate each of the many aspects of
the stereo reproduction of music The record offers you a greater
variety of sound than has ever before been included on a single disc.
It is a series of independent demonstrations. each designed to show
off ore or more aspects of musical sound and its reproduction.
Entirery music, the Record has been edited to provide self-sufficient
capsu.e presentations of an enormous variety of music arranged in
a contrasting and pleasing order. It includes all the basic musical
and acoustical sounds that you hear when you listen to records.
isolated and pointed up to give you a basis for future critical listening.

WIDE RANGE OF DEMONSTRATIONS
 Tachniques of Separation & Multiple Sound Sources  Acoustic
Depth  Ambiance of Corcert Hall  Sharp Contrasts of Dynamics
 Crescendo & Diminuendo  Very High & Very Low Pitched Musical
Sounds  Polyphony (2 or more melodies at once) With Both Similar
& Contrasting Instruments  Tonal Qualities of Wind, String & Per-
cussion Instruments  Sounds of Ancient Instruments  Sounds of
Oriental Instruments  Sound of Singing Voice, Both Classically
Trained and Untrained  Plus a Large Sampling of Finger Snap-
ping. Hand Clapping. Foot Stamping & Other Musical & Percus-
sive Sounds.

13 SUPERB SELECTIONS
STRAUSS: Festive Prelude. Op. 61 (excerpt) DGG.
DEBUSSY: Feux d'artifice (excerpt). Connoisseur Society.
BEETHOVEN: Wellington's Victory (Battle Symphony) (excerpt from
the first movement) Westminster Records.
MASSAINO: Canzona XX>tV a 16 (complete) DGG Archive.
CORRETTE: Concerto Comique Op. 8. No. 6, "Le Plaisir des Dames"
(third movement) Connoisseur Society.
KHAN: Raga Chandranandan (excerpt) Connoisseur Society.
RODRIGO: Concert-Serenade for Harp and Orchestra (excerpt from
the f rst movement) DGG.
MANITAS DE PLATA: Gypsy Rhumba (complete) Conn. Soc.
MARCELLO: (arr. King): Psalm XVII "The Heavens are Telling"
(complete) Connoisseur Society.
PRAETORIUS: Terpsichore: La Bourree XXXII (complete) DGG
Archive.
BERG: Wozzeck (excerpt from Act III) DGG.
BARTOK: Sonata for two pianos and Percussion (excerpt from the
first movement) Cambridge Records.
BEETHOVEN: Wellington's Victory (Battle Victory) (excerpt from the
last movement) Westminster.

Only $598 each
I Descriptive Booklet Enclosed includes discus

sion of the selections on the record, plus a

complete description of each selection and the
I purpose behind its demonstration.

NOTE - THE STEREO DEMONSTRATION RECORD ONLY IS AVAILABLE IN YOUR CHOICE OF 33% RPM OR 45 RPM
Both the Model SRI? Stereo Test Record and Stereo Demonstration Record are processed and
anti -static. repels dust and dirt and promotes longer stylus wear. The use of this material is
Lion of lull dynamics and frequency range. The record continually looks new, sounds new and

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
L

MAY

pressed on a newly developed. improved vinyl. It is permanently
conductive to low surface noise and contributes to the produc-
wears longer.

RECORDS Ziff -Davis Service Division
595 Broadway  New York, N.Y. 10012

My check (or money order) for $
Please send:

_Stereo Review Stereo Demonstration Records at $5.98 each, postpaid.

Check one: E 33,/s RPM 45 RPM

Model SR12 Stereo Test Records at $5.98 each. postpaid.
(Outside U.S.A. please send $8.00 per record ordered.) New York State residents
please add local sales tan

1971

Print Name

Address

SR -571

City

State Zip

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
J
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is enclosed.

PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER



Ruby Keeler (center) leads the chorus line in one of the Broadway revival's many lively moments

'NC. NC. NAN IE1 V': 14/4 UrCAIDTIJILF1
Columbia's scintillating original -cast album

is a must for the compleat nostalgist-and everyone else

Is our nostalgia getting out of control?
When No, No, Nanette opened on

Broadway in 1925, it had already been
panned in Detroit and Cincinnati tryouts.
"We were the flop of all time," Irving Cae-
sar, the lyricist of Tea for Two, recalls. The
show did a lot better in -Chicago, chalking up
the longest run in the city's history. Then it
ran for 321 performances in New York after
a happy summer in Boston, and more than
twice that long in London, where tea, after
all, is the national beverage. There's been a
movie of it almost every decade since-a
technicolor one in 1930; a 1940 remake with
Anna Neagle, Richard Carlson, and Helen
Broderick; a 1950 version, with a different
plot and Doris Day and Gordon MacRae,
called Tea for Two. All of them were flops. I
also saw a television production, fairly faith-
ful to the original, around 1950, but can't
find anybody else who remembers it. Now
the lines stretch out of sight from the 46th
Street Theatre in New York, and the show is
liable to spawn as many road companies as
the legendary Chu Chin Chow. How come?

The book has been rewritten and the mu-
sic rearranged in Ralph Burns' orchestra-
tions-burnished up, anyhow, but it's still
the same old silly story about a schoolgirl
named Nanette, the daughter of a Bible pub-
lisher, who wants to kick up her heels before
she settles down and marries handsome Tom
Trainer. She's tired of being told "No, no,
Nanette," and she and all her friends go off
for an Act Two spree in Atlantic City against
her parents' wishes. But the whole cast, in-
cluding the parents, winds up there also, and
complications ensue of the type peculiar to
old-time musicals: Nanette loses Tom, Nan-
ette gets Tom, and all's well that ends well in
Act Three. Not one dirty word, nor a nude
body, and some of the goofiest lyrics ever
sung: "Day will break/And you'll awake/
And start to bake a sugar cake/For me to
take/For all the boys to see. . . ." So why
the long lines outside the theater? Ah, but
who cares about the words or plot when

By PAUL KRESII
there's that wonderful Vincent Youmans
score: I Want to Be Happy, Tea for Two,
I've Confessed to the Breeze, Call of the Sea,
and all the rest, including the title song,
which has always reminded me of the last
movement in Dohnanyi's Suite in F -Sharp
Minor. Now Youmans is dead, Otto Har-
bach is dead, and only Caesar is alive to tell
the tale, but adapter Burt Shevelove has man-
aged to bring Busby Berkeley, Patsy Kelly,
and even Ruby Keeler herself back in person
from the afterworld of the Late, Late Show
for a grand resurrection and people are turn-
ing out in droves to seek shelter in the inno-
cence of Nanette's easygoing ambiance.

The Columbia original -cast recording is a
marvel of musical -comedy album -making.
Produced by Thomas Z. Shepard at the CBS
30th Street studios in New York, where so
many good things have happened on discs,
the record reflects the high spirits of the
event fully and generously from the time
Helen Gallagher, the gay divorcee of the
piece, sings Too Many Rings Around Rosie
to the moment when Patsy Kelly as the
housemaid comes on for a turn in Take a Lit-
tle One -Step. The whole score tingles and
scintillates, with lots of resourceful use of
stereo and every sort of tonal and rhythmic
variety to bring you the impact of the vigor-
ous choral singing, orchestrations that evoke
the period without precisely reproducing its
weaknesses, and even the sound of the tap-
dancing of Miss Keeler, who plays Nanette's
mother and says a few words here and there
in the same celebrated deadpan drawl that
won her that job from Warner Baxter in
42nd Street. Susan Watson pouts winningly
as Nanette in song after song, Roger Rath -
burn is gentle without being flabby as her
suitor Tom who sings Tea for Two to her in
the cottage of their dreams, Bobby Van is
youth eternal, Jack Gilford makes the most of
some of the best tunes, including I Want to
Be Happy, in his role as the problem girl's
father, and there really isn't a dull moment,
musically speaking, in all three acts, for Mr.

Shevelove has not once been tempted to pa-
tronize his property. Even the Charleston is
permitted to come through with its own true
period vitality rather than as a snickering
travesty. What with Miles Kreuger's pains-
taking notes on the show's history, Charles
Burr's conscientious synopsis, and more than
a dozen photographs in color to keep the lis-
tener in touch with the action, it's almost pos-
sible to pretend you're there-even, perhaps,
for the compleat nostalgist, that it's still
1925. In all, one of the best original -cast mu-
sical comedy records I've ever heard.

The RCA package is something else again.
The songs are all on hand, crooned by the
chorus and cranked out by the orchestra, but
absolutely empty in terms of style or the evo-
cation of a period. It's like one of those Ra-
dio City Music Hall stage shows when the
giant proscenium frames hundreds of singers
and a full symphony orchestra in a pretty tab-
leau, but all that pours out by way of sound is
ersatz whipped cream. The company succeed-
ed only in beating the competition to the
market, where its ambiguously worded ads
("music from the Broadway musical") took
in a lot of inattentive, gullible customers.
Yes, yes, Columbia. No, no, RCA!

NO, NO, NANETTE (Irving Caesar -Otto
Harbach-Vincent Youmans). Original -cast
recording. Ruby Keeler, Jack Gilford, Bobby
Van, Roger Rathburn, Helen Gallagher, Su-
san Watson, and Patsy Kelly (vocals). Chorus
and orchestra, Buster Davis cond. Overture;
Too Many Rings Around Rosie; I've Con-
fessed to the Breeze; Call of the Sea; I Want
to Be Happy; You Can Dance with Any Girl;
No, No, Nanette; Tea for Two; and six oth-
ers. COLUMBIA S 30563 $5.98, 0 SA 30563
86.98, © ST 30563 86.95.

NO, NO, NANETTE. Music from the
Broadway musical. The RCA Broadway
Strings and Velvet Voices, Johnny Douglas
arr. and cond. RCA LSP 4504 85.98, 0 P8S
1706 86.95, © PK 1706 $6.95.
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11 reasons

why you should read

psychology today
1 Why words are the least important of the ways we communicate with each other.

2 The sexual reason behind the popularity of natural childbirth.

3 Why political leaders are constantly in danger of insanity.

4 Why Asians make better politicians than Westerners.

5 Do men need more recreation than women?

6 What kind of parents do hippies make?

7 Why it may be time to end the taboo against incest.

8 The inferiority feelings of men who seek corporate power.

9 What the schizophrenic is trying to tell us.

10 Are campus activists rebelling against the system-or their parents?

1 1 What your daydreams reveal abut your ethnic background.

12 Why do swingers tend to becorr e impotent?

13 Is it time to grant the right to commit suicide?

14 Does a child think before he can talk?

15 Why are today's students attracted to violence?

16 Are "hawks" sexually repressed?

17 Are some men born criminals?

Want to learn what modern psychology has learned
about people? Including you?

Until recently, that was quite an order. Your choice would have been to plow
through professional journals. Read weighty new books as quickly as they
came out. Or trust the mass media-where psychology is often sensational-
ized, distorted, oversimplified.
PSYCHOLOGY TODAY has changed all that. It allows the educated layman

to catch up with the social sciences. And keep up. With full coverage of all
the different approaches to understanding the human condition. The view-
points range from hard-core Freudianism to the newer behaviorists who,
frankly, think Freud was all wet.

It's psychology the way you'd want it to be presented. Excit ngly. Without
tired jargon. No cliche -ridden definitions. And with contributions by many of
the most famous names in the behavioral sciences-like Bruno Bettelheim,
Kenneth B. Clark. Rollo May, Ashley Montagu, Carl Rogers and B. F. Skinner.

Send for a complimentary issue
You can find out what PSYCHOLOGY TODAY is like-and
learn a few things you may never have known before-
without paying a penny. If you mail the coupon, we'll send
you a complimentary issue of PSYCHOLOGY TODAY.

There's no obligation.

MAY 1971

6-501

psgehologg todagl
P.O. Box 2990, Boulder, Colorado 80302

Please send me my complimentary current issue of PSYCHOLOGY
TODAY. I may keep my sample copy and owe nothing. However,
unless I cancel, you may enroll me as a trial subscriber and send
me the next 11 issues. Bill me after my subscription has started
at a special Introductory rate-just $6.00 (Half the regular $12
annual price).

Mr.
Mrs
Miss

Address

City

State Zip
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RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

CHARLIE BYRD: The Stroke of Genius.
Charlie Byrd (guitar); orchestra. Wave; Pa-
vanne; Brown Baby; Pretty Butterfly; What Is
a Friend; Nothing but a Fool; and six others.
COLUMBIA C 30380 $4.98, CI CA 30380
$6.98.

Performance: Expert
Recording: Excellent

To anyone who likes good guitar playing,
Charlie Byrd doesn't need any introduction.
He is among the best, and his new album is
one of his best efforts. Backed by a small group -
of first-rate musicians, he gives a silvery per-
formance that ranges from the classic reper-
toire to the blues. My favorite performance
was Everybody's Talkin', which seems to me to
sum up all that Byrd is so good at creating:
mood, musical tension, and just plain lovely
sound. Other highlights are Pavanne and
Something Like the Blues. Byrd truly deserves
the title of guitar virtuoso. P.R.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

'MILES DAVIS: Miles Davis at Fillmore.
Miles Davis (trumpet); Chick Corea (electric
piano); Steve Grossman (soprano sax); Keith
Jarrett (organ); Jack DeJohnette (drums);
Dave Holland (bass); Airto Moreira (Brazilian
percussion). Wednesday Miles; Thursday
Miles; Friday Miles; Saturday Miles. COLUM-
BIA G 30038 two discs $4.98, CI GA 30038
$7.98, © GT 30038 87.98.

Performance: Quintessential modern
jazz

Recording: Good

I was in the audience at the Fillmore East on
three of the four nights when these tracks were
recorded. The program was curious: Miles Da-
vis' group played the opening half, followed by
a solo recital of original songs by Laura Nyro.
Curious, because despite the similarly charis-
matic presence that Davis and Miss Nyro bring
to their performances, they don't seem to
reach the same audiences. The updated con-
temporary jazz that Davis has been developing,
in highly original fashion, for the last few years
has come to almost overwhelming artistic ma-
turity. The music of the Davis group, on those
four nights in December 1969, was one of the
high points of my listening year, but its superb
qualities had little impact upon most of the
Nyro fans, who waited with unbated breath
and noisy conversation for their idol to appear.
A shame, since they were missing a listening
experience that was at least the equal of Miss
Nyro's best songs.

Anyhow, Columbia's tape recorders were
there too, listening and preserving all the mag-
ic moments. Just how producer Teo Macero
and Davis made their decisions about what to

include and what to omit is a mystery, but each
choice must have been rending, because so
much of what was played was worth keeping.
For the purpose of the recording, the nights
have been broken down so that a compacted
version of each evening's set is represented by
the side of a disc. To distinguish among them
would almost be absurd. Suffice it to say that
the sounds might be a little difficult to ap-
proach for those who still are hung up on the
Davis music of circa 1957 or 1958 (playing
sweet love ballads through a Harmon -muted
horn). The Davis heard on these discs is frag-
mented, chaotic, and avant-garde, but also
warm, flowing, and sensual. I suspect, too, that
his playing has changed less than has the set-
ting that surrounds him. He now chooses to
frame himself in a milieu of ripping, grinding
electronic sound, complex cross -rhythms, and
the stunning acoustic sound effects produced
by the percussion instruments of Brazilian Air-
to Moreira. If you've been reading my reviews
lately, you surely are aware of the fact that I've
given rave notices to almost everything Miles
Davis has put on records for the last few years.
I can't stop here, even though I'm running out
of superlatives. So don't let my descriptive in-
articulateness keep you from experiencing the
rare pleasures of Miles Davis at the Fillmore.

D.H.

JOHNNY HODGES: A Memory ofJohnny
Hodges. Johnny Hodges (alto saxophone); or-
chestra. Get That Geer; Perdido; That's
Grand; Skip It; Sweet Lorraine; Nix It, Mix It;
and eight others. MASTER JAZZ RECORDINGS
MJR 8107 $5.00 postpaid (available only by
mail from Master Jazz Recordings, Inc., Box
579, Lenox Hill Sta., New York, N.Y.
10021).

Performance: Mellow
Recording: Fine

When listening to old recordings of popular
music I am often reminded of the smile -evok-
ing line from Private Lives, when Gertrude
Lawrence sadly says to Noel Coward,
"Strange, how potent cheap music is." Jazz
memories always bring back my youth and gid-
dy stay -up -late nights roaming about the city's
cafes and joints in search of the perfect combi-
nation of sidemen playing the perfect reper-
toire of the day. Master Jazz Recordings have
released just such a happy -time album here.
Johnny, as any jazz buff worth his riffs knows,
was a master alto saxophonist for more than
forty years until his death in May of 1970. He
also had more than one hundred and thirty-five
compositions to his credit at ASCAP. Collected
here are many of the great standards, with the
incredibly sensuous rendition of Sweet Lor-
raine making me happiest the most.

All these selections were recorded in Paris
in 1950 and originally released on 78's. This is
their first appearance on LP, and what a trea-
sure they are, for hiding in and among the
varied jazz patterns you can find such Elling-
tonian sidemen as Shorty Baker, Quentin Jack-
son, Jimmy Hamilton, Don Byas, Raymond
Fol, Wendell Marshall, Butch Ballard, and
Sonny Greer. If you go into a mood indigo
with Johnny's wondrous reeding of the song
with the same name, just wait a few minutes
and he'll have you jumping up trying to show
the turned -on generation how you and the rest
of the kids really swung on Bean Bag Boogie.

R.R.

BARRY MILES (see Best of the Month,
page 76)
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Our renowned receiver.

Stereo Review:
( "We found the performance of the"High performance and an abundance LR-1 500TA FM tuner to be excellent

of features . . . an excellent buy on in all respects ... The LR-1 500TA is
today's market," High Fidelity 1 a lot of receiver fc r the money."

Widely acclaimed by critics and consumers alike, the LR-1500TA 240 watt AM/FM stereo receiver combines excellence
in design, performance and operating convenience with the latest advances in solid state circuitry. Four Integrated
Circuits and five Field Effect Transistors in the FM front end assure you of pulling it the weak stations as well as
the strong with noise -free clarity and tonal purity. "Acritune," our precision tuning c rcuit, activates a light on the
front panel when your station is perfectly cerrered, and Computor-Matic, our exclusive overload protection circuit,
insures against amplifier damage. In addition, the LR-1500TA features a complete set of automatic and manual con-
trols such as automatic FM stereo/mono switching, interstation muting circui-. to si.ence the receiver when you're
tuning between stations, an illuminated D'Arsonval signal streng-.h meter, frost and rear panel tape output jacks,
direct tape monitor switch, and a dual system speaker switch which permits you to enjoy stereo in one or two
rooms separately or simultaneously. price: S299.95

4-channelize it!
Add the Lafayette Dynaquad 4 -Channel Adapter and two additional
speakers to the LR-1500TA or any conventional stereo amplifier or
receiver and experience the enveloping richness of derived four
channel sound from regular stereo records, tapes, and FM broad-
casts. You don't need to add any extra amplifiers to your present
system. The Lafayette Dynaquad adapter recovers 2 additional
channels of reflected sound from a recordini and separates it
from the present 2 channels of direct sound. It is this reflected
sound that gives you the true 4 -dimensional effect using 2 addi-
tional speakers. Actually, the acoustics of the original recording
hall are literally introduced in your own listening room. Why
listen to only two channels when you can hear music the way it
was meant to be heard with four channel stereo from Lafayette?
Price $29.95! ! !

The Lafayette Dynaquad 4 -Channel
Adapter Compatible with all 2 -channel
stereo spund systems.

LA F7.4^kY -r E®
FREE

1971 Catalog 714
Join the 2nd Hi-Fi Revolution

Send for your 4 channel
stereo information

Dept. 11051 111 Jericho Tpke.
Syosset, N.Y. 11791

IF Send me Free 197: Catalcg 714 11051 I
Imo

J

I Name

I Address

I City

I stmt. Zip
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Do you ever wonder
what happens toyour records

when you play them?
You should.
Chances are, your record collection

is worth hundreds or even thousands of
dollars. And some unhappy things might be
happening to your records while you're
enjoying the music.

To appreciate this, let us follow the
stylus down into the grooves of your records.

Torture in the groove.
To the stylus, the record groove

presents one long, torturous obstacle
course. And the stylus must go through that
groove without a trace that it's been there.

Stylus in groove. Record
wear, if any, takes place
where edges of stylus
touch groove walls.

As the record rotates, the rapidly
changing contours of both groove walls
force the stylus to move up, down and
sideways at great speeds.

Thus, when you hear the bass drum
from the right-hand speaker, the right wall of
the groove is causing the stylus to vibrate
about thirty times a second. And when you
hear the piccolo from the left speaker, the
stylus is responding to the left wall about
15,000 times a second.

By some miracle, all these vibrations
bring a full symphony orchestra right into
your living room.That is, if all goes well. For
there is an unequal match in the forces
confronting each other.

Diamond vs.vinyi.
As you know, your records are made

of a soft vinyl that has to contend with a
diamond, the hardest substance known to man.

If the stylus can't respond to the
rapidly changing contours of the groove,
especially the hazardous peaks of the high
frequencies, there's trouble.

Instead of going around the peaks,
the stylus will simply lop them off. And with
those little bits of vinyl go the high notes, the
record and your investment.

A

d

B

Peaks of high frequency
contours can be literally
lopped off as shown in
lower half of A. Less fragile
low frequency contours of
right channel are indicated
by B.

The tonearm to the rescue.
Actually, all this needn't happen. Your

precious records can be preserved
indefinitely. And sound as good as new
every time you play them. It all depends on
the tonearm, which is to the stylus as the
surgeon's hand is to the scalpel.

There is a vast difference among
tonearms. Some are little more than "sticks
on a swivel." But the best ones are designed
and engineered to a high degree of
precision. For very important reasons.

Consider the simple movement of the
tonearm from record edge to center,
guided by the outer groove wall nudging
the stylus along. The tonearm must be free
to follow without resistance. This requires
virtually friction -free pivots.

Another subtle but demanding aspect
of tonearm performance is the need for
equal tracking force on each groove wall.
This setting ("anti -skating") calls for
exquisite precision.

Some other factors that affect
tonearm performance include its over-all
length (the longer the better), its dynamic
balance, and the position of the cartridge in
the tonearm head (affects tracking error).

Still more to consider.
And while the tonearm is performing

all these functions, other things are going on.
For example, the record must rotate

at precisely the right speed, or pitch will
be off. The motor must be quiet and
free of vibration, or rumble will be
added to the music.The platter
must weigh enough for its
flywheel action to smooth out speed 1215, $99.50

fluctuations. And, of course, the stylus must get
to and from the groove as gently as possible.

A reassuring thought.
With all these considerations, it's good

to know that Dual automatic turntables have
for years impressed serious record lovers
with every aspect of their precision perform-
ance. In fact, many professionals won't play
their records on anything but a Dual.

A precision tonearm like
the Dual 1219's provides:

A) Vernier -adjustable
counterweight.

B) Four -point gimbal
suspension with near -
frictionless pivot bearings.

C) Setting to provide perfect
tonearm angle for single play
and changer modes.

D) Direct -reading tracking
force dial.

E) Setting to equalize
tracking force on each
groove wall.

F) 8-3/4" pivot to stylus.

If you would like to know more about
tonearms, turntables and us, we'll send you
some interesting literature that we didn't
write. A booklet on what to look for in
record playing equipment. And a series of
independent test reports on Duals.

Better yet, visit any authorized United
Audio dealer and ask for a demonstration.

At $99.50 to $175.00, Dual automatic
turntables may seem expensive at first. But
when you consider your present and future
investment in records, they may begin to
look inexpensive.

United Audio Products Inc., 120 So.
Columbus Ave., Mt. Vernon, NewYork 10553.

1219, $175.00
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STEREO TAPE
Reviewed by NOEL COPPAGE  DAVID HALL  IGOR KIPNIS  PAUL KRESH

AUBER: Fra Diavolo-Overture (see OF-
FENBACH)

BERLIOZ: Le Corsaire-Overture (see OF-
FENBACH)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

DEBUSSY: Sonata for Violin and Piano; So-
nata for Cello and Piano; Sonata for Flute,
Viola, and Harp; Syrinx for Flute Solo. Bos-
ton Symphony Chamber Players. DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON © 330018 $6.95.

Performance: Exceptional
Recording: Excellent
Playing Time: 45'53"

In 1915 Debussy embarked on what were to
be his final creations, an intended group of six
sonatas for a variety of instruments, of which
only the first three were completed. In style,
they belong among the more abstract works of
that last period; they are highly sophisticated
pieces which make far more demands on the
listener than the majority of Debussy's music
does. The earlier and brief Syrinx, on the other
hand, is more obviously sensuous and colorful,
but it makes an excellent fillup to the three last
sonatas.

These performances are extraordinarily
good throughout-creamy in tone and exquis-
itely balanced (for instance in the Sonata for
Flute, Viola, and Harp). I do not ever remem-
ber having been as impressed with any per-
formance of the Violin Sonata the way I was
with this interpretation, in which color, tex-
ture, and phrasing and dynamic details are
stunningly projected. That same refined quali-
ty is typical also of the Flute, Viola, and Harp
Sonata; Syrinx is warmly evocative, and only
the Cello Sonata misses perhaps that last de-
gree of perfection to be heard in the other in-
terpretations here.

The sonic reproduction is airy yet well de-
tailed; a comparison of the cassette and disc
versions indicates that the latter is just a touch
brighter and more open. The cassette version,
with a minimal amount of tape hiss, is nonethe-
less a very attractive example of how good cas-
settes can sound. I.K.

Explanation o/ symbols:

= reel-to-reel tape
= fourtrack cartridge

e = eight -track cartridge
= cassette

The first listing is the one reviewed:
other formats of available) follow it.

Monophonic recordings are indicated by

the symbol (0): all others are stereo.

DUKAS: The Sorcerer's Apprentice (see
OFFENBACH)

DVORAK: Symphony No. 9, in E Minor,
Op. 95 ("From the New World"); Carnival
Overture, Op. 92. Boston Symphony Orches-
tra, Arthur Fiedler cond. RCA (e) RK 1160
$6.95, 0 R8S 1160 $6.95.

Performance: Good
Recording: Good
Playing Time: 53'4"

DVORAK: Symphony No. 9, in E Minor,
Op. 95 ("From the New World"). Berlin
vim"

FREDERIC WALDMAN
Sensitive and knowing direction

Philharmonic Orchestra, Otto Gerdes cond.
HELIODOR C) 3312009 $4.98.

Performance: Brash
Recording: Good
Playing Time: 41'10"

DVORAK: Symphony No. 9, in E Minor,
Op. 95 ("From the New World"). Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra, Rafael Kubelik cond.
LONDON © A 30607 $4.95.

Performance: Idiomatic
Recording: Fair
Playing Time: 40'20"

Fiedler, in his first and only recording with the
full Boston Symphony, offers a loving and full-
blooded reading of the "New World," well
played and excellently recorded. Otto Gerdes,
better known as a record producer for
Deutsche Grammophon, is brash and insensi-
tive to the music's poetry. The recorded sound
as such is good, but there is an astounding

amount of extraneous noise from the orches-
tra's players. Kubelik's reading is the most po-
etic and idiomatic of the three, but the 1957
recording is a multi-miked, close-up affair, and
quite unnatural in its ambiance. In short, nei-
ther of the budget -priced cassettes is any bar-
gain. My review copy of the Kubelik is trou-
bled by bad drop -outs at the beginning. And
all three cassettes have more background hiss
than I care to live with. D.H.

FAURE: Requiem, Op. 48. Martina Arroyo
(soprano); Hermann Prey (baritone); Robert
Arnold (organ); Musica Aeterna Orchestra and
Chorus, Frederic Waldman cond. DECCA
73-10169 $7.95.

Performance: Good
Recording: Good
Playing Time: 37'

Writing of the disc issue of this performance of
Gabriel Faure's lovely Requiem in the June
1970 STEREO REVIEW, I mentioned the many
fine recordings this music has enjoyed over a
period of more than thirty years, and noted
that this new Decca disc offers another good
one, under the sensitive and knowing direction
of Frederic Waldman. Martina Arroyo is in
lovely vocal form in the famous soprano solo
Pie Jesu, and Hermann Prey sings with
warmth and manliness in the Offertory and
Libera me. The organ part is effectively bal-
anced and contrasted against the dark -hued or-
chestral timbre, and the recording itself is en-
dowed with a warm concert -hall ambiance.

As for the cassette issue, which appears to be
the work's first U.S. issue in any tape format, it
compares well in every respect with the origi-
nal disc, save for a very slight motion problem
near the beginning of side one of my review
copy. I also regret the lack of program notes
and text. D.H.

GRIEG: Peer Gynt-Incidental Music. Prel-
ude: Morning Mood; The Death of Ase; Ani-
era's Dance; In the Hall of the Mountain King;
Ingrid's Abduction and Lament; Arab Dance;
Peer Gynt's Homecoming; Solveig 's Song;
Dance of the Mountain King's Daughter. Lon-
don Symphony Orchestra, Oivin Fjelstad cond.
LONDON © STS A 30640 $4.95.

Performance: Incomplete but pleasant
Recording: Very good
Playing Time: 39'10"

Gilbert quarreled with Sullivan, Maeterlinck
despised Debussy's devotional line -by-line set-
ting of his Pelleas and Melisande, and Grieg's
score for Peer Gynt was nothing but an irrita-
tion to Ibsen. He had written an ironical alle-
gory about a Norwegian peasant who boasts
and lies his way around the world until his de -
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voted companion Solvejg redeems him
through her love. Grieg was not one to make a
brooding Straussian tone poem out of these el-
ements. Instead, he wrote a succession of short,
tuneful, atmospheric pieces which the world is
still humming. The suites provide only nibbles
and scarcely assuage the appetites of us Grieg-
lovers. Only the total score, with its many mel-
odies and rich variations, will do. There are
three interpretations available on records: a
lusty one from Beecham containing most of the
score, and an even more brightly glowing disc
Barbirolli made of all of it-both from Angel;
the third is this collection of ten excerpts under
Fjelstad, which cannot be said to be complete,
since it not only omits four of the numbers but
lacks the chorus which provides so much of the
tonal coloring and excitement of the whole.
This purely instrumental arrangement is the
only one available thus far on a cassette, how-
ever, and it makes for pleasant listening, partic-
ularly the lovingly extended treatment of Sol -

veils Song and the exotic rhythms of the Arab
Dance. A flowing, graceful line is sustained
throughout, but one does miss the vigorous
effect of the passages for soprano and the cho-
rus, particularly on entering what turns out to
be a rather inadequately lighted Hall of the
Mountain King. A generous set of notes by
Robert Boas helps keep the action of the play
before the listener. P.K.

MILHAUD: L'Homme et son desir (see SA -
TIE)

OFFENBACH: Gate Parisienne. BERLI-
OZ: Corsaire Overture. AUBER: Fra Diavo-
lo Overture. Berlin Radio Symphony, Paul
Strauss cond. DUKAS: The Sorcerer's Ap-
prentice. Monte Carlo Opera Orchestra, Louis
Fremaux cond. HELIODOR © 3312 015. 84.98.

Performance: Spanking and sparkling
Recording: Very good
Playing Time: 49' 20"

Here is nineteenth-century French music be-
fore the whole -tone chord got hold of it and
Impressionism took over. It is sparkling stuff,
as heady and insubstantial as champagne, and
just as likely to go dead if left to stand around.
Mr. Strauss, who conducts the Berlin Radio
Symphony in all but one of the pieces on the
program, never allows that to happen. I didn't
think I would ever hear a Glare Parisienne
with the rhythmic drive and joie de vivre Antal
Dorati brought to it on his enduring recording
for Mercury, but Strauss, if a bit too hard -driv-
ing and overbearing at times, also lets the
Offenbach tunes bubble forth intoxicatingly
from the sumptuously arranged ballet score,
heard complete from can -can to gliding barca-
rolle. Berlioz's lusty overture from Le Corsaire
and Auber's frivolous and always fresh over-
ture to Fra Diavolo abound with equal gaiety.
The Sorcerer's Apprentice, with Louis Fre-
maux at the helm of the Monte Carlo Opera
Orchestra, sounds a bit rushed-he really
dashes to and fro trying to empty those buck-
ets-but again the brilliance of this orchestral
tour de force emerges undiminished. The
sound is unusually bright and clear, and there
are informative liner notes. P.K.

RAVEL: Trois Poemes de Stephane Mal-
larme (see SATIE)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

SATIE: Socrate (complete). Marie -Therese
Escribano (soprano), Socrate; Michele Bedard

(mezzo-soprano), Phedre; Emiko liyama (mez-
zo-soprano), Alcibiade; Gerlinde Lorenz (so-
prano), Phedon; Ensemble "Die Reihe,"
Friedrich Cerha cond. MILHAUD:
L'Homme et son desir. Josette Doemer (so-
prano); Marie -Jeanne Klein (contralto); Ven-
ent Arend (tenor); Raymond Koster (bass);
Radio Luxemburg Orchestra, Darius Milhaud
cond. STRAVINSKY: Two Poems for High
Voice and Chamber Orchestra; Three Japa-
nese Lyrics for High Voice and Chamber
Orchestra. RAVEL: Trois Poemes de Ste-
phane Mallarme. Marie -Therese Escribano
(soprano); Ensemble "Die Reihe," Friedrich
Cerha cond. Vox © 678030 86.98.

Performance: Very good
. Recording: Dolbyized and highly

. impressive
Playing Time: 68' 45"

This very -long-playing cassette features vocal
works written between 1913 (the Ravel cycle)
and 1921 (Milhaud's colorful ballet depicting a
primeval love -death allegory in the jungles of

AMPEX MAIL-ORDER SERVICE
Ampex, in an effort to supplement

the declining inventories of open -reel
prerecorded tapes available through
dealers, has initiated a mail-order
service for about 250 of the open -reel
selections listed in the Ampex Stereo
Tape catalog. If this pilot project
meets with an adequate response,
Ampex plans to- increase the number
of titles offered. Customers pay list
price for their first selection and are
allowed a $1.00 discount on each ad-
ditional tape in an order. Merchan-
dise is shipped within twenty-four
hours of an order's receipt. A list of
the titles may be requested by mail
from Jack Woods, Ampex Music Di-
vision, 2201 Lunt Avenue, Elk Grove
Village, Illinois 60007.

Brazil). In between are the brief and rather
arid Stravinsky songs (1912-13) and-the
longest selection-Satie's "symphonic drama"
Socrate (1918-1920), a three-part vocal setting
of sections of Plato's Dialogues. Socrate is an
extremely austere work, nonironic (for Satie),
and, though exquisitely written, quite barren
of emotion, even in the scene devoted to the
death of Socrates.

The performances throughout are all very
good, though I could imagine Socrate ren-
dered a little less flatly, and with a greater feel-
ing for atmosphere, than it is here. The Mil-
haud, which the composer conducts himself, is
the most colorful and effective performance on
the entire cassette. As for the recording, this
cassette is one of the first to be duplicated us-
ing the Dolby process. The result is amazing;
the sound is very clean, with neither any con-
striction or any boxed -in feeling. With Dolby
"in," one simply does not hear hiss. I tried a
slight treble boost, and it added a bit of bright-
ness without any audible tape hiss-one obvi-
ous advantage of Dolbyized cassettes. The bass
here, also, is very full, perhaps even a bit too
heavy, but there is very little muddiness. As
cassettes go at the moment, this one would
have to be among the finest available. I wish,
though, that the original balance in Socrate had
placed the voices more within the orchestral
accompaniment instead of in front of it; this, I

think, is one of the reasons why the Satie and
Ravel pieces lack atmosphere. The cassette
package provides brief notes but no texts. I.K.

SCHUBERT: Quintet for Piano and Strings,
in A Major, Op. 114 ("Trout," D. 667). Jorg
Demus (piano); Schubert Quartet. Quartet
No. 12, in C Minor, "Quartettsatz" (D.
703). Amadeus Quartet. DEUTSCHE GRAM-
MOPHON 921020 86.98.

Performance: Vital
Recording: A mite thin
Playing Time: 41'

Counting the Curzon -Vienna Octet open -reel
issue, this 1960 performance brings to five the
number of tape versions of Schubert's justly
popular "Trout" Quintet. Jorg Demus and his
colleagues bring plenty of rhythmic momen-
tum and keyboard glitter to their reading,
though, for my own taste, I could stand a
somewhat more gemiidich, less intense style of
phrasing in the first and third movements. This
kind of intensity is much more suitable to the
brief and hectic "Quartet Movement" which
fills out this cassette in an admirable perform-
ance by the Amadeus Quartet. Demus' piano is
well out front in recording perspective, and
the strings are a bit too far in the background
and hence a bit thin in tonal body. I'd suggest
the stunning Vanguard recording with Peter
Serkin as the choicest "Trout" of them all,
available, by the way, in all three tape formats
as well as disc. D.H.

STRAVINSKY: Two Poems for High
Voice and Chamber Orchestra; Three Japa-
nese Lyrics (see SATIE)

ENTERTAINMENT

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

JOAN BAEZ: The First Ten Years. Joan
Baez (vocals and.guitar); various accompani-
ments. Ghetto; If I Were a Carpenter; Silver
Dagger; Love Is Just a Four -Letter Word;
There but for Fortune; Will the Circle Be Un-
broken; John Riley; You Ain't Goin' No-
where; Mary Hamilton; Carry it On; Manha de
Carnaval; If I Knew; and eleven others. VAN-
GUARD ©J 56560 $9.95, 10)B 6560 $10.95,
Oe J 86560 $9.95.

Performance: A Baez encyclopedia
Recording: Very good
Playing Time: 81' 20"

Miss Baez has been so busy wearing her life on
her sleeve, what with her biography Daybreak
("My life is a crystal teardrop . . . ") and her
appearances on behalf of her imprisoned hus-
band David and all kinds of other causes, that
one tends to forget what made her famous in
the first place: a perfectly lovely, flexible voice
and a non-violent way with a wide range of
vocal material covering the whole world of
folklore, along with a radiant, passionate intel-
ligence that invests everything she sings with
meaning and urgency. On this cassette, you
won't hear her making speeches or telling you
about her life or her overadvertised sensibili-
ties (there are no liner notes at all)-she just
sings. It's a generous program of songs. On
this cassette, Vanguard offers more than two
dozen of Miss Baez's recordings for the compa-
ny over the past ten years, selected from the
many albums she has made, and her virtuosity
is everywhere evident. Here is Mary Hamil-
ton-that sad, sad ballad about the maid caught
up in the intrigues of Scottish court life and
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hanged unjustly; here is Silver Dagger, four
brief verses that tell a whole tragic Appalachi-
an love story; here are Bob Dylan's Farewell,
Angelina and A Hard Rain's a -Gonna Fall in-
terpreted almost more definitively than when
sung by their author. Here are No Expecta-
tions and John Riley and the half -religious,
half -defiant If I Were a Carpenter and Geordie
and Te Ador and the tearful Manha de Carna-
val. Here are songs of political protest, too,
against war and poverty, but real songs-not
ragged broadsides. A beautiful program, and a
splendid job of dubbing too. P.K.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

JOSE FELICIANO: El Fantristico!Jose Felic-
iano (vocals, guitar); orchestral accompani-
ment. Tu me haces falta; Mienteme; Un poco
tarde; Maria Isabel; Boda gris; Sabor a mi; and
six others. RCA © PK-1598 $6.95.

Performance: Fa ntestico is the word
Recording: Flawless
Playing Time: 35'13"

In a world overcrowded with Latin guitarists
and vocalists, all wearing their corazones on
their sleeves, what's so special about Jose Felic-
iano? "Te quiero," sings this blind Orpheus
from Puerto Rico to some nameless Euridice,
"I want you." "Tu me haces falta," he tells
her, "I need you." All latin cantores go on like
this, but with Feliciano the earnest simplicity of
the vocal approach and the tension without
tension in the plucking of taut strings purges
the old clichés of their weariness. The emotion
he celebrates in his singing and playing be-
comes for once believable. The strings turn out
to belong, not to the guitar, but to the listen-
er's heart. How does he do it? Perhaps it is the
absence of fat in his tone and in his playing: a
kind of polyunsaturated style, free of the
heavy -breathing mock passion that plagues
most attempts in this vein by lesser talents.

On this superb cassette (RCA's have pro-
gressed from being the worst to being the
cleanest and best -balanced, with the least hiss
and roughness), Feliciano dwells on blighted
love, on longing and separation, on a "grey
wedding." The mood is almost always sad, yet
never spills over into self-pity. And the orches-
tral arrangements can only be described as ele-
gant, in the best Iberian sense. Here is one
popular singer whose popularity is surely de-
served. He is indeed "El Fantastico. " P.K.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

IAN AND SYLVIA: Greatest Hits. Ian Ty-
son (vocals, guitar); Sylvia Tyson (vocals); var-
ious accompaniments. Early Morning Rain;
When I Was a Cowboy; Tomorrow is a Long
Time; Little Beggarman; The Mighty Quinn;
Nancy Whiskey; Catfish Blues; Come in Stran-
ger; and sixteen others.VANGuARD M 55-6
$6.95, (-3 M 85-6 $6.95.

Performance: Always stylish
Recording: Good to excellent
Playing Time: 79' 40"

This is one "greatest hits" collection I can rec-
ommend heartily. Ian Tyson would have quali-
fied, back when they put stock in such things,
as a "song stylist." He has one of the most
stylish voices in the business, and his pretty lit-
tle wife can sing well enough to justify being
half of anyone's duet-although this tape rein-
forces my belief that she shouldn't take too
many solos.

The tape runs so long, and includes so many
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truly fine songs, that it's unlikely any merely
casual fan of folk music would regard it as old
hat, and even avid Ian and Sylvia fans probably
missed some of these tunes the first time. To-
morrow is a Long Time, Nancy Whiskey, The
French Girl, and Four Strong Winds are my
favorite selections, and they're not all folk -
pretty ballads-Nancy Whiskey is an up tempo
piece. They also do an acceptable job with two
old Leadbelly pieces, When I Was a Cowboy
and Ella Speed, and their version of Bob Dy-
lan's Wheels of Fire is worth having in the old
record cabinet.

If I didn't own any Ian and Sylvia records,
I'd certainly start correcting that oversight by
acquiring this tape-it's an almost perfect in-
troduction. Some folk singers came with a gos-
samer quality that told us they were never
meant to last-but Ian and Sylvia took a solid
stance at the start and they've done nothing but
improve since. N.C.

THE LOVIN' SPOONFUL: The Very
Best of the Lovin' Spoonful. The Lovin'
MGM

IAN AND SYLVIA
They continue to improve

Spoonful (vocals and instrumentals). Younger
Girl; Didn't Want to Have to Do It; Day-
dream; You Didn't Have to Be So Nice; Rain
on the Roof; Do You Believe in Magic?; Sum-
mer in the City; and five others. KAMA SUTRA
® X 2013 (3%) $5.95.

Performance: Not for diabetics
Recording: Good
Playing Time: 29'58"

It would seem to be only a short stop from the
ice -cream -soda sweetness of a Forties MGM
musical to the teen-age twitterings of the Lo -
vin' Spoonful, which may be why I've found
this group's syrup a bit hard to swallow. When
they sing of Summer in the City or Rain on the
Roof, their style is tinted like the Technicolor
production numbers of Hollywood in bygone
days, and even when the subject switches to
the tale of a very "now" fellow who gets
homesick for Nashville watching the Grey-
hounds go by, the cloying aftertaste of an out-
worn sentimental attitude lingers on. Most of
the sugar the Lovin' Spoonful dispenses is sup-
plied by a chap named Sebastian, a composer
whose musical teeth must be full of cavities.
The recipe works best in a number like Do
You Believe in Magic?, where the carefree

mood sounds less synthetic than in the rest of
the program, but even here it's revealing that
the songwriter's notion of happiness is, in his
own words, "an old-time movie." P.K.

MIHALIS VIOLARIS: The Songs of Mihal-
is Violaris. Mihalis Violaris (vocals); instru-
mental accompaniment. Caterina and I; A Girl
from Limassol; Even if the Sun Rises Twice;
My Sun, My Sun; I Was Twenty; Thodoris;
Saturday Evening; Eyes of Dawn; and four oth-
ers P. I. MCPI 135 $6.95.

Performance: Good
Recording: Very good
Playing Time: 36' 43"

Somewhere between Zorba and Spiro Agnew
there are a lot of Greeks more typical of the
humanity native to that ancient land, and Mi-
halis Violaris is one of them. Here he shows a
conspicuous lack of the bluster too many
Americans have come to associate with "the
Greek personality," whatever that is. He
seems gentle and sensitive and not even very
talkative.

Violaris has a clear, pleasant, middle -register
voice that goes high better than low and can
make some neat ornamental maneuvers when
he calls upon it to do so. Usually he doesn't,
and he is never unnecessarily fancy in this re-
cording; art is still functional in Greece, even if
a lot of things have changed. The melodies are
simple, catchy, and forgettable. The arrange-
ments, utilizing a variety of native instruments
and some from farther west, are clear and
bright in tone but could stand more imagina-
tion in spots. Although the tape was manufac-
tured in the U.S., the recording was done in
Greece (by the Zodiac Company) and it has
exceptionally good sound. I don't speak the
language, and although the titles are in English
the lyrics are in Greek; I gather from the titles
they're not political. It's a simple, folksy, pleas-
ant recording, and it's available, by the way, if
your dealer never heard of it, through Peters
International, 600 Eighth Avenue, New York,
N.Y. 10018. N. C.

PATRICK MOODY WILLIAMS: Carry
On. Patrick Moody Williams and others (in-
strumentals). Country Road; Jennifer; Long
Black Veil; Silent Spring; Carry On; Love
Theme from "Macho Callahan"; Junk; Bach:
Adagio, from Toccata, Adagio and Fugue in C
Major. A & R © M 57103 $6.95, C)M57103
$6.95.

Performance: Fascinating hybrid
Recording: Good
Playing Time: 33 ' 45"

Mr. Williams and his anonymous group offer
an instrumental program in a style somewhere
between Baroque and jazz, with rhythms that
are driving but not out to drive the listener
crazy, all set in a vaguely sociological frame of
reference. Some of their work is distinguished
by unusual subtlety, as in the dirge they make
out of the John Brown's Body melody in Long
Black Veil, and the casual but bitter allusion to
Mendelssohn's Spring Song in the poignant
and beautifully developed little elegy called Si-
lent Spring. Not all is mournful; intricate,
high-spirited rhythms mark another piece of
musical social commentary called Junk, which
makes its point better than many a sermon on
pollution I have heard, and clever improvisa-
tions point up, but do not destroy, the playing
of a Bach Adagio from a piece identified as
Toccata, Adagio and Fugue in C Major. This is
praiseworthy stuff. P.K.
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EQUIPMENT

WRITE for quotation on any Hi-Fi components: Sound
Reproduction Inc., 460 Central Avenue, East Orange, N.J.
07018. 201-673-0600.

TAPE recorders. Hi-Fi components. Sleep learning Equip-
ment tapes. Unusual values. Free catalog. Dressner,
1523R Jericho Turnpike, New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040.

LOW, Low quotes: all components and recorders. Hi Fi,
Roslyn, Penna. 19001.

New low prices on all stereo components and tape
recorders. Write for our quote. Stereo Corp. of America,
2122 Utica Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 11234.

DIAMOND NEEDLES AND STEREO CARTRIDGES at
low, low prices for Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire,
Grado and ADC. Send for free catalog and price sheet. We
will be happy to quote on any cartridge -Magnetic,
Ceramic or Crystal. All merchandise brand new and
shipped PREPAID. LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. S, 365
Dahill Road, Brooklyn, New York 11218.

WORLD'S BEST TAPE, Box 18026, Seattle, Washington
98118.

BRAUN, fabulous German stereo components, full cata-
log 50d. P.O. Box 293, Huntsville, Ala. 35804.

THE ULTIMATE IN DISCOUNTS on Acoustic Research,
Shure, Pickering, Dual, and many others. Write for our
free price list to ULTIMATE ELECTRONICS, 29
EGERTON ROAD, ARLINGTON, MASS. 02174.

DECCA Cartridges; Kelly ribbon tweeters; PML micro-
phones, headsets; SAE, Grundig receivers; IMF, Hartley,
Cizek speakers; Sultron, Stahly razors. Audiocraft, South
Rockwood, Michigan 48179. Telephone evenings (313)
379-9945.

MATTES -MARTIN amplifiers, preamps, integrated units;
manufacturer's closeout of demos, used units all in
perfect working order. Less than half retail price.
MATTES -MARTIN ELECTRONICS, 909 Pitner, Evans-
ton, Ill. 60202.

FANTASTIC DISCOUNTS -Selected stereo systems.
Write M.I., 285 Abbe Rd., Enfield, Conn. 06030.

RECORDING ENTHUSIASTS -Improve Recordings. In-
exepensive impedance converters terminate microphone
properly, while allowing cable extensions to 500 feet
without performance deterioration. Switchbox-handles
-to three recorders, for dubbing, editing, and mixing.
Write: Aids to Recording, Russound/FMP, Inc., Dept. 5,
P.O. Box 476, Exeter, New Hampshire 03833.

BROADCAST TAPES: Rare operas, symphonic music.
Historic performances. Domestic, European. Free List.
Underhill, Bellport, N.Y. 11713.

ORGAN OWNERS! Do your own thing! Save time and
money. Tune your organ conveniently, accurately, inex-
pensively. Loss of tone quality and variation of pitch are
easily and quickly corrected. Learn about our profes-
sional, economical tuning instrument. Write to Musicon
Electronics Co., Dept. SR, Box 59, Fort Washington, Pa.
19034.

MIXING CONSOLE. Jerry Hyde, 301 Springdale, Win-
tersville, Ohio 43952.

FLASHLAMP, $2.98, Lasers, Photoflash, Beacons,
Psychedelic Strobes. Plans, ZD706, Box 3261, San Jose,
CA. 95116.

JAPAN HONG KONG Directory. World products infor-
mation. $1.00 today. Ippano Kaisha Ltd., Hillyard, Wash.
99207.

NATIONALLY advertised Audio Equipment. Cost Plus TAPE AND RECORDERS
10%. Stereo World, 3250 Duke Street, Alexandria,
Virginia 22314.

67KC SCA Adapter. Solid State, wired, tested. Operates
on 9 to 30 volts. Use between FM Tuner and Audio
Amplifier. $15.50 postpaid USA with Instructions, Sta-
tion List. Mark and Alan, P.O. Box 172, Chesterland,
Ohio 44026.

EUROPE'S top quality electronic parts, ridiculous prices.
Catalog 35d. ElectrovalueAmerica, Box 27A, Swarth-
more, PA. 19081.

FREE LP AND SHIPPING to most states. We will not be
undersold. Airmail Quotes. Hi-Fi Discount Specialists, FOR SALE
Box 2576 PVS, Hialeah, Florida 33012.

SAVE over 33-1/3% on a pair of one of the world's best
floorstanding speaker systems shipped direct to you from
the factory. Try them in your home for thirty days.
Write: KG LL, Inc., Water Street, Lewiston, Maine 04240.

ELECTRONIC TUBES, Semiconductors, Equipment and
Parts. Lab matched tubes. Finest quality. Serving TV/Hi-
Fi Servicemen, Engineers, and Industry for 20 Years.
Advise your needs. Write for Catalog. Barry Electronics,
512 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10012. (212) 925-7000.

NO fair trade laws in D.C. Write for discount prices on
your choice of components. District Sound, Inc, 2312
R.I. Ave, N.E., Wash., D.C. 20018. (202) 832-1900.

HI Fl Furniture? See Toujay Designs at SEE -70's Hi
Fidelity Exhibit. 443 Park Avenue South, N.Y.C. 10016.
Tues. to Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-4. Full line brochure 254.

GET OUR LOW QUOTATION ON HI-FI COMPONENTS
and package deals. Airex Communications, 102 Woodcleft
Ave., Freeport, N.Y. 11520.

LOW, LOW, PRICES, on Audio Equipment, L.P. Records,
and Tapes. All factory fresh, 1st quality items. Trained
personnel at your disposal for audio consultation. We
accept Mastercharge.Write for FREE CATALOGS to Mr.
A, Dept. AMS at SMG DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 46-35 54th
Road, Maspeth, N.Y. 11378, or call (2121 786-3337.

REVOX and TANDBERG Recorders, PIONEER, SAN-
SUI, and SONY Receivers and Amplifiers. Specify model.
Box 18026, Seattle Washington 98118.

ADVENT #100 Dolby Noise Reduction Unit ($250.00);
4101 Dolby Noise Reduction Unit, less flexible
($125.00); Frequency Balance Control ($225.00); #200
Dolby cassette deck ($260.00); Loudspeaker ($116.00);
Utility Loudspeaker ($102.00); C-60 Crolyn chromium
dioxide cassettes, quantities of 10 ($29.90) are in stock
for immediate shipment. Units are tested by Opus One
400 Smithfield, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222. 14121 281-3969.

IMPROVE YOUR HIGH QUALITY ACOUSTIC SUS-
PENSION LOUDSPEAKER. Microstatic', the first Total
Coverage high frequency speaker system, is designed to
improve the performance of these speakers. Write for
detailed brochure. Micro/Acoustics Corp., Box 302, White
Plains, N.Y. 10602.

KLIPSCH, TANNOY, MARANTZ, RABCO, THORENS
-No Discounting -Superior Sound, 1801 Brewerton Rd.,
Syracuse, N.Y. 13211.

QUAD for the closest approach to the original sound
Audio Equipment for the serious music listener. For
details write: Audio Imports, 5557 Versaille Dr., Indiana-
polis. Ind. 46227.

BURGLAR ALARM SYSTEMS and accessories. Controls.
bells, sirens, hardware, etc. OMNI-GUARD radar intruder
detection system, kit form or assembled. Write for free
catalog. Microtech Associates, Inc., Box 10147, St.
Petersburg, Florida 33733.

FREE ELECTRONICS PARTS FLYER. Large catalog
$1.00 deposit. BIGELOW ELECTRONICS, BLUFFTON,
OHIO 45817.

SENCORE, B & K TEST EQUIPMENT UNBELIEVABLE
PRICES. FREE CATALOG AND PRICE SHEET. FORD -
HAM RADIO, 265 EAST 149TH STREET, BRONX,
N.Y. 10451.

ELECTRONIC Bargains -Diodes, Transistors, Tubes,
Courses. Free Catalog -Immediate Shipment. Cornell.
4215-H University, San Diego, Calif. 92105.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS -Distributor prices, Free
Catalogue, Box 2581, El Cajon, California 92021.

BACKGROUND MUSIC, continuous commercial -free.
Solid-state MUSICON SCA ADAPTER plugs into any FM
Tuner, Receiver. Line powered. 5 year guarantee! Only
$39. postpaid. K -Lab, Box 572Z, South Norwalk, Conn.
06856.

NEW SEMICONDUCTOR LIGHT EMITTING DIODES.
Bright red lights replace light bulbs. Typical life 10C

years. Operate at 1.65 volts, 60 milliamps. Order 2 for
$2.98 NOW. Data sheet and instructions included. Mon
santo Company, Hobby Section, 10131 Bubb Road.
Cupertino, California 95014.

CONSTRUCTION PLANS: Laser ... $2.00. 2 -FM micro
phone transmitters ... $1.00. FM Telephone transmitter

.. $2.00. Sound telescope ... $2.00. Space monitor
missile tracker ... $2.00. Equipment and kits available.
Howard, 20174 Ward, Detroit, Michigan 48235.

FREE Electronics Catalog. Tremendous bargains. Edu
Kits, Department C-506 BO, Hewlett, New York 11557

EXCITING LISTENING! Police -Fire -Emergency calls
on your broadcast radio, $19.95 up. Also Crystals,
receivers, Scanners, dualband. Salch Company, Woods-
boro 48, Texas 78393.

WOULD YOU SPEND 25d to save $25.00 or more?
Citizens Band, AM and SSB 2 -way radios, USA and
export models. Send 254 for catalog to: BAGGY'S
RADIO, 6391 Westminster Avenue, Westminster, CA
92683. Dealer inquiries invited.

BRAINWAVE FEEDBACK electroencephalophone. In-
formation 104. J&J Enterprises, 8102-V, Bainbridge,
Wash. 98110.

RENT stereo tapes $1.25 week postpaid -NEW catalog
254. Tape Library, Box 8126, Washington, D.C. 20024.

RADIO YESTERYEAR! Biggest and best in the industry
we created. Over 8,000 of those great old-time radio
shows. ANY program you remember, drama, band, serials,
comedy, etc. Highest fidelity possible with Ampex dupli-
cators. Send for our Free catalog. RADIO YESTER-
YEAR, Box H, Dept. B, Croton -on -Hudson, N.Y. 10520.
Member Better Business Bureau.

OLD Radio Programs on tape. 6 hours for $8.00. Catalog
504. Don Maris, 1926 Cherokee, Norman, Okla. 73069.

CASSETTES, Pre-recorded Spoken Word -over 100 titles
-educational, including language. Cassette and 8 -track
Blanks plus many accessories. Send 104 in stamps or coin
for latest literature. Cassettes Unlimited, P.O. Box
13119S, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15243.

OLD Time radio programs -all your old favorites. 504 for
catalog. Robert Mussehl, R. 1, Brooklyn, Wisc. 53521.

SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, lowest prices. TAPE
CENTER, Box 4305, Washington, D.C. 20012.

STEREO TAPE RENTAL for particular people. Free
catalog. Gold Coast Tape Library, Box 2262, Palm Village
Station, Hialeah, Fla. 33012.

RENT 4 -track open reel tapes -all major labels -3,000
different -free brochure. Stereo-Parti, 55 St. James Drive,
Santa Rosa, California 95401.

BASF RECORDING TAPE ... PRERECORDED
STEREO TAPES, POSTPAID. STEREOTONE-TAPES,
BOX 657, STERLING, ILLINOIS 61081.

STEREO TAPE TRANSPORT -7" reel -2 speeds -pause
control -made for famous manufacturer -50 to 15.000 Hz
with rec/play and erase heads, without case. Send M.O. or
check for $19.50 to Stereo Center, 218 Columbia St.,
Utica, N.Y. 13502. $2.50 for prepaid shipping and
insurance.

RADIO RERUNS. Complete broadcasts of old favorites.
Catalog $1.00. (refundable). Box 724, Redmond, Wash.
98052.

CASSETTES at Low, Low Prices! Same cassettes nation-
ally advertised. Lifetime Guarantee -Money Back Guar-
antee. Specially Priced. Save! Save! C-30 ... 42d, C-60
... 454, C-90 ... 724, C-120 . 924. Postage: 10% of
your total order. Mail check to: Famous Sales, 137-08
Northern Blvd., Flushing, New York 11354.

BARGAIN MUSIC, Tape, Equipment Catalog, 254. Saxi-
tone, 1776 Columbia Road, Washington, D.C. 20009.

SAVE $$$ WITH NEW "TAPE RECORDING ONLY"
CATALOG -supplies, accessories, equipment, close-outs,
test reports, more. Send 254 (refundable) TAPE RE-
CORDING CENTER, Box 38, Murray Hill Station CT,
New York, New York 10016. (Indicate cassette, open -
reel, other)

JUDY GARLAND live performances, unavailable any
where. Details: Robert Tape, Box 138, Murray Hill
Station, New York, N.Y. 10016.

OPERA tapes -Great performances of past 35 years. Free
catalog. Ed Rosen, P.O. Box 521, Lynbrook, N.Y. 11563.

RADIO program tapes. Four hours $6.50; six hours
$8.50. Box 724, Redmond, Wash. 98052.
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STEREO TAPES 54.95 postpaid. CAG, 3606 Nanton
Place, Philadelphia, Pa. 19154.

OUT -OF -PRINT 78's on tape! New originals! From
Arnheim to Vallee. 504 per selection. Sample tape $1.00
(refundable): One chorus from ten different recordings of
your choice. Tony Pirak, 741 N. 104. Seattle, Wash.
98133.

START TAPE CATALOG FILE using pre-printed 3x5
cards. 15 for $1.00. Free sample. Send stamp. Gaffco
Industries, Box 1223, W. Concord, Mass. 01742.

TRADE Stereo Tapes, $1.25 each postpaid -minimum
three. Tapetrade, Box 2181, LaJolla, CA. 92037.

RECORDS

UNBELIEVABLE Classical rarities. Catalogue TEN 4!
M.I.T.M. 271 Autumn Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11208.

FREE 64 PAGE CATALOG offers hundreds of recordings
of rare Renaissance, Baroque and Classical music. Some
records priced as low as $1.00 each! All late recordings. In
Stereo only. MHS RECORDS, Box 932 -HS, New York,
New York 10023.

MEMORIZE, study: "1971 tests -answers" for FCC first,
and second class license. -plus -"Self -Study Ability Test."
Proven! $9.95. Satisfaction guaranteed. Command, Box
26348-P, San Francisco 94126.

MAGAZINES

JAPAN PUBLICATIONS GUIDE Business, pleasure, edu-
cation. $5.00. INTERCONTINENTAL, CPO 1717, Tokyo
100-91.

OVER 2,000,000 backdate magazines! Specify needs.
Midtown, Box 917 -HS, Maywood, N.J. 07607.

INTERNATIONAL Magic Magazine monthly. Tricks,
dealers, news. Three month trial $1.00. Genii, Box
36068-Z, Los Angeles, Calif. 90036.

REPAIRS AND SERVICES

RECORDS Made From Your Tapes. Free Brochure. NRP,
Dept. SR, 204 19th Ave., South, Nashville, Tenn. 37203.

AUTHORS' SERVICES"HARD To Get" records -all speeds. Record Exchange,
842 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019.

POPULAR organ albums factory direct. Concert
Recording, Lynwood, Calif. 90262.

CASH for excellent unwanted LPs and prerecorded tapes.
Reder, 81 Forshay Road, Monsey, New York 10952.

VINTAGE RADIO ON LP RECORDS AT LAST. HIGH-
EST QUALITY AT MOST REASONABLE PRICES.
FREE CATALOG, THE RADIOLA COMPANY, BOX H,
CROTON-ON-HUDSON, NEW YORK 10520.

FABULOUS OPERATIC LP RARITIES at reasonable
prices. Free list, Box 1012, New York City 10001.

PROTECT your records -Poly sleeves for jackets 54; Inner
sleeves 44; Poly lined paper 10d; white jackets 25d.
Minimum order $5.00. Record House, Hillburn, N.Y.
10391.

LIKE new LPs and prerecorded tapes. Catalogue 60d.
Records, Hillburn, New York 10931.

RECORD Hunting? Collectors' records at collectors
prices. Shows, soundtracks, classical, personality. Large
stock. Lists, LP's only. Record Undertaker, Box 437, New
York, New York 10023.

COLLECTORS JOURNAL -valuable data, record mart.
Six issues -51.50. RECORD RESEARCH, 65 Grand Ave.,
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11205.

FREE CATALOGS -rare broadcasts on cassettes. ARG,
341 Cooper Station, New York City 10003.

AUTHORS! Learn how to have your book published,
promoted, distributed. Free booklet "ZD," Vantage, 516
West 34 St., New York 10001.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

I MADE $40,000.00 Year by mailorder! Helped others
make money! Start with $10.00 -Free Proof. Torrey, Box
318.N, Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197.

FREE BOOK "999 Successful Little -Known Businesses."
Work home! Plymouth 445-Y, Brooklyn, New York
11218.

MAILORDER! Make big money working home. Free
report reveals millionaire's trade secrets! Executive 11 K51,
333 North Michigan, Chicago 60601.

$200.00 Daily In Your Mailbox! Your Opportunity To
Do What Mailorder Experts Do. Free Details. Associates,
Box 136 -SR, Holland, Michigan 49423.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP. Hypnotize! Strange catalog
free. Autosuggestion, Box 24-ZD, Olympia, Washington
98501.

GUITAR TUNING RECORD. 10 Ways Demonstrated. PERSONALS
Send $1.50. Guitar Player Magazine, 348 No. Santa Cruz,
Dept. 117, Los Gatos, CA 95030.

RICH COLLECTOR or Library -Fantastic operatic LP
collection for sale. (Includes Private Label). 500 records
for $1250.00. Terms. Call 1-507.288-2877.

TUBES

RECEIVING & INDUSTRIAL TUBES, TRANSISTORS,
All Brands -Biggest Discounts. Technicians, Hobbyists,
Experimenters -Request FREE Giant Catalog and SAVE!
ZALYTRON, 469 Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, N.Y.
11501.

WANTED

QUICKSILVER, Platinum, Silver, Gold. Ores Analyzed.
Free Circular. Mercury Terminal, Norwood, Mass. 02062.

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international
correspondence. Illustrated brochure free. Hermes, Berlin
11, Germany.

PHOTOGRAPHY -FILM,
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES

SCIENCE Bargains -Request Free Giant Catalog
"CJ" -148 pages -Astronomical Telescopes, Microscopes,
Lenses, Binoculars, Kits, Parts, War surplus bargains.
Edmund Scientific Co., 300 Edscorp Bldg., Barrington,
New Jersey 08007.

BOOKS

PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING MANUAL! Make strobes,
kaleidoscopes, organs, etc. Send $2.95-Lightrays, 1315-F
Weaver, Philadelphia, Pa. 19150.

STEPHENS P-30, 625H, 214 speakers. Montgomery, 35
Chilton Lane, Matawan, N.J. 07747. MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

INSTRUCTION

LEARN Electronics Organ Servicing at home. All makes
including transistors. Experimental kit -trouble -shooting.
Accredited NHSC, Free Booklet. Niles Bryant School,
3631 Stockton, Dept. A, Sacramento, Calif. 95820.

WANT AN F.C.C. 1st CLASS LICENSE? WANT TO
BECOME A DISC JOCKEY? REI has a school near you
VA approved. Call toll free: 1-800-237-2251 or write
REI, 1336 Main St., Sarasota, Florida 33577. Florida
Residents call: 1813) 955-6922.

DEGREE in Electronics Engineering earned mostly by
correspondence. Free Brochure. Dept. G-9, Grantham
School of Engineering, 1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood,
California 90027.

30% DISCOUNT name brand musical instruments. Free
catalog. Freeport Music, 127-0 Sunrise Hway, Freeport,
N.Y. 11520.

GUITAR PLAYER MAGAZINE. Sample copy 254. 348
No. Santa Cruz, Dept. 27, Los Gatos, CA 95030.

GUITARIST'S DISCOUNT CATALOG. $1.00 including
10 free picks. Musicians Supply, Box 1368, Dept. S-1, Los
Gatos, CA 95030.

PAINTINGS AND PRINTS

I

METROPOLITAN OPERA POSTERS, Old Classics, Caru-
so, Toscanini, free brochure. Fiesta Arts, Inc., Greenvale,
New York 11548.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

JEEPS Typically From $53.90 ... Trucks From $78.40
... Boats, Typewriters, Airplanes, Multimeters, Oscillo-
scopes, Transceivers, Electronics Equipment. Wide Vari-
ety, Condition, 100,000 Bid Bargains Direct From Gov-
ernment Nationwide. Complete Sales Directory and Sur-
plus Catalog $1.00 (Deductible First $10.00 Order).
Surplus Service, Box 820-L, Holland, Michigan 49423.

HYPNOTISM

Free Hypnotism, Self -Hypnosis, Sleep Learning Catalog!
Drawer H400, Ruidoso, New Mexico 88345.

SLEEP LEARNING. Hypnotic Method. 92% effective.
Details free. ASR Foundation, Box 7021eg HC Station,
Lexiigton, Ky. 40502.

MOVIE FILMS

16mm SOUND Features, Shorts, New. Used for Sale. Free
Cata og. National Cinema, 333 W. 57 St., N.Y., RV.
10019.

RUBBER STAMPS

RUBBER ADDRESS STAMPS $2.00. SIGNATURE
S3.56. FREE CATALOG. JACKSON'S, BOX 443-G,
FRANKLIN PARK, ILL. 60131.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

HI -F! SALESMAN: Good Salary/Commissions/Profit
Sharing Plan. Experience, references required. Henry's
Camera Corp., 516 West 8th Street, Downtown Los
Angeles, Calif. 90014.

MISCELLANEOUS

WINEMAKERS. Free illustrated catalog of yeasts, equip-
ment. Semplex, Box 12276, Minneapolis, Minn. 55412.

REK-O-KUT
S-420
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PRICE

$4995

PEK-O-KUT COMPANY, INC.
1 568 NORTH SIERRA VISTA. FRESNO.
CALIF 9 3 70 3 Phone- (209) 251-4213

A Subsidiary 01 CCA

CCA ELECTRONICS CORP.
716 JERSEY AVE . GLOUCESTER CITY.

J 0 8 0 3 0 Phone: (6091 456 1716
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TAPE
HORIZO\S
By CRAIG STARK

OUT OF MY MAIL BAG
IN THE two years or so I've been doing this column, quite a few readers have

written in to ask advice regarding their own specific problems with equip-
ment and recording. I welcome such inquiries, for they help keep me in touch
with the sorts of questions that ought to be discussed on this page. I can't reply
to every letter (that would be a full-time job), but I do answer as many as
possible, and this month, looking back over my files, I'd like to take up some
of the most frequently asked questions.

Unfortunately, the most common inquiry is one to which I cannot honestly
respond: "What is the best recorder available for under $400?" or the variant
"I've read the test reports on the X and the Y tape decks; which should I
choose?" It's a compliment, of course, to be asked for an "authoritative"
opinion, but for a number of reasons I can't supply the definitive answers my
correspondents are looking for. In the first place, I have not had personal
experience with all or even a significant percentage of the currently available
audiophile tape machines, especially the low- and middle -priced models. Sec-
ondly, whatever choice I might make even between two "top line" units I had
personally tested would not necessarily be the machine best suited to the
needs of my correspondent. All I can recommend is that you read the test
reports (just as I do) and, if you can, try out the machines in question, either
in the show room or, preferably, at home, and then make your own decision.

Everyone loves a bargain, and about a third of my mail has to do with this
or that "special" recording tape which seems to promise more and cost less
than the established brands. I tend to be skeptical of all such claims, for
several reasons. My experience has been that unless you have extensive lab
facilities that will enable you to test the tape-in which case you wouldn't
write to ask-you're better off paying the somewhat higher price to get a
reputable brand, at least for critical recording. Excessive oxide shedding,
dropouts, and poor slitting (which causes the tape to weave up and down
across the heads or to stick in a tape guide) are perhaps the most usual defects
of non -name -brand tape. Furthermore, the absence of these faults in a particu-
lar reel does not guarantee that subsequent purchases of the same brand wil!
be similarly faultless. Since the marketers of unbranded tape frequently obtain
their product from various sources, each reel may differ. Some "white -box"
audio tapes are actually computer tapes slit down to V4 -inch audio -tape widths.
Their nonstandard bias and equalization requirements result in problems with
frequency response and/or distortion.

More positively, in answer to many letters: yes, I do foresee a future for
reel-to-reel recording, though cassettes and cartridges now dominate the
prerecorded market. Recording engineers are aware that not even 15-ips mas-
ter tapes are completely successful in coping with the sonic demands of music.
The on -going technical advances required to bring up the slow -speed formats
to an acceptable level of fidelity are even now resulting in significant improve-
ments in the open -reel format.
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Our engineers just celebrated the anniversary
of Norwegian independence by creating

r.1 TLF,Ves

11bt IA I LIT
We call it the
4000X stereo
tape re-
corder.

But it's
considerably
more.

-oar It fact, i:'s
a complete

stereo sound system.
With its own 20 -watt stereo ampli-

fier and two built-in 4x7" dynamic
speakers.

And all the inputs and outputs you
need for add-on components.

Magnetic and ceramic/crystal phono
inputs, for one. So you can add a turn-
table or changer and play records
through it.

Radio/tuner inputs for
another. So you can make off -
the -air recordings or just
listen to broadcasts.

Lion our exclusive peak -reading VU me-
ters for precise, foolproof recording.

So if you've been putting off the
oleasure of owning a Tandberg because
your stereo system isn't great enough
to do justice to either of our practically
perfect decks-be independent.

Go listen to our new model 4000X.
Then upgrade "our stereo system

around it.
Just $429.
A very small price to pay for inde-

pendence.

Ana external speaker connections
with a three-way selector switch. To
give you a choice of main, remote or
four -speaker sourd.

Plus a front-end jack for stereo
headphones.

But the best part is that it's a genuine
Tandberg.

Witn the incomparable recording
and playback fidelity of our top -rated
6000X and 3000X stereo decks.

And the spectacular frequency range
of Tandberg's unique cross -field bias
application-heart of a
four -head design that
gives you better PA-
ips recordings than
you used to make at
71/2 ips (even on our
decks).

Not to men-

TANDBERG 4000X Tandberg of America, Inc. 8 Third Avenue, Pelham, vew York 10803

CIRCLE NO 56 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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E -V FOURA
12" 3 -way $199.95

E -V FIVEC E -V SEVEN B
10" 2 -way $109.95 8" 2 -way $64.95

Any similarity between
these four Electro Voice
bookshelf speaker systems
is strictly scientific!

aThese four speaker systems share
a surface beauty. But don't be mis-

led. Underneath - where it counts -
there are scores of important differences.
There have to be.

Because what's right for a small system
may be all wrong for a. big one. And what
works well in a 2 -way system may be
poison for a 3 -way. (Even a little change,
like just 1" more cabinet, can upset the
design of every component inside.)

Of course not everybody can afford

to design every speaker in their line from
scratch, the way Electro-Voice does. But
then, not everybody has a scientific com-
puter that pre-tests hundreds of ideas on
paper to find the few good enough to
build.

And not everybody has a huge ane-
choic chamber (like the one above) to
prove the superiority of each design. Nor
the staggering array of test equipment
that goes with the chamber. Or - most
important- the engineering talent and

high fidelity systems and speakers  tuners, amplifiers, receivers  public address loudspeakers
 microphones  phono cartridges and stylii  aerospace and defense electronics

E -V EIGHTA
6" 2 -way $49.95

In

musical sensitivity to take full advantage
of these unique laboratory facilities.

When you select an E -V speaker sys-
tem - regardless of size or price - you
can be certain it truly represents the state
of the art ... and good value to boot.

Anything less would be a cop-out.
But don't take our word for it. Listen.

Compare. The difference you see and
hear is what high fidelity is all about.
ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 514F
616 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107

giee..74,ez°
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